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FOREWORD 
The Spncelab Level IV Programmatic Implementation Assesshnent Study-was conducted 
to assess the Level IV payload integration requirements. In the study, alternate Level IV 
integration approaches were synthesized and evaluated to establish the most cost-effective 
experiment integration approach. Resource requirements or cost factors that were included 
in the assessment pertained to the "hands-on" activities of ground processing. These re­
quirements included manpower, temporary duty subsistence and air fare, flight hardware 
and GSE transportation costs, and prorated flight hardware and GSE use costs based upon 
the involvement time of these items for each mission. Programmatic inventories of flight
hardware and GSE were developed using representative payloads. These payloads were 
defined to a level of detail that permitted a detailed assessment of the handling, installa­
tion, servicing and checkout requirements of the experiment end items. Spacelab flight
hardware and GSE support and interface requirements were identified. Buildup schedules 
for the inventories were formulated. Alternate ground processing concepts were synthe­
sized and the processing of each of the representative payload through these concepts was 
evaluated. Cost data for each. processing option was developed for-each payload. The 
spectrum of experiments and payloads used in the study facilitated the identification of 
design characteristics to identify the ground processing activities. Guidelines were iden­
tified to assist experimenters in the development of payload designs that will permit cost­
effective ground processing. 
The results of the Spacelab Level IV Programmatic Implementation Assessment Study 
effort are presented in four volumes: 
VOLUME I REPRESENTATIVE PAYLOAD DEFINITION SD 78-SR-0009-1 
VOLUME 11 GROUND PROCESSING REQUIREMENTS SD 78-SR-0009-2 
VOLUME III OPTIMIZATION AND PROGRAMMATICS SD 78-SR-0009-3 
VOLUME IV EXECUTIVE SUMMARY SD 78-SR-0009-4 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
 
Volume III Optimizations and Programmatics contains the results of the System Trade 
Studies (Task 5.0), the Spacelab Programmatic Assessment (Task 6.0), and results of the 
Traffic Model Variations (Task 7. 1). 
Three major system level trades were conducted in Task 5.0. They were performed to 
establish the most cost effective approach for each of the three ground processing concepts 
developed in Task 4.0 for'each representative payload. The use of simulated (Subtask 5.1) 
and dedicated (Subtask 5.2) Spacelab equipment was evaluated and the results presented in 
section 2.0 entitled "Program Baseline-System Trade Studies". Programmatic considerations 
were evaluated by the synthesis of experiment and payload ref light schedules and by assessing 
their potential effect on flight hardware utilization and allocation. The cost, hardware re­
quirements - both Spacelab flight hardware and Level IV integration GSE, implications of 
shared (progressive) Level IV integration of Spacelab flight hardware were evaluated. These 
results of the shared Spacelab equipment utilization trade (Subtask 5.3) are presented in sec­
tion entitled "Shared Spacelab Equipment Utilization". The most cost-effective approach 
for each of the four representative payloads was selected from an analysis of the results of 
the trade studies. The selections and recommendations from each of the major trade areas is 
documented in section entitled "Approach and Concept Evaluation". 
In Section 3.0 "Level IV Ground Processing Baseline Program", the extrapolation of 
the data generated for the four representative payloads to the entire Spacelab traffic model 
is discussed. The six viable ground processing options selected to be carried through the > 
programmatics are discussed. "The Traffic Model" section defines the model analysis that 
was conducted to establish the numbers and types of Spacelab configurations and their 
launch dates. Section 3.0 defines the programmatic resource requirements for the Baseline 
traffic model only. Sections 4.0 and 5.0 discuss the resource requirements and costs for 
the 2/3 and 1/3 traffic models respectively. 
An equivalency was established between the four representative payloads of the study 
and the 560 Mission Model. This data along with the launch dates for each Spacelab mission 
are developed and presented in section 3.0 on "Traffic Model Analyses". The resource 
requirements in the areas of personnel, Level IV Integration, Spacelab Flight Hardware, 
and Transportation costs are included in this volume in Section 3.0. Required inventories 
of Spacelab unique flight and ground equipment, simulators, and major common payload 
support items have been established and are documented in their respective sections of this 
volume. Also included are the "hands-on" manpower requirements at each involved Level 
IV integration center. Transportation and shipping requirements and costs were identified 
and reported along with a programmatic schedule and a summary of the composite ground 
processing costs for the four areas listed above. The results of the system level trades are 
factored into the programmatics data presented in Sections 3.0, 4.0, and 5.0. 
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2.0 PROGRAM BASELINE - SYSTEM TRADE STUDIES 
A series of trades were conducted to determine the cost cost-effective approach for each 
of the ground processing concepts developed for the representative payloads. These trades in­
cluded the use of simulated or substituted Spacelab unique equipment for such items as RAU's, 
IPS, SIPS, Spacelab module floor, cabling, pallet freon pump and the pallet inverter. Both 
dedicated and simulated Spacelab unique equipment were also included in the trades. 
Other programmatic considerations were introduced by synthesizing experiment and 
payload reflight schedules and assessing their effect on the hardware utilization and allo­
cation. Cost and schedule implications of progressive Level IV integration of shared 
Spacelab flight hardware were developed. The results of these trades were used to deter­
mine the most cost-effective Level IV integration approach for each of the representative 
payloads.
 
SUBSTITUTED SPACELAB EQUIPMENT UTILIZATION 
The baseline Ground Processing sequences and cost data are based on the assump­
tion that all the Spacelab equipment, with the exception of the Igloo and the Spacelab 
Module shell, are available at the Level IV integration site. An alternate approach was 
also analyzed wherein the use of simulated or substituted Spocelab equipment was used to 
determine if savings in overall costs would result or offset the added costs of the substitute 
equipment. 
The savings which may accrue can be substantial. Flight hardware is limited in 
quantity and any reduction in the involvement time by using substituted or simulated 
equipment reduces the number required, thus reducing program cost. 
0 
For example, if a substitute RAU would be used during installation and verification 
of experiment equipment, and the actual flight RAU were later installed during Level Ill 
activity at KSC, the flight RAU would be free to support other missions during this time. 
Any savings would be offset by the cost of producing a substitute RAU with the same 
electronic capabilities, as well as the cost of removing the substitute RAU and installing 
the flight RAU at KSC. 
The most cost-effective approach for each item of Spacelab equipment has been identi­
fied and is found in the subsequent section entitled "Conclusions and Recommendations" of 
section 2.0. This can then be factored into the baseline to determine changes in the integra­
tion costs of flight hardware proration. 
Criteria for Candidate Selection 
The following criteria was established for the selection of candidate Spacelab equip­
ment which could or should be substituted or simulated: 
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(a) 	 ILjjh Capital Cost. Items of Spacelab equipment which are especially 
expensive stand to benefit the program the most by substitution. This is 
true because the lowered involvement time resulting from substitution re­
sults in lower costs per flight for the flight equipment. 
(b) 	 Low Utilization in Level IV. Equipment supplied at Level IV which 
is really not needed, or needed very little, during Level IV integration, 
can easily be replaced with substitute hardware to reduce involvement 
time of the flight hardware. 
(c) 	 Low Risk for Deferred Verification. When nonflight substitute equip­
ment is used in Level IV integration, verification of the functional 
operation of the equipment and its interfaces with experiment and sub­
system equipment must be deferred until the flight equipment is installed 
in a later level. This entails a risk of schedule delays if verification is 
not immediately successful. Therefore, equipment items which have in­
herently lower risk of problems in interface/functional verification are 
better candidates for substitution. 
During the development of the above criteria, it became evident that criteria 
could be developed to exclude equipment from substitution or simulation: 
(a) 	 Sgacelab Subsystem Equipment P AalIabLe in Level IV. Many items of 
sbsse equipment are not avail ab e vel IV integration. These in­
clude the Igloo, Spacelab module CRT-keyboard and the Spacelab module 
heat exchanger. Since these are not present and not used at Level IV, sub­
stitution is not possible. 
(b) 	Spacelab Equipment Required in Level IV. Equipment which serves 
primarily as structural support for experiment equipment, such as racks 
and pallets, must be used in the flight configuration in order to accomp­
lish the goals of Level IV integration. Substitution of non-flight equip­
ment would only necessitate later removal from the substitute hardware 
and repetition of the Level IV installation task. Such equipment was, 
therefore, considered not eligible for substitution. 
Candidates Selected for Substitution Analysis 
As a result of the application of the criteria discussed above, the following items 
of Spacelab equipment were selected for detailed analysis. 
(a) 	Instrument Pointinq Subsystem (IPS) - This equipment is considered a 
prime candidate for substitution at Level IV. It involves very high 
capital cost (approximately $20 million), very limited availability and 
minimal use during Level IV activities. The IPS, being incapable of 
actual operation in a one-G field, could only be partly checked out 
after integration. 
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(b)Small Instrument Pointing System (IPS) - This equipment, similar to 
the IPS, is an excellant candidate for substitution; the high capital 
cost ($8 million not including experiment canisters), very limited 
availability and minimal use during Level IV activities makes sub­
stitution of a "non-flight SIPS" during Level IV very attractive. 
(c)Module Floor Assemblies - The integration of the ATL and Life Sciences 
payloads at Level IV assumed that floors were available for mounting 
racks and routing of inter-rack cabling and fluid lines. Although floors 
are not extremely expensive, considerable savings in transportation 
appear possible, and there is low functional utilization (carrying of 
flight loads) in Level IV. Deferring the verification of the electrical and 
fluid interfaces until Level Ill/11 activity at KSC could increase the risk 
involved of successfully completing the integration activities. 
(d)Cabling and Fluid Lines - As noted above, the baseline approach 
assumed availability of flight floors (and pallets) allowing permanent 
installation of flight cabling and tubing. Whether or not substitute 
floor assemblies are used, flight cabling/tubing could be deferred to 
later integration levels where fewer connect/disconnect steps and 
reverifications would be required, and verification at Level IV per­
formed using GSE substitute cable assemblies. 
(e)Pallet Freon Pump - The Spacelab-provided Freon pump on the lead­
ing pallet frame of Space Processing and Combined Astronomy payloads 
is relatively expensive ($110,000 for the package including accumula­
tor). More important, it is not mcndatory that it be used in Level IV 
activities. In order to use the Freon cooling system during experimn t 
checkout, a GSE Freon servicer must be connected to fill/bleed the 
system and connect it to a Refrigeration Unit (GSE) for heat rejection. 
These GSE items above can provide Freon circulation during operation, 
hence the Freon pump need not be present. A fluid lumper line is in­
stalled between the pallet and the Refrigeration Unit. 
(f) Pallet Inverter (400Hz AC) - Like the Freon pump, the function of the 
inverter can be performed by GSE or facility power supplies connected 
to the system. Although AC connections to GSE are not essential (as 
Freon connections are in the case of the Freon pump), DC connections 
are needed to power the inverter, and AC can be supplied from a GSE 
motor/generator set or inverter. Hence the inverter can readily be 
replaced with GSE connections (no substitute unit is required) during 
Level IV activities. 
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Small Instrument Pointing System (SIPS) - Substitution Analysis 
A scenario was developed in order to determine the potential savings in involvement 
time in the event there was a substituion foi the SIPS. In the scenario, the Level IV 
activity consists of mounting a simulated SIPS on a simulated pallet and fabricating and 
installing the necessary cable assemblies. These assemblies are then shipped to KSC 
where they, along with the flight SIPS, are installed on the flight pallet during Level 
III activities. This sequence is depicted in Figure 2-1 for processing option A-]. In 
this option, the Level Ill activity is lengthened three days by adding a three day Block 
8 and 9) such as Option10. In other options, where payload checkout is involved (Blocks 7, 

A-2, this work can be integrated into those functions without an increase in overall time.
 
TIME 
DAYS o lb )3 4'0 66 
f" 54.6 DAYS 
FLT SIPS FLT SIPS AVAILABLE 
INTRODUCTION FOR NEXT USE 
STAIN G (2) 
BASELINE SHIPI (5) J BLOCKS 5 &6 (1]) 
BLOCKS 11-15 (28.6) 
BLOCK 16 DE-SINTEGRATION(3) 
SHIP (2) J L CKS 5 & 6 (11I) 
SIPS SUBSTITUTE 
BLOCKS 11-15 (28.6) 
BLOCK 16 VEINTEG.(2) 
SiPS INVOLVE- I I 33.6 DAYS 
MENT TIME 
REDUCTION 
21 DAyS FLIGHT SIPS FLIGHT SIPS 
AVAILABLEINTRODUCTION 
FOR NEXT 
USE 
Figure 2-1. Substitution Trades Methodology 
(Simulated SIPS Interface) 
The total SIPS involvement time, shown in Figure 2-1, is changed from the baseline 
54.6 days (from mounting the SIPS on the pallet during staging to removal during de­
integration) to 33.6 days (from mounting flight SIPS on flight pallet in Level Ill to the 
end of the abbreviated deintegration). The shorter period is due to shorter transporta­
tion times from KSC to integration site (lead center or mini-center) and back to KSC; 
and the deferment of SIPS installation until Level Ill integration at KSC. In the case 
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where this installation must be done in Level III, rather than during payload checkout 
(Blocks 7, 8 and 9), this additional 3 day effort offsets in part the savings in transporta­
tion time. Figure 2-1, representing the timeline for option A-], does not include this 
additional savings. 
In addition to reduced involvement time savings for the flight SIPS and pallet, 
various other factors are affected. These include reduced deintegration effort, increas­
ed TDY for PI support at KSC during Level Ill, increased GSE cost based on the prorated 
cost of a substitute SIPS, decreased GSE involvement time, and increases/decreases in 
transportation cost which balance each other. These are summarized in Table 2-1, 
Sample Cost Derivation, which shows a net savings for all cost factors of $34,950 for 
the A-2 Processing Concept. 
Table 2-1. Sample Cost Derivation - Deferred SIPS Installation -
Concept A-2 
INCREASE DECREASE
 
MANPOWER 
INSTALLATION & REMOVAL OF CANNISTERS FROM 9,400 
SIMULATED SIPS 
REDUCED DEINTEGRATION 600 
TDY 
PI SUPPORT DURING SIPS/CANNISTER INTEGRATION AT KSC 3,200 
TRANSPORTATION 
SHIP TO/FROM LEVEL IV SITE (WIDE LOAD) 
STANDARD SHIPMENT 6,000 
8,000 
INTRA-SITE MOVES 2,000 
GSE 170 
SUBSTITUTE GSE 3,600 
SPACELAB GSE (PALLET HANDLING & SERVICING) 1,440 
SIPS GSE 
FLIGHT HARDWARE 
SIPS 9,600 
PALLET EQUIPMENT 
CANNISTERS 
31,220 
1,260 
NET SAVINGS 20,770 55,720 
$34,950 
Applying these factors to the other baseline processing concept options, differing 
amounts of increased and decreased costs were developed. These are summarized in 
Table 2-2. A review of these data show that significant savings are realized for all 
processing options with the exception of option C-1, which resulted in a net cost in­
crease of $28,580. This option results in a cost increase because the involvement time 
of the remainder of the Spacelab equipment is increased 3 days by the assumed 3 day 
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SIPS/canister assembly activity in Level III. In the other options, this 3 day period was
 
offset by the reduction in transportation times from 5 to 2 days (wide load vs. standard
 
load). If this 3 day activity can be bypassed or paralleled with other activities, the C-i
 
option will also show a significant cost savings.
 
Table 2-2. Substitution Trade Summaries - Dollars 
* 	 SIPS TRADES OPTION 
A-i A-2 B-I 8-3 B-5 C-i C-a 
MANPOWER 	 +8,800 +8,800 +8,800 +8,800 +8,800 +8,800 +8,800 
TDY 	 +450 +3,200 +1,650 +1,650 +1,650 +530 0 
TRANSPORTATION 	 -2,000 0 0 a a 8 a 
*GSE; 
SUBSTITUTE 	 +170 +170 +220 +280 +290 +150 +140 
SPACELAB -3,750 -3,600 -1,500 -1,920 -1,980 -780 -900
 
SIPS -1,320 -1,440 -2,460 -2,720 -2,810 -480 -1,280
 
*FLT HARDWARE. 
SIPS -8,800 -9,600 -10,000 -12,800 -13,200 -5,200 -6,000 
PALLET EQUIP -28,710 -31,220 -32,620 41,760 -43,060 -16,970 -19,570 
CANNISTER -1,260 -1,260 -1,260 -1,260 -1,260 +630 -320 
SL (ADDITIONAL DAYS) 8 0 8 1 9 +41,900 8 
TOTALS 	 -36,420 -34,950 -37,170 49,730 -51,570 +28,580 -19,130 
NOTE: 
* PRORATED COSTS 
- The dash represents the amount saved. 
This analysis points out the importance of carefully examining the effect of defer­
ring use of flight hardware to determine if additional downstream efforts created by the 
deferment may offset gains from reduced involvement time of Spacelab and GSE hardware. 
The differences in cost savings between concepts are primarily due to variations in the reduc­
tion of involvement times of the SIPS and its pallet. A transport savings of $2000 is affected 
in the A-1 concept because the transportation to the distributed site was reduced from a 
wide load to a standard load. In the other options, the SIPS/pallet was either part of a 
wide load, or an additional intersite move was required. 
Figure 2-2 indicates that there is a net savings for each of the options studied with
 
the exception of Option C-1. The added expense in Option C-1 is due to the additional
 
involvement time of the Spacelab.
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Instrument Pointing Subsystem (IPS) - Substitution Analysis 
Applying the methodology, factor analysis and rationale that was used for the SIPS 
substitution, substantial savings were developed for the case of using a substitute IPS and 
pallet during Level IV. In this case, a simulated IPS would be used on a simulated Pallet 
2 of the Combined Astronomy payload in Level IV to develop the flight cabling assemblies. 
As with the SIPS study, the cable assemblies would go to KSC where they, and the flight 
IPS, would be installed on the flight pallet and the combination checked out. Virtually 
all of the comments presented in the SIPS-Substitution Analysis case would apply here as 
well. 
Table 2-3 presents the findings from this trade study, which results in net savings 
ranging from $246,920 to $347,510 for the five processing options studied, In contrast 
with the SIPS substitution trade, the IPS does not show savings in the areas of manpower, 
TDY, deintegration and transportation. Manpower does not decrease with the use of a 
substitute IPS because, even with the flight IPS, there is no electrical connection or 
operation of this zero-G equipment, and only a mechanical mounting is entailed in either 
case. TDY is unchanged because each option studied included Blocks 7, 8 and 9 where 
the deferred assembly would be accomplished without additional serial time and with PI 
personnel already covered by TDY for payload assembly/checkout work. Transportation 
is unchanged because a wide load is still necessary to transport the balance of the experi­
ment - the SIRTF and pallets 3/4. Deintegration costs are unchanged because it was 
assumed that the IPS would be removed from the pallet during deintegration in the usual 
manner.
 
Table-2-3. IPS Substitution Trade Summaries ($) 
IPS TRADES 
OPTION 
A-2 B-2 8-4 C-2 C-4 
MANPOWER - - - - -
TDY - - -
IPS DEINTEGRATION - - - - -
TRANSPORTATION - - - - -
GSE: 
IPS &SUBSTITUTE +7,490 +7,490 +6,890 +5,910 +5,320
PALLET -3,230 -3,230 -2,980 -2,550 -2,300 
FLT HARDWAREt 
IPS -304,000 -304,000 -260,000 -240,000 -216,000 
PALLET EQUIP -47,770 47,770 -44,000 -37,710 -33,940 
TOTALS -347,510 -347,510 -320,090 -274,350 -246,920 
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Module Floor - Substitution Analysis 
In the ATL payload, installation of experiment ST-25 (Combustion Facility) involves 
complex installations of wiring, plumbing and a combustion chamber on one f locr seg­
ment of the manned module. This normally would require the availability of the floor 
segment during Level IV integration. For this analysis, it was proposed that a substitute 
floor segment be available, in which the wiring and plumbing could be mocked up and 
fabricated in final form and the chamber could be test mounted for interface checkout and 
experiment testing. The cabling, plumbing and chamber would then be removed, shipped 
to the Level Ill location, and installed on the flight floor segment during either online 
Level III activities or during preparation for payload checkout, as applicable. 
The same methodology for analysis was applied as in the previous studies, and the 
results are presented in Table 2-4 for processing options A-i, A-3, B-i, B-3, B-5, C-1 
and C-3. As can be seen, there is actually a cost increase resulting from this substitution 
as compared to the baseline processing concept, although a negligible increase in most 
cases. This appears to be due to the cost of the substitute floor proration and the added 
manpower required to remove and reinstall cables, plumbing and chamber, all of which 
is not offset by the savings in flight hardware involvement. This fact, coupled with an 
increased risk of schedule impact from difficulties in the delayed integration, makes this 
substitution option rather unattractive. 
Table 2-4. 
I. 
Floor Substitution Trade 
* ATL PAYLOAD 
A-i A-3 B-I 
OPTION 
B-3 
• 
B-5 C-1 C-3 
* MANPOWER +1000 +1000 +1000 +1000 +1000 +1000 HOO 
" GSE - - - - - -
" TDY . . .... 
" TIME - FLOORS 
- SUBSTITUTE 
(-34d) 
(+29d) 
(-38.,6d) 
(+33.-6d) 
(-34d) 
(-29d) 
(-38.6$) 
(+33.6d) 
(-34d) 
(+29d) 
(-26d) 
(+27d) 
(-26d) 
(i-27d) 
" HARDWARE COSTS 
- FLT FLOORS 
-SUB. FLOORS 
- ATL SL HDWE 
-816 
+116 
-
-926 
+134 
-
-816 
+116 
-
-926 
+134 
-
-816 
+116 
-
-624 
+108 
+3800 
-624 
+108 
+3800 
TOTALS +300 +208 +300 +208 +300 +4284 +4284 
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Rack 	Cabling Substitution Analysis 
The baseline Level IV integration scenario calls for the flight cabling, both power 
and signal, to be fabricated and installed into the Spacelab flight hardware at the Level 
IV site. An alternative approach would be to fabricate GSE cabling to be temporarily 
connected between racks to permit experiment interface verification and total payload 
checkout. The flight cabling would then be installed at KSC during Level Ill operations 
and the interfaces reverified. 
The benefits of this alternate approach would be reduced exposure of the flight 
cabling to wear and tear, with corresponding improvements in reliability and replacement 
expense, which have not been quantified in terms of dollars. This analysis seeks to deter­
mine the cost of gaining this advantage, rather than seeking to show an overall cost bene­
fit from this substitution. 
Table 2-5 presents the cost analysis for this substitution. As this table shows, the 
cost of the cabling itself, the installation and removal manpower amounts to a cost increase 
of $40,730 for Life Science and $45,450 for ATL. It is assumed that the cabling must be 
designed and fabricated 'custom-made" for each payload, and therefore cannot be re­
used or prorated. 
Table 2-5. Assessment of Substitute Cabling for Rack Interconnections 
* LIFE SCIENCE PAYLOAD 
" GSE CABLE COST 
700 CONDUCTORS X $40/CONDUCTOR 	 $ 28,000 
38 CABLES X $200/CONNECTOR PAIR 	 $ 7,600 
* 	INSTALLATION COSTS 
(228 FEET)(0.25 HR/FT)(2 TECH)($30,HR) . $ 3,420 
* 	REMOVAL COST 
ONE HALF INSTALLATION COSTS $ 1,710 
$40,730 DELTA COST 
* ATL PAYLOAD 
* 	GSE CABLE COSTS 
741 CONDUCTORS X $40/CONDUCTOR =$ 29,640 
46 CABLES X $200/CONNECTOR PAIR $ 9,600 
* 	INSTALLATION COSTS
 
CABLE LENGTH X INSTALLATION TIME PER FOOT X MANPOWER
 
(276 FEET)(0.25 HR/FT)(2 TECH)($30/HR) 	 = $ 4,140 
* 	REMOVAL COSTS 
ONE HALF INSTALLATION COSTS = $ 2,070 
$45,450 DELTACOSt 
SUBSTITUTE INTER-RACK CABLES ARE tQI COST-EFFECTIVE 
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The installation and removal task for the GSE cabling was calculated on the basis 
that it would take 25% of the time that flight cabling would take. Although this anal­
ysis is related to whether or not flight floors were present, in the sense that GSE cabling 
would make more sense ih a GSE substitute floor, flight cables would be used even with 
no floor present by positioning the racks in flight arrangement and carefully laying the 
flight cabling between them. This would allow early discovery of flight cable incompati­
bilities which would not be possible with the substitute approach. 
The cost savings associated with inter-rack fluid lines for experiments is not as sig­
nificant because there are significantly less lines and connectors involved. However, 
the same rationale for use of flight lines applies as was used for the cabling. 
Freon Pump/Inverter - Substitution Analysis 
In the baseline approach, the lead pallet in a pallet only or pallet/module payload 
comes equipped from KSC with a 400 Hz inverter and a Freon pump and accumulator pack­
age mounted on the front frane. Potential savings may accrue from not shipping the equip­
ment to the Level IV site and deferring their installation until Level I11. This allows the 
equipment to be used on other payloads and reduces the running time on the equipment, 
with attendant reliability benefits. 
The following factors were considered in this analysis. 
(a) 	 Cost Savings - Based on the cost of the Freon pump package and inverter 
hardware, the prorated cost of utilization of this hardware is: 
Freon Pump Package - $44/Day 
400 Hz Inverter 	 40/Day 
Typically, deferring the installation of this hardware would save 35 days 
of involvement time, or approximately $3000 per fight. 
(b) GSE Implications - A Freon Servicer and a Refrigeration Unit are required 
at the Level IV site to fill/bleed/circulate the Freon system and provide 
heat rejection during experiment operation, even if a Freon pump package 
is on the lead pallet, and serves the function of the package. There is 
therefore no need to use the package. Also, only the lead pallet has a 
pump package, so that trailing pallets in a multi-pallet payload would 
have to use the Servicer and Refrigeration Unit - unless interconnections 
were made and the checkout/servicing of the trailing pallets were made 
dependent on the integration status of the lead pallet. 
With regard to the 400 Hz inverter, although 400 Hz power could be 
provided from the inverter to the lead pallet (and trailing pallets by in­
terconnection, keeping in mind the limitations above) using 28 VDC power 
from the integration facility, a facility 400 Hz power supply is relatively 
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standard. Again, use of the facility power source would also save 
running time on the flight inverter. 
(c)Distributed Site Implications - In either the minicenter or progressive 
situation, where the payload is dispersed geographically, the benefit 
of the presence of the 400 Hz inverter and the Freon pump package are 
only available to the lead pallet site. 
(d)Logistics Considerations - If the use of these two Spacelab equipment 
items can be deferred until Level Ill assembly, pallet logistics may be 
simplified. The early description of lead pallet status and allocation 
could become complex as a result of inevitable schedule delays during 
the course of the program. 
Remote Access Unit (RAU) - Substitution Analysis 
The baseline scenario calls for Spacelab racks and pallets to arrive at the Level IV 
site equipped with the necessary number of RAU's required for the payload. These RAU's 
are then connected into the experiment hardware as it is installed, and used to function­
ally check the experiment data interfaces. The substitution approach would be to leave 
these RAU's off during Level IV, and installing a "substitute RAU" device electrically 
into the system. This reduces involvement time for the flight RAU's, with attendant savings, 
but necessitates removal of the substitute RAU's and replacement with flight RAU's at the 
Level III integration site. Checkout of the flight RAU interfaces would then be performed, 
with the risk in defective RAU's or interfaces then being assumed during on-line KSC activ­
ities. 
Based on an estimated cost for the substitute RAU of $14,300 (one-tenth the cost of 
the $143,000 flight unit), the cost factors follow. 
Savings 
Reduced involvement time of RAU's - typically 35 days per flight 
$143,000/2500 working days - $57.2/day 
Savings in prorated cost - $57/day x 35 days/flight = $2002 
Additional Costs 
Cost of substitute RAU for 35 day period: 
$6/day x 35 days/flight = $210 
Cost of installation/removal of substitute RAU: 
(2techs) x (4 hours) x ($30Ahr.) = 240 
(Iengr) x (4hours) x (35/hr.) = 140 
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Retest requirements cost: 
(2 engrs) x (10 hrs) x ($35/hr.) = 	 700 
(1 tech) x (10 hrs) x ($30/hr) = 	 300 
Total 	Additional Cost $1590 
Since the savings in prorated cost of flight equipment is very nearly offset by the 
additional cost, and since the substitution approach introduces potential risk associated 
with deferred interface checkout with the flight RAU's, this substitution approach does not 
appear to be viable. 
Conclusions and Recommendations 
As a result of the foregoing analyses, the following conclusions and recommendations 
are presented.
 
(a) 	 SIPS Substitution - Substitution is indicated and recommended on the 
basis of the significant cost savings. 
(b) 	 IPS Substitution - Substitution is indicated and recommended, again on 
the basis of even greater cost savings to be realized. 
(c) 	 Module Floor Substitution - Substitution is not recommended, based 
on the additional cost, rather than savings, being realized. 
(d) 	 Rack Cabling Substitution - Substitution is not recommended, since 
the added cost of fabricating and installing GSE cabling appears to 
be excessive compared with the speculative savings in wear and tear 
on the flight cables. 
(e) 	 Freon Pump and Inverter Substitution - Substitution of GSE supplies 
of 400 Hz power and Freon coolant is recommended, based primarily 
on the reduction in operating time on these rather sensitive items of 
flight equipment. The cost factor favors this approach also, though 
not significantly. 
(f) 	 Remote Access Unit (RAU) Substitution - Substitution of RAU simula­
tors for flight units is not recommended. The savings are insignificant 
in view of the potential risk incurred from deferring RAU installation 
and checkout of flight data interfaces. 
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DEDICATED SPACELAB EQUIPMENT UTILIZATION 
The baseline approach presumes that experiments are disassembled from the Spacelab 
equipment after each flight and the Spacelab equipment is freed for integration with a 
subsequent payload. In contrast, the effects of dedicating selected pieces of Spacelab 
to specific experiments were explored and analyzed. 
Certain savings in time and manpower will accrue from such an approach. Not only 
is the time and manpower needed to disassembly (or deintegrate) the experimental hardware 
after flight eliminated but also the time and manpower required to re-integrate the same 
equipment onto the Spacelab equipment for a subsequent mission. This savings then pyramids 
when one considers the reduction in involvement time of the GSE used, the reduced TDY 
expenses for integration personnel and the benefits of reducing the total processing time. 
There are, of course, cost increases associated with dedication. Since the Spacelab 
hardware (i.e. a pallet) is "tied up" with the experiment hardware installed for periods 
of time between flights, there is a degree of underutilization of this hardware. The hard­
ware is extremely expensive (over $3 million for a pallet) and the loss of utilization must 
be offset by the operating and other savings before dedication can be considered cost ef­
fective. This becomes a flight rate sensitive situation, because the degree of utilization 
of the Spacelab hardware depends on how often that payload is to be flown, up to the 
limit that the hardware will support considering the total ground processing time. It is 
noted that the total ground processing time is lower for a dedicated configuration than 
for one which must be totally integrated, such that it will support a higher flight rate than 
the baseline concept. 
Assumptions and Methodology 
Certain assumptions were made concerning the payload and its ground processing 
to render a consideration that dedicated Spacelab hardware is a viable option: 
(1) 	Storage space for the payload hardware, in the integrated state, available 
at KSC at no added cost to the program. 
(2) 	 The experiment equipment of a type that does not have to be removed and 
returned to the Principal Investigator to extract data following the flight. 
It is assumed that the data is obtained from in-flight or ground recordings, 
telemetry, film etc. or from specimens removed from the experiment equip­
ment and returned to the P.1. 
(3) 	 The experiment hardware is of such a design that it can readily be reflown 
for later missions of the same type with no significant modification required. 
It is anticipated that new specimens will have to be inserted in the equip­
ment and perhaps minor adjustments performed, but major overhaul and mod­
ification activity is'assumed to be unnecessary. The required specimen 
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insertion, minor refurbishment and adjustment is envirioned to be per­
formed by a small cadre of P.1. personnel in the rack/pallet storage area 
or an adjacent laboratory at KSC, in an off-line period between flights. 
(4) 	 Refurbishment of the Spacelab racks and pallets dedicated to the experi­
ment equipment will be minor in scope and can be performed offline (as 
is the experiment equipment refurbishment described above), and is not 
a delta cost chargeable to dedication. In addition, it is anticipated 
that the refurbishment required on this equipment between flights will 
be substantially less than required for a non-dedicated rack/pallet, 
since the wear and tear of integration and deintegration is avoided. 
The methodology used to evaluate the option of dedicated Spacelab hardware was 
as follows. 
Candidate Selection 
The four payloads were reviewed, experiment end item by end item, to determine 
those which most probably would show operational and financial benefit from dedicating 
Spacelab hardware to the end item(s) in question. This screening consisted of completing 
a questionnaire for each experiment and end item. The questions considered were as 
follows. 
(1) 	 IS THE EQUIPMENT DESIGNED FOR MULTIPLE USE? That is, can the 
equipment be used for several similar experiments? This question refers 
to equipment such as the Space Processing Multipurpose Furnace, which 
is designed for flexibility, used with a variety of materials in melt experi­
ments at various temperatures and time profiles. This characteristic indi­
cates that reflight will be carried out and that extensive modification will 
not be required. 
(2) 	 IS THE EXPERIMENT ONE WHICH REQUIRES FREQUENT REFLIGHT TO 
GET MEANINGFUL DATA? This question identifies items which, by the 
nature of the experiment, depend on periodic flights for validity. An 
example would be the Microwave Radiometer of the ATL-A payload, 
used to measure ocean conditions of sea state, salinity, etc. One-time 
data is of very limited value; frequent flights for data would be needed 
for the experiment to be useful for weather forecasting, shipping or ocean­
ography. Such an experiment complement would be a good candidate for 
dedication. 
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(3) 	 IS THE EQUIPMENT OF A TYPE WHICH IS VERY DIFFICULT AND EX-
PENSIVE TO INSTALL AND/OR ADJUST AT LEVEL IV INTEGRATION? 
This is one of the key factors, heavily weighted in determining the prime 
candidates for dedication, since the economic feasibility of dedication 
depends largely on the savings in integration costs offsetting the cost of 
lower Spacelab equipment utilization. Equipment which is very costly 
and 	time-consuming to integrate onto the Spacelab equipment offers the 
greatest potential savings to accrue from dedication of the Spacelab 
equipment to that experiment equipment. 
(4) 	 DOES THE EQUIPMENT OCCUPY A MINIMAL AMOUNT OF SPACELAB 
EQUIPMENT, (I.E., ONE RACK RATHER THAN 5 RACKS)? The cost 
of dedication resulting from lower utilization of the Spacelab equipment 
depends ,in part on how much such equipment is "tied up". If the experi­
ment end item ties up only one rack, for example, it would take only 1/5 
as much savings to justify dedication as an item occupying 5 racks, thus 
making the former case a far better candidate for dedication. 
(5) 	 IS THE EQUIPMENT ESPECIALLY SENSITIVE TO WEAR-AND-TEAR 
DAMAGE FROM REPEATED INTEGRATION9 Another consideration 
in analyzing the feasibility of dedication, though very difficult to handle 
quantitatively, is the potential for damage during the activity of remov­
ing the hardware from the racks/pallets, and then later reinstalling it. 
This would result in either degraded reliability or repair/scrappage. 
Since the equipment in question is only conceptually designed, a cred­
ible analysis of the degradation in reliability is not possible, but some 
idea of its vulnerability to such degradation is possible, and this has 
been attempted here. Equipment considered especially susceptible to 
such degradation is therefore considered a better candidate for dedica­
tion than those which are not so susceptible. 
(6) 	 IS THE EQUIPMENT ONE WHICH MUST BE FLOWN ON SHORT LEAD 
TIME SUCH THAT DELAY FROM THE INTEGRATION PROCESS IS UN-
DESIREABLE? Certain experiments, such as instruments to measure solar 
flare phenomena (not present in any of the study payloads), depend for 
their efficacyon the ability to be flown and positioned in space when 
the phenomenon is present and active. Since this is not predictable to 
any extent and may not last for.a prolonged period, the experiment would 
have to be able to be put into a payload in very short notice and hence 
would have to be "standing by" in an already integrated (at Level IV) 
configuration. Dedication of its Spacelab equipment would be strongly 
indicated in such a case. 
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(7) 	 IS THE EQUIPMENT SUCH THAT THE CONFIDENCE LEVEL OF SUCCESS 
WOULD BE SIGNIFICANTLY HIGHER IF LEVEL IV INTEGRATION WERE 
NOT PERFORMED REPEATEDLY? This question relates closely to item 5 
above, regarding the potential for damage during integration. This item 
refers to more subtle effects which might occur, not evident as damage or 
detectable degradation. Like the effects referred to in item 5, the loss 
in reliability is not feasible to quantify and a "yes" answer is simply in­
dicative of a better dedication candidate than a "no" answer. 
(8) 	 CAN THE EXPERIMENT OBJECTIVES BE MET IF THE EQUIPMENT IS 
LEFT INSTALLED IN THE SPACELAB HARDWARE? Some experiment 
equipment, such as the Space Processing Electromagnetic and Acoustic 
Levitation Melt facilities, are sealed units with test specimens installed, 
equipment inerted and calibrated before sealing. The units must be re­
turned to the Principal Investigator for opening and removal of the speci­
mens. Hence it is not feasible to dedicate any Spacelab equipment to 
such experiment equipment, regardless of any other factors. A "No" 
answer indicates a definite non-candidate for dedication. 
A sample copy of this checklist form is enclosed as Figure 2-2. Another factor 
which was used to reject equipment items as candidates was uncovered during the anal­
ysis - cases where the experiment end item is not even integrated in Level IV Integra­
tion activities and therefore not mounted into Spacelab racks/palletc, etc. Equipment 
mounted in the Orbiter Aft Flight Deck is the best example of this, and such equipment 
evidently is not a viable candidate for dedication. 
Following review of each experiment end item and completion of the referenced 
questionnaire, a "Dedication Candidate Rationale" sheet (Figure 2-3) was completed. 
This sheet recaps the "Yes" factors for each end item of the payload, and allows for re­
cording and consideration of additional factors not covered in the questionnaire and 
usually unique to the payload end item or experiment being considered. The total fac­
tors favoring dedication are then considered and a decision made on whether or not all 
or part of the experiment should be considered a strong candidate for Spacelab hardware 
dedication. No specific weighting factors are applied to any of the factors, but a de­
gree of subjective weighting was applied in accordance with the factor evaluation/des­
criptions above, with question 3 receiving the greatest weight. 
Other less quantitative but equally tangible benefits accrue from dedication, some 
of which are mentioned in the questions above. They include: 
(1) 	 The ability to fly a pa/ load on short notice. 
(2) 	 Less involvement time of the integration facilities, whether KSC, Lead 
Center or mini-center. This results from the shortened integration serial 
processing time and may or may not have real monetary value depending 
on facility utilization. 
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osable for several similar experiments? no
 
Is the experment one which by its nature, reelrs 
frequent reflight to get meaningful dam? Ye V 
Is the equlprfent of a type which Is very difficult 
and expensive to install/adjust at Level IV? Na No 
Does the equipment occupy a minimal amount of 
Spacelab equipment i e * one rack rather than Ve. Ve 
5 racks)?
 
Is the equtprent especially sensitive to wear-and­
tear damage from repeated integration? No No 
IS the experiment oefwhich must be flown on short 
lead time such that delay of integration process is 
undesirable'
 
Is the equipment such that the confidence level of 
successwould be significantly
higherifLevel IV
 
Integration were not performed repeatedly? No No 
* 	Can experiment objectives be met If equipment Is 
left Installed en Specelab? Ye. 
* 'No, Indicatesa definite 
non-cundidate 
TOTAL'YES' FACTORS 	 J 
Figure 2-2. Equipment Dedication Checklist - Sample Form 
CANDIDATEDEDICATION RATIONALE 
ST-3EXPERIMENT Trbta cto . A jsnaphe,,tCo"taPAYLOADATL-A 
CHECKLISTFINDINGS 
ENDITEMNLMBER/NMIE TOTALYESFACTORS 
11 -14 areeot11 - Loses modulte 	 3 
111 Sadslmuck ContmottaA CID faced 	 3 
OTHER ANDRATIONALEFACTORS 
Due ,ochaattat dcoznomi "e.c.ttt noni-imttcczse isa oj eqruPrnt and eae o6 {tqaia tt 
both 11stkt 2 and Ruek 4A, dco.aiaton o vael OA paLt a ne, dlast 
CO4CLUSION
 
Not a Lot ddaTeoWonJddate 
Figure 2-3. Dedication Candidate Rationale - Sample Form 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITI 
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(3) 	 Less risk of damage, misalignment, misadjustment, etc. resulting from 
repeated removal and reinstallation. 
(4) 	 Less expense in refabrication of cables, harnesses and tubing runs which 
are damaged in removal and cannot be reused for the next integration. 
(5) 	 Special skills required for integration may be dispensed with on reflights 
to some degree. For example, if a certified brazing technician were 
required to install some tubing assemblies during integration, and the 
tubing were not removed after flight from the pallet because the pallet 
was dedicated to that experiment, re-integration of the experiment 
would not require the brazing specialist (unless repairs or modifications 
were needed). 
(6) 	 The expense of shipping experiment equipment from KSC to the P. 1. 
site, as well as the special packaging required, would be saved. Like­
wise, the packing and shipping back to the integration site for the next 
flight would be saved. 
Dedication Candidates 
After exercising the selection rationale and procedure discussed above, the follow­
ing candidates for dedication were selected. 
Space Processing: 
Pallet I dedicated to Facilities 3 and 4. Rationale: High cost of integrating 
and 	multiuse capability of these facilities. Facilities 1 and 2 must be removed 
to obtain test data. 
Combined Astronomy: 
Pallet I - dedicated to experiments AS-05 and UV-2. Rationale: High 
integration cost of SIPS assembly and harnessing onto pallet, and several 
lesser factors favoring integration. 
Pallet 3/4 - dedicated to AS-01-S (SIRTF). Rationale: High cost and com­
plexity of integrating harnesses, tubing, etc. onto pallets, and several lesser 
Factors favoring integration. The IPS (on Pallet 2) is assumed to be installed 
and 	aligned offsite (in staging). 
Advanced Technology Laboratory-
Pallet 1 - dedicated to experiment ST-IO. Rationale: Experiment is very 
complex and expensive to integrate onto pallet, and nature of experiment 
indicates high reflight potential. ST-25 cryo dewars are to be removed. 
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Racks 5, 6 and Floor Assembly - dedicated to ST-25 (Combustion Facility). 
Rationale: The cost of integration is very high due to alignment of racks and 
combustion chamber on floor, multiple cable and line runs etc. Also, facil­
ity is designed for multi-specimen use in zero-G combustion testing, enhancing 
ref light probability. These two racks and floor segment form a complete exper­
iment unit which should remain integrated if frequent reflight is planned. 
Life Sciences: 
Racks 11, 12 and Floor Assembly - dedicated to experiment X-76. Rationale: 
As with the rack/floor assembly in ATL-A, this assembly involves very costly 
and complex integration installations and cost; by far the greatest of any ex­
periment in this payload. Its ref light probability is also good, and other fac­
tors favor its candidacy. The subject racks and floor are totally occupied by 
this experiment, making it a complete experiment unit. 
Dedication Cost Analysis - Ground Processing 
In order to determine the effect of dedication on the detailed Installation and Test 
Sequence in Level IV integration, the baseline I&T "waterfall" charts were reviewed. 
In this review, those steps which would not have to be reperformed if the dedication 
were in effect, were identified. Only installation steps were so identified; it was as­
sumed that a full sequence of experiment and payload level testing would still be per­
formed. Some steps were eliminated and others shortened or modified in this review. 
The manpower associated with the modified or deleted steps was tallied, and the effect 
on total processing time calculated. The I&T charts were then revised to describe what 
would occur on re-integration in the case of a dedicated set of Spacelab equipment for 
each candidate case listed in the above section, "Dedication Candidates". 
It should be noted that only the lead center I&T charts were used for this review, 
and the resultant savings in manpower applied to all processing options. This approach 
is believed to be acceptable in that the specific steps deleted or modified as a result of 
dedication would be the same whether the work was done at a mini-center, a lead cen­
ter or at KSC, and whether it was followed by Blocks 7, 8 and 9 (Combined Checkout) 
or not. 
Manpower Savings From Dedication 
To obtain the manpower savings attendant to dedication for the de-integration se­
quence, the "Waterfall" charts for that sequence were also reviewed in the same manner 
as the Installation and Test charts, and revised sequence charts constructed. 
Figures 2-4 through 2-9 represent the revised Lead Center Installation and Test
 
"waterfalls" considering each of the dedication candidates. 
 Figures 2-10 through 2-15 
represent the deintegration waterfall charts revised in the same manner. The manpower 
and time savings extracted from this data was then subtracted from the baseline manpower 
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estimates to determine the manpower and TDY costs for the dedicated approach. These 
data are given in Table 2-11 through 2-16, along with figures for the other cost factors 
discussed below. 
Dedication Cost Analysis - GSE Utilization 
To determine the effect of Spacelab hardware dedication on the cost of GSE, GSE 
Utilization/Involvement Time charts were prepared as they were for baseline cost esti­
mation. For the dedicated case, however, the effects of dedication were introduced. 
These effects were basically (1) shortening of the total serial processing time in Level 
IV Integration (Blocks 3 through 9) and Deintegration (Block 16), with resultant shorten­
ing of involvement time, (2) deletion of some GSE items from use altogether and (3) 
possible changes in transportation requirements and costs. The total GSE prorated costs 
were then calculated based on unit cost and involvement time, as they were for the base­
line costs. Transportation also was refigured by the baseline procedure, where changes 
were found. 
Tables 2-6 through 2-10 present these data for the six dedication candidates, where 
they vary from the baseline GSE data. The resultant cost figures are also shown in the 
Dedicated Cost Analysis tables for each candidate. 
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W"l IIST  SEQAROCE"INITIATXIONFORFACILITY!34 04011100H 
PERATIRN 
VERIFYTENTS~rE5CE TOPJ4ENATION N POWEREMOVAL FACILITIES 3A 4 ATPES PANE.RACKLFROM (.50
RB,INEALLRIE EI41PIIPIIT.CASLES0 LINES (0) 
Figure 2-9. Space Processing Payload - Lead Center/KSC Flow - Dedicated Pallet 
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9 Rockwell International 
Space Division 
9 1S 20 25 30 WORKING HOURS 
] REOVE POWER HARNESS FROM PALLET 2(1)
 
REMOVE SIGNAL HARNESS FROM PALLET 2(1)
 
DOISCONNECT ALL SIRTF CONNECTORS ON PALLET TRAIN 3/4(4) 
UNBOLT SIRT? ATTACMENTS FROM PALLETS & PREPARE TO HOIST(S)
 
HOIST SIRTF FROM PALLETS & POSITION ON SHIPPING FIXTURE(2) 
REMOVE CABLE PC-7(3) 
REMOVE HARNESS SC-9/PC-5(2) 
REMOVE HARNESS SC-5/SC-10(4) 
REMOVE HARNESS SC-6B/PC-8(4) 
IREMOVE HARNESS SC-7B/PC-6(2) 
REMOVE HARNESS SC-3/SC-4/SC-SB/PC-3B/PC-4B(2) 
ECT SC-11/PC-9 CONNECTORS FROM THE MEGRD ONPALLET 5(1)UNBOLT MEGRD FROM PALLET 5 & PREPARE TO HOIST(3)
 
IST NEGRO FROM PALLET & POSITION ON SHIPPING FIXTURE(2) 
REMOVE HARNESS SC-I1/PC-9 FROM PALLET(1) 
[] SECURE SPACELAB INTERFACES(2) 
20.0
 
Figure 2-10. Level IV Deintegration - Combined Astronomy - Pallet 1 Dedicated 
1?5 o 20 25 30 WORKING HOURS 
REMOVE UV/PI CANISTER FROM SIPS(6)
 
REMOVE FAR UV/SCWMIDT CAMERA/TELESCOPE CANISTER FROM SIPS(6)
 
REMOVE PALLET 1 POWER/SIGNAL HARNESSES(I) 
Wl 

UNBOLT SIPS FROM PALLET I & PREPARE FOR HOISTING(2)
 
HOIST SIPS FROM PALLET I & POSITION ON SHIPPING FIXTURE(1)
 
REOVE POWER HARNESS FROM PALLET 2(1)
 
I -RE OVE SIGNAL HARNESS FROM PALLET 2(l)
 
DI ECT SC-/PC-9 CONNECTORS FROM THE MEGRD ON PALLET 5(1)

UNBOLT MEGRD FROM PALLET 5 & PREPARE TO HOIST(3)
 
HOIST MEGRD FROM PALLET & POSITION ON SHIPPING FIXTURE(2)
 
REMOVE HARNESS SC-11/PC-9 FROM PALLET(1)
 
[ ] SECURE SPACELAB INTERFACES(2) 
18.0
 
Figure 2-11o Level IV Deintegration - Combined Astronomy - Pallet 3/4 Dedicated 
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9 Rockwell International 
Space Dnvsion 
j 2 a3 4 
1? 20?3 4? 50 
REMOVE POWER HARNESS FROM RACK 3 (4.0) 
REMOVE SIGNAL HARNESSES FROM RACK 3 (4.0)
 
- T73 REMOVE END ITEMS FROM RACK 3 (4.0)
 
[7REMOVE PLUMBING LINES FROM RACK 4 (3.0) 
REMOVE POWER HARNESS FROM RACK 4 (4.0) 
REMOVE SIGNAL HARNESSES FROM RACK 4 (2.0) 
REMOVE END ITEMS FROM RACK 4 (12.0) 
REMOVE WATER LINES FROM RACK 5 (2.0)
T REMOVE POWER HARNESS FROM RACK 5 (2.0) 
REMOVE SIGNAL HARNESS FROM RACK 5 (2.0)
 
q n REMOVE END ITEMS FROM RACK 5 (4.0)
 
REMOVE WATER LINES FROM PACK 6 (2.0)
 
"_REMOVE POWER HARNESS FROM RACK 6 (2.0)
 
T1 REMOVE SIGNAL HARNESS FROM RACK 6 (2.0) 
=REMOVE END ITEMS FROM RACK 6 (4.0) 
-1 REMOVE PLUMaING LINES FROM RACK 7 (2.0) 
REMOVE POWER HARNESS FROM RACK 7 (2.0)
 
T_.,REMOVE SIGNAL HARNESS FROM RACK 7 (2.0)
 
REMOVE END ITEMS FROM RACK 7 (5.0) 
REMEMOVEPLUMBING LINES FROM RACK 8 (1.0)
 
REMOVE POWER HARNESS FROM RACK 8 (1.0)
 
REMOVE END ITEMS FROM RACK 8 (7.0)
 
REMOVE RADIOACTIVE GAS LINES FROM RACK 9 (2.0) 
7REMOVE 	POWER HARNESS FROM RACK 9 (3.0)
 
REMOVE SIGNAL HARNESSES FROM RACK 9 (5.0)
 
REMOVE END 	 ITEMS FROM RACK 9 (13.0) 
F-1REMOVE PLUMBING LINES FROM RACK 10 (4.0)
 
T7.REMOVE POWER HARNESS FROM RACK 10 (2.0)
 
T- j REMOVE SIGNAL HARNESS FROM RACK 10 (3.0)
 
REMOVE END ITEMS FROM RACK 10 (12.0)
Y SECURE Si SUBSYS EM INTERFACES (2.0) 
30.0 
Figure 2-12. Level IV Deintegration - Life Science Rack I I/12/Floor Dedicated 
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Space Division 
AYS I 2 3 
HOURS 5 10 15 20 24 
REMOVE SIGNAL HARNESSES ON THE FORWARD SUPPORT STRUCTURE QSS) (4) 
t _REMOVE POWER HARNESS ON THE FSS (2)
 
-C REMOVE ST-168 END ITEMS FROM THE FSS (1)

SF- REMOVE SF-2 END ITEMS FROM THE FSS (1)
T-18 

- REMOVE THE FORWARD SUPPORT STRUCTURE (21
 
10 HOURS
 
F7 REMOVE POWER HARNESS FROM RACKS R-4A & 48 (4)
 
RAK REMOVE SIGNAL HARNESS FROM RACKS R-4A &4B (4)
RACKS 
R-4A &48 REMOVE EXPERIMENT END ITEMS (X-2, ST-20, ST-3 & SF-2) FROM RACKS -4A &48 (6) 
14 HOURS 
[REMOVE EXPERIMENT ST-21 VENT AND DUMP LINES FROM RACK L-3 VENT CONNECTOR PANEL (2) 
REMOVE POWER HARNESS FROM RACKS L-3A &3B (4) 
REMOVE SIGNAL HARNESS FROM RACKS L-3A & 3B (4) 
A3 B REMOVE EXPERIMENT ST-21 END ITEMS FROM RACK L:3A (3)&C38 
REMOVE EXPERIMENT ST-I END ITEMS FROM RACK L-B (2) 
14 HOURS 
REMOVE EXPERIMENT ST-25 GAS SUPPLY IINES FROM AFT END CONE SUPPLY LINE CONNECTOR (2) 
EOVE EXPERIMENT ST-25 VENT LINE FROM RACK VENT LINE CONNECTOR PANEL (2) 
:J JREMOVE POWER HARNESSES FROM RACKS L-5 AND R-6 (3) 
RACKS REMOVE SIGNAL HARNESSES FROM RACKS L-5 AND R-6 (3) 
L-5, R-6 REMOVE EXPERIMENTS ST-25 & ST-10 END ITEMS FROM RACK R,6 AND FROM FLOOR (4) 
& FLOOR REMOVE EXPERIMENTS ST-25 & ST-26 END ITEMS FROM RACK L-5 (2) 
16 HOURS 
r1DISCONNECT EXPERIMENT ST-5 OVERBOARD SM.BLEED LINE (2)
 
DISCONNECT EXPERIMENT ST-5 SHe VENT LINES (2)
 
REMOVE EXPERIMENT ST-3 OPTICAL BENCH ASSEMBLY FROM PALLET 2 (4)
 
REMOVE PALLET 2 POWER HARNESS (7)
 
PALLET2 REMOVE PALLET 2SIGNAL HARNESS (7)
 
REMOVE EXPERIMENT ST-2 END ITEMS FROM PALLET 2 (1) [ REMOVE EXPERIMENT X-2 END ITEMS FROM PALLET 2 (2) 
REMOVE EXPERIMENT ST-20 END ITEMS FROM PALLET 2 (2) 
CMREMOVE EXPERIMENT ST-5 END ITEMS FROM PALLET 2 (2) 
22 HOURS 
r[ REMOVE EXPERIMENT ST-25 FILL &VENT LINES (2)
 
PALLET 1 0 REMOVE EXPERIMENT ST-25 END ITEMS (2)
 
E SECURE S/L SUBSYSTEM INTERFACES (2) 
TOTAL =24 HOURS 
Figure 2-13o ATL Payload Level IV Deintegration Pallet 1 Dedicated 
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E l) Rockwell International 
Space Division 
DAYS I- 1 2 1 3 
HOURS 1 5 1 15 20 24 
REMOVE SIGNAL HARNESSES ON THE FORWARD SUPPORT STRUCTURE (FSS) (4) 
REMOVE POWER HARNESS ON THE FSS (2)
SPECIAL REMOVE ST.16B END ITEMS FROM THE FSS (1) 
SF-2ST-I6 : .REMOVE SF-2 END ITEMS FROM THE FSS (1) 
REMOVE THE FORWARD SUPPORT STRUCTURE (2) 
10 HOURS 
[ 7 REMOVE POWER HARNESS FROM RACKS R-4A & 48 (4) 
RA S I REMOVE SIGNAL HARNESS FROM RACKS R-4A & 4B (4) 
R-4A & 4B REMOVE EXPERIMENT END ITEMS (X-2, ST-2O, ST-3 & SF-2) FROM RACKS R-4A & 4B (6) 
14 HOURS 
REMOVE EXPERIMENT ST-21 VENT AND DUMP LINES FROM RACK L-3 VENT CONNECTOR PANEL (2) 
T REMOVE POWER HARNESS FROM RACKS L-SA & 3B (4)T REMOVE SIGNAL HARNESS FROM RACKS L-3A & 3B (4)
RACKS L-3A (2) 
L-3A & 3B REMOVE EXPERIMENT ST-1END ITEMS FROM RACK L--3 (2) 
14 HOURS 
-J REMOVE EXPERIMENT ST-25 GAS SUPPLY LINES FROM AFT END CONE SUPPLY LINE CONNECTOR (2) 
RACKS REMOVE EXPERIMENT ST-26 END ITEMS FROM RACK L-5 (2)1[ 
L-5, R-6 
&FLOOR 
DfSCONNECT EXPERIMENT ST-S OVERBOARD SH BLEED LINE (2)e 
DISCONNECT EXPERIMENT ST-5 SHe VENT LINES (2) 
REMOVE EXPERIMENT ST-3 OPTICAL BENCH ASSEMBLY FROM PALLET 2 (4) 
REMOVE PALLET 2 POWER HARNESS (7) 
PALLET 2 REMOVE PALLET 2 SIGNAL HARNESS (7)
 
REMOVE EXPERIMENT ST-2 END ITEMS FROM PALLET 2 (1)
 
REMOVE EXPERIMENT X-2 END ITEMS FROM PALLET 2 (2) 
SL REMOVE EXPERIMENT ST-20 END ITEMS FROM PALLET 2 (2) 
REMOVE EXPERIMENT ST-5 END ITEMS FROM PALLET 2 (2) 
22 HOURS
 
-'REMOVE EXPERIMENT ST-25 FILL & VENT LINES (2)
 
REMOVE PALLET I POWER HARNESS (8) 
REMOVE PALLET I SIGNAL HARNESS (8) 
PALLET I REMOVE EXPERIMENT ST-Ia ANTENNA ASSEMBLY (2) 
REMOVE EXPERIMENT ST-l0 END ITEMS FROM COLD PLATES OF PALLET 1 (6) 
REMOVE EXPERIMENT ST-25 END ITEMS (2) 
20 HOURS 
J7 SECURE S/L SUBSYSTEM INTERFACES (2) 
TOTAL = 24 HOURS OF POOR L9 
0OF POOR QUALITY 
Figure 2-14. ATL Payload Level IV Deintegration Rack 5/6/Floor Dedicated 
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Rockwell International902 
Space Diision 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
 
9F POOR QUALITY
 
0 10 20 30 40 soREMOVE FACILITY 1 EI-2(1) 
REMOVE FACILITY 2 EI-2(1)
 
REMOVE FACILITY 2 EI-3(1)
 
RE" OVE FACILITY 1 HARNESSES(4)
 
REMOVE FACILITY 2 HARNESSES(5)
 
SECURE SPACELAB SUBSYSTEM INTERFACES(2)
 
13.0
 
Figure 2-15. Space Processing Payload Level IV Deintegraton 
- Dedicated Pallet 
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0 
I 
GSE REQUIREMENTS-COMBINED ASTRONOMY 
:_uanhlty Equipment Name 
0 Vertical Sling Kit 612006 
1 Feed Thru Protective Covers 612008 
I Pallet Segment Floor Covers 612010 
1 Pallet Segment Support-Single 612013 
0 Pallet Segment SupportDouble 612013 
1 Pallet Cover 612059 
1 Pallet Platform-Single Pallet 612060 
0 Pallet Platform-Double Pallet 612060 
0 Rack, PSS Panel 612XXX 
1 Desiccant Canister-Large 612067 
1 Active Environmental Control Cart 612071 
1 Road Transport Tie Down Kit 612106 
1 Horizontal Sling Kit 612110 
4 Trunnion Handling Fittings 612113 
1 Transportation Instrumentation 614XXX 
1 Optical Alignment Kit 612040 
0 IPS Test and Checkout Kit 612208 
0 Continuity Tester 613038 
0 Ground/Banding Tester 613039 
0 Portable Leak Detector 612080 
I Freon Servicer 612084 
1 Cable Sets and Adapters 613XXX 
1 Freon Leak Detector 612086 
0 Operator's Console 612XXX 
1 Refrigeration Unit 612115 
I GN-2 Service Cart 612XXX 
0 Vacuum Pumping Unit 612XXX 
I Cleaning Kit 612XXX 
1 Desiccant Drying Oven 614022 
TOTAL 
Mini-
Location Center lOption AI/A2 
Unit Cos nvlvm't Prorated(SKI) Tme(Dovs) Cost/FIts) 
10.5 - -
3.0 15 18.00 
3.5 15 21.00 
47.0 15 282.00 
- - -
12.5 15 75.00 
24.0 15 144.00 
- - -
- - -
11.5 15 69.00 
33.0 15 198.00 
10.5 15 63.00 
53.5 15 321.00 
1.0 15 6.00 
20.0 15 120.00 
6.0 9 21.60 
120.0 - -
90.5 - -
31.0 - -
2.5 - -
25.0 9 90.00 
1.5/calof 9 5.40 
1.0 9 3.60 
80.0 - -
101.1 9 363.96 
50.0 9 180.00 
25.0 - -
11.5 9 41.40 
27.5 9 99.00 
2121.96 
GSE REQUIREMENTS-COMBINED ASTRONOMY 
Quantty Equipment Name 
0 Vertical Sling Kit 612006 
5 Feed Thru Protective Covers 612008 
4 Pallet Segment Floor Covers 612010 
3 Pallet Segment Support-Single 612013 
1 Pallet Segment Support-Double 612013 
5 Pallet Cover 612059 
3 Pallet Platform-Single Pallet 612060 
I Pallet Platform-Double Pallet 612060 
0 Rack, PSS Panel 612XXX 
5 Desiccant Canister-Large 612067 
1 Active Environmental Control Cart 612071 
4 Road Transport Tie Down Kit 612106 
I Horizontal Sling Kit 612110 
4 Trunnion Handling Fittings 612113 
2 Transportation instrumentation 614XXX 
1 Optical Alignment Kit 612040 
I IPS Test and Checkout Kit 612208 
0 Continuity Tester 613038 
1 Ground/Bonding Tester 613039 
0 Portable Leak Detector 612080 
1 Freon Servcer 612084 
1 Cable Sets and Adapters 613XXX 
I Freon Leak Detector 612086 
0 Operator's Console 612XXX 
1 Refrigeration Unit 612115 
1 GN-2 Service Cart 612XXX 
1 Vacuum Pumping Unit 612XXX 
1 Cleaning Kit 612XXX 
I Desiccant Drying Oven 614022 
TOTAl, 
Lead 
LocationCenter Option B-4 
Unit Cos! lnvlvm't Prorated (S K) Tine(Dys) Cost/Flt6) 
10.5 - -
3.0 28 168.00 
3.5 25 140.00 
47 0 31 1748 40 
94.0 26 977.60 
12.5 26 650.00 
24.0 31 892.80 
48.0 26 499.20 
1.0 20 -
11.5 26 598.00 
33.0 26 343.20 
10.5 26 436.80 
53.5 31 663.40 
1.0 31 49.60 
20.0 14 224.00 
6.0 20 48.00 
120.0 20 960.00 
90.5 - -
31.0 20 248.00 
2.5 - -
25.0 20 200.00 
./cable 20 12.00 
1.0 20 8.00 
80.0 20 -
101.1 20 808.80 
50.0 28 560.00 
25.0 20 200.00 
11.5 20 92.00 
27.5 20 220.00 
10747.80 
C. 
No0 
0 
Table 2-6. 
00 
Combined Astronomy, 
(Sheet I of 3) 
Pallet I Dedicated Table 2-6. Combined Astronomy, (Sheet 2 of 3) 
Pallet 1 Dedicated 5.. 
* 
CD 
0 Cr.0 
0 
bi3 
I 
O 
0 
FO0 

GSE REQUIREMENTS-COMBINED ASTRONOMY Location KSC Option C4 
Unit Cos lnvlvm't Prorated 
Quanty Equipment Name (SK) Time(Days) Cost/Flr6 
0 Vertical Sling Kit 612006 10.5 - ­
5 Feed Thru Protective Covers 612008 3 0 20 120.00 
4 Pallet Segment Floor Covers 612010 3.5 20 112.00 
3 Pallet Segment Support-SIngle 612013 47.0 23 1297.20 
1 Pallet Segment Support-Double 612013 94.0 23 864.80 
5 Pallet Cover 612059 12.5 18 450.00 
3 Pallet Platform-Single Pallet 612060 24.0 23 662.40 
I Pallet Platform-Double Pallet 612060 48.0 23 441.60 
1 Rack, PS$Panel 612XXX 1.0 18 7.20 
5 Desiccant Canister-Large 612067 11.5 18 414.00 
I Active Envronmental Control Cart 612071 33.0 18 237.60 
4 Road Transport Tie Down Kit 612106 10.5 18 302.40 
1 Horizontal Sling Kit 612110 53.5 23 492.20 
4 Trunnion Handling Fittings 612113 1.0 23 36.80 
2 Transportation Instrumentation 614XXX 20.0 12 192.00 
I Optical Alignment Kit 612040 6.0 18 43 20 
1 IPS Test and Checkout Kit 612208 120.0 18 864.00Centinuity Tester 613038 90.5 i - -
I Ground/Bonding Tester 613039 31 0 18 223.20 
0 Portable Leak Daector 612080 2.5 - -
I Freoin Servicer 612084 25.0 18 180.00 
1 Cable Sets and Adapters 613XXX 1.5/cable 18 10.80 
I Freon Leak Detector 612086 1.0 18 7.20 
0 Operator's Console 612XXX 80.0 18 ­
1 Refrigeration Unit 612115 101.1 18 727.92 
I GN-2 Service Cart 612XXX 50.0 18 360 00 
I Vacuum Pumping Unit 612XXX 25,0 18 180.00 
1 Cleaning Kit 612XXX 11.5 18 82.80 
1 Desiccant Drying Oven 614022 27,5 18 198.00 
TOTAL 1 8507,32 
Table 2-6. Combined Astronomy, Pallet I Dedicated 
(Sheet 3 of 3) 
Mini-

GSE REQUIREMENTS-COMBINED ASTRONOMY LocatianCenter2 Option A1/A2 
Quantity Equiment Name Unit Cos Invlvmit Prorated 
$ K) Time(Days) Cost/FitS) 
0 Vertical Sling Kit 612006 10.5 - ­
3 Feed Thru Protective Covers 612008 3.0 19 68.40 
3 Pallet Segment Floor Covers 612010 3.5 19 79.80­
1 Pellet Segment Support-Single 612013 47.0 19 357.20 
I Pallet Segment Support-Double 612013 94.0 19 714.40 
3 Pallet Cover 612059 12.5 19 285.00 
1 Pallet Platform-Slngle Pallet 612060 24.0 19 182.40 
I Pallet Platform-Double Pallet 612060 48.0 29 364.80 
1 Rack, PSS Panel 612XXX 1.0 12 4.80 
3 Desiccant Can ister-Large 612067 11.5 19 262.20 
1 Active Environmental Control Cart 612071 33.0 19 250.80 
2 Road Transport Tie Down Kit 612106 10.5 19 79.80 
1 Horizontal Sling Kit 612110 53.5 19 406.60 
4 Trunnion Handling Fittings 612113 1.0 19 30.40 
1 Transportation Instrumentation 614XXX 20.0 19 152.00 
] Optical Alignment Kit 612040 6.0 12 28.80 
I IPS Test and Checkout Kit 612208 120.0 12 576.000 Continuity Tester 623038 90.5 - -C­
0 Ground/Bonding Tester 613039 32.0 - ­
0 Portable Leak Detector 612080 2.5 -­
1 Freon Servicer 612084 25.0 12 120.00 
1 Cable Sets and Adapters 613XXX 1.5!cble i 2 7 20 
I Freon Leak Detector 612086 1.0 12 4:80 
I Operator's Console 612XXX 80.0 12 384.00 
I Refrigeration Unit 612115 101.1 12 485.28 
0 GN-2 Service Cart 612XXX 50.0 - -
I Vacuum Pumping Unit 612XXX 25.0 12 120.00 
1 Cleaning Kit 612XXX 11.5 12 55.20 
1 Desiccant Drying Oven 614022 27.5 12 32.00 
TOTAL 5151.88 
Table 2-7. Combined Astronomy, Pallet 3/4 Dedicated 
0 03 
1­
9
 
0 
0 
IV 
o 
(A 
Io 
o 
o 
N) 
. 
01 

Lead 
GSE REQUIREMENTS-COMBINED ASTRONOMY LocationCenter Option 84 
Cos lnvlvmit ProratedQuantity EquipmentSName nKi 
0 Vertical Sling Kit 612006 10.5 - ­
5 Feed Thru Protective Covers 612008 3.0 28 168.00 
4 Pallet Segment Floor Covers 612010 3.5 25 140.00 
3 Pallet Segment Support-Single 612013 47.0 31 1748.40 
1 Pallet Segment Support-Double 612013 94.0 31 1165.60 
5 Pallet Cover 612059 12.5 26 650.00 
3 Pallet Platform-Single Pallet 612060 24.0 31 892.80 
I Pallet Platform-Double Pallet 612060 48.0 31 595.20 
0 Rack, PSS Panel 612XXX 1.0 20 ­
5 Desiccant Canister-Large 612067 11.5 26 598.00 
I Active Environmental Control Cart 612071 33.0 26 343.20 
4 Road Transport Tie Down Kit 612106 10.5 26 436.80 
1 Horizontal Sling Kit 612110 53.5 31 663.40 
4 Trunnian Handling Fittings 612113 1.0 31 49.60 
2 Transportatian Instrumentation 614XXX 20.0 14 224.00 
I Optical Alignment Kit 612040 6.0 20 48.00 
1 IPS Test and Checkout Kit 612208 120.0 20 960.00 
0 Continuity Tester 613038 90.5 - ­
1 Ground/Bonding Tester 613039 31.0 20 248.00 
0 Portable Leak Detector 612080 2.5 - -
I Freon Servicer 612084 25.0 20 200.00 
1 Cable Sets and Adapters 613XXX 1.5, oble 20 12.00 
I Freon Leak Detector 612086 1.0 20 8.00 

0 Operator's Console 612XXX 80.0 20 -
I Refrigeration Unit 612115 101.1 20 808.00 
1 GN-2 Service Cart 612XXX 50.0 20 400.00 
2 Vacuum Pumping Unit 612XXX 25.0 20 200.00 
1 Cleaning Kit 612XXX 11.5 20 92.00 
I Desiccant Drying Oven 614022 27.5 20 220.00 
TOTAL 10871.00 
Table 2-7. Combined Astronomy, Pallet 3/4 Dedicated 
(Sheet 2 of 3) 
GSE REQUIREMENTS-COMBINED ASTRONOMY Location KSC Option C4 
Unit Cos lnviv'mit ProratedQme(tays) Eost/Fq6e N (SK) Time(Das) Cost/FltS) 
0 Vertical Sling Kit 612006 10.5 - ­
5 Feed Thru Protective Covers 612008 3.0 20 120.00 
4 Pallet Segment Floor Covers 612010 3.5 20 112.00 
3 Pallet Segment Support-Single 612013 47.0 231 1297.20 
1 Pallet Segment Support-Double 612013 94.0 18 676.80 
5 Pallet Cover 612059 12.5 18 450.00 
3 Pallet Platform-Single Pallet 612060 24.0 23 662.40 
1 Pallet Platform-Double Pallet 612060 48.0 18 345.60 
0 Rock, PSS Panel 612XXX 1.0 18 ­
5 Desiccant Canister-Large 612067 11.5 18 414.00 
1 Active Environmental Control Cart 612071 33.0 18 237.60 
4 Road Transport Tie Down Kit 612106 10.5 18 302.40 
1 Horizontal Sling Kit 612110 53.5 23 492.20 
4 Trunnion Handling Fittings 612113 1.0 23 36.80 
2 Transportation Instrumentation 614XXX 20.0 12 192.00 
1 Optical Alignment Kit 612040 6.0 18 43.20 
1 IPS Test and Checkout Kit 612208 120.0 I8 864.00 
0 Continuity Tester 613038 90.5 ­
1 Ground/Bonding Tester 613039 31.0 18 223.20 
0 Portable Leak Detector 612080 2.5 - ­
1 Freon Servicer 612084 25.0 18 180.00 
1 Cable Sets and Adapters 613XXX 1.5Aable 18 10.80 
I Freon Leak Detector 612086 1.0 28 7.20 
0 Operator's Console 612XXX 80.0 28 ­
1 Refrigeration Unit 612115 101.1 18 727.92 
1 GN-2 Service Cart 612XXX 50.0 23 460.00 
1 Vacuum Pumping Unit 612XXX 25.0 18 180.00 
1 Cleaning Kit 612XXX 11.5 18 82.80 
I Desiccant Drying Oven 614022 27.5 18 198.00 
TOTAL 8316.12 
Table 2-7. Combined Astronomy, Pallet 3/4 Dedicated 
(Sheet 3 of 3) 

asC,
0D 
=
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CD 
(D 
C. 
4 
0 
10 
0 
GSE REQUIREMENTS-LIFE SCIENCES 
uantity EquipmentName 
__uanhty E__urgment Name 
Distrib. 
Location Site 8 Option A-I 
Unit Cost Invlvm't Prorated 
_ (S) Time(Days) Cost/FIt6) 
GSE REQUIREMENTS-LIFE SCJENCES 
uantity Equipment Name 
Lead 
Location Center Option 
Unit Cost lnvlvm'tcs) 
81/3 
Prorated 
tme(Days)Cast/F1t0 
S. 
0 
1 
2 
I 
1 
I 
4 
1 
1 
I 
' 
I 
1 
1 
Transport Dolly, Rack & Flor 612002A 
Vertical Sling Kit, Rack & Floor 612006A 
Horizontal Sling Kit, Rack & Floor 61211 GA 
Rack & Floor Shipping Cover 612047A 
Rack & Floor Transport Platform 612048A 
Rack & Floor Support Braces Kit 612049A 
Double Rack Hndlg C/O & Tnspt Kt 612050A 
Single Rack Hndlg C/O &Tnspt Kt 612065A 
Desiccant Canister, Med.,Dbl Rack 612068A 
Desiccant Canister, Small, Sngl Rk 612069A 
Active Environ. Control Cart 612071A 
Road Tiedawn Kit, U.S. 612106A 
Cargo Lift Trailer, Rack & Floor 614013 
Adapter Kit Cargo Lift Trailer 614014 
Transportation Instrumentation 6I4XXX 
Operators Checkout Console 612XXX 
* CDMS Simulator 
" Ground Pwr Supply (Racks) 
Peripheral Checkout Equipment 612XXX 
* Analog Tape Recorder Unit 
* Strip Chart, Recorder 
Optical Alignment Kit 612040 
Continuity Tester, Electrical 613038 
Groundng/Bonding Tester 613039 
Portable Leak Detection Unit 612080A 
Freon Leak Detector(Rack Refrig/ 612XXX 
'Freezer 
Vacuum Pumping Unit 612XXX 
Rack Cooling Unit (Support C/O) 612XXX 
Gas, Bottles, Supply Unit 612XXX 
GN-2 Service Set 614XXX 
Cleaning Kit 612114A 
33,000 
10,500 
8,000 
24,000 
2,500 
9,000 
9,000 
9,000 
7,000 
33,000 
10,500 
20,000 
80,000 
90,500 
31,000 
25,000 
50,500 
50,000 
50,000 
11,500 
12 
10 
15 
17 
16 
16 
16 
16 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
9 
158.4 
84.0 
48.0 
163.2 
16.0 
179.2 
67.2 
128.0 
320.0 
362.0 
124.0 
100.0 
202.0 
41.4 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
6 
4 
I 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
I 
1 
1 
I 
I 
Transport Dolly, Rack & Floor 612002A 
Vertical Sling Kit, Rack & Floor 612006A 
Horizontal Sling Kit, Rack & Floor 612110A 
Rack & Floor Shipping Cover 612047A 
Rack & Floor Transport Platform 612048A 
Rack & Floor Support Braces Kit 612049A 
Double Rack Hndlg C/O & Tnspt Kt 612050A 
Single Rack Hndlg C/O & Tnspt KI 612065A 
Desiccant Canister, Med.,Db Rack 612068A 
Desiccant Canister, Small, Sngl Rk 612069A 
Active Environ. Control Cart 612071A 
Road Tiedown Kit, U.S. 612106A 
Cargo Lift Trailer, Rack &Floor 64013I 
Adapter Kit Cargo Lift Trailer 614014 
Transportation Instrumentation 614XXX 
Operators Checkout Console 612XXX 
e CDMS Simulator 
e Ground Pwr Supply (Racks) 
Peripheral Checkout Equipment 612XXX 
a Analog Tape Recorder Unit 
* Strip Chart, Recorder 
Optical Alignment Kit 612040 
Continuity Tester, Electrical 613038 
Grounding/Bonding Tester 613039 
Portable Leak Detection Unit 612080A 
Freon Leak Detector(Rack Refrig/ 612XXX 
Freezer 
Vacuum Pumping Unit 612XXX 
Rack Cooling Unit (Support C/O) 612XXX 
Gas, Bottles, Supply Unit 612XXX 
GN-2 Service Set 614XXX 
Cleaning Kit 612114A 
33,000 
10,500 
8,000 
24,000 
2,500 
9,000 
9,000 
9,000 
7,000 
33,000
10,500 
20,000 
80,000 
90,500 
31,000 
25,000 
50,500 
50,000 
50,000 
11,500 
29 
26 
24 
29 
29 
25 
25 
2524 
25 
19 
19 
19 
19 
19 
26 
19 
19 
382.8 
109.2 
76.8 
278.4 
29.0 
540.0 
280.0 
330.0 
100.8 
200.0 
608.0 
687.8 
235.6 
190.0 
383.8 
520.0 
380.0 
87.4 
0 
4 
>w 
tC" 
1 
CPB 
Ink 
I 
(A 
8O 
O 
I 
Desiccant Drying Kit/Oven
Human Physiological Simulator 
Frog Simulator 
atS m l a Simulator
Oculographic SimulatorMass Spec Analog Data SimulatorRat Temperature Output Simulator SI
Monkey Physiological Simulctor 
614022 
-
-
-1Rat 
-
-
--
T-WTAL 
27,500 
1993 4 
I 
1t 
1 
1 
Desiccant Drying Kit/Oven
Humon Physiological Simulator 
Frog Simulator 
m o1 
Oculographic Simulator 
Mass Spec Analog Data SimulatorRot Temperature Output Simulator 
Monkey Physiological Simulator 
614022 
-
-
-
-
TOT1AL 
27,500 
7 
6 
10 
98 
5 5419 6 
_ 
-
CD 
-
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Table 2-8. Life Sciences Payload -Dedicated Racks 11/12/Floor(Sheet 2 of 5) 
C. 
3 
I 
o 
o 
10 

. 
Lead 
GSE REQUIREMENTS-LIFE SCIENCES Location -enter Option B4 
:uantityEquipment Name 
1 Transport Dolly, Rack & Floor 612002A 
I Vertical Shlng Kit, Rack & Floor 612006A 
Horizontal Sling Kit, Rack & Floor 612110A 
I Rack & Floor Shipping Cover 612047A 
1 Rack & Floor Transport Platform 612048A 
1 Rack & Floor Support Braces Kit 612049A 
Double Rack Hndlg C/O & Tnspt Kt 612050A 
Single Rack Hndlg C/O & Tnspt Kt 612065A 
6 Desiccant Canister, Med.,Dbl Rack 612068A 
4 Desiccant Canister, Small, Sngl Rk 
1 Active Envron. Control Cart 
1 	 Road Tiedown Kit, U.S. 
Cargo Lift Trailer, Rack & Floor 
Adapter Kit Cargo Lift Trailer 
1 Transportation Instrumentation 
1 Operators Checkout Console 
" CDMS Simulator 
* Ground Pwr Supply (Racks) 
Peripheral Checkout Equipment 
* Analog Tape Recorder Unit 
* Strip Chart, Recorder 
Optical Alignment Kit 

1 Continuity Tester, Electrical 

1 Grounding/Bonding Tester 

Portable Leak Detection Unit 
Freon Leak Detectar(Rack Refrig/Freezer 
1 	 Vacuum Pumping Unit 
1 	 Rack Cooling Unit (Support C/O)I Gas, Bottles, Supply Unit 

1 GN-2 Service Set 

I 	 Cleaning Kit 

Desiccant Drying Kit/Oven 

I Human Physiological Simulator 

I Frog Simulator
1
1 Rat Simulator 
1 Oculographic Simulator 
1 Mass Spec Analog Data Simulator1 	 Rot Temperature Output Simulator 
Monkey Physiological Simulator1 
612069A 
612071A 
612106A 
614013 
614014 
614XXX 
612XXX 
612XXX 
612040 
613038 
613039 
612080A 
612XXX 
612XXX 
612XXX612XXX 
614XXX 
612114A 

614022 

-
-

-

-

-

-
TOTA4L 
Table 2-8. Life Sciences Payload - Dedicated Racks 11/12/'Floor 
(Sheet 3 of 5) 
GSE REQUIREMENTS-LIFE SCIENCES Location KSC Option CI/C3 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
6 
4 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

1 

1 
1 
1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 
1 
IeS0
11 
1 
EnitEquipment Name 
Transport Dolly, Rack & Floor 
Vertical Sling Kit, Rack & Floor 
612002A 
612006A 
Horizontal Sling Kit, Rack & Floor 
Rack & Floor Shipping Cover 
612110A 
612047A 
Rock & Floor Transport Platform 612048A 
Rack & Floor Support Braces Kit 612049A 
Double Rack Hndlg C/O &Tnspt Kt 612050A 
Single Rack Hndlg C/O & Tnspt Kt 612065A 
Desiccant Canister, Med.,Dbl Rack 612068A 
Unit CtU St 
33,000 
10,500 
8,000 
24,000 
2,500 
9,000 
9,000 
9,000 
7,000 

33,000 
10,500 
20,000 
80,000 
90,500 
31,000 
25,000 
50,50050,000 
50,000 
11,500 

27,500 

f 
nlmt 
33 
30 
28 
33 

33 

29 
29 

29 
28 

29 
23 
23 
23 
23 
23
30 
23 
23 

5 
5 
7 
7 
66 
ProratedPrrated 
435.6 
126.0 
89.6 
316.8 
33.0 
626.4 
324.8 
382.8 
117.6 
232.0 
736.0 
832.6 
285.2 
230.0 
464.6 
600.0 
460.0 
105.8 

_ 88 
Desiccant Canister, Small, Sngl Rk 
Active Environ. Control Cart 
Road Tiedown Kit, U.S. 
Cargo Lift Trailer, Rack & Floor 
Adapter Kit Cargo Lift Trailer 
Transportation Instrumentation 
Operators Checkout Console 
* CDMS Simulator 
* Ground Pwr Supply (Racks) 
Peripheral Checkout Equipment 
* Analog Tape Recorder Unit 
* Strip Chart, Recorder 
Optical Alignment Kit 
Continuity Tester, Electrical 
Grounding/Bonding Tester 
Portable Leak Detection Unit 
Freon Leak Detector(Rack Refrig/Freezer 
Vacuum Pumping Unit 
Rack Cooling Unit (Support C/O) 

Gas, Bottles, Supply Unit 

GN-2 Service Set 

Cleaning Kit 

Desiccant Drying Kit/Oven 
Human Physiological Simulator 
Frog Simulator 
Rat Simulator 

Oculographic Simulator 

Mass Spec Analog Data Simulator
Rat Temperature Output Simulator 
Monkey Physiological Simulator 
Table 2-8. Life Sciences Payload 
612069A 
612071A 
612106A 
614013 
614014 
614XXX 
612XXX 
612XXX 
612040 
613038 
613039 
612080A 
612XXX 
612XXX 
612XXX 
612XXX 
614XXX 
612114A 

614022 

-
-
-
-
-
-
Unvlvm'tCost Invlvm't Prorated() Trme(Days) Cost/FrtG) 
33,000 21 277.2 
10,500 24 100.8 
8,000 16 51.2 
24,000 21 201.6 
2,500 21 21.0 
9,000 
9,000 
9,000 17 367.2 
7,000 17 190.4 
33,000 17 224.4 
10,500 16 67.2 
20,000 
80,000 
17 
17 
136.0 
544.0 
90,500 
31,000 
17 
17 
615.4 
210.8 
25,000 
50,500 
50,000 
50,000 
11,500 
27,500 
27 
17 
24 
17 
17 
6 
5 
10 
9 
87 
4TAL 
170.0 
343.4 
480.0 
340.0 
78.2 
44188 
0 ) 
5" . 
'0 
(Sheet 4 of 5) 	 a"
- Dedicated Racks 11/12/Floor 
0 
GSE REQUIREMENTS-LIFE SCIENCES Location KSC Option C4 
untty 
1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

4 

I 

1 

I 

I 

'0 1 

I 

1 

1 

n 1 

a I 

4 1I 

00 

I 

1 

1 

I  

0 I 

1
1 

Equiment Name 
Transport Dolly, Rack & Floor 612002A 
Vertical Sling Kit, Rack & Floor 612006A 
Horizontal Sling Kit, Rack &Floor 612110A 
Rack & Floor Shipping Cover 612047A 
Rack & Floor Transport Platform 612048A 
Rack & Floor Support Braces Kit 612049A 
Double Rock Hndlg C/O & Tnspt Kt 612050A 
Single Rack Hndlg C/O & Tnspt Kt 612065A 
Desiccant Canister, Med. ,Dbl Rack 612068A 
Desiccant Canister, Small, Sngl Rk 612069A 
Active Envron. Control Cart 612071.A 
Road Tiedawn Kit, U.S. 612106ACargo Lift Trailer, Rack &Floor 614013
Adapter Kit Cargo Lift Trailer 614014 

Transportation Instrumentation 614XXX 
Operators Checkout Console 612XXX 
SCDMS SimuatorTrunnion
" 	 DSSmltrI
" Ground Pwr Supply (Racks) 
Peripheral Checkout Equipment 612XXX
• nao Tp Rcodr
ntI 

* 	 Anolog Tape Recorder Unit 

Otripa ecordI
h rt 
Optcal Al ignmsent Kit 612040
Continuity Tester, Electrical 613038 

Grounding/Bonding Tester 613039 

Portable Leak Detection Unit 612080A
Pron Leak Detecton Uni 612XX 
Freezer 
Vacuum Pumping Unit 612XXX 

Rack Cooling Unit (Support C/O) 612XXX 

Gas, Bottles, Supply Unit 612XXX 

GN-2 Service Set 614XXX 

Cleaning Kit 612114A 

Desiccant Drying Kit/Oven 614022 

Human Physiological Simulator 
-
Frog Simulator 
-
Rat Simulator -
Oculographic Simulator -
Mass Spec Analog Data Simulator -
Rat Temperature Output Simulator -
Monkey Physiological Simulator TtTAL 
Unit Cot invlvm't Prorated 
(S) T.me(Days) Cost/Flti) 
33,000 25 

10,500 28 

8,000 20 

24,000 25 

2,500 25 

9,000 

9,000 

9,000 21 

7,000 21 

33,000 21 

10,500 20 

20,000 21 

80,000 21 

90,500 21 

31,000 21 

25,000 21 

50,500 21 

50,000 28 

50,000 21 

11,500 21 

27,500 
4 

4 

6
 
6 

5 

5 

3 

Table 2-8. Life Sciences Payload - Dedicated Racks 11/12/Floor 
(Sheet 5of5)
 
330.0 
117.6 
64.0 
240 0 
25.0 
75.6 

235 2 

277.2 
B4 0 
168 0 
672.0 
760.2 
260.4 
210 0 
424.2 
560.0 
420 0 
96:6 
5020.0 
Quantit) 
0 
1 

I 

I 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1
1 

I 

1 

I 

I 

I 

1 

1 

1 

1 

I 

1 

I 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Table 2-9. ATL Payload, Dedicated Pallet I 
UnitCa,
Equipment Name i 

Double Rack Handling Kit 613050 9.0 
Vertical Sling Kit 612006A 10.5 
Feed Thru Prot. Covers 612008 3.0 
Pallet Seg. Floor Covers 612010 3.5 
Pallet Segment Support 612013 47.0 
Rack/Floor Shipping Cover 612047 8.0 
Rack/Floor Transport Platform 612048 1.0 
Rack/Floor Support Braces 612049 2.5 
Pallet Cover 612059 12.5 
Pallet Platform 612060 24.0 
Desiccant Canister Large 612067 11.5Desiccant Canister Medium 612068 9.0Active Environment Cart 612071A 33.0 
Road Tedown Kit 612106 10.5 
Horizontal Sling Kit 612110 53.5 
Hndling Fittings 612113 1.0Refrigerotion Unit 612115 101.1
Rock Cooling Unit 612XX50. 
Rack Caoing Unit 612XXX 50.5Cleaning Kit 	 612114 11.5 
Desiccant Drying Oven 614002 27.5 

Grounding/Bonding Tester 613039 31.0 

Cable Sets and Adapters 
Portable Leak Detector 612080 2.5 
Freon Servicer 	 612084 25.0
Freon Leak Detector 612086 1.0 
Optical Alignment Kit 612040 6.0 
Transport Instrumentation 614XXX 20.0 
Operator's Console 612XXX 80.0 
Optical Bench Support Cart -
Inert Gas Cart -
FSS Holding Jig and Cover -
Broad Band Illuminator -
Antenna Support Cart TOTAL 1 

Minicenter 
Invivast ProratedT Cost/Ftd 
0 0
 
24 100.80
 
19 22.80
 
24 33.60
 
27 507.60
 
22 70.40
 
27 10.80
 
27 27.00 
22 110.00 a a 
22 211.20 1
 
22 101.20
22 79.2022 290.40 5
 
22 92.40
 
24 513.60
 
24 38.40 140
16C!.016 647.04 
16 323.2016 73.60 
16 176.00
 
16 198.40
 
16 16.00 
16 160.00
 
26 6.40
 
16 38.40
 
19 152.00
 
16 512.00
 
0
 
0
 
0
 
0
 
4512.44 
V
 
O 0 
0 
a 
0 
BSpace DivisionI.W Rockwell International 
Table 2-10. GSE Proration Space Processing Payload, 
Dedicated Pallet (Sheet I of 2) 
Lead Center 
Quantity Equipment Name 
__untity__Equipment Name 
UnitCost (SKI) lnvlvm't 
Prorated 
ime(Davs) Cost/Fit(S) 
I Feedthru Covers 612008 3.0 24 28.80 
1 
1 
I 
Pallet Seg. Floor Covers 
Pallet Seg. Support 
Pallet Cover 
612010 
612013 
612059 
3.5 
47.0 
12.5 
19 
24 
21 
26.60 
451.20 
105.00 
I Pallet Platform - 612060 24.0 24 230.40 
3 
1 
Desiccant Canister, 
Road Tredown Kit 
Large 612067 
612106 
11.5 
10.5 
21 
21 
289.80 
88.20 
1 
4 
1 
I 
6 
1 
Horizontal Sling 
Trunnion Handling Fittings 
Transport Instrumentation 
Ground/Bond4ester 
Cable Set and Adapters 
Portable Leak Detector 
612110 
612113 
613039 
612080 
53.5 
1.0 
20.0 
31.0 
1.5 
2.5 
18 
18 
21 
21 
11 
11 
385.20 
28.80 
168.00 
260.40 
39.60 
11.00 
I Freon Servicer 612084 25.0 11 110.00 
I Freon Leak Detector 612086 1.0 11 4.40 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
Refrig Unit 
Cleaning Kit 
Desiccant Oven 
Operator's Console 
PSS Panel Rack 
Active ECS Cart 
612115 
612114 
614022 
612071 
101.0 
11.5 
27.5 
80.0 
1.0 
33.0 
11 
24 
6 
21 
21 
21 
444.40 
110.40 
66.00 
672.00 
8.40 
277.20 
TOTAL 3805.80 
Table 2-10. GSE Proration Space Processing Payload, 
Dedicated Pallet (Sheet 2 of 2) 
KSC
 
UnitCc~ ost Prorated 
m T ie sCSost FIt S)Quantity Equipment Name 
3.0 16 19.2 
I Pallet Seg. Floor Covers 612010 3.5 15 21.0 
1 Pallet Seg. Support 612013 47.0 16 300.8 
1 Pallet Cover 612059 12.5 12 60.0 
1 Pallet Platform 612060 24.0 16 153.6 
3 Desiccant Canister, Large 612067 11.5 12 165.6 
1 Road Tiedown Kit 612106 10.5 12 50.4 
1 Horizontal Sling 612110 53.5 15 321.0 
4 Trunnion Handling Fittings 612113 1.0 15 24.0 
I Transport Instrumentation 20.0 15 120.0 
1 Ground/Bond Tester 613039 31.0 3 37.2 
6 Coble Set and Adapters 1.5 7 25.2 
1 Portable Leak Detector 612080 2.5 2 2.0 
1 Freon Servicer 612084 25.0 8 80.0 
1 Freon Leak Detector 612086 1.0 2 0.8 
1 Refrig Unit 612115 101.0 8 323.2 
1 Cleoning Kit 612114 11.5 14 64.4 
1 Desiccant Oven 614022 27.5 2, 22.0 
1 Operator's Console 80.0 9 288.0 
1 PSS Panel Rack 1.0 9 3.6 
1 Active ECS Cart 612071 33.0 12 158.4 
TOTAL 1 __ _ 2240.4 
I Feedthru Covers 612008 
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QRockwell International 
Space Division 
Dedication Break-Even Analysts - Purchased Equipment Approach 
In the treatment of the cost tradeoff of dedicated Spacelab hardware, three possible 
approaches were considered. In this section, it was assumed that a prospective Principal 
Investigator would consider actual purchase of the flight equipment on a cash basis. He 
would have exclusive use of the equipment for the entire Shuttle program (assumed to be 
for 10 years). He could fly his payload at any rate he desired (or at the rate dictated by 
space available), and between flights, the equipment would sit idle, fully equipped with 
his experiment equipment. During this time, modifications, repairs, etc. could be carried 
out at leisure. If the PI completed all the missions needed to accomplish his program ob­
jectives, he would be free to sell or lease the Spacelab equipment or keep it, since he held 
full title to it. 
This approach addresses the question "How many flights must I fly, as P1, to make this 
approach more economical and cost effective than leasing the equipment from NASA based 
on prorated costs and going through the full integration/deintegration cycle for each flight?" 
To determine this, a break-even analysis was performed, charting the net effect of fixed 
costs per flight and those costs which are sensitive to flight rate. Tables 2-t1 I through 2-16 
presents the fixed costs. 
In this approach, the cost of the flight hardware is sensitive to flight rate and is 
calculated based on the following costs for the dedicated hardware complements: 
Combined Astronomy - Pallet 1 
1 Pal let ----------- -$3,022,000 
1 SIPS with canisters ------- 1,500,000 
3 RAUs ----------- 429,000 
2 Interconnect Stations- ------ 6,000 
1 EPDB ----------- 88,000 
1 Freon Pump/Accumulator Package - - 110,000 
1 AC Inverter --------- 100,000 
2 Coldplates --------- 54,000 
TOTAL COST $5,309,000 
Combined Astronomy - Pallets 3 and 4 
2 Pallets----------- $6,044,000 
1 RAU ----------- 143,000 
1 EPDB ----------- 88,000 
1 Interconnect Station------- 3,000 
1 Coldplate ---------- 27,000 
TOTAL $6,305,000 
2-51 
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@ Rockwell International 
Space Divsion 
Life Sciences - Racks 11, 12 and Floor 
2 Single Racks -------­ $182,000 
2 EPSPs------- - -­ - 1-76,000 
1 EPDB and CACB - -----­ 91,000 
1 RAU -- --------­ 143,000 
1 Floor Segment, Double------ '59,000 
TOTAL $651,000 
ATL Payload - Racks 5, 6, and Floor 
2 Single Racks -------­
2 EPSP's ---------­
$182,000 
176,000 
2 RAUs --- --------­ 286,000 
1 Floor Segment, Double ----­ 59,000 
TOTAL $703,000 
ATL Payload - Pallbt I 
1 Pallet ---------­ $3,022,000 
6 Coldplates -------­ 1,620,000 
1 RAU ---------­ 143,000 
1 Interconnect Station-----­ 3,000 
1 EPDB --- --------­ 88,000 
TOTAL $4,876,000 
Space Processing - Pallet 
1 Pallet - --------­ $3,022,000 
1 RAU-- -------- 143,000 
1 EPDB ---------­ 88,000 
4 Coldplates -------­ 108,000 
1 Inverter --------­ 100,000 
1 Freon pump/accumulator package - - 110,000 
1 Interconnect Station -----­ 3,000 
1 Experiment Heat Exchanger - - - - 150,000 
TOTAL $3,724,000 
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Table 2-11. Combined Astronomy, Dedicated Pallet 1 
(Cost in 1977 $) 
Cost Element Concept A2 B2 84 C2 C4 
MAN POWER 
Installation and Experiment Test,
 
Direct Labor (3,4,5,6) 114120 114120 86360 114120 86360
 
Payload Testing, Direct Labor (7,8,9) 
 34460 33190 24940 33100 24940 
5880 7140 6160 14280 12320Installation & Test Support (3 thru 9) 

Level III/I/I Integration and Post Flight
 
Support (11, 12,13 15) 25920 25920 25920 25920 25920
 
Demtegrato, Direct Labor (16) 8350 8250 8350 8350 8350
 
1680 1680 1680 1680 1680
 
, 
Deintegration Support (16) 

TOTAL MANPOWER 190410 190400 1153410 197540 159570
 
TDY EXPENSE 
Installation and Exp Test, Direct Labor 4425 10111 12336 38475 24675
 
Payload Testing Direct Labor 12975 6150 4800 12300 9600
 
Level 11/I/I Integration and Post Flight
 
Support 9000 9000 9d00 9000 9000
 
Dente raton, Direct Labor 1950 1950 1950 1950 1950 ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
TOTALTDY 28350 27211 28086 61725 45225 OF POOR QUALITY 
TRANSPORTATION 
To/from Level IV 44500 22000 22000 3000 3000 
GSE PRORATION 17065 14781 12663 12840 10974 
TOTAL 280326 254392 216159 275105 218769 
Table 2-12. Combined Astronomy Dedicated Pallet 3/4
 (Cost in 1977 $)
 
Cost Element Concept A2 I2 B 02 C4 
MANPOWER
 
Installation and Experiment Test,
 
Direct Labor (3,4,5,6) 101670 101670 73060 101670 73060
 
Payload Testing, Direct Labor (7,8,9) 34460 33190 24940 33190 24940
 
5880 7140 6160 14280 12320
Instollotion & Test Support (3 thru 9) 

Level IllIll/I Integration and Post Flight
 
Support (11,12,13,15) 25920 25920 25920 25920 25920
 
(16) 8350 8350 8350 8350 8350Demtegration, Direct Lobar 

Deintegration Support (16) 1680 1680 1680 1680 1680
 
TOTAL MANPOWER 177960 177950 140110 185090 146270
 
TDY EXPENSE
 
6525 12211 10443 40725 20887
Installation end Exp. Test, Direct Lcbor 
4800 9600
12975 6150 12300
Paylocd Testing, Direct Labor 

Level Ill/ll/I Integration end Post
 
Flight Support 
 9000 9000 9000 9000 9000
 
1950 19501950 1950 1950Deintegratico, Direct Labor 

TOTAL TDY 
 30450 29311 26193 63975 41437 
TRANSPORTATION
 
40500 22000 22000 3000 
 3000To/Fram L4vel IV 
13013 11122
15818 16126 13783
GSE PRORATION 
TOTAL 264728 245387 202086 265078 201829 
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Table 2-13. Life Sciences, Dedicated Rack 11/12 Floor (Cost in 1977 $) 
Cost Element Concept Al A3 81 83 B4 Cl C3 C4 
MANPOWER 
Installation and-Experiment Test, 
Direct Labor (3 - 6)
 
Site 1 15540 15540
 
Site 2 14190 14190
 
Site 3 11730 11730
 
Site 4 7040 7040
 
Site 5 4550 4550
 
Site 6 15945 15945
 
Site 7 15150 15150
 
Site a 19995 19995 
Lead Center - - 73980 73980 67450 73980 73980 67450 
Payload Testing, Direct Labor (7,8,9) - 14200 - 14200 9720 - 14200 9720 
Installation &Test Support (3 -, 9) - 4760 2135 3045 3342 85401 12180 13370Level Ill/li/I Integration and Post Flight 48000 48000 48000 48000 38400 48000 48000 38400 
Support (10, 11,12,13,15) 
Deintegration, Direct Labor (16) 16200 16200 16200 16200 16200 16200 16200 16200 
Deintegration Support (16) 2100 2100 2100 2100 2100 2100 2100 2100 
TOTAL MANPOWER 170440 189400 142415 157525 137212 148820 166660 147240 
IDY EXPENSE 
Installation and Exp. Test, Direct Labor - - 10174 10174 9074 19950 19950 18150 
Payload Testing, Direct Labor - 1050 - 2175 1500 - 4350 3000 
Level III/Il/I Integration Support 29700 29700 29700 29700 28350 29700 29700 28350 
Post Flight Support 4050 4050 4050 4050 4050 4050 4050 4050 
Deintegration, Direct Labor 5100 5100 5100 5100 5100 5100 5100 5100 
TOTALTDY 38850 39900 49024 51199 48074 58800 63150 58650 
TRANSPORTATION 
To/From Level IV 70000 70000 17000 17000 17000 3000 3000 3000 
GSE PRORATION 15B20 16973 6340 7493 7275 4419 5572 6274 
GRAND TOTAL 295110 316273 214779 233217 209561 215039 238382 215164 
Table 2-14. ATL, Dedicated Rack 5/6/Floor (Cost in 1977 $) 
Cost Element Concept A A3 BI B3 84 CI C3 C4 
MAN POWER 
Installation end Experiment, Direct 
Labor (3,4,5,6) 
Payload Testing, Direct Lobor (7,
Installation Test Support (3 tbru 9) 
Level Ill/11/I Integration and Post 
Support (10 thru 15) 
Deintegration, Direct Labor (16) 
,Deintegration Support (16) 
8,9) 
Flight 
139780 
-
-
48000 
13440 
1680 
139780 
5950 
2590 
48000 
13440 
1680 
139780 
-
3045 
48000 
13440 
1680 
139780 
5950 
3553 
48000 
13440 
1680 
96980 
4470 
3553 
38400 
13440 
1680 
139720 
-
3553 
48000 
13440 
1680 
139780 
5950 
14210 
48000 
13440 
1680 
96980 
4470 
14210 
38400 
13440 
1680 
TOTAL MANPOWER 202900 211440 205945 212403 158523 206453 223060 169180 
TDY EXPENSE 
Installation and Exp. Test, Direct 
Payload Testing, Direct Labor 
Level 1ll/ll/I Integration Support 
Post Flight Support 
Deintegration, Direct Labor 
Labor 9450 
-
29700 
4050 
4050 
9450 
1950 
29700 
4050 
4050 
18074 
-
29700 
4050 
4050 
18074 
976 
29700 
4050 
4050 
13181 
750 
28350 
4050 
4050 
36150 
-
29700 
4050 
4050 
36150 
1950 
29700 
4050 
4050 
26362 
1500 
28350 
4050 
4050 
TOTAL TDY 47250 49200 55874 56850 50381 73950 75900 64312 
TRANSPORTATION 
To/From Level IV 34000 34000 14000 14000 14000 3000 3000 3000 
GSE PRORATION 10134 10184 8167 8167 8167 5978 5978 5978 
GRAND TOTAL 294334 304824 283986 291420 231071 289381 307938 242470 
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Table 2-15. ATL, Dedicated Pallet I (Cost in 1977 $) 
Cost Element Concept A] A3 BI B3 84 C1 C3 C4 
MANPOWER 
Installation and Experiment Test, Direct 131980 131980 131980 131980 88930 131980 131980 88930 
Labor (3,4,5,6) 
Payload Testing, Direct Labor (7,8,9)
Installation and Test Support (3 thru 9) -- 5950 2590 -3045 5950 3553 4470 3553 -3553 5950 14210 4470 14210 
Level III/1i/I integration and Post 48000 48000 48000 48000 38400 48000 48000 38400 
Flight Support (10 thru 15) 
Deintegrotion, Direct Labor (16) 12000 12000 12000 12000 12000 12000 12000 12000 
Deintegration Support (16) 1680 1680 1680 1680 1680 1680 1680 1680 
TOTAL MANPOWER 193660 202200 196705 203163 149033 197213 213820 159690 
TDY EXPENSE 
Installation and Exp. Test, Direct Labor 8935 8935 17044 17044 12224 34087 34087 24450 
Payload Testing, Direct Labor - 1950 - 976 750 - 1950 1500 
Level I1/11/I Integration Support 29700 29700 29700 29700 28350 29700 29700 28350 
Post Flight Support 4050 4050 4050 4050 4050 4050 4050 4050 
Deintegration, Direct Labor 3600 3600 3600 3600 3600 3600 3600 3600 
TOTAL TDY 46285 48235 54394 55370 48974 71437 73387 61950 
TRANSPORTATION 
To/From Level IV 34000 34000 14000 14000 14000 3000 3000 3000 
GSE PRORATION 9267 9267 8167 8167 8167 5978 5978 5978 
GRAND TOTAL 283212 293702 273266 280700 220174 277628 296185 230618 
Table 2-16. Space Processing, Dedicated Pallet (Cost in 1977 $) 
Cost Element Concept Al A2 B1 B4 Cl C4 
MANPOWER 
Installation and Testing, Direct 23655 23750 23655 23750 23655 23750 
Labor (3,4,5,6,8, 9) 
Installation & Test Support (3 - 9) - - 2905 3150 5810 6300 
Level I11/11/I integratian Support 17810 17810 17810 17810 17810 17810 
(11,12,13) 
Post Flight Support (15) 4745 4745 4745 4745 4745 4745 
Deintegration Direct Labor (16) 2470 2470 2470 2470 2470 2470 
TOTAL MANPOWER 48680 48775 51585 51925 54490 55075 
TDY EXPENSE 
Installation & Test Direct Labor 2700 3768 5400 7537 10800 15075 
Level Ill/I-ntegration Support 7050 7050 7050 7050 7050 7050 
Post Flight Support 1800 1800 1800 1800 1800 1800 
Deintegration Direct Lobar 900 900 900 900 900 900 
TOTAL TDY 12450 13518 15150 17287 20550 24825 
TRANSPORTATION 
To/From Level IV 15000 15000 15000 15000 3500 3500 
GSE PRORATION 4116 4116 4116 4116 2475 2475 
TOTAL 80246 81409 85851 88328 81015 85875 
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Dedication Cost Analysis - Flight Hardware 
Inthe baseline costing analysis, the cost contribution due to the Spacelab Flight 
Equipment (racks, paUets, floors, EPDB's, etc.) was calculated on a prorated basis. The 
equipment was laid out aginst a total ground processing time flow (from staging through 
integration, flight and deintegration) and the total days of involvement, together with 
the unit cost, were used to prorate the flight equipment cost on a per-mission basis. In 
the case of dedicated Spacelab equipment under the purchased equipment approach, a 
different rationale applies. In effect, the experiment Principal Investigator concerned 
"buys" the Spacelab equipment and has complete control of its use. It is not available 
for use on any other payload. Therefore he must pay the full value of the equipment 
whether he is flying it in the Orbiter or not. He must try to schedule a maximum number 
of flights for his payload or payload section to amortize the value of the equipment. The 
proper approach to costing in this case then is one of amortization, not proration. To 
determine the cost of the flight equipment per flight, the flight rate must then be con­
sidered. The total cost of the dedicated equipment listed in the "Dedication Break-Even 
Analysis - Purchase Equipment Approach" section is divided by the total number of flights 
anticipated in the program - calculated on a 10-year program - to get the cost amortized 
to one flight. For example, in the case of the Combined Astronomy payload with pallets 
3 and 4 dedicated to the SIRTF, the flight equipment cost totals (6,305,000. For a total 
of 10 flights during the program (an average flight rate of 1 per year), the cost per flight 
wouId be $630,500. For 30 total flights, cost per flight would be $210, 167. No flight 
rates beyond 4 per year (40 total) are included since the payload total processing time 
would not permit more than 4 per year for one set of Spacelab hardware. This variable 
cost per flight is added to the fixed cost per flight from other factors. 
It is possible that a P.I. with a dedicated pallet, for example, may arrange and 
execute a flight rate for his payload which is above the break-even point (making dedi­
cation cost-effective) but below the saturation point of full utilization. In such a case, 
the pallet would have time available to support other payloads and it might be argued 
that this would require an adjustment in the amortized cost per flight. In principle, this 
is true, but several pitfalls appear. First, the cost and time required to deintegrate the 
dedicated payload, and reintegrate it, would cut appreciably into the remaining time 
available for supporting the "extra" payload flights. Secondly, the cost would have to 
be borne by the other experrmenter since it would not be to the advantage of the dedicated 
P.I. This would make it less attractive than getting a stripped pallet directly from staging, 
if it is assumed that the extra P.1. would be paying the same prorated cost per day from 
either NASA-KSC staging or the dedicated P.1. Thirdly, the break-even points appear 
to be high enough that a large amount of unutilized time does not really exist, especially 
if the time required to deintegrate and reintegrate is subtracted. Fourthly, many of the 
advantages of dedication would be lost or reduced in such a "sub-lease" arrangement. 
In any case, the potential for this additional usage between the break-even point and the 
saturation point is highly speculative and impossible to determine so that an adjustment to 
the original cost amortization could be made. 
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Total Integration Cost Summary 
Tables 2-11 through 2-16 present a Fixed Cost Analysis for all four study payloads for 
the six dedication candidates. The table is divided into Manpower, TDY, Transportation 
and GSE Proration cost sections. Manpower is subdivided into Level IV Integration, KSC 
Operations Support and Host Center Support. The Level IV Integration represents the actual 
"hands-on" manloading required for integration by P.1. personnel. KSC Operations Sup­
port represents manpower supplied by the P.1. to KSC during post-Level IV activities to 
provide advisory and overseeing support to the payload. Host Center support represents 
Lead Center or KSC personnel assisting PI personnel during the Level IV integration task. 
Those personnel away from their base of operations incur additional expenses under TDY 
costs, which are calculated under that heading. Transportation costs are based on the 
previously presented transportation guidelines, and cover transporting the payload itself, 
Spacelab hardware and GSE. 
These tables reflect the reductions in manpower and processing time resulting from 
dedication, as calculated from the revised ground processing flow charts and GSE utiliza­
tion charts. A degree of averaging and rounding is involved to permit the format to be 
followed as it was in the Baseline Cost Analysis tables. Transporation, however, was not 
found to be affected as far as cost is concerned. Unlike the Baseline Cost Analysis tables, 
flight hardware prorated cost is not included in the dedication cost tables, since it is a 
flight rate sensitive figure calculated in accordance with the paragraph entitled "Dedication 
Cost Analysis - Flight Equipment" and incorporated into the break-even charts data. 
Break-Even Charts 
Using the data presented in the Baseline and Dedicated cost analysis tables and the 
technique outlined in the paragraph entitled "Dedication Cost Analysis - Hardware" 
for the value of flight hardware in the dedicated buy case, a plot of Total Integration 
Cost vs. Total Flights was prepared for each dedication case. These are presented as 
Figures 2-16 through 2-21 herein. For simplification, the results of all "A" options, "B" 
options and "C" options were averaged to yield a single line for each basic option. The 
points at which the baseline and dedicated plots cross each other (so that the dedicated 
becomes less expensive than the baseline) is circled in each case. This point, the "break­
even point" represents the number of flights in the total 10-year program which must be 
flown for that payload segment that would make the dedicated buy approach more cost 
effective than the baseline approach. Any number of flights beyond that point would re­
sult in saving additional amounts of money to the experimenter and the program, compared 
to the baseline approach. 
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Dedication Cost Analysis - Leasing With Concentrated Flight Schedule 
In this approach, the P.1. does not buy the Spacelab equipment, but leases it for a 
limited period of time. During this time period, he plans to fly allthe missions needed for 
his project on a rapid turnaround basis, with no deintegration or reintegration required. 
Upon completion of the last flight of his project, the Spacelab equipment is returned to 
NASA for further utilization. 
This approach concentrates, as did the previous approach, on the particular piece of 
Spacelab equipment being dedicated, rather than on the whole payload. It assumes that 
the other elements of the payload (other racks, pallets, etc.) are already fully installed 
and checked out on the experiment level before the dedicated item is available for inte­
gration. Therefore, the Level IV tasks included in the Total Ground Processing time in­
clude only (a) Receiving inspection of the pallet or rack, which has just returned from a 
flight, been deintegrated from the payload, and moved to the integration site, (b) installa­
tion of experiment equipment not dedicated to that pallet/rack, (c) experiment level ver[­
fication, (d)payload inter-connection, payload checkout and disassembly for shipment, 
where these functional blocks apply. From this point on, the flow returns to the baseline 
flow except for an abbreviated deintegration operation as in the "dedicated buy" approach. 
This approach results in the maximum reduction in involvement time for both flight 
equipment and GSE and is therefore lower than the baseline cost plan for any flight rate. 
However, it does require that the dedicated experiments must be flown very rapidly, with­
out any time lapse between flights to assess data, make experiment modifications or ad­
justments of any magnitude. Many experiments cannot be performed effectively in this 
manner, especially where data must be sampled over a wide period of time or an iteration/ 
evolution process is required, based on previous flights, to obtain meaningful experiment 
results. 
Dedication Cost Analysis - Flight Equipment and GSE 
To determine the prorated cost of Flight equipment and GSE in this approach, the base­
line "waterfall " charts were re-reviewed and modified to reflect the deletion of pertinent 
installation steps and the assumption that other payload elements were already integrated 
and awaiting the dedicated element. This reduced integration time was then used as a basis 
for involvement time of both flight and GSE equipment. The equipment cost per flight was 
then calculated using the same prorating formula as in the baseline approach. 
Dedication Cost Analysis - Manpower and TDY 
Based on the deletion of installation tasks determined from review of the baseline 
"waterfall " charts, a reduction in the numbers of technicians and engineers and their in­
volvement hours were applied to the baseline cost analysis sheets. The reductions were 
effective only in Blocks 3, 5 and 16 (when applicable), leaving all other blocks unaffected. 
The total manpower for each processing option was then recalculated. The TDY figures were 
also adjusted to reflect the reduced manpower levels and these totals recalculated. 
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Transportation was not affected by this dedication, and so no recalculation of this 
factor was required. 
Total Integration Cost Summary 
Since the actual comparison between the Concentrated Lease Dedication and the Baseline 
approach must consider only the costs associated with the dedicated Spacelab item, the total 
payload data derived as stated above had to be reduced to reflect only the costs associated 
with the dedicated item. Referring to the columns numbered in Table 2-17, this was done by 
examining the baseline manpower costs and apportioning a part of this cost to the dedicated 
segment of the payload (Column 1). Then, the total manpower for the payload in the baseline 
approach was compared to the total payload manpower in the dedicated case. This represents 
a delta cost (Column 2) totally attributable to the dedicated hardware. By subtracting this 
from the portion of the baseline manpower attributable tte dedicated hardware - Combined 
Astronomy Pallet 1 in the case of Table 2-17 - a figure for the manpower cost for the pallet 
in the dedicated case is obtained (Column 3). The same approach is followed for TDY costs 
(Column 4,5 and 6). 
Transportation costs shown (Column 7) are simply an assigned portion of the total 
payload transportation, and is unaffected by dedication. 
In calculating GSE costs, the baseline GSE costs attributable to the dedicated hardware 
were determined by re-examination and abstraction from the total payload GSE requirements 
(Column 8). To determine the effect of dedication, the percent reduction in involvement 
time during Level IV activities was determined from the modified waterfall charts presented 
earlier (Column 9). Applying this percentage uniformly to the entire GSE complement cost 
resulted in a lower cost for the GSE in the dedicated case (Column 10). 
Flight Hardware costs (Column 11) were calculated by prorating the actual dedicated 
hardware costs over the reduced involvement time represented in the dedicated flows. 
The resultant cost summaries, and a comparison with baseline data for the dedicated 
hardware, are presented herein as Tables 2-17 through 2-22. 
Cost Comparison Charts 
In order to compare the costs of this dedication approach with the baseline costs of 
integrating the same hardware/experiments, the data in Tables 2-17 through 2-22 were 
plotted against baseline data. The plot of total integration cost (for the dedicated hard­
ware only) against total flights of the project shows the amount of savings to be realized 
from this approach. Also, due to the reduction in total ground processing time in the 
dedicated case, the number of flights that can be made in a year is increased, and this 
is shown as well. These charts are presented herein as Figures 2-22 through 2-27. 
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Table 2-17. Dedicated Lease Cost Analysis -
Comlined Astronomy-Pallet I Dedicated (SKY 
Op P/I -Dd. Ded. B/I -Dd =Dad Trans B/L I-%Red =Dad. Fit Total Avg. Avg. 
TDY GSE in Inv. GSE Hdwe Ded. B/Ltion MP TDY Time I 
A2 61.0 17 44 13 3 10 9 4.7 19.7 3.8 127 194 194 228 
B2 61.0 16 45 11 3 8 4 3.5 18 2.9 132 192 
- - - 215- -179 
84 49.0 20 29 10 2 8 4 3.1 23.1 2.4 123 166
 
178
C2 63.0 17 46 20 6 14 6 2.8 20 2.2 115 
1 - I - 165 209 
C4 51.0 20 31 17 3 14 6 2.4 30 1.7 106 153 
B/L = Baseline TRANS = Transportation HDWE = Hardware
 
MP = Manpower RED = Reduction
 
DED = Dedicated INV = Involvement
 
TDY = Temporary Duty FLT = Flight
 
MAXIMUM FLIGHT PER YEAR > BASELINE 
Baseline 3.6 to 4.3 / y
90 Dedicated 4.0 to 5.0 D/DICA­
9 y~7 -/ DEDICATED 
/7. 
Z­
-t7 
32 
 CONCEPT A 
] CONCEPT C 
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Figure 2-22. Dedicated Spacelab Equipment -
Combined Astronomy Dedicated 
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Table 2-18. Dedicated Lease Cost Analysis 
Combined Astronomy-Pallet 3/4 Dedicated ($K) 
Optio 
B/L 
MP 
Dad = Dad 
MP 
B/L 
TDY 
-Ded 
A 
= Dad 
TDY Trans 
B/L 
GSE 
/-%Red. = Dad 
in Inv. GSE 
Time 
Fit 
Hdwr 
Total 
Cost 
Avg 
Dad. 
Avg 
B/L 
A2 88.9 23.1 65.8 7.9 0 7.9 17.8 6.4 16.7 5.3 165.2 262 262 298 
B2 89.0 23.1 65.9 7.0 0 7.0 8.8 4.8 10.5 4.3 164.4 250 
243 274 
B4 74.0 16.3 57.7 13.5 2.2 11.3 8.8 4.2 15.1 3.6 153.6 235 
C2 92.6 21.7 70.9 23.1 5.2 17.9 1.2 3.8 13.3 3.3 144.3 238 
I - 1 227 265 
C4 77.2 16.0 61.2 22.3 4.5 17.8 1.2 3.2 19.3 2.6 133.4 216 
18 
16 
14 
MAXIMUM FLIGHTS PER YEAR 
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Table 2-19. 	 Dedicated Lease Cost Analysis 
Life Sciences-Racks 11, 12 & Floor Dedicated ($K) 
B/L - Ded Ded B/L -Ded =Ded B/L x%Red Ded Fit 
Option MP hP TDY A GSE GSE Total Avg.M TDY Trans inInvlv. Hdwe Avg 
Time Ded. B/L 
Al 23.0 21.5 1.5 1.8 NC 1.8 17.0 3.7 32.7 2,5 15.1 38 
41 66 
A3 23.0 21.5 1.5 5.1 NC 5.1 17.0 3.7 25.8 2,7 17.3 44 
1 20.5 6.7 13.8 1.8 0.6 1.2 3.6 1.1 36.3 0.7 15.1 34 
B3 20.4 6.7 13.7 1.8 0.6 1.2 3.6 1.3 29.0 0.9 17.3 37 36 46 
B4 20.8 6.7 14.1 1.8 0.8 1.0 3.6 1.5 22.2 1,2 16.8 37 
Cl 20.4 6.7 13.7 1.8 2.3 0 0.6 0.9 47.6 0.5 13.0 28 
C3 19.4 6.7 12.7 1.8 2.3 0 0.6 1.2 35.8 0.8 15.2 29 29 40 
C4 20.8 6.7 14.1 1.8 2.3 0 0.6 1.3 27.8 0.9 14.7 30 
~4­0 
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3 	 7 I 
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Table 2-20. 	 Dedicated Lease Cost Analysis 
ATL Rack 5, 6, & Floor Dedicated ($K) 
Optlon 
B/L 
MP 
-Ded 
t 
Ded 
MP 
-B/ 
TDY 
-Ded Ded 
TDY Trans 
B/L 
GSE 
xRed =Ded 
in Invlv. GSE 
Time 
Fit 
Hdwe Total Avg 
Ded. 
Avg 
B/L 
Al 19.8 16.2 3.6 2.0 1.0 1.0 8.5 1.9 32.9 1.3 16.9 31.3 
33.2 53.2 
A3 20.6 16.2 4.4 2.4 1.0 1.4 8.5 1.9 25.2 1.4 19.5 35.2 
B1 14.0 10.2 3.8 3.8 2.0 1.8 4.2 0.5 43.1 0.3 16.9 27.0 
B3 14.8 10.2 4.6 6.2 1.9 4.3 4.2 0.5 35.0 0.3 19.3 32.7 28.6 45.6 
B4 14.6 12.5 2.1 3.0 1.6 1.4 4.2 0.5 33.0 0.3 17.9 25.9 
Cl 14.0 10.2 3.8 7.6 3.8 3.8 0.9 0.4 55.0 0.2 14.6 23.3 
C3 14.8 7.2 5.6 8.0 3.9 4.1 0.9 0.5 42.5 0.3 17.0 27.9 24.3 48.5 
C4 14.6 12.5 2.1 6.0 3.2 2.8 0.9 0.5 40.9 0.3 15.7 21.8 
/ / ,BASELINE 
A/C / 
2.0 / 
8 MAXIMUM FLIGHTS PER YEAR / /B 
0 	 BASELINE 3.O0TO 3.7 
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Table 2-21. 	 Dedicated Lease Cost Analysis 
ATL - Pallet I Dedicated ($K) 
B/L -fDed =Ded B/t - Ded Ded B/L x % Red = Ded Fit 
)ption MP MP TDY AL TDY Trans GSE in Invlv GSE Hdwr Total Avg Avg 
Time .Ded B/L 
Al 39.5 11.4 	28.1 2.0 0.7 1.3 8.5 3.4 22.7 2.6 123.3 164 174 195 
A3 41.1 11.4 29.7 2.4 0.7 1.7 8.5 3.4 17.4 2.8 141.8 185 
B1 27.9 19.0 8.9 3.8 1.5 2.3 4.2 2.4 34.4 1.6 123.3 140 
B3 29.5 19.0 10.5 6.2. 1.5 4.7 4.2 2.8 28.0 2.0 139.8 161 150 192 
B4 29.1 17.1 12.0 3.0 2.2 0.8 4.2 2.8 27.0 2.0 129.3 148 
CT 27.9 19.0 8.9 7.6 4.5 3.1 4.2 1.9 43.9 1.1 107.7 125 
C3 29.5 19.0 10.5 8.0 4.6 3.4 .7 2.2 33.9 1.5 124.2 140 131 167 
C4 29.1 17.1 12.0 6.0 4.5 1.5 .7 2.2 33.4 1.5 113.7 129 
10 MAXIMUM FLIGHTS PER YEAR 	 BASELINE 
BASELINE 3.1 TO 3.6 77 
DEDICATED 3.4 TO 4.5 
-7 ,- DEDICATED 
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Table 2-22. Dedicated Lease Cost Analysts 
Space Processing-Pallet Dedicated 
I FLT TOTAL AVG AVG 
OPTION TY TRANS GSE HDWEP DED DED B/L 
A-I 48.7 12.5 1.50 4.1 80.0 160
 
160 266
 
A-2 48.8 13.5 15.0 4.1 80.0 161
 
B-1 51.6 15.2 15.0 4.1 78.5 164
 
165 279
 
B-4 51.9 17.3 15.0 4.1 78.5 167
 
C-I 54.5 20.6 3.5 2.5 66.6 148
 
150 275
 
C-4 55.1 23.8 3.5 2.5 66.6 152
 
BASELINE10.0 MAXIMUM FLIGHTS PER YEAR 
BASELINE 3.6 TO 4.1
 
DEDICATED 4.7 TO 5.6
 
7.5 // 
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Figure 2-27. Dedicated Spacelab Equipment 
Space Processing-Dedicated Lease Pallet 
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Dedication Analysis - Short Term Lease Approach 
In this approach, as in the approach discussed in the preceding section (Dedicatlon 
Analysis - Leasing With Concentrated Flight Schedule), the Principal Investigator leases 
rather than buys the Spacelab equipment into which he integrates his experiment hardware. 
However, in this case the lease is assumed to be for a period of one year. During that 
year, he can fly as few or as many times as he wishes, within the maximum limits imposed 
as a result of the involvement time required to integrate and process the payload. He may 
have a limited time between flights to analyze data from the previous flight. The anal­
ysis then addresses the question "what is the minimum number of flights required to make 
this approach more economical than the baseline approach?" 
As with the previous approach, the analysis concentrates on the dedicated payload 
elements only (such as Combined Astronomy Pallet 1) and makes the assumption that the 
other payload elements are prepared off-line and are fully integrated at Level IV before 
the dedicated element is available. Therefore, the Level IV tasks are limited to (a) re­
ceiving inspection of the dedicated rack or pallet assembly and its experiment equipment, 
(6) installation of experiment equipment not dedicated to that pallet/rack, (c) experiment 
level verification, and (d) payload interconnection, checkout and disassembly for ship­
ment where these functional blocks apply. From this point, as in the previous approach, 
the ground processing flow returns to the baseline flow except for the abbreviated deinte­
gration operation. 
Although the concept presented above is for a limited lease of one year, it can be 
extended to longer lease periods. This would result in increased savings over the base­
line approach. Unlike the previous approach, some time is allowed between launches 
for data reduction, equipment modification and other purposes. Like the previous approach, 
a minimum flight rate is required to make the approach cost effective, so that experiments 
which require sampling or testing over a long period of time may not be feasible. 
Dedication Cost Analysis - Manpower and TDY 
Since the ground processing flow is based on the same dedication elements as in the 
previous approaches, and since the same assumption is made with regard to other payload 
elements already being integrated before availability of the dedicated element, as with 
the "Concentrated Lease" approach described above, the same manpower and TDYfigures 
as used in that section will apply in this approach. No change in the number of manhours 
saved by dedication, nor the resultant TDY costs, results from this variation in the ground 
processing scenario. 
Dedication Cost Analysis - GSE and Transportation 
The GSE costs associated with integration, as in the case of the baseline resource 
requirements, are based on prorating the unit costs of the equipment over the involve­
ment days of usage for each processing option. In the case of the Short Term Lease, the 
involvement times are the same as they were for the Concentrated Lease and so the GSE 
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costs per flight are also the same. Hence the figures used in the Concentrated Lease sec­
tion are still applicable and are used in this approach as well. The baseline transportation 
costs are not changed by this or any other dedication approach; hence the baseline costs 
attributable to the dedicated payload element are again used in costing this dedication 
approach. 
Dedication Cost Analysis - Flight Equipment 
The cost of the Spacelab Flight Equipment per flight in this approach is calculated 
on a per-flight basis, for the dedicated elements only. The total equipment cost figures 
used are those presented in the "Dedication Break-Even Analysis-Purchased Equipment 
Approach" and have been used throughout all three dedication approaches. 
In this approach, since the Short Term Lease is based on a one year period, an 
"annual cost" is calculated as 1/10 of the total equipment cost (based on a 10 year pro­
gram plan). To express this in cost per flight, this figure was then divided by the number 
of flights to be carried out during the year, up to the limit imposed by the involvement 
time required per flight. For example, if the total involvement time per flight for a given 
payload (from staging, through all integration levels, flight mission, deintegration and 
back to staging) were 50 working days, this would permit a maximum flight rate in a 
250-working-day year of 5 flights. If the dedicated equipment costs $5 million, this 
would yield an annual cost of $5 million divided by 10 years or $500,000, and a per­
flight cost, for 5 flights in the year, of $100,000. The P.1. would be charged a lease 
fee of $500,000 for the year, and he could fly his experiments up to 5 times during the 
year, or less if he so wished. 
Total Integration Cost-Summary 
The five integratio cost factors discussed above (Manpower, TDY, Transportation, 
GSE and Flight Hardware) are summarized in Tables 2-23 through 2-28 following. Both 
baseline and dedicated data are shown, since the comparisn must be made between these 
alternatives. Baseline cost-per-flight data were derived, as in the previous dedication 
approaches, from the total baseline costs. For Manpower and TDY, the totals were ap­
portioned to represent only that part of the totals applicable to the dedicated elements. 
The transportation and GSE costs were apportioned by application of simple percentage 
factors. Flight hardware cost is based on the baseline proration formula applied to the 
cost of the specific dedicated flight hardware element. The total of these factors is 
shown as Baseline Cost/Flight in these tables. 
Baseline Involvement time is based on the total ground processing and flight mission 
times as Fepresented in Volume 11"Total Life Cycle Flow" charts. The "Max. Flights" 
are calculated from these times as explained in the "Dedicated Cost Analysis-Flight 
Equipment" section, in both the baseline ,and dedicated cases. 
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Cost Comparison Charts 
The data presented in Tables 2-23 through 2-28 for the six dedication cases is dis­
played graphically in Figures 2-28 through 2-33, comparing the baseline and dedicated 
cost totals as a function of flight rate for the year-long lease. 
The baseline cost is, of course, a constant per-flight cost for each option. The op­
tions are averaged to yield a combined "A", "B", and "C" curves as was done previously. 
To get the per-flight cost in the dedicated case, the fixed cost subtotal (averaged for the 
letter option) was added to the flight hardware cost for each flight rate point, and the 
total plotted. The maximum flight rates are shown as "barriers" at the end of each solid 
plot line, and the intercepts of the baseline and dedicated plots are marked with small 
circles. These represent the flight rate at which the total integration cost FOR THE DEDI-
CATED ELEMENT OF THE PAYLOAD is the same whether dedicated or undedicated, and 
can be considered a "break even" point beyond which the dedicated approach is the most 
cost effective. 
Since, in most cases, the break even point occurs at a non-integer flight rate (which 
is impossible in a one year span), cost savings per flight and total are shown for the next 
integral flight rate. In some cases this requires extrapolation of the curve beyond the max­
imum flight rate barrier. This is not truly a fallacy since such scheduling devices as using 
16-hour work days instead of 8-hour days could shorten the involvement time making such 
a flight rate possible. 
Conclusions and Recommendations 
In exploring and analyzing the various ways in which Spacelab flight equipment might 
be dedicated, it has been seen that dedication is feasible and cost effective in many, but 
not all, cases. Under any of the dedication approaches, a relatively frequent flight rate 
is necessary to justify dedication. 
A comparison of the three basic dedication approaches would not be valid, since each 
approach has to be considered in the light of the planned flight schedule, project duration, 
and financial implications. For example, a university or research center planning to fly 
a series of astronomical flights with a SIRTF over a long period of time, at a flight rate of 
twice a year, would be best advised to use the purchase approach. An industrial user 
planning to manufacture semiconductor crystals in the Space Processing fad lity at a maxi­
mum capacity for a year, following which a major change in equipment would be necessary 
allowing a slower flight rate for the same production, would probably benefit from the short 
lease approach followed by a nandedicated lease arrangement. Hence a user considering 
dedication would first determine which dedication arrangement best fit his plans, and then 
determine if this arrangement would be cost effective at the flight rate he planned to 
follow. 
A review of the conclusions that might be drawn from each approach would be beneficial 
in determining patterns leading to general guidelines for dedication. 
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Table 2-23. 	 Short Lease Dedication Cost Analysis 
Combined Astronomy-Pallet 1 Dedicated 
Dedicated Fixed Costs Per FlightOption Manpower TDY Trans. GSE Sub-total Cost/Fit Inv. Time 
A2 44.0 10.0 9.0 3.8 66.8 228.0 62.3 
B2 45.0 8.0 4.0 2.9 59.9 228.9 69.3 
B4 29.0 8.0 4.0 2.4 43.4 201.9 66.3 
C2 46.0 14.0 0.6 2.2 62.8 221.4 61.3 
C4 31.0 14.0 0.6 1.7 47.3 196.4 58.3 
4 	
_Dedicated 
OPIt. Annual Flight Hardware Cost/Fli4ht Invlvmt 
"Rae Cost 1 2 3 4 5 6 Time 
A2 530.9 265.4 177.0 132.7 106.2 - 59.8 
B2 62.3 
ON 	 B4 530.9 58.0 

C 	 C2-54.3o 	 ,D 
10 C4 	 50.0 
BaselineMax. Fits 
4.0 

3.6 

3.8 

4.1 

4.3
 
Max. 
Fits. 
4.2 

4.0 
4.3
 
4.6 
5.0 
Avg. Cost/Fit 
(Avg . F It/Yr) 
228.0 
215.4 
(3.7) 
208.9 
Avg. Max. 
F______r 
4.2 
.4.2 
44.8 
CD 
(D 
a 
9 Rockwell international 
Space Division 
600- OPTION A 
500" 
400" 
300 
300-2 BASELINE 
100" 
0­
600" 
SAVINGS AT N = 4 
$28K PER FLIGHT 
$112,000 TOTAL 
OPTION 8 
500 
400 
300­
200: 
BASELINE C-1 
U 
10- 0 . 
0-
600 
I 
SAVINGS AT N =43K PER FLIGHT 
$124,000 TOTAL 
OPTION C 
500 
400­
300. 
200 . 
BASELINE 0 I 
l00 
1 
SAVINGS AT N = 4 
$21K PER FLIGHT 
$84,000 TOTAL 
2 3 4 5 
Flights Per Year 
Figure 2-28. Short Lease Dedication 
Combined Astronomy-Pallet 1 Dedicated 
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Table 2-24. Short Lease Dedication Cost Analysis 
Combined Astronomy-Pallet 3/4 Dedicated 
Option 
A2 
Basel ine 
Cost/FIt iMax. 
/ Time 
297.6 69.4 
Fits 
3.6 
Avg Cost 
(Fits) 
297.6 
(3.6) 
M/P 
65.8 
TDY 
7.9 
Trans. 
17.8 
Dedicated 
Sub-
GSE Total 
5.3 96.8 
Involv. 
Time 
65.5 
Max. 
Fits/Yr 
3.8 
Avg Max 
Fits/Yr 
3.8 
B2 
B4 
286.1 
261.,7 
69.3 
66.3 
.6 
3.8 
273.9 
(3.7) 
65.9 
57.7 
7.0273.94.0 
11.3 
8.8 
8.8 
4.3 
3.6 
86.0 
81.4 
65.2 
60.9 
3.8 
4.1 
C4 
277.1 
252.6 
61.3 
58.3 
4.1 
4.3 
264.8 
(4.2) 
70.9 
61.2 
17.9 
17.8 
1.2 
1.2 
3.3 
2.6 
93.3 
82.8 
57.2 
52.9 
4.4 
4.7 
Annual 
Cost 
30.5 6 
1 
30.5 
Dedicated 
Fiaht Hardware Cost Per Fliqht
13 
315.2 210.2 157.6 126.1 
16 
105.1 
° 
o 
CA) 
C)c 
") 
100[ 
L5­
9h Rockwell Iftemational
 
Space DMsron 
700 OPTION A 
600 
500 1 
400 
300 
200-
100 
BASELINE 
300 -r' 
T 
SAVINGS AT N =4 
44K PER FLIGHT 
$176,000 TOTAL 
0 I [ I 
700 
600 
OPTION B 
500 
O 
_ 
0 
U 
400, 
300" 
200 
100. 
0-
BASELINE T 
I 
SAVINGSATN=4 
$33K PER FLItHT 
$132,000 TOTAL 
700 OPTION C 
600­
500 
400­
300- BASELINE 
200.19K 
I$AINGSAT N4 
PER FLIGHT $76, 000 TOTAL 
1 2 3 45 
Flights Per Year 
Figure 2-29. Short Lease Dedication -
Combined Astronomy-Pallet 3/4 Dedicated 
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Table 2-25. Short Lease Dedication Cost Analysis 
Life Sciences - Racks 11, 12 and Floor Dedicated 
Option 
Baseline 
Cost/Fit imeTime Max.Fits. (v(Fits) s M/P TDY Trans 
Dedicated 
Sub-
GSE Total 
Involv. 
Time 
Max. 
FIts/Yr 
Avg.Mz 
FIts/Yr 
Al 
A3 
63.4 
68.4 
68.4 
76.9 
3.7 
3.3 
65.9 
(3.5) 
10.5 
10.5 
1.8 
1.8 
17.0 
17.0 
2.5 
2.7 
31.8 
32.0 
58.0 
66.5 
4.3 
3.8 
- 4.1 
BI 
B3 
44.6 
46.4 
70.2 
78.7 
3.6 
3.2 
45. 9 
(3.4) 
13.8 
13.7 
1.2 
1.2 
3.6 
3.6 
0.7 
0.9 
19.3 
19.4 
58.0 
66.5 
4.3 
3.8 4.0 
B4 46.7 73.3 3.4 14.1 1.0 3.6 1.2 19.9 64.5 3.9 
Cl 
C3 
39.3 
40.2 
62.2 
70.7 
4.0 
3.5 
40.3 (3.8) 
13.7 
12.7 
0 
0 
0.6 
0.6 
0.5 
0.8 
14.8 
14.1 
50.0 
58.5 
5.0 
4.3 4.6 
C4 41.5 65.3 3.8 14.1 0 0.6 0.9 15.6 56.5 4.4 
o 
0 
_____Dedicated 
Annual 
Cost 1 
Flight Hardware Cost Per Flight 
2 3 4 5 6 w. 
65.1 65.1 32.6 21.7 16.3 13.0 10.9 SCD 
(D 
W5 
0 
z 
@1% Rockwell International 
Space Division 
100 	 OPTION A 
80 
BASEL
 
40 SAVINGS AT N 3 
S12K PER FLIGHT 
$35,000 TOTAL20 
0­
80,-, 	 OPTION B 
60 
O40BASELII. 
20 - SAVINGS ATN =3
 
S5K PER FLIGHT
 
$15,000 TOTAL
 
OPTION C 
80 
40 ASELINE 
SAVINGS AT N =3 
53K PER FLIGHT 
S9,000 TOTAL 
2 3 4 5 
FLIGHTS PER YEAR 
Figure 2-30. 	 Short Lease Dedication -
Life Science-Racks 11, 12, Floor-Dedicated, 
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Table 2-26. Short Lease Dedication Cost Analysis 
ATL Racks 5, 6, and Floor Dedicated 
Baseline I Dedicated 
Option Cost/Ft nvolv. 
OiTime 
Max. 
Fl iChts 
vg.Cosi /P TDY Trans. 
(FoIits)MtiTDYoTrMn.MTotal 
GSE Sub- Involv. 
Time 
Max. 
Fits/Yr 
,vg. Max 
Fits Yr 
Al 51.9 70.3 3.6 3.6 1.0 8.5 1.3 14.4 60.0 4.2 
A3 54.5 79.8 3.1 (3.4) 4.4 1.4 8.5 1.4 15.7 69.5 3.6 
B1 43.8 75.9 3.3 3.8 1.8 4.2 0.3 10.1 60.0 4.2 
46 
B3 48.2 84.4 3.0 (3.2) 4.6 4.3 4.2 0.3 13.4 68.5 3.6 3.9 
B4 44.8 77.5 3.2 2.1 1.4 4.2 0.3 8.0 63.8 3,9 
C1 47.6 67.9 3.7 3.8 3.8 0.9 0.2 8.7 52.0 4,8 
C3 50.0 76.4 3.3 -48 5.6 4.1 0.9 0.3 10.9 60.5 4.1 4.5 
______ ____________(3.5) 
_ _ 
_ _ _ 
C4 47.8 69.5 3.6 2.1 2.8 0.9 0.3 6.1 55.8 4.5 
MAI 
_Dedicated 
o 
Annual 
Cos3 1 I 
Flight Hardware Cost Per Flight 
2 3 4 5 I 6 
0 
cW 70.3 70.3 35.2 23.4 17.6 14.1 11.7 
(D 
oL 
0 
#1 Rockwell International 
Space Division 
100 	 OPTION A 
80 
60 	 BASELINE 
40 40 	 SAVINGS AT N = 2 
283K PER FLIGHT 20 	 $6000 TOTAL 
0 -
OPTION B80 
60 
SAVINGS AT N =3 
,12K PER FLIGHT 
$36,000 TOTAL 
--40 
20
 
0 
80 	 m.OPTION C 
60 40 ASELINE el ,­
40V 
SAVINGS AT N =2 _ 
20 S4K PER FLIGHT 
S8000 TOTAL 
1 2 3 45 
FLIGHTS PER YEAR 
Figure 2-31. 	 Short Lease Dedication ­
ATL-Racks 5. 6, Floor-Dedicated 
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Table 2-27. Short Lease Dedication Cost Analysis 
ATL - Pallet 1 Dedicated 
Option 
Al 
A3 
Baseline 
Involv. Cost/FIt Time 
A I 10 .0 70 .33 
190.0 70.3 
201.7 79.8 
Max. 
Fits. 
.6 
3.6 
3.1 
Avg.Cos(Fits) 
195 .9 
(3.4 
M/P 
28.1 
i 
29.7 
TDY 
1.3 
1.7 
Trans. 
8.5 
8.5 
Dedicated 
Sub-GSE Total 
2.6 40.5 
2.8 42.7 
Involv. 
Time 
63.2 
72.7 
Max. 
Flts/Yr 
4.0 
3.4 
Avg. Ma> 
FIts/Yr 
3.7 
B1 
B3 
186.6 
198.8 
75.9 
84.4 
3.3 
3.0 191.9(3.2) 
8.9 
10.5 
2.3 
4.7 
4.2 
4.2 
1.6 
2.0 
17.0 
21.4 
63.2 
71.7 
4.0 
3.5 3.8 
0 
B4 
Cl 
190.2 
163.2 
C3 
77.5 
67.9 
12.46.4167.0 
3.2 
3.7 
12.0 
8.9 
0.8 
3.1 
4.2 
0.7 
2.0 
1.1 
19.0 
13.8 
66.3 
55.2 
3.8 
4.5 
C3 172.4 76.4 3.3 (3.5) 10.5 3.4 0.7 1.5 16.1 63.7 3.9 4.2 
C4 165.6 69.5 
t0Z 
3.6 12.0 1.5 0.7 1.5 15.7 58.3 4.3 
OD 
______Dedicated 
Annual 
Cost 
487.6 
1 
487.6 
Flight Hardware Cost Per Flight 
2 3 4 5 
243.8 162.5 121.9 97.5 
6 
81.3 
9( 
0­
0 
0 
A3 Rockwell International 
Space Division 
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Table 2-28. Short Lease Dedication Cost Analysis 
Space Processing - Pallet Dedicated 
Baseline Dedicated 
Option Cost/Fit Involv.Time Max.Fits Avg.Cost(Fits) M M/P TDY Trans. GSE Sub-Total Involv. Time 
Max. 
FIts/Yr 
Avg. Ma; 
Fits/Yr 
A2 268.3 69.1 3.6 2683 35.7 4.8 15.0 4.1 59.6 53.7 4.7 4.7 
____________ 
______ (3.6) 
_ _ _ 
_ _ __ 
_ _ 
B2/B4 
/C 
281.4 
277.1_1 
3.7 (68.1281 4(3.7)27 .a1 38.5 9.5 15.0 1.2 4.1 67.1 52.7 4.7 4.7 
C2/C4 277.1 60.1 4.2 27 41.3 14.2 3.5 2.5 61.5 44.7 5.6 5.6 
1co 
Dedicated 
Annual 
Cost 11 
Flight Hardware Cost Per Flight
2 13 4 5 6 
372.4 372.4 186.2 124.1 93.1 74.5 62.1 
o o 0 
C0 
100 
o 0 r 
0 
@ Rockwell International 
Space Division 
-ITINAL PAGE 1S 
500 OPTION A )IFPOOR QUALITT 
400 
300 BASELINE CIl200 
200 SAVINGS AT N 
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$44,000 TOTAL
 
0 - i 
500 OPTION B 
400 
300 BASELINE 
200 .,DIATEO 
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$28K PER FLIGHT 
100 S56,000 TOTAL 
0-1
 
F- 0 
C) 500- OPTION C 
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200 EDICA rC0O ________ 
SAVINGS AT N -_2 EDIC,76 
529K PER FLIGHT
 
$58,000 TOTAL
 100 
1 2 3 4 5 
FLIGHTS PER YEAR 
Figure 2-33. Short Lease Duration -

Space Processing-Pallet Dedicated
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Dedicated Buy Approach 
Reviewing the break-even charts and the calculations in this approach, several con­
clusions can be drawn. First-, the effects of dedication are approximately the same re­
gardless of whether Concepts A, B or C are being followed. Secondly, it can be seen 
that a rather extensive flight schedule is required for the savings from dedication to offset 
the capital investment cost. This is particularly true for pallet payloads which involve much 
more expensive flight equipment. The pallet payloads require on the order of 30 flights 
(except Space Processing) to pay off - the equivalent of 3 flights per year for the entire 
program. Space Processing takes less time because of very high cost savings realized from 
dedication. Rack payloads, on the other hand, require only 15 to 20 flights to pay off and 
are therefore better candidates for this form of dedication. 
Dedicated Lease with Concentrated Flight Schedule 
In this approach, a review of the cost comparison charts reveals that a savings can be 
realized in all cases, regardless of flight rate, but of course since a concentrated launch 
schedule is presupposed, this approach is inapplicable unless multiple flights on a tight 
schedule are planned. The savings are less than dramatic (except for Space Processing as 
explained above) until a large number of flights are reached. In this approach, the dif­
ference between pallet payloads and rack payloads is must less apparent, because the flight 
hardware cost becomes less of a factor when it is based on proration rather than amortiza­
tion. 
Dedicated Short Term Lease 
The data for this approach, where full utilization is not presupposed as it was in the 
Dedicated Lease with Concentrated Flights Schedule, involves a break-even situation again 
as we saw in the dedicated buy approach. The savings from dedication are weighed against 
the cost of underutilized hardware, and at a certain flight rate for the one year lease per­
iod, savings may be realized. The most significant conclusion evident from these break-even 
charts is that, as with the dedicated buy approach, rack payloads exhibit quicker and more 
dramatic savings than do pallet payloads. This, again, is due to the predominant effect of 
flight hardware cost in an underutilization situation as we see here. Again, Space Pro­
cessing proves itself to be an exception because of the very significant integration/deinte­
gration savings and somewhat lower pallet costs from the other pallet payloads. With the 
exception of Space Processing, pallet payloads appear to exhibit cost savings at 80 to 90% 
utilization while rack payloads exhibit savings at only 50 or 60% utilization. 
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SHARED SPACELA4 EQUIPMENT UTILIZATION 
General 
The objectives of this sub-task were to determine costs and schedule implications of 
shared Spacelab equipment utilization through progressive Level IV integration of shared 
Spacelab hardware. This shared hardware included Spacelab unique equipment such as 
racks, pallet segments, RAU's, and common support equipment (recorders, IPS, telescopes, 
chambers, etc.) and GSE. 
"Shared Level IV checkout flows" were developed and compared against baseline 
Level IV checkout flows to form the basis for analyzing manpower requirements, cost data 
and use (involvement) times for selected GSE. (A "shared checkout flow" is one which 
moves the equipment and personnel from one principal investigator's facility to another in 
the Level IV shared buildup, assembly and checkout of payload equipment for specific 
missions.) Shared flows were developed for four payloads, namely (1) Advanced Tech­
nology Laboratory, (2) Combined Astronomy, (3) Space Processing, and (4) Life Sciences. 
It was not anticipated that this evaluation would prove that shared integration 
would be cost effective. GSE inventory and TDY requirements would probably decrease 
but the increase in flight hardware involvement time and transportation costs will signifi­
cantly increase. Therefore, the significance of the data from the shared Spacelab hard­
ware analyses is to provide cost estimates that can be considered for those experiment/ 
payload cases that may not be integrated at a single Level IV integration site. That is, 
experiment unique test equipment, test facilities, and/or safety constraints may preclude 
transportation to an integration site. Environmental proof testing may be required at mul­
tiple sites for some payloads. The data from the shared hardware analyses can be of help 
in assessing the cost implications of the ground processing of these unique payloads. 
Certain assumptions were made for purposes of this analysis. These assumptions are 
listed below and apply for all cases involved in this evaluation. 
a) 	 All Spacelab Equipment will be staged (stored, refurbished) at KSC 
b) 	 GSE and Spacelab Equipment moves with the payload 
c) GSE and Spacelab Equipment moves progressively to each Principal 
Investigator's Site 
d) 	 The involvement time for GSE is based on a dedication rule, that is, once 
the equipment has been selected for use, even on an intermittent basis, 
for a particular mission, it will be dedicated to that task for the entire 
mission period. 
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Advanced Technology Laboratory (ATL) 
The ATL payload consists of Pallet 1, Pallet 2, Rack 3a, 3b, 4a, 4b, 5 and 6 and 
a Forward Structure. For purposes of this study, the equipment was subdivided into three 
groups designated Mini-Center 1, 2 and 3. Mini Center I group of equipment consisted 
of the floor, Pallet 1, Rack 5 and 6. Mini Center 2 group of equipment consisted of Racks 
3a and 3b. Mini Center 3 group of equipment consisted of Pallet 2, Racks 4a and 4b, and 
the forward structure. ATL Progressive Experiment/Facility Flow, Figure 2-34, presents 
a means of quickly identifying experiments, sites and hardware. For example, Pallet No. 
has experiment ST25 end items 4 and 5 installed at Site No. I and experiment STI0 end 
items 1 thru 13 installed at Site No. 2 after which Pallet No. 1 is shipped to KSC. 
The progressive flows for the ATL payload are presented in chart form. Figure 2-35 
shows Mini-Center No. 1 shared flow which utilizes 260 hours compared to 128 for 
the baseline. Mini Center No. 2, shown in Figure 2-36, utilizes 112 hours for the pro­
gressive compared to 63 hours for the baseline. Mini Center No. 3, shown in Figure 2-37, 
indicated 538 hours are required for the shared compared to 152 hours for the baseline. 
Combined Astronomy 
The Combined Astronomy payload is presented in three checkout cases, 1, 2, and 3. 
Since this experiment contains three experiments, the equipment is subdivided such that 
Pallet No. 1, the forward most pallet in the Payload Bay, is at one Principle Investigator's 
(PI) Site while the mid pallets, No. 2, 3 and 4, are at Site No. 2 and Pallet No. 5, the 
aft pallet is processed at Site No. 3. Case No. 1 starts the initial Level IV activities at 
thesame time for the forward, mid and aft experiments - each experiment being integrated 
at a different site. Case No. 2 starts the forward and mid experiment Level IV activity at 
the same time but delays the start of Level IV tasks for the aft experiment so that the same 
GSE can be used for both the mid and aft experiment. Case No. 3 adjusts the Level IV 
integration activities such that the forward, mid and aft experiments are checked out se­
quentially. This results in minimum GSE for Level IV integration activities. 
Figure 2-38 presents a summary of the shared flows for the Combined Astronomy 
payload. Shared flows for the three cases were compared with the baseline flows. 
Case 1 initiates Level IV activity from a common timeline for the forward, mid and aft 
pallet complements. Only the forward complement was cycled from one site to another 
for experiment integration. Estimates indicated costs of $291,200 and 138 serial hours 
for this shared case as compared to $89, 120 and 58 serial hours for the baseline. Case 
1 utilized three sets of GSE. Case II initiates forward and aft pallet Level IV activities 
at the same time. The mid pallet complement Level IV activity was scheduled such that 
the aft pallet Level IV GSE equipment could be used for the mid pallet complement inte­
gration activities. The flow times are about the same as Case 1. In Case Ill, the forward, 
mid and aft pallet activities were scheduled such that only one set of checkout and ser­
vicing GSE was required. However, the involvement times for the flow increased to 501 
serial hours. 
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Space Processing 
Space Processing utilizes only one pallet. The equipment is assigned to experiment 
categories designated-facilities. Facility I for example, includes experiment S9A, S9B, 
and S21. Facility I is processed at Site No. 12. The Space Processing payload progresses 
from Site 12 through Site 16. Site 13 is used to process Experiment CG5 and Site 14 is 
used to process Experiment CG7, together they constitute Facility No. 2. Figure 2-39 
illustrates the Space Processing progressive flow and includes a table showing the site, 
facility and experiment relationships. 
The pallet for Space Processing is shipped to five different sites for Level IV inte­
gration activities. The serial time to accomplish this would be 595 hours. The processing 
times for each of the four experiment groupings - designated Facility I through IV - is 
shown in Figure 2-39 for comparison. 
Life Sciences 
Life Sciences, for purposes of this study, has been subdivided into equipment group­
ings called mini-centers. Eight mini-centers have been selected. Of these eight mini­
centers, three were selected for purposes of comparison between the shared concept 
and the baseline for Level IV integration. Mini-Center No. 1 consists of Rack No. 3 
and the associated floor section. Mini-Center No. 2 consists of Rack No. 4 and Mini-
Center No. 6 consists of Rack No. 9. The experiments contained in the racks are listed 
in the Life Science Matrix listed in Volume I of this report. Figures 2-40, 2-41, and 
2-42 show Site 1, 2 and 6 equipment installation and checkout sequences. Figure 2-43 
depicts the comparison of Mini-Centers 1, 2, and 6 progressive flows compares to the 
baseline flows. 
The Life Science experiment shared flows are shown on Figure 2-43 for three 
cases which were selected from the eight mini-center equipment groupings. These are 
cross hatched as indicated for mini-centers 1, 2 and 6. A comparison of the times for 
these cases and the baseline flows is presented. For example, Mini-Center No. 1 is 287 
hours for the 
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Manpower 	Costs 
The manpower costs were obtained by multiplying: 
hours X number of men X rate in dollars per hour 
where: 	 engineers rate = $35 per hour
 
technicians rate = $30 per hour
 
The manpower tasks are estimated from three categories, namely (a) Off-Site Support, 
(b) KSC OPS Support, and (c) Shared Level IV effort for each option. As an example, 
the $205,000,isted under manpower for ATL is comprised of: 
17,550 Off-Site Support 
64,220 KSC OPS Support 
123,500 Progressive Manpower Level IV Effort 
$205,270 	 Total 
Temporary 	Duty (TDY) Costs 
The TDY costs were obtained by determining the number of days and manpower in­
volved for each activity. A charge of $75 per man per day was used to arrive at the cost 
figureo 
GSE Costs 
The GSE costs were pro-rated for each item of equipment used per the following 
formdl a: 
Cost = Days Involvement X Unit Cost of Equipment
 
250 Working Days Per Year x 10 Year Life
 
Spacelab Flight Hardware Costs 
The S/L FL Hardware Costs were developed using the dedicated rule which states 
that once an item of equipment is selected for a mission it is dedicated for that use until 
the mission is completed. The cost is developed using the same formula as was used for 
determining the GSE costs. 
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Transportation Costs 
Transportation Costs were developed using guidelines including those listed below: 
A) To ship via outsized carriers (in excess of 8 ft. width) for 
1) Pallet Segment/Pallet Train 
2) 	 Long Module Rack/Floor Set 
Shipping Time - 5 working days at 40 hours 
Cost - $4000 
B) To ship via standard carriers (within 8 ft. width) 
1) Racks, Floor Segments, Short Modules 
2) GSE 
3) 	 Experiment Equipment Shipping Containers 
Shipping Time - 2 working days or 16 hours 
Cost - $3000 
C) To ship an outsized shipping container (in excess of 8 ft'. width) 
Shipping Time - 2 working days 
Cost - $1500 
Total Dollars Per Flight 
Table 2-29 summarizes all of the cost factors for a mission for each of the four pay­
loads for the shared flow option selected. 
Basel ine 
The baseline costs are the total costs for the option selected for each of the four pay­
loads. For example, option A-3 baseline for the ATL is $559,000. This option includes 
activity blocks 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 and 16. The identification of each activity block is 
listed below. 
Activity Block No. Description 
5 Individual Experiment Rack/Pallet Installation 
6 Individual Experiment Interface Verification 
7 Interim Payload Interconnect 
8 Combined Payload Checkout 
9 Disassembly for Shipments 
10 KSC Level Ill Buildup Assembly Racks/Floor Pallets 
16 Spacelab Deintegration 
Delta Over Baseline 
The difference between the baseline cost and the Shared Trade Cost is shown in 
this column. In all cases, this difference is positive (greater than) the baseline. 
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Table 2-29. Summary of Shared Trades Cost Data 
(K $)
 
0 A2
 
COMBINED 	 A-2 
ASTRONOMY 	 CASE I 218 I3 23 1,141 45 1,440 1,348 92 
CASE II 218 13 22 1,175 39 1,467 1,348 119 
CASE Ill 218 13 25 1,252 116 1,624 1,348 276 
LIFE A-I 224 41 21 73 83 442 389 53 
SCIENCES A-3 243 44 22 80 83 472 422 50 
SPACE A-2 114 9 10 166 28 327 249 78 
PROCESSING 
ADVANCED A-3 205 3 25 328 75 636 559 77 
TECHNOLOGY 
LAB 
Summary 
The results of the comparisons of progressive flows and baseline flows for all experi­
ments is presented in Table 2-29. The results are expressed in thousands of dollars for 
each case. As can be seen, the delta over the baseline is positive in all cases. In the 
results for Case III for Combined Astronomy, a delta of $276,000 is shown. This case rep­
resents the minimum sets of GSE and checkout equipment and the maximum serial checkout 
time. The involvement time required for the GSE and flight hardware as well as transpor­
tation costs contribute to drive the total cost higher than in Case I and 11as well as the 
baseline. 
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3.0 
LEVEL' IV GROUND PROCESSING REQUIREMENTS - BASELINE TRAFFIC MODEL 
SCOPE OF PROGRAMMATIC ANALYSES 
This section describes the programmatic analyses that were performed during the 
study. It includes an overview of the ground processing options that were considered 
plus the rationale for the selection of the 6 options studied in detail. A listing of the 
basic guidelines used in the programmatic analyses has been itemized. An introduction 
to the resource categories is included. 
This section also discusses the relationship of the reference traffic model (viz. the 
"560" traffic model) with the payload equivalency model used in the study. A buildup 
analysis based on ground processing times were performed and are included along with a 
schedule analysis reflecting the development of payload launch dates. 
Spectrum of Options 
Three Level IV integration ground processing concepts were considered; 
distributed site, centralized site, and launch sites. The distributed site concept reflected 
multiple level IV integration activities for a single Spacelab payload at geographically 
separated locations. The centralized site concept required all experiment equipment and 
Spacelab mounting/interfacing hardware for a payload at one geographical location. The 
third concept required all experiment hardware at the launch site, KSC. 
All three concepts reflected the same level of assembly and checkout prior to init­
iation of level II/11 integration activities at KSC. Preliminary assessment of the data being 
developed for each payload for each concept indicated only minor differences, which could 
be attributed primarily to variations in transportation requirements. In an attempt to pro­
vide a broader spectrum of data, Rockwell expanded the number of options to be considered. 
The expansion within the three baseline or generic concepts was based upon variations in 
the experiment/payload integration. 
DISTRIBUTED SITE OPTIONS 
The principal characteristic of distributed site options is the independent buildup 
and checkout of Spacelab mounting elements at multiple geographical locations. For 
example, an experiment system could be installed and checked out in one rack at a site, 
while other experiment systems were being installed and checked out independently in other 
racks at other sites. Multiple sets of checkout equipment are also characteristic of this 
generic concept. 
. The variations within the generic distributed site concept pertain to the level of 
payload assembly and checkout activities prior to initiation of level 111/11 integration 
adtivities of the KSC-STS operations. One option (designated A-i) reflects rack/floor 
and/or pallet train assembly in the STS operations. Also, in the A-I option, the initial 
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checkout of the integrated payload is accomplished after rack/floor installation into the 
module, interconnection of the habitable module and pallet(s), and/or installation of the 
igloo on the lead pallet and interconnection of pallets. 
A functional flow diagram for this option is presented in Figure 3-1. A description 
of the activities conducted in each block is presented in Table 3-1. The missing number 
will be subsequently assigned and the activities identified in subsequent option definitions. 
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Table 3 -1 Individual Experiment - Ill/Il Assembly Functional Descriptions 
Functional 
Block 
1 
2 
5 
W 
6 
-;4 
I 
70 
1 10 
Co 
C 
1 
CO 
Title 
Prepare Experiment 
Equipment 
Prepare Spocelab 
Equipment 
Individual Experiment 
Rack/Pallet 
Installation 
Individual Experiment 
Interface Verification 
KSC Assembly
Racks/Floors/Pallets 
Descriptor 
Receiving and inspection of experiment equip-
ment at the level IV site. Preparation For 
move/transfer to the level IV integration area 
Reconfiguration of Spacelab flight hardware 
to specific configuration and complement of 
interfacing Spacelab elements required for 
next payload. Conducted at KSC as part of 
staging operation. Includes installation of 
RAU's, I/C's, EPSP/EPDB's, Cold plates, etc. 
Installation of uiro-rack/pallet cable/fluid 
lines, mounting of experiment hardware in 
rocks, on floor segments, and on pallet sag-
ments Multiple independent assembly aotiv-
ihes conducted as a function of viable sub-
division of Spacelab mounting elements and 
experiment systems for an individual payload 
(e.g. srngle rack, rack set, rack/floor seg-
ment, rack/pallet, pallet segment, etc ). 
Functional checkout of interfaces established 
in block 6. Includes electrical and fluid 
interconnections. Conducted on individual 
experiment system basis. Interfaces may or 
may not be maintained in subsequent trans-
fers and buildups. Includes intra-rack/ 
pallet connections and interfaces betweenexperiment hardware and Spcelab inter-facing elements such as RAU's, EPSP/EPDB's, 
I/C, etc. 
Assembly of subdivided Spacelab mounting
element/experiment system (see block 5 des-
cription) into payload Flight configuration
Includes rack/floor assembly into a short
module/long module configuraton and maing 
of pallet segments into pallet trains. Part of 
KSC-STS-O&C building operations and re­
ferred to as level Ill assembly activity. 
Functional
 
Block 

11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
Title 
KSC Assembly With 
Electrical/Environmental 
System and Command/ 
Control System 
KSC Spacelab 

Integrated Funhtional 

Checkout 

Level I/Pre-Launch 

Integration 

, 
Mission Operations 
Post-FlightOperations 
Spacelab
De-integration 
Descriptor 
KSC-STS operations which include installa­
tion of rack/floor sites in modules, inter­
connection of Spacelab and experiment sys­
tem, installation of end core, pallet and/or 
pallet train interconnections, and installa­
tion of Igloo (as applicable). o 0 
Functional verification of all electrical and ­
fluid interfaces established in blocks 10 and/ ' 0 
or 11 Includes Spacelob subsystem, Space­
"ab/expeiment and intra-experment con­
nections, data/command transfer interfaces, 
CDMS/experiment software, and loading/
stowage at loose experiment equipment. 
0 
OPF and Pad operations. Includes instal- i­
lation of Spacelab/payload ito Orbiter bay 
and dedicated payload control and display 
panels in Orbiter Aft-Flight-Deck (AFD),
functional verification of all electrical and 
fluid interfaces established during installa­
lin, servicing/tap-off of payload fluids/ 
consumable, and loading of specimens. 
Reference period of seven calendar days to 
be used in determination of flight hardware 
involvement times. 
Seling of experiment system and off-loading
of critical samples, specimens, data prior to 
O&C building operations. 
Removal of rock/floor sets from modules, Xo 
disassembly of pallet/pallet trains, removal ) 
of experiment hardware from Spacelob Sn 
mounting elements. 
o 
CD 
0 
0 Rockwell International 
Space Division 
The second distributed site option (A-2) reflects combined payload checkout at KSC 
after independent/individual experiment/mounting element integration at multiple dis­
tributed sites but prior to entering STS operat-ions in the O&C building. For purposes of 
this study, it was assumed that the off-line combined payload checkout activity at KSC 
would occur in an industrial complex facility. This option is also characterized by the 
by-passing of the level Ill assembly activity in the O&C building. For example, inde­
pendently integrated pallets or pallet trains (pallet-only payload) would be interconnected 
and checked out at the payload level in the off-line activity, disconnected, and then 
transported directly to the level 11 stand in the O&C building. 
The third distributed site option (A-3) also includes off-line checkout at the pay­
load level at KSC. However, in this option, level Ill assembly in the O&C building is 
required. For example, rack/rack sets from multiple distributed sites would be inter­
connected and checked out in the off-line activity, disconnected and transported to the 
O&C building, and then integrated with floor segments in the level Ill assembly stand. 
A functional flow diagram for the A-2 and A-3 options is presented in Figure 3-1. 
The delta activities for these options are reflected in functional blocks 7, 8 and 9. All 
other functional blocks are essentially the same as described in Table 3-1. Activities 
in blocks 7, 8, and 9 are summarized in Table 3 -2. The destination from block 9 is 
dependent upon the configuration of the payload upon arrival at the O&C building. If 
the payload is in the flight configuration, the flow by-passes block 10 (Option A-2). If 
level II assembly is required, block 10 is inbluded in the processing flow (Option A-3). 
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Figure 3-2. 	 Individual Experiment Integration ­
Pre-Level Il1/1l Combined Checkout 
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Table 3-2. Delta Activities for Individual Experiment Integration -
Pre Ill/Il Combined Checkout 
Functional Title 	 Descriptor 
Block 
3 Experiment Installation and Installation of experiment equipment in the flight configured rack/floor 
Payload Assembly sets and/or pallet trains. Assembly of Spacelob mounting element/ex­
periment system into payload flight configuration. Includes rock/floor 
assembly into a short module/long module configuration and mating of 
pallet segments into pallet trains. 
4 Experiment Interface Includes the sequential and progressive verification of individual experi-
Verifications 	 ment systems and of the interfaces established in Block 3. Includes elec­
trical and fluid interconnections Verificahons and functional tests con­
ductedon a completed payload configuration. Interfaces mayor may not 
be maintained in subsequent transfers and buildup. 
7 Interim Payload Interconnect 	 Assembly and/or interconnection of individually integrated Spacelab 
mounting element/experiment systems into a simulated flight configuration 
8 Combined Payload Checkout 	 Functional verification of multiple experiment/simulated Spocelob sys­
tem interfaces. Includes. command/data transfer, power/cooling com­
patibility, and CDMS/experiment software. 
9 Disassembly for Shipment 	 Dependent upon payload buildup approach and location of combined 
payload checkout. If payload is in flight configuration at KSC only 
preparation for transfer to O&C building is required. If transportation
width isa constraint ( >12 feet) disassembly of long module rack/floor 
and pallet trains is required. If configuration is only simulated flight
configuration individually integrated Spacelab mounting elements must 
be prepared for shipment. 
LEAD CENTER OPTIONS 
The generic lead center concept is characterized by the performance of all pre-O&C 
building integration activities at one geographical location other than KSC. The options 
within this concept reflect variations in both the level of and approach to assembly and 
checkout.
 
The first three lead center options are similar to the distributed site options. Although 
experiment system/mounting element integrations are conducted on an individual basis, the 
activities are scheduled to maximize the common usage/sharing of GSE. The first option 
(B-1) would result in the integration of individual mounting element at a lead center. Sub­
sequently, these elements would be transferred to KSC for assembly into the flight config­
uration of the payload in the O&C building. Option B-I is comparable to option A-i. 
Options B-2 and B-3 are comparable to options A-2 and A-3 with regards to pre-
KSC/STS assembly and checkout status. However, the combined payload checkout activ­
ity would be conducted at the lead center rather than in an off-line facility at KSC. Ex­
cept for the location(s) of this activity the functional blocks in Figure 3-1 and -2 for op­
tions A-1, A-2, and A-3 are 	the same for B-l, B-2, and B-3, respectively. 
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If level IV integration is conducted at one geographical location installation of the 
full complement of experiment equipment and/or Spacelab mounting elements prior to 
checkout is feasible. Option B-4 reflects this possibility. For example, an entire rack/ 
floor set would be available atthe level IV site. Intra- and inter-rack and floor cabling 
would be installed. Experiment equipment would be installed in/on the racks and floor 
segments. Individual experiment systems would be checked out followed by a combined 
payload checkout. The totally assembled and integrated payload would then be trans­
ported directly to the level II stand in the O&C building. 
In order to assess the impact on ground processing of a potential road transportation 
constraint, a fifth lead center option (B-5) was introduced. Repetitive road transporta­
tion through some states may be restricted to a maximum width of twelve feet. This con­
straint can be met if only single pallet and/or single module rack/floor sets are transported. 
Thus, for the B-5 option, payload assembly and preparation for shipment activities in the 
B-4 option were revised to reflect the temporary interconnection of pallet trains and long 
module rack and floor sets. Also, the level Ill assembly activity in the O&C building was 
included in the KSC-STS operations. 
The top level functional flow for the B-4 and B-5 options is presented in Figure 
3-3. Only functional blocks 3 (Experiment Installation and Payload Assembly) and 
4 (Experiment Interface Verifications) are deltas to the flow presented in Figure 3-1. 
Block 3 encompasses the installation of experiment equipment in flight configured rack/ 
floor sets and/or pallet trains. Block 4 includes the sequential and progressive verifica­
tion of individual experiment systems. The activities within blocks 8, 9, and 10 are 
similar to those of the previously discussed options, but reflect the integrated payload 
configuration of options B-4 and B-5. 
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KSC OPTIONS 
In general, the KSC options are a special application of the lead center options. 
All experiment equipment and Spacelab mounting elements are integrated at one geo­
graphical location, KSC. For purposes of this study, it was assumed that all the level 
IV integration activities at KSC would be conducted in a facility in the industrial com­
plex. The one disparity between the lead center options and the KSC options is that 
there is no KSC option comparable to B-5. A twelve-foot width constraint during trans­
poration of an integrated payload from the industrial complex to the O&C building at 
KSC is not applicable. 
SUMMARY OF GROUND PROCESS] NG OPTIONS 
A composite of the functional flows forthe processing options is presented in Figure 
3-4. - A matrix of the twelve options for the three generic concepts and the applicable 
functional blocks is presented in Figure 3-5. As stated previously, the first three op­
tions for each generic concept encompass the same functional blocks (activities). Options 
B-4 and C-4 are comparable; Option B-5 is unique to the lead center concept. 
The 	predominant dlscriminators between options are as follows: 
1. 	 Level of pre-KSC/STS integration: Inclusion/exclusion of Combined Payload 
Checkout - Block 8. 
2. 	 Approach to experiment installation: Individual experiment versus payload 
buildup - blocks 5 and 6 versus blocks 3 and 4. 
3. 	 Level Ill assembly at KSC: Inclusion/exclusion of payload flight config­
uration buildup at KSC - block 10. 
Variations combinations of A, B, and C options for the ground processing of a pay­
load were briefly examined. Some combinations or hybrids are feasible and quite reason­
able. For example, part of a Payload might be integrated at a distributed site (A type 
option) and then combined with the remainder of a payload at a lead center (B type option) 
prior to transfer to KSC. The assessment of these types of hybrid options would not sig­
nificantly expand the spectrum of data of the basic twelve options. Also, the data for the 
twelve options could be extrapolated to various hybrids if other factors indicated the de­
sireability of a hybrid ground processing approach for an individual payload. 
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Figure 3-4. Ground Processing Options - Top Level 
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Options Selected for Programmatic Evaluation 
Six sets of ground processing options were analyzed to determine programmatic impli­
cations. The selection of these sets was based upon the following criteria: 
1. 	 Reflect the maximum spectrum of assembly and checkout prior to KSC-STS 
operations between generic ground processing concepts (Distributed, cen­
tralized, KSC). 
2. 	 Reflect the maximum spectrum of assembly and checkout prior to KSC-STS
 
operations within generic concepts.
 
3. 	 Reflect the maximum spectrum of Level IV integration GSE requirements. 
4. 	 Reflect the maximum spectrum of Level IV integration transportation
 
requirements.
 
A generalized application of these criteria to the matrix of 12 processing options 
indicated that distributed site options A-1 and A-3, centralized site options B-i and B-4, 
and KSC options C-i and C-4 were preferred. The A-I, B-i, and C-i options reflected 
only individual experiment/mounting element integration prior to initiation of KSC-STS 
operations. The A-3, B-4, and C-4 options reflected the maximum level of integration 
of.the payload within a generic option prior to KSC-STS operations. Transportation and 
GSE extremes are reflected between distributed site options (A-I and A-3) and KSC options 
(C-I and C-4). 
A minor deviationfrom the generalized approach was required for the two pallet only 
representative payloads, Space Processing and Combined Astronomy. KSC-STS level Ill 
assembly, which would correspond to an A-3 option not requiring Block 10, was not required 
for the Space Processing payload. The A-3 option contains Block 10 "KSC off-line assembly 
of racks/floor and pallets" for a single pallet payloads such as Combined Astronomy is activ­
ity 	that is not required. Therefore, the A-2 option (no KSC-STS Level Ill assembly) will be 
used for the Space Processing payload in conjunction with the A-3 options for the other payloads. 
Conversely, the Combined Astronomy payload, which has canisters to be installed in the 
SIPS, does require Level Ill KSC-STS assembly regardless of the option used due to the multiple 
pallets and experiments. Therefore, the B-3 and C-3 options for the Combined Astronomy~pay­
load will be used in conjunction with the B-4 and C-4 options, respectively, for the other pay­
loads. 
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The payload ground processing options and programmatic sets that were analyzed 
are summarized in Table 3-3. 
Table 3-3. Payload Options Used- Programmatic Analyses 
Data Pa$.c Combined Space Life 
Set Astronomy Processing Science ATL 
1. A-I 	 A-i * A-1 A-I 
2. A-3 A-2 	 A-3 A-3 
3. B-1 B-I 	 B-1 B-1-
4. B-3 B-4 	 B-4 B-4 
5. C-1 	 C-1 * C-I C-1 
6. C-3 C-4 	 C-4 C-4 
• Data input to options A-2, B-2 and C-2 were revised to reflect deletion of 
the combined payload checkout activity of functional blocks 7, 8, and 9. 
Activity not required since all experiments are in a single pallet. 
Programmatic Guidelines 
The 	basic guidelines that were used in the programmatic analyses are as follows: 
1. 	 Mission Model: The "560" traffic model will be used as the baseline. 
2. 	 Payload Equivalency: The equivalency between the representative pay­
loads used in this study and the payloads in the traffic model. 
3. 	 Launch Schedule: Within the constraints of the types of Spacelab con­
figurations scheduled for any year, launches will be equl-spaced and 
alternate between pallet-only and habitable module configurations. For 
example, if six launches of each .configuration are scheduled in a year, 
launches of alternating configurations will be scheduled at the rate of 
one per month. Where possible, launches of each category of payload 
will also be equally spaced. That is, if 4 ATL type payloads are sched­
uled in a year, one would be scheduled to be launched every three months. 
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4. 	 Learning Curve: An 80 percent learning curve will be used to extrap­
olate ground processing times appropriate to the operational era to initial 
payload integration activities. This learning curve will be applied to the 
first five flights or two years of operation, which ever is less, for each of 
the four categories of payloads of the traffic model. 
5. 	 Resource Requirements: The programmatics analysis will result in the 
definition of hands-on personnel, Level IV Spacelab related GSE, Space­
lab interfacing hardware, transportation (to/from Level IV sites), and 
major Spacelab flight hardware requirements. 
The 	manpower estimates will be adjusted to reflect personnel requirements 
rather than manhours; 'This results in a more realistic estimate of the man­
power requirement deleting spikes in the personnel curve; however, it does 
result in an increase in manpower costs. Annual salaries will not be reflected 
in the manpower costs. That is, if a technician is required for two months of 
a year, then only one-sixth of his annual salary will be included in the pro­
grammatic cost compilations. 
Interfacing hardware that will be specifically identified will be: racks, 
pallet segments, IPS, SIPS, RAU's, EPDB's, floors, and cold plates. 
One SIPS will be assumed for each combined astronomy payload plus one 
additional one in the inventory to accommodate periodic 2 SIPS payloads. 
One IPS will be assumed for every other combined astronomy payload. 
6. 	 Cost Estimating: -All resources will be costed in 1977 dollars. Inflation 
rates will be compounded at the rate of 10% per year for European supplied 
equipment and 7% per year for all other resources. 
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Programmatic Resource Categories 
For each of the six options evaluated during the programmatics analysis, there were 
four major resources categories that were analyzed. These four are: 
" Personnel Requirements 
* Level IV Integration GSE 
" Spacelab Flight Hardware Requirements 
* Transportation Costs 
The personnel requirements covered the categories of direct "hands-on" integration 
manpower, Host Center support and P1 support for KSC Operations. The Level IV integra­
tion manpower requirements as well as the TDY and support level of PI's at KSC during the 
STS Operations. 
The Level IV integration GSE analysis evaluated these GSE end items required to 
support the Spacelab equipment utilized during the Level IV integration activities. It 
represents that GSE required as a result of the installation and checkout activities relating 
to the Level IV integration of the experiments and the Spacelab flight hardware. 
The third resource category is the Spacelab flight hardware. In this analysis, the re­
quired inventory of flight hardware needed to support each of the six ground processing 
op'tions evaluated was derived from an analysis of the serial ground processing flows (in­
volvement times), the specific payload configuration of each representative payload, and 
the launch rate and schedule of the traffic model being evaluated. 
The transportation resource category includes those costs associated with the ship­
ment of Spacelab flight hardware and GSE from the various level IV integration sites to 
the launch site. It also contributes to the overall ground processing serial timelines by 
defining the time allocated to the equipment shipments. 
These four resource categories are defined in detail, for the Baseline Traffic Model, 
in the next four subsections. These corresponding subsections are also discussed for the 
2/3 and 1/3 Baseline traffic model analysis of sections 4.0 and 5.0. 
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TRAFFIC MODEL ANALYSIS 
Payload Equivalencies 
The traffic model baseline used in this study was the "STS Traffic Manifest, 1980­
1991 " dated December 1976. This model contains the representative types of payload 
activity being planned for the Shuttle, The missions reflect the generic payloads over 
a 12 year period from 1980 through 1991. 
Accommodation of the generic payload types resulted in a requirement of 560 Shuttle 
flights throughout the fiscal year time frame including abort reflects and 83 expendable 
launch vehicle flights. The following table (Table 3-4) is a summary of the Spacelab flights 
that are in the total "560" traffic model that was used as a baseline. 
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Payload to Traffic Model Equivalency 
Initial effort in the programmatics task included the development of an equivalency 
between the four representative payloads defined in this study and the Spacelab traffic 
model. This equivalency is summarized in Table 3-5. 
Table 3-5. Spacelab Traffic Model Equivalencies 
Study i oe anhShdl 
Representative Traffic Model Configuration Lounck Schedule 
Payload Payload 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 
Combined AS-0] 
Astronomy SV-l Astrophysics 5 Pallets 0 0 0 1 2 4 4 5 4 4 4 4 
IR-1 
SV-2 Solar 5 Pallets 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
SH-3 Terrestrial 
PA-1 Physics and 5 Pallets 1 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 
Astronomy 
0 0 1 4 5 9 9 10 9 9 9 9 
Life Sciences LS-09 Life Sciences Long Module 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
ATL-A AP-06 Solar Terrestrial SH Mod + 3 Pallets 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
ATL-1 Space Tech SH Mod + 3 Pallets 1 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 
MU Mlti-Uwsr Lcng Mod + Pallet 1 1 3 3 3 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 
MU Applications SH Mod + 3 Pallets I 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 
CSP01S Non-NASA Long Mod + Pallet 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 
COM-1 
FSP 01S Foreign S/ Long Mod + Pallet 1 1 I 1 1 1 
EON ESA - SH Mod +3 Pallets 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
GPN 
1 3 4 7 10 14 12 15 14 15 15 16 
Space Proc. Mu Multi-User 3 Pallet I 
ASN 
CSN 
Foreign SA 2 Pallet I 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 
SS Space hndustri- Pallet Train 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 4 4 4 4 
alization 
SPN-SP ESA I Pallet I1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
SPN-6P W. Germany I Pallet 3 3 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 
3 2 7 7 8 7 8 8 9 8 8 
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Buildup Analysis 
The Spacelab Ground Processing times developed for the study payloads were based 
on an operational steady-state condition. That is, the payload buildup and task sequences 
were assumed to be done under normal operating conditions. For example, no provisions 
were made to accommodate for learning times in the early portion of the flight schedule. 
Therefore, some period of time must be added to the initial group of payloads that are in­
troduced into the system through any center. 
The NASA has provided this study with a learning value of 80 percent with an oper­
ational steady-state activity achieved by tfi fifth mission passing through that center. 
The 80 percent learning curve is shown in Figure 3-6. The curve illustrates the time­
multiple factors for the initial payloads up through the fifth mission at which time all 
subsequent missions proceed through the ground processing flows based on the operational 
timelines established in this study. 
The actual equations used to determine the learning curve factors is: 
Learning Curve Factor = (Learning Curve) \log 2 ) 
where n is the number of payloads over which the learning :is spread 
=(in this case n 5). 
LEFIRNINE CURVE VS NU OF EVENTS
 
i~e. 
Flight Normalized 
Factors 
1 1.679 
2 1.341 
W 3 1.178 
L/C :0 [] 1 4 1.074 
I- 5 1.000 
._j 
Li 
n 
.J 
z 
NO OF EVENTS; 
Figure 3-6. Learning Curve 80980% 
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The above curve indicates that the ground processing sequence will require approxi­
mately 68 ercent more time in the buildup sequence for the first payload entering the 
system at its' particular center. The learning times were computed by the normalizing-factors 
shown in the table in Figure 3-6. 
An example of the application of the learning curve is shown in Figure 3-7. The first 
five missions were taken from the "Schedule Analysis" section and used to show the opera­
tion and effect of the application of the learning curve. The first 5 missions are shown in 
Table 3-6, which include's the type payload, year and day of year of launch. 
Table 3-6. Early Missions Subject to Learning Curve 
No. Mission Year Launch Day 
I ATL-1 1980 130 
2 ATL-2 1981 32 
3 Space Processing 1981 65 
4 ATL-3 1981 97 
5 Life Science 1981 130 
The more reasonable method of illustrating the affect of the learning curve was to 
select a situation which would include the median ground flow times. The selection should 
also include a lead center-activity time butted against the KSC activity time with the addi­
tional time of staggering included. Consequently, Option B-1 was selected. 
Table 3-7 indicates that the total time including the normalization for learning at 
both the Lead Center for that particular payload plus the time (normalized) cjt KSC. Know­
ing the total time lengths of each payload, scheduling processes can be employed to deter­
mine the necessary start time to achieve the scheduled launch date. 
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Table 3-7. Ground Processing Times Normalized For Learning 
Payload 
or 
Mission 
Staging & Learning 
Gnd Proc. X Curve 
Time(Days) Factor 
Lead Ctr 
= Gnd Pro( 
Time(Days) 
KSC 
Proc Time 
(Days) 
Learning 
X Curve 
Factor 
KSC 2 
= Time 
Only(Days) 
otal Time 
1 plus 
2 
Comments 
ATL-1 33.9 1.679 56.9 42 1.679 70.5 127.4 This is the first payload for 
both the ATL Lead Center 
and KSC. 
ATL-2 33.9 1.341 45.5 42 1.341 56.3 101.8 This is the second payload 
for both the ATL Lead Cen­
ter and KSC. 
I SP-1 31.0 1.679 52.0 36.2 1.178 42.6 94.6 This is the first payload for 
the SP Lead Center; how­
ever, this is the third pay­
load for KSC. 
ATL-3 33.9 1.178 39.9 42 1.074 45.1 85.0 This is the third payload for 
the ATL Lead Center; how­
ever, this is the fourth 
payload for KSC. 
0o10 
LS-1 29.8 1.679 50.0 40.4 1.000 40.4 90.4 This is the first payload for 
the LS Lead Center; how­
ever, the fifth for KSC. g 
o 
0 
'k Rockwell International 
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In addition, should potential conflicts appear due to the overlapping of ground pro­
cessing tasks both that fact and this amount of overlap can be identified. Such an overlap 
is indicated in Figure 3-7, highlighted by the circle. Once identified, schedule modifica­
tion by shifting the launch dates of the affected payloads by the overlap may be considered. 
OPTION B-I 	 (BASELINE TRAFFIC MODEL) 
1980 
b0AYS 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200 
ATL-I 	 ATL-I 
AT 1-2 
1981 
200 220 240 26010 20 40 60 80 100 120 10 
A A A A 
ATL-2 SP- A1L-3 LS-I 
FABEELIMINATED 
BY A 7 DAY SHIFT IN 
SRI SCH'D LAUNCH 
1.8 
01 ATL-3
 
U 
x ~~~LEARNING 	 ..... 
1.4 CURVE 80% 	 Ls-I __ __;CODE 	 _ " \ 
,POTENTIAL 2NDCONFLICTCORE MODULE CORE MODULE REQUIRED1.0 	
- PALLET ONLY
 
I I I t
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MISSIONS
 
'Figure 3-7. Potential Conflict - Overlap of Equipment 
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Schedule Analysis 
The previous section, Buildup Analysis, indicated that scheduling of payloads can 
become very critical especially as the number of flights per year increases. As long as 
the annual launch rate remains low (i.e. less than 4/yr), the ground processing times, 
relatively short (i.e. less than 60 days) and the launch dates equally spaces (i.e. 1 per 
quarter) scheduling does not become a problem. However, where launch dates are rela­
tively close and the ground operations time are such that they overlap conflicts arise with 
insufficient quantities of ground processing equipment. 
An example of conflicts in the launch rate and ground processing cycle is shown in 
Figure 3-8. The example consists of 3 cases. Case A is the ideal situation where 3 flights 
are evenly spaced through the year. Theoretically one set of ground processing can be 
used since there is no overlap in either the flight or ground equipment. 
Case B indicates the need of at least two sets of ground processing equipment due to 
the proximity of launch dates. Case C is an example of what a worse case situation might 
be. The quantity of ground processing would equal the total number of simultaneously over­
lapping missions. In the case shown (Case C), three complete sets of equipment would be 
required. 
* 3 FLIGHTS PERYEAR 
YEAR 
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 MONTHS 
A A A 
\ -\ CASE A 
NO CONFLICTS 
A. A A 
CASE B 
CONFLICT SINCE 2 P/lS ARE 
IN PROCESS AT THE SAML TIME 
2 SETS OF SOME EQUIP ARE REQO'D. 
CASE C 
CONFLICT-3 P/L'S IN 
PROCESS Af THE SAME 
TIME 
Figure 3-8. Launch Rate (Date) and Ground Processing 
Cycle Impact 
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In order to reduce the number of ground processing equipment sets due to the number 
of conflicting missions, a study model was generated, Table 3-8. This model consists of 
297 missions of the four study payloads based on the "560" model discussed supra in the 
s-6ction titled "Payload Equivalencies". 
This mission model is established using the following ground rules: 
EQUALLY SPACE LAUNCH CENTERS. The objective is to schedule 
the launch dates equally apart. The typical 5 day-work week was 
used as the standard. When divided into 52 weeks, a net result of 
260 total annual processing days per year. The number of 266 divid­
ed by the number of missions per year determines the schedule spacing. 
ALTERNATION OF SPACELAB CONFIGURATIONS (where possible). 
If, in any given year, there are pallet and spacelab module payloads, 
an attempt should be made to rearrange the schedule permitting an 
alternating sequence (i.e. pallet, module, pallet, module, etc.). 
EVEN DISTRIBUTION WITHIN A GIVEN YEAR. This rule pertains 
to payloads having the lowest flight rate. For example, if only one 
such launch per year was scheduled, the subsequent flight would be 
scheduled 12 months after the first. Similarly, 2 flights per year 
would be scheduled 6 months apart. 
Based on these ground rules, the baseline mission model ("560" model) and the 
spacelab traffic model equivalencies (Table 3-5), the following study model was pre­
pared, Table 3-8. Since only a single mission was found for the ATL payload, it was 
scheduled at the mid-point of the year (day 130 cf the year 1980). In the year 1981, 
8 missions were identified and scheduled approximately 32.5 days appart. In the years 
1987, 1989 and 1991, a maximum of 35 missions were identified consequently the schedule 
between launches averaged 7.4 days. 
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Table 3-8. Study Mission Model 
CO6 
CO9 
WMA 
1980 
T 
1981 
1982 
1981 
PAYLOADFLIGHT DAy - - -
1.5 ATL CA SP 
I 130 x 
-
l1 
I 32 x 
2 65 X 
3 97 36 
4 130 x 
5 12x 
6 95X 7 227 
X 
8 260 36 
2 336 
I 29 3 
2 58 36 3 87 X 
4 116 36 
5 '45 X6 
174 36 
7 203 
X 
8 232 36 
260 36 
-
2 4 1 2 
T&117 
I32 361 
2 26 36 
3 39 
X 
4 52 2<2 5 65 
x 
6 78 X822 7 91 
x 
42458 11 4 
36 
1 7 36 
I1 143 X 
3 156 82 
X 
14 6O x8 
1 3 1 27 
X 
3 
4 
YEAR 
1983(C n d)r 
1984 
1985 
87 
'6x 
FLIGHT 
16 
! 17 
19 
20 
I 
23 
57 
89 
10 
I1 
123 
14 
I5 
16 
19 
920 
2 3 
23 
I2 
2 
3 
9 
10 
DAY 
2 08221 
247 
260 
10 
21 
32 
4 
54657 
86 
97 
l08 
119 
13 840 
151 
162 
173 
4 
5247 
205216 
227 
23849 
260 
7 IS 
1 
32 
60 
97x 
108 
PAYLOAD J 
-
-
-
-YEAR 
S All CA P 
X X 
X9 
X 
2 7 4 7 
36 
36 
3 
36 36x 
36 
36 
36 
3636 
X < 
36 
36 
X 
36 X4 
36 
2 10 5 7 
36 
3 
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67 
10 
II 
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13 
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17l8B 
19 
20 
21 
2 2 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
922 
30 
31 3233 
I2 
3 
4 
5 
14 
621 
22 
PAYLOAD 
DAY 
LS___1ATL CA SP 
48 X 55 X 
70 3X 
78 X 6 
86 36 
94 36 
102 X 6 
110 X 6 
118 36 
126 
134 364 
149 
157 x 
165 x 
173 36 
181 36 
189 X 6 
197 3
204 36 
212 36 
220 X 
236 x 
244 362 x2560 X 
2 
2 X -
-
8 
X 
1 0 X 
26 X 
34 36 
43 
X 
10 x 
8 6X 
6 
x 
'5l73 
J 
a 
0 
__ 
_ 
__ 
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Table 3"8. Study Mission Model (Cont'd) 
YEAS FLIGHT DAY 
LS 
PAYLOAD 
PYO 
ATL CA SP 
YEAS FLIGHT DAY -
LS 
PA lOAD 
AYLOAD 
ATL CA SP 
YAR FLIGHT DAY -
LS 
PrAYLOAD 
- -
rATL CA 
-
SP 
1986 
(Coot's) 
II 
12
13 
14 
I5 
95 
104 
i2 
121 
130 
X 
X 
X 
X 
1987 
(Coot'S) 
18 
1920 
21 
22 
132 
140148 
155 
162 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
1988 
(C.td) 
21 
2223 
24 
25 
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173181 
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x 
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X 
X 
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;6 
17 
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19 
20 
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192 
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182 
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216 
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198 
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Table 3-8. Study Mission Model (Cont'd) 
PAX1.OAD PAVI.OAD PAJIA 
YEAR FLIGHT DAYYEAR FLIGHT DAY PALAYEAR FLIGHT DAY 
LS ATL CA SI .7 ATL CA SP LS ATL CA SP 
1989 26 192 X 1990 26 196 X 1991 26 192 X 
(Coold) 27 199 X (Cot-d) 27 204 X (C0 t1d) 27 199 X 
29 206 X 28 212 X 28 206 X 
29 214 x 29 220 X 29 214 X 
30 222 X 30 228 X 30 222 X 
31 229 31 236 X 31 229 X 
32 236 x 32 244 X 32 236 x 
33 243 X 33 252 x 33 243 X 
34 251 x 34 260 X 34 251 x 35 259 2 9 8 35 25P X 
1515 9 9 2 16 9 8 
1991 I 7 x
 
1990 I 7 X 2 14 X
 
2 14 I 3 21 X
 
3 21 X 4 29 X
 
4 28 X 5 37 x
 
5 35 x 6 44 X
 
6 42 X 7 51 X
 
7 50 X 8 58 X
 
8 58 X 9 66 X
 
9 66 X 10 74 X
 
10 74 11 81 x
 
1i 82 X 12 88 X
 
12 90 X 13 95 X
 
13 99 X 14 103 x
 
14 l06 3 13
Xi
114
15 

X
16 18
x16 122 
 7 12 X
 
17 130 XI 132 X
 
18 137 x 19 140 X

11138xI 
(/1 19 144 X 0 14C 
20 148 x20 151 x 
21 158 X 22 162 X
 922 165 x 23 169 
S23 172 X 24 177 x ) 24 179 X 25 185 X 
25 199 X
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PERSONNEL REQUIREMENTS - BASELINE TRAFFIC MODEL 
Manpower Baseline 
The manpower requirements evaluated for this study were in three categories: direct 
"Hands-on" integration manpower, host Center support and Principal Investigator (PI) sup­
port for KSC Operations. 
The direct hands-on personnel consist of technicians and engineers involved in the 
actual installation and checkout tasks associated with Level IV integration. Both engin­
eers and technicians were viewed as being multi-disciplined, i.e., both mechanical and 
electrical technicians and engineers were considered to be required for the different types 
of equipment and installations required. In addition to these technicians and engineers, 
inspection personnel (inspectors) and certain support technicians such as crane operators 
were included in the estimates. In thinking out the manpower requirements, it has been 
assumed that all of the "hands-on" personnel were PI employees, other than perhaps the 
support technicians. It should be noted that, since only "hands-on" personnel were in­
cluded, manpower requirements for system engineering, mission analysis, design engin­
eering, operations analysis and similar supporting tasks are not included. 
The second category of personnel, referred to as Host Center Support, consists of 
those engineers and technicians provided at either the minicenter, lead center or KSC by 
the resident organization to provide support for nonresident PI personnel doing the hands­
on effort. The magnitude of this support is relatively small, being greatest at KSC and 
least at the minicenters. 
The third category of personnel studied are termed KSC Operations Support personnel, 
consisting of PI personnel on TDY at KSC in support of Level III and subsequent operations 
on the payload. These personnel would be few in number, primarily engineers acting as 
"PI Representatives" and advisors to KSC Operations during these activities. The nunb er 
of such personnel would be the same for all processing options, since this phase of payload 
handling and operations is the same regardless of the Level IV option. 
As explained in Volume II, the manpower requirements were initially derived from a 
detailed analysis of the Installation and Test task charts, assigning a number of technicians 
and engineers to each detailed step for the estimated time required. Then, inspection and 
support personnel were added, and the total manpower required, in terms of "head count", 
was smoothed to provide a realistic manpower level. These smoothed manpower levels were 
applied in the development of the Personnel Cost Analysis Tables. Further rounding of the 
manpower levels was required in this operation to develop consistent and meaningful data. 
In conjunction with developing manpower levels and costs, a very significant part of 
total personnel costs is the Temporary Duty (TDY) allowance paid to traveling personnel, 
which varies widely with the processing option. Based on the concept and scenario of 
travel for hands-on, Host Center Support or KSC Support personnel, a rate of $75 per day 
was used to determine the magnitude of this expense. In taking the numbers of personnel 
on TDY and the duration of the TDY assignment, it was assumed that all assignments started 
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on Mondays, so that any assignments longer than 5 days involved TDY for intervening weed­
ends in addition to working days. Assignments terminating on a Friday would not involve 
TDY for the following weekend. TDY costs vary with the processing option, being greatest 
for the KSC (C-X) options, since many PI personnel must travel to KSC to perform Level IV 
integration tasks. 
Personnel Cost Analysis Tables 
Using the smoothed manpower levels for each functional block in the Level IV inte­
gration process, and the Serial Processing Time for each of these blocks (reported in Vol­
ume 11), the manpower was expressed in terms of manhours. Multiplying this by $35 per 
hour for engineers and $30 per hour for technicians, the direct manpower costs for each 
processing option on each payload were developed. This represents the data in the first 
part of the Personnel Cost Analysis tables presented herein as Tables 3-9 through 3-12. 
These tables present the data for each payload in turn, as follows: 
Life Science Payload - Table 3-9 
Combined Astronomy Payload - Table 3-10 
Space Processing Payload - Table 3-11 
Advanced Technology Laboratory - Table 3-12 
In these tables, the manpower costs are summarized under several headings. "lnstalla­
tioh and Experiment Test" represents the activities of Activity Blocks 3, 4, 5 and 6 (as 
applicable) in installing experiment equipment onto Spacelab racks and pallets and check­
ing installation integrity at the experiment level by test. "Payload Testing, Direct" refers 
to Activity Blocks 7, 8 and 9 wherein the Spacelab racks and pallets, with experiment 
equipment installed, are interconnected and tested as a complete payload to verify inter­
faces made during integration, and to verify checkout software. "Installation and Test 
Support" refers to personnel at the integration site other than "hands-on" labor, engaged 
inproviding logistic, facility and other types of support to the actual integrating per­
sonnel during performance of Activity Blocks 3 through 9. "Level I11/11/I and Postflight 
Support" refers to P1 personnel at KSC during these Spacelab/Orbiter operations acting 
as advisory and support personnel. "Deintegration Direct" and "Deintegration Support" 
refers to hands-on and supporting personnel, respectively, performing the deintegration 
of experiment hardware from the Spacelab elements after flight and higher level deinte­
gration - as covered in Activity Block 16. 
As can be seen from these tables, the great majority of the personnel costs are Prin­
cipal Investigator (PI) personnel costs. These data will be carried further strictly in the 
form of the dollar amounts from these tabLes. 
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The TDY Costs in Tables 3-9 through 3-12 is broken down in a similar manner. 
"Installation and Test Direct" refers to Activity Blocks 3 through 9, combining Installation 
and Experiment Test with Payload Test, covering TDY expenses for all non-resident PI 
personnel in both categories. "Level Ill/l/1 and Post Flight Support" was explained previously 
as manpower, as was "Deintegration Direct". There is no entr for TDY for Deintegration 
Support, since these personnel are always resident KSC personnel. 
Programmatic Manpower Requirements 
Since the personnel costs presented and explained in "Personnel Cost Analysis Tables" 
refer to the costs for a single mission, the process for applying these data to the entire pro­
gram, as represented by the Baseline Traffic Model, consists of simply multiplying these per­
flight totals by the number of flights in a given year to determine the manpower costs for 
that year. It should be noted that, although some of the manpower associated with a par­
ticular flight may be expended in the year prior to the flight year, no attempt has been 
made to separate these costs. Hence, all manpower costs associated with a flight are 
charged in the year the flight occurs. 
Tables 3-13 through 3-18 presents the total personnel costs, including both man­
power and TDY, for all four payloads, on a year-by-year basis for the 1980 to 1991 time 
span of the Baseline Traffic Model. All amounts are in 1977 dollars. The six tables cover 
these costs for Options A-l, A-3 (A-2 for Space Processing), B-1, B-4, C-1 and C-4. The 
payload totals are also shown. 
In developing the personnel cost data for the final resource tables and charts, both 
annual and cumulative, the Manpower and TDY figures were combined and expressed in 
millions of dollars. 
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Table 3-9. Personnel Cost - Life Science
 (Costs in 1977 $)
 
Cost Element Option A-1 Al. R L4 .IC4 
ManOower 
Instl and Exp Test,
 
Direct (3,4,5,6) 121465 121465 88680 82530 38680 62530
 
Payload Test, Direct (7,8,9) - 14200 - 9720 - 9720
 
Instl & Test Support
 
(3 through 9) - 4760 2135 3342 8540 13370
 
Level III/11/1 and Postflight
 
Support (10, 11. 12, 13, 15) 48000 48000 48000 38400 48000 38400
 
Deintegration Direct (16) 21900 21900 21900 21900 21900 2100 ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
Deintegration Support (16) 210 2100 210 210 21 OF POOR QUA1JYI 
TOTAL MANPOWER 193465 212425 162815 157992 [60o220 i480zo 
TDY Exoense 
Istl & Test Direct
 
(3 through 0) - 9600 11957 14157 30825 35625
 
Level 111/11/1 & Post flight
 
Support 14850 14850 14850 13500 14850 13500
 
Delategratlon Direct Labor 
 6900 6900 6900 6900 6900 6000 
TOTAL TDY 21750 31350 33707 34557 52575 56025 
TOTAL PERSONNEL COST 215215 243775 196522 192549 221795 20404 
Table 3-10. Personnel Cost - Combined Astronomy
 
(Costs in 1977 $)
 
Cost Llerent Option Al A3 BI 34 l C4 
Manpower 
Inst1 and Exp Test, 
Direct (3, 4, 5. 6) 24870 124870 124870 96860 L24870 06860 
Payload Test, Direct (7, 8, 9) - 33460 - 24940 - 24940
 
[nstl & Test Support
 
(3 through 9) - 5880 7140 6160 14280 12320
 
Level n//ll and Postflight
 
Support (10,11, 1213,15) 25020 25920 25920 25920 25920 25920
 
Deintegratton Direct (16) 13000 13000 13000 13000 13000 13000 
Deinrtegration Support (16) 3120 3120 3120 3120 3120 3120 
TOTAL MANPOWER 16910 206250 174050 170000 181190 176160 
TILT!Expense 
Instl and Test Direct
 
(3 through 9) 6525 18750 12215 22915 48750 45825
 
Level IUll/t/i and Postfltght
 
Support 0000 9000 9000 o000 9000 9000
 
Deintegration Direct Labor 4725 4725 4725 4725 4725 4725 
TOTAL TDY 20250 32475 25-40 36640 162475 59550 
TOTAL PERSONNEL COST 187160 238725 19-9Q0 20664q243665 235,710 
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Table 3-11. Personnel Cost - Space Processing 
(Costs in 1977 $) 
Cost Element Ootion Al A2 BI B4 Cl C4 
Manpower 
Installation & Exp Test, 
Direct Labor (3,4,5,6) 84875 86870 84875 86870 84875 86870 
Payload Testing, 
(7, 8, Q) 
Dir Labor - 1805 - 1805 - 1805 
Insl. & Test Support (3 thru 9) - - 5320 5565 10640 11130 
Level Il//I/ and Postflight 
Support (11, 12, 13,15) 
Deintegraton, Direct (16) 
Deintegration Support (16) 
22555 22555 
11590 11590 
- -
22555 22555 
11590 11590 
- -
22555 
11590 
-
22555 
11590 
-
TOTAL MANPOWER 119020 122820 124340 128385 1Z9660 133950 
Ta'? Ecpense 
Instl, and Test, Direct 
(3 through 9) 7312 7537 14625 15075 29250 30150 
Level ill/II/I and Postflight 
Support 8850 8850 8850 8850 8850 8850 
Deintegration Direct Labor 4500 4500 4500 4500 4500 4500 
TOTAL TDY 20662 20887 27975 28425 42600 43500 
TOTAL PERSONNEL COST 39682 143707 152315 156810 72260 177450 
Table 3-12. Personnel Cost - ATL 
(Costs in 1977 $) 
Cost Element Option Al A3 Bt B4 Cl C4 
Instl and Exp. Test, [

Direct (3,4,5.6) 127800[27890 127890 23400 127890!123400 
Pavload Testing, Direct 
(7, 8, q) 25640 - 150001 - 15000 
Instl and Test Support I 
(3 through 0) 4760 6190 7105 12180 14210 
Level Ill/11/1 & Postflight I 
Support (10, 11. 12,13,15) 48000 48000 48000 38400 148000138400 
Deintegration Dirert (16) 15000 15000 15000 15000 15000.15000 
Deintegration Support (16) 3120 3120 3120 3120 3120 3120 
TOTAL MANPOWER 194010 224410 00200 1202025i2061902091301 
TDY Expense 
Instl & Test Direct [ I 
(3 through 9) 9395 19795 18700I 272601 37575 54525! 
Level II/I[/I & Postflight 
Support 17100 17100 15750 17100 ,15750 17100 
Deiniegration Direct Labor 4500 4500 4500 45001 4500 450 
TOTAL TDY 30995 41395 39040 488601 57815 76125 
TOTAL PERSONNEL COST 225005 26580 239240 1250885264015 2852551 
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Table 3-13. BASELINE TRAFFIC MODEL 
OPTION: A-
ATL 
(1977 $ 
LIFE SCIENCE 
K) MANPOWER COSTS 
COMB. ASTRONOMY SP.' PROCESSING 
Yr FLTS MLP TDY XIU MIP T FLTE M/P TDY FLTS1 M/P TOY 
1980 1 194 31 - - - - - 194 31 
1981 3 582 93 2 386 44 3 357 63 1, 325 200 
1982 4 776 124 2 386 44 1 167 20 2 238 42 1,567 230 
1983 7 1358 217 2 386 44 4 668 80 7 833 147 3,245 488 
1984 10 1940 310 2 386 44 5 835 100 7 833 147 3,994 601 
1985 14 2716 434 2 386 44 9 1503 180 8 952 168 5.557 826 
1986 12 2328 372 2 386 44 9 1503 180 7 833 147 5,050 743 
1987 is ?910 465 2 386 44 10 1670 200 8 952 168 5.918 877 
1988 14 2716 434 2 386 44 9 1503 180 8 952 168 5,557 8Z6 
1989 15 2910 465 2 386 44 9 1503 180 9 1071 189 5,870 878 
1990 
1991 
15 
16 
2910 
3104 
465 
496 
2 
2 
386 
386 
44 
44 
9 
9 
1503 
1503 
180 
180 
8 
8 
952 
952 
168 
168 
5,751
5,945 
857 
888 
Totals 126 24,444 3,906 22 4,246 484 74 12, 358 1,480 75 8,925 575 r,49, 973 7.445 
Table 3-14. BASELINE TRAFFIC MODEL 
(1977 $ 1) MANPOWER COSTS 
OPTION: A-3 
ATL LIFE SCIENCE COMB.' ASTRONOMY SP. PROCESSING 
Yr FLTS M/P TDY FLTS M/P TDY FLTS M/P TDY FLTS M/P TD M/P TDY 
1980 1 224 41 -- 224 41 
1981 3 672 123 2 424 62 - - - 3 369 63 1,465 248 
1982 4 896 164 2 424 62. 1 207 32 2 246 4 ion 
1983 7 1, 568 287 2 424 62 4 88 128 7 861 147 3, 681 624 
1984 10 2,240 410 2 424 62 8 1035 160 7 861 147 4. 560 779 
1985 14 3,136 574 2 424 62 9 1863 288 8 984 168 6,407 1092 
1986 12 2,688 492 2 424 62 9 1863 288 7 861 147 5,836 989 
1987 15 3,360 615 2 424 62 10 2070 320 8 984 168 6.838 1,165 
1988 14 3,136 574 2 424 62 9 1863 288 8 984 168 6,407 1,092 
1989 15 3,360 615 2 424 62 9 1863 288 9 1107 189 6, 754 1,154 
1990 15 3, 360 615 2 424 62 9 1863 288 8 984 168 6,631 1,133 
1991 16 3,584 656 2 424 62 9 1863 288 8 984 168 6,855 I 174 
Totals 1126 28, 224 5,166 22 4,664 682 74 15, 318 2,368 75 9,225 1,575 57,431 9,791 
FLTS = Flights 
M/P = Manpower 3-31 
TDY = Temporary Duty, SD 78-SR-0009-3 
Ej l Space Division 
VA Rockwell internabonal 
Table 3-15. BASELINE TRAFFIC MODEL 
(1977 $ K) MANPOWER COSTS 
OPTION B-I 
ATL LIFE'SCIENCE COMB. ASTRONOMY SP. PROCESSING 
Yr FLT M/P TDY FLTS M/P TDY FLTS M/P TDY FLTS M/P ITD M/P TDY 
1980 1 200 39 - - - - - - 200 39 
1981 3 600 117 2 326 68 3 372 84 1298 269 
1982 4 800 156 2 326 68 1 174 26 2 248 56 1548 306 
1983 7 1400 273 2 326 68 4 696 104 7 868 196 3290 641 
1984 10 2000 390 2 326 68 5 870 130 7 868 196 4064 784 
1985 14 2800 546 2 326 68 9 1566 234 8 992 224 5684 1072 
1986 12 2400 468 2 326 68 9 1566 234 7 868 196 5160 966 
1987 15 3000 585 2 326 68 10 1740 260 8 992 224 6058 1137 
1988 14 2800 546 2 326 68 9 1566 234 8 992 224 5684 1072 
1989 15 3000 585 2 326 68 9 1566 234 9 1116 252 6008 1139 
1990 15 3000 585 2 326 68 9 1566 234 8 992 224 5884 1111 
1991 16 3200 624 2 326 68 9 1566 234 8 992 224 6084 1150 
TOTAL 126 25, 200 4,914 22 3,586 748 74 12,876 1,924 75 9,300 2,100 50,962 9,686 
Table 3-16. BASELINE TRAFFIC MODEL 
(1977 $ K) MANPOWER COSTS 
CPTION B-4 
ATL LIFE SCIENCE COMB. ASTRONOMY SP. PROCESSING 
Yr FLTSJM/P TDY FLT M/P TDYFL. T MP TDY FT.fI' M/P SYV M/P TDY 
1980 1 202 49 - - - - - - 202 49 
1981 3 606 147 2 316 70 3 384 84 1,306 301 
1982 4 808 196 2 316 70 1 170 37 2 256 56 1, 550 359 
1983 7 1, 414 343 2 316 70 4 680 148 7 896 196 3,306 757 
1984 10 2, 020 490 2 316 70, 5 850 185 7 896 196 4, 082 941 
1985 14 2,828 686 2 316 70 9 1530 333 8 1024 224 5,698 1,313 
1986 12 2, 424 588 2 316 70 9 1530 333 7 896 196 5,166 1,187 
1987 15 3,030 735 2 316 70 10 1700 370 8 1024 224 6, 070 1,399 
1988 14 2, 828 686 2 316 70 9 1530 333 8 1024 224 5,698 1. 313 
1989 15 3,030 735 2 316 70 9 1530 333 9 1152 252 6,028 1,390 
1990 15 3, 030 735 2 316 70 9 1530 333 8 1024 224 5,900 1. 362 
1991 16 3,232 784 2 316 70 9 1530 333 8 1024 224 6,102 1,411 
Totals 126 25,452 6,174 22 3,476 770 74 12,580 2,738 75 9,600 2100 51,108 11, 782 
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Table 3-17. BASELINE TRAFFIC MODEL ORIGINAL PAGEIS 
(1977 $ K) MANPOWER COSTS OF POOR QUALITY 
OPTION. C-1 OPTION C-1 
ATL LIFE SCIENCE COMBINED ASTRONOMY SPACE PROCESSING 
YEAR FLTS M/P TDY FLTS M/p TDY FLTS M/p TDY FLTS M P TDY M/P TDY 
1980 1 206 58 - - - - - - - 206 58 
1981 3 618 174 2 338 106 - - - 3 390 129 1,346 409 
1982 4 824 232 2 338 106 1 181 62 2 260 86 1,603 486 
1983 7 1,442 406 2 338 106 4 724 248 7 910 301 3,414 1,061 
1984 10 2,060 580 2 338 106 5 905 310 7 910 301 4,213 1,297 
1985 14 2,884 812 2 338 106 9 1,629 558 8 1,040 344 5,891 1,820 
1986 12 2,472 696 2 338 106 9 1,629 558 7 910 301 5,349 1,661 
1987 15 3,090 870 2 338 106 10 1,810 620 8 1,040 344 6,278 1,940 
1988 14 2,884 812 2 338 106 9 1,629 558 8 1,040 344 5,891 1,820 
1989 15 3,090 870 2 338 106 9 1,629 558 9 1,170 387 6,227 1,921
 
1990 15 3,090 870 2 338 106 9 1,629 558 8 1,040 344 6,097 1,878
 
1991 16 3,296 928 2 338 106 9 1,629 558 8 1,040 344 6,303 1,936 
TOTALS 126 25,956 7,308 22 r3,718 1,166 74 13,394 4,588 75 9,750 3,225 52,818 16,287 
Table 3-18. BASELINE TRAFFIC MODEL 
(1977 $ K) MANPOWER COSTS 
OPTION C-4 OPTION C-4 
ATL LIFE SCIENCE COMBINED ASTRONOMY SPACE PROCESSING 
FLTS MP TDY FLTS WP TOY FLTS iM/P TDY FLTS /P TDY M/p TDY 
1980 1 209 76 - - 209 76 
1981 3 627 228 2 336 112 - - - 3 402 132 1,365 472 
1982 4 836 304 2 336 112 1 176 60 2 268 88 1,616 564 
1983 7 1,463 532 2 336 112 4 704 240 7 938 308 3,441 1,192 
1984 10 2,090 760 2 336 112 5 880 300 7 938 308 4,244 1,480 
1985 14 2,926 1,064 2 336 112 9 1,584 540 8 1,072 352 5,918 2,068 
1986 12 2,508 912 2 336 112 9 1,584 540 7 938 308 5,366 1,872 
1987 15 3,135 1,140 2 336 112 10 1,760 600 S 1,072 352 6,303 2,204 
1988 14 2,926 1,064 2 336 112 9 1,584 540 8 , 1,072 352 5,918 2,068 
1989 15 3,135 1,140 2 336 112 9 1,584 540 9 1,206 396 6,261 2,188 
1990 15 3,135 1,140 2 336 112 9 1,584 540 8 1,072 396 6,127 2,144 
1991 16 3,344 1,216 2 336 112 9 1,584 540 8 1,072 352 6,336 2,220 
TOTALS 126 26,334 9,576 22 3,696 1,232 74 13,024 4,440 75 10,050 3,300 53,104 18,548 
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GSE REQUIREMENTS - BASELINE TRAFFIC MODEL 
Introduction 
The Ground Support Equipment (GSE) considered in this study was limited to that 
equipment required to support the installation and checkout of Spacelab equipment during 
the Level IV Integration task. Equipment of a general purpose nature which would serve 
for installation/testing of experiment equipment as well as Spacelab equipment, such as 
multi-purpose sling sets, was included. However, equipment especially designed for use 
with experiment equipment (furnished by the Principal Investigator) was also assumed to 
be supplied by the P.1. The rationale for this assumption was that the P.1. would have 
to develop and build such equipment at his "home location" to accomplish assembly and 
testing operations at that level, and this equipment should be made available for use in 
subsequent integration levels for similar tasks. 
Because the GSE considered was designed for handling, transportation or testing 
(checkout) of Space lab equipment, almost all of this equipment was taken from the 
Spacelab GSE Items Description Document (MSFC 40A99006) Rev. A. A few special items 
were conceived to support checkout of Spacelab-experiment interfaces and other tasks not 
effectively supported by the GSE in the referenced document. 
In determiningthe GSE required to support the specific payloads studied, several considera­
tions were made. First of all, it was assumed that only interface verifications would be 
performed, as opposed to functional or specification testing. In other words, the testing 
required would only verify that all "copper paths" between experiment equipment and 
Spacelab equipment interfaces were complete, and would not attempt to verify that the 
Spacelab or experiment equipment was operating in accordance with its specification require­
ments. Also, testing performed at an earlier stage would not be repeated, unless it was 
required for some new reason, such as to verify compatibility between experiments at a 
payload-level assembly. 
Methodology 
The determination of what GSE would be required to support a payload as well as how 
long it would be required was accomplished by the preparation of GSE Utilization charts. 
A sample chart of this type was presented as Figure 4-1 in Volume II of this work. The 
procedure for developing such a chart was as follows: 
(a) 	 Lay out a timeline at the top, covering, for the payload and processing
 
option in question, the period from the beginning of postflight Level IV
 
Deintegration through Staging,'Transportation to the Level IV Integration
 
site, Level IV Integration itself, and Transportation to KSC Level Ill
 
Integration site. (This was considered the period during which the type 
of GSE being considered would be utilized.) Lay out a time scale in 
working days below this functional block timeline. 
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(b) 	 On a table along the right side, list all items of GSE that would be required 
for assembling, transporting, servicing, testing, or checkout of experiment 
equipment, considering the guidelines outlined in Intro. above. For items 
taken from MSFC 40A99006, list the GSE number from that document. 
List also the quantity required to support the payload during that period, 
and the unit cost of each GSE item in accordance with the LaRC price 
information. GSE items not covered in the MSFC document nor priced 
by LaRC were priced by estimation based on cost of similar equipment. 
(c) 	 Below the timeline (reference (a) above) and alongside the listing for 
each piece of GSE, draw in solid lines covering the actual time during 
which the GSE would be in use. This would be the time for positioning/ 
installing/connecting as well as active physical use of the equipment. 
(d) 	 Examine the amount of utilization time shown in step (c) in terms of the 
proportion of total time it occupies. If there are gaps in the utilization of 
approximately 50% or more of the total timeline, the gap represents time 
available for possible use by other payloads. Also consider transportation 
time to get the GSE to the integration site from the GSE depot at KSC, and 
return it to the depot after use. Using these considerations, place delta 
symbols at the beginning and end of these periods to define the total 
involvement time. In the table to the right, enter this total involvement 
time in working days. 
(e) 	 For each GSE line item, calculate the prorated cost of the GSE involvment, 
using the following formula: 
x Unit Cost x Involvement timeProrated cost = Quan. 
250 day x 10 years * 
yr­
(f) Repeat the above process for each payload and each processing option. 
(g) Total the prorated costs for each payload and option to get the total GSE 
costs on a per-flight basis.
 
Study groundrule that GSE had a 10 year useful life.
 
This process was followed to derive the total baseline GSE costs per flight as reported in 
Volume I1. 
In developing the total involvement time, it is helpful to segregate the GSE used 
in ptocessing the payload from that used solely for transportation. Processing GSE are 
those items of GSE used for assembly/disassembly, checkout, handling, and servicing. 
These items are normally used only during actual Level IV installation and checkout 
activities. Transportation items, such as pallet support structures, pallet covers, rack 
handling and shipping fixtures, etc. are used chiefly for transportation, though some 
(such as the pallet support) may also be used throughout the active integration cycle. 
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In this study, it was assumed that the transportation GSE was in use and involved for the 
entire integration period plus the transportation periods as well. The following Figure 3-9 
diagrams illustrate this relationship and the resultant significance of the distinction 
between the two types. 
Options B-1, B-4
 
Trans. GSE = x + 15 days
 
(3days) Proc. GSE x days
 
(2a LeVnStg( 
T (5)

It~ ~ Lee~ IIn.~ F (days 
T (5) 
Processing Mission 
OSE 
IE Transportation GSE 
Options C-i, C-4 Trans. 
= x +GSE 7days 
Proc. GSE = x days 
St (2).
 
~~(1) r
 
Level IV~nt (x days) 
I T 
I Level Ill/11/I Int. 
. Processing Mission 
GSEIMiso 
I --Transportation GSE >1 
Figure 3-9 GSE Utilization 
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As can be seen from the above diagrams, the transportation time (labeled T) is the primary 
factor differentiating the B options (Lead Center) from the C options (KSC), but in both 
cases there is a significant difference between the involvement time of the Processing 
GSE and the Transportation GSE. As a result, viewing GSE requirements from a 
programmatic standpoint, it is evident that more sets of transportation GSE than processing 
GSE will be required to support any given flight rate/traffic model. 
Programmatic GSE Assessment 
In establishing the GSE requirements for the baseline per-flight resources, the approach 
described above in steps (a) through (g) was followed, analyzing the involvement time for 
each item of GSE separately. In determining GSE requirements for the entire program and 
its three traffic models, this approach was modified somewhat. The following discussion is 
limited to Baseline Traffic Model. It was recognized that, in fact, GSE will not really be 
available for other usage between several usages on one payload cycle. Time will not per­
mit shipment of GSE to another integration site, usage at that site, and then return to the 
initial site for a second use, without schedule impact. Therefore, in the programmatic GSE 
assessment, the GSE is assumed to be involved for the entire period; i.e., processing GSE is 
assumed to be involved for the entire Level IV Integration period (x days in the above dia­
grams) and transportation GSE is assumed to be involved for the period from start of deinte­
gration through shipping to KSC and start of Level Ill activity. 
To determine GSE requirements for programmatic purposes, the GSE for a given payload 
is 'treated as a processing set and a transportation set, as opposed to individual items, 
Based on the involvement times derived as described above, one of these sets can support 
a certain flight rate of the given study payload (determined by dividing 250 working days 
per year by the involvement time of the set of GSE, rounded to the next lower integer). 
When, according to the traffic model being used, this flight rate is exceeded, a second GSE 
set must be provided. 
EXAMPLE: 
Processing GSE set Involvement Time = 45 days 
Flight Rate supported by one set - 250 e 45 = 5.55 (rounded to 5) 
Year 1980 1981 1982 1983 
Flight Rate 3 4 6 12 
GSE Sets Needed 1 1 2 3 
Using this methodology, the GSE requirements for each year in the Baseline Traffic Model 
were determined, and therefrom the GSE spending requirements for each year - on the basis 
that the funds would be expended the year before the year in which the GSE equipment 
would be needed. 
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Life Science GSE Requirements 
The Life Science payload was studied in terms of GSE requirements, both numbers of
 
GSE sets and spending requirements, in accordance with the above methodology. The
 
analysis was carried out for processing options A-1, A-3, B-I, B-4, C-1, and C-4. In
 
the A-1 and A-3 options, Level IV integration is carried out in eight (8) minicenters
 
at scattered PI sites around the country. Tables 3-19 through 3-26 present the composi­
tion and cost of a single processing and transportation set of GSE (designated P and T in
 
the tables) for each of the minicenters. Table 3-27 presents the additional set of GSE,
 
and its costs, required at KSC to support Option A-3.
 
For Options B-1 and B-4, a similar analysis was carried out, and the GSE sets and
 
costs required for the lead centers are presented in Tables 3-28 and 3-29.
 
For options C-1 and C-4, composite GSE sets were developed to handle all four 
payloads at KSC on a shared basis. The composition and cost of these sets are pre­
sented in Tables 3-30 and 3-31 . 
Combined Astronomy GSE Requirements 
The Combined Astronomy payload also was studied in terms of GSE requirements, both 
numbers of sets and spending requirements, in accordance with the same methodology ex­
plbined above. Options A-1, A-3, B-I, B-4, C-1 and C-4 were examined. In the case 
of this payload, the distributed concept consists of three mini-centers rather than the eight 
centers of the Life Science payload. Tables 3-32 through 3-34 present the composition 
and cost of a single processing and transportation set of GSE (designated P and T in the 
tables) for each of the three mini-centers, which correspond to the forward, mid and aft 
pallet complements. 
For options B-1 and B-4, a similar analysis was carried out, and the GSE sets and
 
costs required for the lead center are presented in Tables 3-35 and 3-36.
 
For options C-1 and C-4, composite GSE sets were developed to handle all four pay­
loads at KSC on a shared basis. The composition and cost of these sets are presented in 
Tables 3-30 and 3-31 
Table 3-37 presents the GSE requirements for sets and items of GSE required at KSC 
to support payload integration, payload checkout subsequent to experiment level check­
out (Option A-3 only). 
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Table 3-19. Life Science Payload - GSE Requirements 
Minkcenter #1 
END ITEM 
NO. DESCRIPTION 
p UNIT 
/T COST(KS) 
TOT. COST (KS) 
P T 
612002 Transport Dolly P 33.0 33.0 -
612006 Vertical Sling Kit T 10.5 - 10.5 
612047 Rack & Floor Shipping Cover T 8.0 - 8.0 
612048 Rack & Floor Shipping Platform T 24.0 - 24.0 
612049 Rack & Floor Support Braces Kit T 2.5 - 2.5 
612050 Double Rack Handling C/O & Transport Kit T 9.0 - -
612065 Single Rack Handling C/O &Transport Kit T 9.0 - -
612068 Desiccant Canister, Medium, Double Rack T 9.0 - 9.0 
612069 Desiccant Canister, Small, Single Rack T 7.0 - -
612071 Active ECS Cart T 33.0 - -
612106 Road Tiedown Kit T 10.5 - 10.5 
612110 Horizontal Sling Kit T 53.5 - 53.5 
612114 Cleaning Kit p 11.5 11.5 -
612XXX Vacuum Pumping Unit P 25.0 -
612XXX Gas Bottles, Supply Unit P 50.0 - -
612XXX Rack Cooling Unit P 50.5 50.5 -
613039 Grounding/Bonding Tester P 31.0 31.0 -
613XXX Operator C/O Console P 80.0 80.0 -
614022 Desiccant Drying Oven P 27.5 - -
613XXX Transportation Instrumentation T 20.0 - 20.0 
TOTALS 206.0 138.0 
Table 3-20. Life Science Payload - GSE Requirements 
Minicenter #2 
END ITEM p UNIT TTCOST 5SK) 
NO. DESCRIPTION/T COST P 
612002 Transport Dolly P 33.0 33.0 ­
612006 Vertical Sling Kit T 10.5 - 10.5 
612047 Rack & Floor Shipping Cover T 8.0 - ­
612048 Rack & Floor Shipping Platform T 24.0 - 24.0 
612049 Rack & Floor Support Braces Kit T 2.5 - ­
612050 Double Rack Handling C/O & Transport Kit T 9.0 - 9.0 
612065 Single Rack Handling C/O & Transport Kit T 9.0 - ­
612068 Desiccant Canister, Medium, Double Rack T 9.0 - 9.0 
612069 Desiccant Canister, Small, Single Rack T 7.0 - ­
612071 Active ECS Cart T 33.0 0 ­
612106 Road Tiedown Kit T 10.5 - 10.5 
612110 Horizontal Sling Kit T 53.5 - ­
612112 Cleaning Kit P 11.5 11.5 ­
612XXX Vacuum Pumping Unit P 25.0 25.0 ­
612XXX Gas Bottles, Supply Unit P 50.0 50.0 ­
612XXX Rack Cooling Unit P 50.5 50.5 
613039 Grounding/Bondilng Tester P 31.0 31.0 
613XXX Operator C/O Console P 80.0 80.0 
614022 Desiccant Drying Oven P 27.5 - ­
613XXX Transportation Instrumentation T 20.0 - 20.0 
TOTALS 281.0 83.0 
P = Processing 
T = Transportation 
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Table 3-21. Life Science Payload - GSE Requirements 
Minicenter #3 
EN DITEMNO. DESCRIPTION p/'T UNITCOST(KS) 
TOT.COST (KS)
P T 
612002 Transport Dolly P 33.0 33.0 -
612006 Vertical Sling Kit T 10.5 - 10.5 
612047 Rack & Floor Shipping Cover T 8.0 - -
612043 Rack & Floor Shipping Platform T 24.0 - -
612049 Rack & Floor Support Braces Kit T 2.5 - -
612050 Double Rock Handling C/O & Transport Kit T 9.0 - -
612065 
612068 
Single Rack Handling C/O & Transport Kit 
Desiccant Canister, Medium, Double Rack 
T 
T 
9.0 
9.0 
-
-
9.0 
-
612069 Desiccant Canister, Small, Single Rack T 7.0 - 7.0 
612071 Active ECS Cart T 33.0 - -
612106 Road Tiedown Kit T 10.5 - 10.5 
612110 Horizontal Sling Kit T 53.5 - -
612114 Cleaning Kit P 11.5 11.5 
612XXX Vacuum Pumping Unit P 25.0 -
612XXX Gas Bottles, Supply Unit P 50.0 -
612XXX Rack Cooling Unit P 50.5 50.5 
613039 Grounding/Bonding Tester P 31.0 31.0 
613XXX Operator C/O Console P 80.0 -
614022 Desiccant Drying Oven P 27.5 -
613XXX Transportation Instrumentation T 20.0 - 20.0 
TOTALS 126.0 73.0 
Table 3-22. Life Science Payload - GSE Requirements 
Minicenter #4 
END ITEM DESCRIPTION p UNIT TOTCCST(KS 
NO. /T COST
-(KS1 P T 
612002 Transport Dolly P3 33.0 33.0 ­
612006 Vertical Sling Kit T 10.5 - 10.5 
612047 Rack & Floor Shipping Cover T 8.0 - ­
612048 Rack & Floor Shipping Platform T 24.0 ­
612049 Rack & Floor Support Braces Kit T 2.5 - ­
612050 Double Rack Handling C/O & Transport Kit T 9.0 - 9.0 
612065 Single Rack Handling C/O & Transport Kit T 9.0 - ­
612068 Desiccant Canister, Medium, Double Rack T 9.0 - 9.0 
612069 Desiccant Canister, Small, Single Rack T 7.0 - ­
612071 Active ECS Cart T 33.0 - ­
612106 Road Tiedawn Kit T 10.5 - 10.5 
612110 Horizontal Sling Kit T 53.5 - ­
612114 Cleaning Kit P 11.5 11.5 
612XXX Vacuum Pumping Unit P 25.0 ­
612XXX Gas Bottles, Supply Unit P 50.0 ­
612XXX Rack Cooling Unit P 50.5 50.5 ­
613039 Grounding/Bonding Tester P 31.0 31.0 ­
613XXX Operator C/o Console P 80.0 - ­
614022 Desiccant Drying Oven P 27.5 - ­
613XXX Transportation Instrumentation T 20.0 0 20.0 
TOTALS 126.0 59.0 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
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Table 3-23. Life Science Payload - GSE Requirements OF POOR QUAIIMinicenter #5 
END ITEM p UNIT TOT.COST (KS) 
NO. DESCRIPTION /T COST P 
612002 Transport Dolly P 33.0 33.0 -
612006 
612047 
Vertical Sling Kit 
Rack & Floor Shipping Cover 
T 
T 
10.5 
8.0 
-
-
10.5 
-
612048 Rack &Floor Shipping Platform T 26.0 -
612049 Rack & Floor Support Braces Kit T 2.5 - -
612050 Double Rack Handling C/O & Transport Kit T 9.0 - 9.0 
612065 Single Rack Handling C/O & Transport Kit T 9.0 - -
612068 Desiccant Canister, Medium, Double Rack T 9.0 - 9.0 
612069 Desiccant Canister, Small, Single Rack T 7.0 - -
612071 Active ECS Cart T 33.0 - -
612106 Road Tiedown Kit T 10.5 - 10.5 
612110 Horizontal Sling Kit T 53.5 - -
612114 
612XXX 
Cleaning Kit 
Vacuum Pumping Unit 
P 
P 
11.5 
25.0 
11.5 
-
612XXX Gas Bottles, Supply Unit P 50.0 -
612XXX Rack Cooling Unit P 50.5 50.5 -
613039 
613XXX 
Grounding/Bonding Tester 
Operator C/O Console 
P 
P 
31.0 
80.0 
31.0 
-
-
-
614022 Desiccant Drying Oven P 27.5 - -
613XXX Transportation Instrumentation T 20.0 - 20.0 
TOTALS 126.0 59.0 
Table 3-24. Life Science Payload - GSE Requirements 
Minicenter #6 
END ITEM UNIT TOTAL (KS)
NO. DESCRIPTION P/T COST (KS) P T 
612002 Transport Dolly P 33.0 33.0 ­
612006 Vertical Sling Kit T 10.5 - 10.5 
612047 Rack & Floor Shipping Cover T 8.0 - ­
612048 Pack & Floor Shipping Platform T 24.0 ­
612049 Rack & Floor Support Braces Kit T 2.5 - ­
612050 Double Rack Handling C/O &Transport Kit T 9.0 - 9.0 
612065 Single Rack Handling C/O & Transport Kit T 9.0 - ­
612068 Desiccant Canister, Medium, Double Rack T 9.0 - 9.0 
612069 Desiccant Canister, Small, Single Rack T 7.0 - ­
612071 Active ECS Cart T 33.0 - ­
612106 Road Tiedown Kit T 10.5 - 10.5 
612110 Horizantal Sling Kit T 53.5 - ­
612114 Cleaning Kit P 11.5 11.5 
612XXX Vacuum Pumping Unit P 25.0 ­
612XXX Gas Bottles, Supply Unit P 50.0 50.0 
612XXX Rack Cooling Unit P 50.5 50.5 
613039 Grounding/Bonding Tester P 31.0 31.0 
613XXX Operator C/O Console P 80.0 80.0 
614022 Desiccant Drying Oven P 27.5 - ­
613XXX Transportation Instrumentation T 20.0 - 20.0 
TOTALS 256.0 59.0 
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Table 3-25. Life Science Payload - GSE Requirements 
Minicenter #7 
END ITEM 
NO. DESCRIPTION 
P T UNITCOST TOT COST (KS) 
________ _______________________"__ (K$) -1__ 
612002 Transport Dolly P 33.0 33.0 -
612006 Vertical Sling Kit T 10.5 - 10.5 
612047 Rack & Floor Shipping Cover T 8.0 - -
612048 
612049 
Rack & Floor Shipping Platform 
Rack & Floor Support Braces Kit 
T 
T 
24.0 
2.5 
-
-
-
-
612050 Double Rack Handling C/O & Transport Kit T 9.0 - 9.0 
612065 Single Rack Handling C/O & Transport Kit T 9.0 - -
612068 Desiccant Cannister, Medium, Double Rack T 9.0 - 9.0 
612069 Desiccant Connister, Small, Single Rack T 7.0 - -
612071 Active ECS Cart T 33.0 - -
612106 Road Tiedown Kit T 10.5 - 10.5 
612110 Horizontal Sling Kit T 53.5 - -
612114 Cleaning Kit P 11.5 11.5 
612XXX Vacuum Pumping Unit P 25.0 -
612XXX Gas Bottles, Supply Unit P 50.0 -
612XXX Rack Cooling Unit P 50.5 50.5 
613039 Grounding/Bonding Tester P 31.0 31.0 
613XXX Operator C/O Console P 80.0 -
614022 Desiccant Drying Oven P 27.5 -
613XXX Transportation Instrumentation T 20.0 - 20.0 
TOTALS 126.0 59.0 
Table 3-26. Life Science Payload - GSE Requirements 
Minicenter #8 
END ITEM P UNIT TOT. COST (KS: 
NO. DESCRIPTION /T %13T P T 
612002 Transport Dolly P 33.0 33.0 ­
612006 Vertical Sling Kit T 10.5 - 10.5 
612047 Rack & Floor Shipping Cover T 8.0 - 8.0 
612048 Rack & Floor Shipping Platform T 24.0 - 24.0 
612049 Rack & Floor Support Braces Kit T 2.5 - 2.5 
612050 Double Rack Handling C/O & Transport Kit T 9.0 - ­
612065 Single Rack Handling C/O & Transport Kit T 9.0 ­
612068 Desiccant Canister, Medium, Double Rack T 9.0 - ­
612069 Desiccant Canister, Small, Single Rack T 7.0 - 7.0 
612071 Active ECS Cart T 33.0 - ­
612106 Road Tiedown Kit T 10.5 - 10.5 
612110 Horizontal Sling Kit T 53.5 - 53.5 
612114 Cleaning Kit P 11.5 11.5 ­
612XXX Vacuum Pumping Unit P 25.0 25.0 ­
612XXX Gas Bottles, Supply Unit P 50.0 50.0 ­
612XXX Rack Cooling Unit P 50.5 50.5 ­
613039 Grounding/Bonding Tester P 31.0 31.0 ­
613XXX Operator C/O Console P 80.0 80.0 ­
614022 Desiccant Drying Oven P 27.5 - ­
613XXX Transportation Instrumentation T 20.0 - 20.0 
TOTALS 281.0 143.0 
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- GSE RequirementsTable 3-27. Life Science Payload 

KSC GSE Set for Option A-3
 
END ITEM P UNIT TOT.COST (KS) 
NO. DESCRIPTION /T COST P T 
612002 Transport Dolly P 33.0 33.0 
612006 Vertical Sling Kit T 10.5 ­
612047 Rack & Floor Shipping Cover T 3.0 ­
612043 Rack & Floor Shipping Platform T 24.0 -
612049 Rack & Floor Support Braces Kit T 2.5 ­
612050 Double Rack Handling C/O &Transport Kit T 9.0 ­
612065 Single Rack Handling C/O & Transport Kit T 9.0 ­
612068 Desiccant Canister, Medium, Double Rack T 9.0 ­
612069 Desiccant Canister, Small, Single Rack T 7.0 ­
612071 Active ECS Cart T 33.0 ­
612106 Road Tiedown Kit T 10.5 ­
612110 Horizontal Sling Kit T 53.5 ­
612114 Cleaning Kit P 11.5 11.5
 
612XXX Vacuum Pumping Unit P 25.0 25.0 
612XXX Gas Bottles, Supply Unit P 50.0 50.0 
612XXX Rack Coolfng Unit P 50.5 50.5 
613039 Grounding/Bonding Tester P 31.0 31.0 
613XXX Operator C/O Console P 80.0 80.0 
614022 Desiccant Drying Oven P 27.5 ­
613)0(X Transportation Instrumentation T 20.0 -
TOTALS 281.0
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Table 3-28. Life Science Payload - GSE Requirements 
Lead Center GSE Sets 
Option B-I 
END ITEM 
NO. DESCRIPTION 
p/ UN IT COST FOT.COST (KS)P 
612002 Transport Dolly P 33.0 33.0 -
612006 Vertical Sling Kit T 10.5 - 10.5 
612047 Rack & Floor Shipping Cover T 8.0 - 8.0 
612048 Rack &Floor Shipping Platform T 24.0 - 24.0 
612049 Rack & Floor Support Braces Kit T 2.5 - 2.5 
612050 
612065 
Double Rack Handling C/O & Transport Kit 
Single Rack Handling C/O & Transport Kit 
T 
T 
9.0 
9.0 
9.0 
9.0 
612068 Desiccant Canister, Medium, Double Rack T 9.0 9.0 
612069 Desiccant Canister, Small, Single Rack T 7.0 7.0 
612071 Active ECS Cart T 33.0 -
612106 Road Tiedown Kit T 10.5 - 10.5 
612110 
612114 
Horizontal Sling Kit 
Cleaning Kit 
T 
P 
53.5 
11.5 
-
11.5 
53.5 
-
612XXX Vacuum Pumping Unit P 25.0 25.0 -
612XXX 
612XXX 
Gas Bottles, Supply Unit 
Rack Cooling Uhit 
P 
P 
50.0 
50.5 
50.0 
50.5 
-
-
613039 Grounding/Bonding Tester P 31.0 31.0 -
613XXX Operator C/O Console P 80.0 80.0 -
614022 Desiccant Drying Oven P 27.5 27.5 -
613XXX Transportation Instrumentation T 20.0 - 20.0 
TOTALS 308.5 276.5 
Table 3-29. Life Science Payload - GSE Requirements 
Lead Center GSE Sets 
Option B-4 
END ITEM p UNIT TOT.COST (KS) 
COST 
NO. DESCRIPTION /T (KS) P T 
612002 Transport Dolly P 33.0 33.0 ­
612006 Vertical Sling Kit T 10.5 - 10.5 
612047 Rack & Floor Shipping Cover T 8.0 - 8.0 
612048 Rack & Floor Shipping Platform T 24.0 - 24.0 
612049 Rack & Floor Support Braces Kit T 2.5 - 2.5 
612050 Double Rack Handling C/O & Transport Kit T 9.0 - ­
612065 Single Rack Handling C/O &Transport Kit T 9.0 - ­
612068 Desiccant Canister, Medium, Double Rock T 9.0 - ­
612069 Desiccant Canister, Small, Single Rock T 7.0 - ­
612071 Active ECS Cart T 33.0 - 33.0 
612106 Road Tiedown Kit T 10.5 - 10.5 
612110 Horizontal Sling Kit T 53.5 - 53.5 
612115 Cleaning Kit P 11.5 11.5 ­
612XXX Vacuum Pumpint Unit P 25.0 25.0 ­
612XXX Gas Bottles, Supply Unit P 50.0 50.0 ­
612XXX Rack Cooling Unit P 50.5 50.5 ­
613039 Grounding/Bonding Tester P 31.0 31.0 ­
613XXX Operator C/O Console P 80.0 80.0 ­
614022 Desiccant Drying Oven P 27.5 27.5 ­
613XXX Transportation Instrumentation T 20.0 - 20.0 
TOTALS 308.5 162.0 
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Table 3-30. 	 KSC Option Level IV GSE 
Requirements - Option C-1 
END ITEM 	 p UNIT TOT.COST ($K)INO. DSRFIO/TCOST 	 - ­
.DESCRIPTION T T 
61202 Tr ni rt Dolly P 33.0 33.0 ­
612006 Verical Slig Kit T 10.5 10.5 
6D3 0612010 Pallet Srgent Flo'we Cn T 3.5 D3 0612013 Pallet Segent Sport T 47.0 47:0 
61203 ptallet Aigrt .pport T 40 6 0 
612040 Optical Allcs&Fl t Kit P 6 0 6.0 
612047 Rocks &FloTrShipPlaCor T 8.0 8.0 
612049 Racks &Flo Sprt PBlom T 2 5 2.5 
61200 Dble Rack Handln & Trasfe Kit T 9.0 90 
61209 Palet C k pr T 12.5 'D92.5 
612059 Pallet Poerm, Stoat T 24 0 0)U.0 
612060B Pallet Platforme,2-Trai T 48 0 4.0 
612065 Sin Rack Handlo &r,Trin t Kit T 9.0 90 
612067 Dsc Cenliter - Lare, T 11.5cesiccant ®.1.5 
612068 Desiccant Cont.r - Medum T 9.0 9.0 
612069 Desiccant Cntiiter - Small T 7 0 0 7.0 
612071 Actve tviran. Control Cart 3j 0 A0 
612080 PastableLak Detector Uit P 2.5 2.5 
612084 FreonServIcer p 25.0 2S.0 
612W86 Freo ok Detector P 1 0 1.0 
612106 RoadTied.n Kit T 10.5 )10.5 
612110 H-1rrtnl Sling Kit T 53.5 53 5 
612113 Trtxvslon Holding Fittings T 0 11 0 
612114 Cleasig Kit P 11.5 11.5 
612115 Rafrlgeahan Uit P 101 0 101.0 
612XXX VacuumPumpIng Unit P 25.0 250 
612XXX Rack Cooling Unit P 50.5 50.5 
612XXX . Batle SuppIy (SWit p 50.0 50.0 
612XXX Opartos. Console P 80.0 80.0 
613XXX Groicdng/cSoding Toster P 31.0 31.0 
614022 Desiccant Dr/ing Oven P 27 5 27.5 
6I4XXX Transportatlonn ruarxntatlon T 20 0 120.0 
6I2XXX PS Panel Rock P 1.0 1.06I2(XX Purge tort GN2 	 P 50.0 500 
Totala 	 495.0 832 5 
0 O QuantIty of Itae 
00 
'00 
Table 3-31. 	 KSC Option Level IV GSE 
Requirements - Option C-4 
END ITEM 	 DESCRIPTIONO MNo. P/T TOT.COST (KS) 
(SK) P T 
612002 Traport Dolly P 33.0 33.0 
612006 Vertical SIInKlt T 10.5 0.5 
612008 Feed Through Protactive Cover T 3 0 a3.0612010 Pallet SegrmetFloor Cov e T 3 5 t 3"5612013 Pallet SegmentSupport T 47.0 7.8 
612040 Opticol Allgment Kit P 6.0 6 0 
612047 Racks&Flot ShlppMigCovet T 8.0 8 0 
612048 Racks& FloorTraportation Plalform T 24.0 24.0 
612049 Racks&Floor Support Brace, T 2.5 2.5 
612050 DoubleRack Handling &Tronsport Kit T 9 0 
612069 Pallet Cover T 12.5 P12 5 
612060A Pallet Platfor , Single T 24.0 V4.0 
612060B Pallet PlMatoim,2-Tra T 48 0 48.0 
612065 Sngle Rack Hoadling & Transport Kit T 9.0 
612068 Desicant Cnnister - Medium T 9.0
 
612069 DesIccantCannlter - Smll IT 7.0
o612071 Active En r Cantrol Cast T 33.0 3.C 
612080 Portable Leak Dtctor Unit P 2 5 2.5 
612084 Freo Sti.ncr P 25 0 25.0 
612086 FreonLeak D~tecter P 1.0 1.0 
612106 Rad Tiedown Kit 7 10 5 D10 5 
612110 Horlzital SlIng Kit T 53.5 53.5 
612113 Trumion Holding FIttingis T 1.0 91.0 
612114 Cleaning Kit P I1 5 11.5 
612115 R.frigerotin Unit P 1010 101.0 
612XXX Va.cuumPuring Unit P 25 0 25.0 
612XXX Rock Cooling nkit P 50.5 50.5 
612XXX C. Bottle Supply Unit P 50.0 50.0 
6I2XXX Operor onsle8	 P 80.0 80.0 61089 GraoLdinW/eiding Tester P 31.0 31.0 
614022 Desiccant Dryng Dv 	 P 27.5 27.56142(XX Transportation 1m.natritasinn T 20 0 .0 
612XXX PSSPanelRack P 1.0 I 0 
612XXX Purge Cart GN 2 P 50 0 50.0 
Totals 	 R5.0 70.0 
0 - losam or tesi 	
_00 un~te m
 
.
 
oo-
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Table 3-32. Combined Astronomy-GSE Requirements
Options A-1,A-3, Minicenter #1 (Forward Complement) 
END ITEM 
NO. DESCRIPTION 
P 
/T-
UNIT 
5K 
TOT COST (KS)P T 
612002 Transport Dolly P 33.0 33.0 -
612006 Vertical Sling Kit T 10.5 - 10.5 
612008 Feedthrough Protective Covers Kit T 2.0 - 3 0 
612010 Pallet Segment Floor Covers T 3.5 - 3.5 
612013A 
612013B 
612040 
Pallet Segment Support-Single Pallet 
Pallet Segment Support-2 Train Pallet 
Optical Alignment Kit 
T 
T 
P 
47.0 
47.0 
6.0 
-
-
6.0 
47.0 
-
-
612059 Pallet Cover T 12.5 - 12.5 
612060A 
6120603 
Pallet Plctform-Single Pallet 
Pallet Plctform-2 Train Configuration 
T 
T 
24.0 
48.0 
-
-
24.0 
-
612067 
612071 
Desiccant Cannister - Large 
Active Envir° Control Cart 
T 
T 
11.5 
33.0 
-
-
11.5 
33.0 
612084 Freon Servicer P 25.0 25.0 -
612086 Freon Lack Detector P 1 0 1.0 -
612106 Road Tiedown Kit T 10.5 - 10.5 
612110 
612113 
612114 
612115 
612XXX 
612XXX 
612XXX 
613039 
614022 
614XXX 
Horizontal Sling Kit 
Trunnion Holding Fittings 
Cleaning Kit 
Refrigeration Unit 
Operutors Console 
Purge Cart GN2 
Vacuum Pumping Unit 
Grounding/Bonaing Tester 
Desiccant Drying Oven 
Rack Simulated AFO 
T 
T 
P 
P 
P 
P 
P 
P 
P 
P 
53.5 
1.0 
11.5 
101.1 
80.0 
50.0 
25.0 
31.0 
27.5 
1.0 
-
-
11.5 
101.0 
80.0 
50.0 
25.0 
31.0 
27.5 
1.0 
53.5 
1.0 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
614XXX Transportation Instrumentation T 20.0 - 20.0 
TOTALS 392.0 236.5 
Table 3-33. Combined Astronom ,-GSE Requirements 
Opions A-I, A-3, Minicenter 62 (Mid-Complienent) 
END ITEM UNIT TOT.COST (KS) 
NO. DESCRIPTION /T COST [ T(KS) P T 
612002 Transport Dolly P 33.0 - ­
612006 Vertical Sling Kit T 10.5 - 10.5 
612008 Feedthraugh Protective Covers Kit T 3.0 - 3.0 
612010 Pallet Segment Floor Covers T 3.5 3 5 
612013A Pallet Segment Support-Single Pallet T 47.0 - 47.0 
612013B Pallet Segment Support- 2 Train Pallet T 47 0 - 47.0 
612040 Optical Alignment Kit P 6.0 6.0 ­
612059 Pallet Cover T 12.5 - 12.5 
612060A Pallet Platform-Single Pallet T 24.0 - 24.0 
6120608 Pallet Platform-2 Train Configuration T 48.0 - 48.0 
612067 Desiccant Cannster - Large T 11.5 - 11.5 
612071 Actve Envir,. Control Cart T 33.0 - 33.0 
612084 Freon Servicer P 25.0 25.0 ­
612086 Freon Leak Detector P 1.0 1.0 ­
612106 Road Tiedown Kit T 10.5 - 10.5 
612110 Horizontal Sling Kit T 53.5 - 53.5 
612113 Trunnion Holding Fittings T 1.0 - 1.0 
612114 Cleaning Kit P 11.5 11.5 ­
612115 Refrigeration Uni P 101.0 101.0 ­
612XXX Operators Console P 80.0 80.0 ­
612XXX Purge Cart CN2 P 50.0 50.0 ­
612XXX Vacuum Pumping Unit P 25.0 25.0 ­
613039 Grounding/Bonding Tester P 31 0 31.0 ­
614022 Desiccant Drying Oven P 27.5 27.5 ­
614XXX Rack Simulated AFD P 1.0 1.0 ­
614XXX Transportation Instrumentation T 20.0 - 20.0 
TOTALS 359.0 458.0 
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Table 3-34. Combined Astronomy-GSE Requirements 
Options A-], A-3, Minicenter #3 (Aft Complement) 
END ITEM 
NO. DESCRIPTION 
p 
/T 
UNIT 
COST(KS) 
TOT.COST (KS)
P IT 
612002 Transport Dolly P 33.0 33.0 -
612006 Vertical Sling Kit T 10.5 - 10.5 
612008 Feedthrough Protective Covers Kit T 3.0 - 3.0 
612010 Pallet Segment Floor Covers T 3.5 - 3.5 
612013A Pallet Segment Support.Single Pallet T 47.0 - 47.0 
612013B 
612040 
Pallet Segment Support-2 Train Pallet 
Optical Alignment Kit 
T 
P 
47.0 
6.0 
-
6.0 
-
-
612059 Pallet Cover T 12.5 - 12.5 
612060A Pallet Platform - Single Pallet T 24.0 - 24 0 
612060B Pallet Platform - 2 Train Configuration T 48.0 - -
612067 Desiccant Cannister - Large T 11.5 - 11.5 
612071 Active Envir. Control Cart T 33.0 - 33.0 
612084 Freon Servicer P 25.0 25.0 -
612086 Freon Leak Detector P i.e 1.0 -
612106 Road Tiedovwn Kit T 10.5 - 10.5 
612110 Horizontal Sling Kit T 53.5 - -
612113 
612114 
612115 
612XXX 
612XXX 
612XXX 
613039 
614022 
Trunnion Holding Fittings 
Clewnng Kit 
Refrigeration Unit 
Operators Console 
Purge Cart GN2 
Vacuum Pumping Unit 
Grounding/Boanding Tester 
Desiccant Drying Oven 
T 
P 
P 
P 
P 
P 
P 
P 
1.0 
11.5 
101.0 
80.0 
50.0 
25.0 
31.0 
27.5 
-
11.5 
101.0 
80.0 
50.0 
25.0 
31.0 
27.5 
1.0 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
614XXX Rack Simulated AFD P 1.0 1.0 -
614XXX Transportation Instrumentation T 20.0 - 20.0 
TOTALS 392.0 179.5 
Table 3-35. Combined 	Astronomy-GSE Requirements 
Option B-1 
END ITEM UN IT TOT.COST (KS) 
NO. DESCRIPTION / COST P 
612002 Transport Dolly 	 P 33.0 33.0 ­
612006 Vertical Slng Kit T 10.5 - 10.5 
612008 Feedthrough Protective Covers Kit T 3.0 - 3.0 
612010 Pallet Segment Floor Covers T 3.5 - 3.5 
612013A Pallet Segment Support-Single Pallet T 47.0 - 47.0 
612013B Pallet Segment Support-2 Train Pallet T 47.0 - 47.0 
612040 Optical Alignment Kit P - 6.0 6.0 ­
612059 Pallet Cover T 12.5 - 12.5 
612060A Pallet Platform-Single Pallet T 24.0 - 24.0 
612060B Pallet Platform-2 Train Configuration T 48.0 - 48 0 
612067 Desiccant Cannistier-Large T 11.5 - 11.5 
612071 Active Envr. Control Cart 	 T 33.0 - 33.0 
612084 Freon Servicer P 25.0 25.0 ­
612086 Frean Leak Detector P 1.0 1.0 ­
612106 Road Tiedown Kit T 10.5 - 10.5 
612110 Horizontal Sling Kit T 53.5 - 53.5 
612113 Trunnion Holding Fittings T 1.0 - 1.0 
612114 Clening Kit P 11.5 11.5 ­
612115 Refrigeration Unit P 101.0 101.0 ­
612XXX Operators Console P 80.0 80.0 ­
612XXX Purge Cod GN2 P 50.0 50.0 ­
612XXX Vacuum Pumping Unit P 25.0 25.0 ­
613039 Grounding/Bonding Tester P 31.0 31.0 ­
614022 Desiccant Drying Oven P 27.5 27.5 ­
614XXX Rack Simulated AFD P 1.0 1.0 ­
6I4XXX Transportation Instrurmentation T 20.0 - 20.0 
TOTALS 	 392.0 650.5 
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Table 3-36. Combined Astronomy-GSE Requirements 
Option B-4 
END ITEM 
NO. DESCRIPTION 
p 
T 
UNIT' 
COST (KS) 
TOT.COST (KS)
T 
P T 
612002 
612006 
Transport Dolly 
Vertical Sling Kit 
P 
T 
33.0 
10.5 
-
-
-
10.5 
612008 
612010 
Feedthrough Protective Covers Kit 
Pallet Segment Floor Covers 
T 
T 
3.0 
3.5 
-
-
3.0 
3.5 
612013A 
6120138 
Pallet Segment Support-Sngile Pallet 
Pallet Segment Support- 2 Train Pallet 
T 
T 
47.0 
47.0 
-
-
47.0 
47.0 
612040 Optical Alignment Kit P 6 0 6.0 -
612059 Pallet Cover T 12.5 - 12.5 
612060A Pallet Platform-Single Pallet T 24.0 - 24.0 
6120608 Pllet Platform-2 Train Corfiguration T 48.0 - 48.0 
612067 Desiccant Cannister-Large T 11.5 - 11.5 
612071 Active Envir. Control Cart T 33.0 - 33.0 
612084 Freon Servicer P 25.0 25.0 -
612036 Freon Leak Detector P 1.0 1.0 -
612106 Road Tiedown Kit T 10.5 - 10.5 
612110 
612113 
612114 
Horizontal Sling Kit 
Trunnion Holding Fittings 
Cleaning Kit 
T 
T 
P 
53.5 
1.0 
11.5 
-
-
11.5 
53.5 
1.0 
-
612115 Refrigeration Unit P 101.0 101.0 -
612XXX 
612XXX 
Operators Console 
Purge Cart GN2 
P 
P 
80.0 
50.0 
80.0 
50.0 
612XXX 
613039 
Vacuum Pumping Unit 
Grounding/Bonding Tester 
P 
P 
25.0 
31.0 
25.0 
31.0 
614022 Desiccant Drying Oven P 27.5 27.5 
614XXX Rack Simulated AFD P 1.0 1.0 -
614XXX Transportation lnstrumentation T 20.0 - 20.0 
TOTALS 359.0 650.5 
Table 3-37. Combined Astronomy-GSE Requirements 
Payload Integration and Deintegration IKSC) 
END-ITEM p UN IT TOT.COST (KS)
NO. DESCRIPTION"T COST (KS) P T 
612002 Transport Dolly P 33.0 ­
612006 Vertical Sling Kit T 10.5 10.5 
612008 Feedthrough Protective Covers Kit T 3.0 ­
612010 Pallet Segment Floor Covers T 3.5 
612013A Pallet Segment Support - Single Pallet T 47.0 
6120138 Pallet Segment Support - 2 Train Pallet T 47.0 ­
612040 Optical Alignment Kit P 6.0 6.0 
612059 Pallet Cover T 12.5 ­
b 612060A Pallet Platform - Single Pallet T 24.0 ­
6120608 Pallet Platform - 2 Train Configuration T 48.0 ­
612067 Desiccant Connister - Large T 11.5 ­-
612071 Active Envir. Control Cart T 33.0 - 33.0 
612084 Freon Servicer P 25.0 25.0 ­
612086 Freon Leak Detector P 1.0 1.0 ­
612106 Road Tiedawn Kit T 10.5 - ­
612110 Horizontal Sling Kit T 53.5 - 53.5 
6112113 Trunnion Holding Fittings T 1.0 - 1.0 
612114 Cleaning Kit P 11.5 11.5 ­
612115 Refrigeration Unit P 101.0 101.0 
612XXX Operators Console P 80.0 80.0 ­
612XXX Purge Cart GN2 P 50.0 50.0 ­
612XXX Vacuum Pumping Unit P 25.0 25.0 ­
613039 Grounding/Boiding Tester P 31.0 31.0 ­
614022 Desiccant Drying Oven P 27.5 - ­
6I4XXX Rack Simulated AFD P 11.0 1.0 ­
614XXX Transportation Instrumentaticn T 20.0 - -
TOTALS 331.5 101.0 
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Space Processing GSE Requirements 
The Space Processing.payload, consisting of only one pallet, was similarly studied to 
determine GSE requirements, in terms of both GSE set composition, and set cost, treating 
the GSE set as transportation and processing subsets. The same methodology as explained 
above was used, and in this case, the options were A-i, A-2, B-i, B-4, C-1 and C-4. 
Option A-2 was substituted for A-3 in this case because Option A-3 simply is not feasible 
- functional Block 10 cannot be performed on a one-pallet payload. Another variation is 
that there are no minicenters in the usual sense, because with only one Spacelab element 
involved, the effort cannot be subdivided further. Hence, the approaches for options A-1 
and A-2 actually represent a lead center type activity located at-one of the PI locations. 
Because of this, the GSE requirements are the same for all options except for additional 
GSE required at KSC'to support additional testing in Option A-2. 
Table 3-38 presents the composition and cost of a single set of transportation and 
processing GSE (designated by the headings T and P respectively) for processing options 
A-I, A-2, B-1 and B-4 at the integration site. Table 3-39 presents the composition and 
cost for additional GSE set required at KSC in support of the additional testing in Option 
A-2. For options C-1 and C-4, composite GSE sets were developed to handle all four 
payloads at KSC on a shared basis. The composition and cost of these sets are presented 
in Tables 3-30 and 3-31 
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Table 3-38. 	 Space Processing GSE Requiremehts 
(Options A-1, A-2, B-1 and B-4) 
UNITEND ITEM DESCRIPTION COST 
NO. _T jK P T 
612006 Vertical Sling T 10.5 - 10.5 
612008 Feed Through Covers T 3.0 - 3.0 
612010 Pallet Segment Floor Covers T 3.5 - 3.5 
612013 Pallet Segment Support T 47.0 - 47.0 
612058 Pallet Cover T 12.5 - 12.5 
612060 Pallet Platform T 24.0 - 24.0 
612067 Large Desiccant Canister T 11.5 - 11.5 
612071 Active ECS Cart T 33.0 -- 33.0 
612080 Portable Leak Detector P 2.5 2.5 -
612084 Freon Servicer P 25.0 25.0 -­
612086 Freon Leak Detector P 1.0 1.0 -
612106 Road Tiedavn Kit T 10.5 -- 10.5 
612110 
612113 
Horizontal Sling 
Trunnion Handling Fittings 
T 
T 
53.5 
1.0 
-
-
53.5 
@1.0 
612114 
612115 
Cleaning Kit 
Refrigeration Unit 
P 
P 
11.5 
101.0 
11.5 
101.0 
-
-
612XXX 
613039 
Operators Console 
Grounding/Bonding Tester 
P 
P 
80.0 
31.0 
80.0 
31.0 
-
-
614022 Desiccant Drying Oven P 27.5 27.5 -
614XXX Transportation Instrumentation T 20.0 - 20.0 
614XXX PSS Panel Rack P 1.0 1.0 -
Total 	 280.5 233.0 
0 = Quantity of Items 
Table 3-39. Space Processing GSE Requirements (KSC Option A-3) 
END, ITMNO 	 T UNIT O OTNO DESCR IPTION / T COSTS 	 I'SK)T 
612006 Vertical Sling T 10.5 .. .. 
612008 Feed Through Covers T 3.0 .. .. 
612010 Pallet Segment Floor Covers T 3.5 -- ­
612013 Pallet Segment Support T 47.0 .. .. 
612058 Pallet Cover T 12.5 .. .. 
612060 Pallet Platform T 24.0 .. .. 
612067 Large Desiccant Canister T 11.5 - -­
612071 Active ECS Cart T 33.0 -- 33.0 
- 612080 Portable Leak Detector 	 P 2.5 2.5 ­
612084 Freon Servicer 	 P 25.0 25.0 -­
612086 Freon Leak Detector 	 P 1.0 1.0 ­
612106 Road Tiedovwn Kit T 10.5 - -­
612110 Horizontal Sling T 53.5 -- 53.5 
612113 Trunnion Handling Fittings T 1.0 - @ 1.0 
612114 Cleaning Kit P 11.5 11.5 ­
612115 Refrigeration Unit P 101.0 101.0 ­
612XXX Operators Console P 80.0 80.0 ­
613039 Grounding/Bonaing Tester P 31.0 31.0 ­
614022 Desiccant Drying Oven P 27.5 -- ­
614XXX Transportation Instrumentation T 20.0 -- ­
614XXX PSS Panel Rack P 1.0 1.0 -
Total 	 253.0 90.5 
O = Quantity of Items I
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The ATL payload, which consists of a short inhabited module and two pallets, was 
studied to determine GSE requirements in the same manner as the other three payloads. 
The composition and cost of both processing and transportation GSE, constituting a GSE 
set, was determined using the same methodology as previously described in the section 
entitled "Methodology". As before, the options studied were A-], A-3, B-1, B-4, C-1 
and C-4. This payload, like the Combined Astronomy payload, is divided into three mini­
centers for Options A-1 and A-3. 
The GSE requirements for options A-I and A-3, minicenters 1, 2, and 3 are presented 
in Tables 3-40 through 3-42. Table 3-43covers additional GSE requirements at KSC to 
support additional Level IV checkout tasks there for Option A-3 only. 
Tables 3-44 and 3-45 present the lead center GSE requirements, representing pro­
cessing options B-I and B-4. 
For options C-1 and C-4, composite GSE sets were developed to handle all four 
payloads at KSC on a shared basis. The composition and cost of these sets are presented 
in Tables 3-30 and 3-31 
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Table 3-40. ATL GSE Requirements 
(Minicenter #1 Options A-1 and A-3) 
Table 3-41. ATL GSE Requirements 
(Minicenter #2 Options A-1 and A-3) 
END I 
. 
612002 
612006 
612006 
612010 
612013 
612040 
612047 
612048 
612049 
612050 
612059 
612060 
612067 
612068 
612071 
612000 
612084 
612086 
N) 	 612106 
612110 
612113 
612114 
612115 
61200< 
61=X 
CA 613039 
614022 
614100< 
ITOTALS 
o0D  
DR. 
_________TNO 
TRANSPORT DOLLy 
VERTICAL SLING KIT 
FEED-TROUG PROTECTIVE COVERS 
PALLT SEOENT FLOOR COVERS 
PALLT SECIE1T SUPPORT 
OPTIMCALALNNT KIT 
RACKS & FLOR SHIPPING COVER 
RACKS & P R TRANSPORT PLATPORN 
RACKS & FLOOR SUPPORT MPACES 
DWELE RACK ILN ING & TRANSPORT KIT 
PALLET COVER 
P 'EPLATFORN 
DESICCANM CANISTER - LARGS 
DESICCANT CANISTER - NEDI 
ACTIVE EUIRONNIET CONIR0 CART 
PORTABLE LEAK DETECTORUIT 
FREON SERVICER 
FREON LSM( DETECTO0 
ROAD TIEDOWN KIT 
HORIZONTALSLING KIT 
TRUNION0 HOLDING FITTINGS 
cLEANING KIT 
RRFRIGSRATITW MIT 
RACK COOLING UNIT 

OPERATORS CONSOLE 

ORNINGj NtIG TSSR 

DEICCANT DRYING OVEN 

TRANSPORT4TION INSTTNEtTATIJ 
0 = Qusnitl of IN, 
'00 
NIIV 
P 33.0 
T 10.5 
T 3.0 
P 3.5 
T 47.0 
P 6.0 
T 8.0 
T 24.0 
T 2.5 
T 9.0 
7 12.5 
T 4.0 
T 11.5 
T 9.0 
T 33.0 
P 2.5 
P 25 0 
P 1.0 
T 10.5 
T 53.5 
T 1.0 
P 11.5 
P 101.0 
P 50.5 
P 80 0 
P 31.0 
P 27.5 
T 20.0 
-
-
-
3.5 
-
6.0 
-
-
-
-
-
-
2.5 
25.0 
1.0 
-
-
-
11.5 
101.0 
50.5 
80.0 
31.0 
-
-
312 0 

-
10.5 
3.0 
-
47.0 
-
8.0 
24.0 
2.5 
-
12.5 
24.0 
11.5 
9.0 
33.0 
-
-
-
10.5 
53.5 
B 0 
-
-
-
-
-
-
20.0 
273.0 

I 
ECOSTD 
612002 
612006 
612008 
612010 
622013 
612040 
612047 
612048 
612049 
612050 
612059 
612060 
612067 
612068 
612071 
612080 
612084 
612066 
612106 
612110 
612113 
612114 
612115 
612X0 
6121 
613039 
614022 
61400 
DRSCRPTIOST 
TRANSPOr Dd±Y 
VERICAL SLING KIT 
E-TRL PROT V COVERS 
pALLET SEGENT FLOOR COVERS 
PALLET SEGae. SUPPORT 
OPTICA AI.N.M KI 
RACKS & Rtw SHIPPING COER 
RACKS & FLOOR TRANSPORT PLtATFORN 
RACKS & FLccR SUPPORT EACS 
D()EBLS RACK RANDLINO & TRANSPORT KIT 
PALLET COVER 
PALLT ATPOR 
DESICCANT CANISTER - LARG 
DESICCANT CANISTER - MOM 
ACTIVE EVIRO#0NNMT CCNTR0. CART 
PORTALE LEAK DETECTOR MIT 
FREON SERVICER 
'RE O L DETECIR 
ROAD TIRB KIT 
HORIMTA SLIG KIT 
71 ICH 10H= NG FITTINGS 
O.ENING KIT 
REFRIGERATION UIT 
RXACKCO.ING UNIT 
OPERATORS CONsOL 
GIwnrDING/aO I TSTER 
DESIC DRYING OV 
TRANSPORTATION 	 INSIANENTATION 
ICT-
P 
7 
P 
7 
P 
1 
T 
T 
T 
T 
T 
T 
7 
T 
P 
P 
P 
T 

7 
T 
P 
P 
P 
P 
P 
P 
7 
() 
33.0 
20.5 
3.0 
3.5 
47.0 
6.0 
8.0 
24.0 
2.5 
9.0 
12.5 
24.0 
11.5 
9.0 
33.0 
2.5 
25.0 
1.0 
10.5 
53.5 
1.0 
11.5 
101.0 
50.5 
80.0 
31.0 
27.5 
20.0 
P 
33.0 
I 
10.5 
9.0 
2.5 
9.0 
10.5 
11.5 
50.5 
31 0 
20.0 
-559.0 
0 
0 CD 
CD 
0 
Table 3-42. 
(Minicenter #3 
ATL GSE Requirements 
Options A-I and A-3) 
Table 3-43. ATL GSE Requirements 
(KSC Integration Requirements Option A-3) 
MNDITE1POR p' MIT(SKI, Po I M. I DESMIPnON M.IT(AX P Tz 
1 
612002 
62006 
612008 
612010 
612013 
612040 
612047 
612048 
,612049 
612050 
612059 
612060 
612067 
612068 
612071 
612000 
612084 
612086 
612106 
612110 
612113 
612114 
612115 
61200 
61=K00 
613039 
61402 
TRASPORT IIL Y 
VERTICAL SLIMG KIT 
PEII-T FIaJNPROTECTIVE COVERS 
PALLET S adENT FLOOR COVERS 
PALLET SEa;Er SIWPORT 
OTIC ALI G3MT KIT 
RACKS & FLOOR SHZPPIN COER 
RACKS & O TRAsIxR? PLATFOn 
ACKS & LR SUPPORT RCES 
M(ES-S RACK HA1L1NG & TRANSPORT KIT 
PALLET COV=R 
PALLET FTFoF 
DESICCAT CAMISTER - L.ARG 
DSICCWAT CrNTSTFI . /MflTJM 
ACTIVE ENVIROO4RNT CIOIL CART 
PORTABLE LIM DEECTOR UIT 
FR ECO SERVICER 
FEN LAM DTECTOR 
ROAD TIEWQW KIT 
CRIZON2TAL SLIM5GKIT 
TR NTN]5510f tThO FITTRICS 
C mEAJINK T 
REFRICIPATIW IT 
mACK COING UIT 
OPERATORS CO4S LI 
GRaJN0INC/Mor ING TESTER 
SSCA DRYINO VEH 
P 
T 
T 
P 
T 
P 
7 
T 
T 
T 
T 
T 
T 
J 
P 
P 
P 
T 
T 
T 
P 
P 
P 
P 
P 
P 
33.0 
10.5 
3.0. 
3.5 
47.0 
6.0 
8.0 
24.0 
2.5 
9.0 
12.5 
24.0 
11.5 
9.0 
33,0 
2.5 
25.0 
10 
10,5 
53.5 
1.0 
11.5 
101.0 
S0.2 
80.0 
31.0 
27.5 
33.0 
6.0 
2.5 
25.0 
1.0 
11.5 
101.0 
50.5 
80.0 
31.0 
61200 
61200K6 
612C0 
612010 
612013 
612040 
6120 
612048 
612046 
612050 
612059 
612060 
612067 
612068 
612071 
612080 
612084 
612086 
612106 
612110 
612113 
612114 
612113 
6120 
61001 
613039 
614022 
TRANSFR" M.tY 
VERTICAl. SLI KIT 
PEED.flTRa10 PROIEC'ZVE COVERS -
PALLET S L COVERS 
PALLET SF04E3T SIJPPRT 
OpTICAL ALIGmIfIT KIT 
RACKS & LR SHIPI COVR 
RACKS & FLOOR TRAN PTFOW( 
RACKS & FLOOR SUPPORT BRACS 
OUBLE RACK MAIDIWO & TRANSPORT KIT 
PALLET COVER 
PALIT p 
DSICCAh. CAISIAR 
DSICM 1N CA4ISLER - 30DflM 
ACTIVE ERVIROO4NT CO NTRM. C 
PORTALE AK DT MVIIT 
FRERVSSERVICER 
MN LEAR D . 
ROAD TIE=W KIT 
JRIIONTAL SLIM5;KIT 
TRMIM O.OIt; fl[TTIMS 
dEAMNG KIT 
REFRIGERATION tWIT 
,ACK COO.MI1N U 
OPERATRS C SCLE 
GRVN07N0/ 0t4DING TESTER 
DE,SI DRTINGW MVER 
P 
T 
T 
P 
T 
P 
T 
T 
T 
7 
T 
7 
T7 
1 
T 
P 
P 
P 
T 
T 
t 
P 
P 
P 
P 
P 
P 
33.0 
10.5 
3.0 
3.5 
47.0 
6.0 
8.0 
24.0 
2.5 
9.0 
12.5 
24.0 
11.5 
.. 0 
33.0 
2.5 
25.0 
1.0 
10.5 
53.5 
.0 
11.5 
101.0 
50.5 
80.0 
31.0 
27.5 
33.0 
6.0 
2.5 
25.0 
1.0 
11.5 
101.0 
50,5 
80.0 
31.0 
10.5 
3.0 
3.5 
47.0 
9.0 
12.5 
24.0 
11.5 
9,0 
33.0 
10.5 
53.5 
01.0 
6143001 TF3MSPORTATION INST ATION 2 20.0 614300 TRMSSF RTATICa INSTRV MTATIM " 20.0 20.0 
(/6o 
CO 
TOTALS 341.5 0 
0 " 
d~ 
t y f l e  
ALSC0 
0 
0 
10 ;7 
Jci 
-D 
Table 3-44. ATL GSE Requirements Table 3-45. ATL GSE Requirements 
(Option B-i) (Option B-4) 
Ic. 
onp MnUIT4ITICOST($. T0Tlfl;P I M.fll UNT $K 
612002 TRAMSPORT DLy P 33.0 33.0 612002 TRAMSPRT XLY P 33.0 38.0 
612006 VWRTICAl SLINM KIT T 10.5 I0.5 612006 VERTICAL SLING KIT 7 10.5 10.5 
612000 PEED-'f'CO u PROTECTIVE COVERS T 3.0 30O 612000 PEE0-ThRaK8 PROTECTIVS COVERS T 3.0 3.0 
612010 PAlLET SFCS? FL OR COVERS P 3.5 3.3 612010 pAUSI S NT P1.00 COVERS P 3.5 3.5 
612013 Pl SEQGET SUPPORT T 47.0 470O 612013 PALLET 54 SUPPORT T 47.0 47.0 
612040 OPTICAL At1G44T KIT P 6.0 6.0 612040 OPTICAL ALI Q EfT KIT P 6.0 6 0 
612047 RACKS & FLOOR SHIPPING COVER T 8.0 8.0 612047 RACKS & 0 SHIPPING COVER T 6.0 8.0 
612040 RACKS & FL.0R TRANSPORT PLATF4 T 24.0 24.0 612048 RACK & PLOOR TRANSPORT PLATFOIM T 24.0 24.0 
612040 RACKS 6& .OO SUPPORT BRACES 7 2.5 25 612049 RACKS 1&OR SUPPORT BRACES T 2.5 2.5 
612030 00J31. RACK A ING & TRANSPRT KIT T 9.0 9.0 612050 00081.2 RACK HANDLN & TRANSPORT KIT T 9.0 
612050 pALLET COVER T 12.5 012.S 612059 PALLET COVER T 12.5 012.5 
61206 PAlLeT P1A7P0(4 T 24.0 (24*j 612060 PALLET PLATF2c, 7 24.0 024.0 
612067 mFICR CR2'1ST32 - Lw 1 11.5 011.5 612067 DESICCANT CAN41TER - IARG T 11.5 
612063 DErICAM. tNI-STR - '810334 T 0.0 0 0 u1 
2 
C60 OsI .CA2 
" 
7 CNISTER - MDl7H 7 9.0 
012071 ACTIVE NVIR ? COT CART 7 33.0 612071 ACTIVE EXROPO4ENT COUFlt CAST T 33.0 33.0 
L D ' MIT P 2.5 2.5 160 30L6PORTAE LEA D R UIT P 2.5 2.5 
1 612084 FPE00 SERVICIR P 25.0 25.0 612084 FREME SERVICER P 25.0 25.0 
612086 Pl0a. ISAI ETECTOR P 1.0 1.0 612086 FRn LEAK DEECTOR P 1.0 1.0 
612106 ROADTIW KIT 1 10.3 10.3 612106 ROAD TEI KIT T 10.5 10.5 
612110 HORIZONTAL =W.18 KIT 7 33.5 53 5 612110 5O2=T10TAI SMO KIT T 53.5 33.5 
612113 TUNNIO Ha.DINC nTn. T 1.0 1.0 612113 TRUNNI1 10.L1IN FITTINGS T 1.0 1.0 
612114 C.EARNA KIT P 11.5 11.5 612114 C.I NO KIT P 11.5 11.5 
61211S RERnIMRATIOM tM T P 101.0 101.0 612115 RMPRIOBIATION UIT P 101.0 101.0 
',A 
612081 
610~ 
6 
1 
R COOtn"O UNIT 
OPERATORS CGISOC. 
P 
P 
M5 
00.0 
30.5 
W0.0 
61=XC 
61=X0 
RACK COOtINO 
OPRATORS e 
UNIT P 
P 
50.5 
00.0 
S0.S 
80.0 
O 613039 G aNIG/I r E P 31.0 31.0 613039 GROtWDINO/.INO TESTER P 31.0 31.0 
614022 DESICCANT DRYING 0 P 27.5 27 5 614022 DESICCANT DRYING OVN P 27.5 27.5 
61000 TRMSPORTATZO INSTRMJ TATICI 7 20.0 20.0 614f3X TRANSPORTATION INST ATCN 7 20.0 20.0 
C)5 o 
O gaQthty of hem 
TOTALS 369.0 324 5 
O - Quanity ofi)tom 
TOTALS 369.0 289.5 
0) 
10 7 
CCD, 
CD 
0 
@ Rockwell International 
Space Division 
GSE Requirements by Option 
In the previous sections, we have discussed and presented the GSE requirements for 
a single set at each integrating location studied. In his section, the GSE requirements 
for all four payloads will be integrated together in proportion to their flight rate in accord­
ance with the Baseline Traffic Model. Tables 3-46 through 3-51 presents the total costs 
for GSE for each processing option on a year-by-year basis. All figures are in 1977 dollars, 
and processing and transportation GSE subsets have been totaled in all entries. The final 
column adds a 20% factor for spares which would be required. Spares dre not included in 
earlier numbers of GSE items required, and so are added here only at the monetary level. 
As stated before, funds for GSE procurement are entered in the year before the year 
in which the equipment is needed. Tables 3-46 through 3-51 present this under each pay­
load or minicenter column by beginning with one set at each location. When the flight 
rate for the year (as one goes down the column) requires a second set, an entry 2T (second 
set of transportation GSE) or 2P (second set of processing GSE) was made in the year when 
the equipment was required. The money for this additional set was entered under the pre­
made for third and further additional GSE sets. tvious year. A similar entry was 
Table 3-52 presents a final recap of the foregoing GSE costs by option, including 
the 20% spares adjustment. At the bottom of the table, all figures are escalated and sum­
marized for inflation at the rate of 7/ compounded. The factors used in this escalation 
computation are based on 1977 as the beginning year and are as follows: 
1977- 1.000 1982 - 1.403 1987- 1.967 
1978 - 1.070 1983 - 1.501 1988-2.105 
1979 - 1.145 1984 - 1.606 1989 -2.252 
1980 - 1.225 1985 - 1.718 1990-2.410
 
1981 - 1.311 1986 - 1.838 1991 - 2.579 
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Table 3-46. Annual GSE Expenditures, Baseline Traffic Model
 
(Option A-1) (1977 $K)
 
OPTION A-i
 
LIFE SCIENCES AL COMBINED ASTRON. SP - TOTALS 
YEAR KSC 2- 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 DIRECT + SPARH­
1979 585 187.5 592. 1365 1638 
1980 344 364 199 185 185 315 185 424 513.5 2714.5 3257.4 
1981 528.5 817 571.5 2017 2420.4 
1982 273 251 5Z4 628.8 
1983 2T 2T 
1984 
1985 
585 
2P/ 
3T 
59 
2T 
592. 
2P/ 
3T 236.5 
458 
2T 
233 
2T 
1927.5 
236.5 
2313 
283.8 
1986 2T 179 L.5 215.4 
1987 2T 
1988 
1989 
1990 
199t1 
TOTAL 344 364 199 185 185 315 185 424 1443 246. 1436 865 1275 751 746.5 8964 10756.8 
OPTION A-3 
YEAR KSC 
1979 342' 
1 2 
Table 3-47. 
-LIFE SCIENCE 
3 4 5 
Annual.CSS Expenditures Baseline Traffic Model 
(Option A-3) (1977 SK) 
AL COM . ASTRON. 
6 7 8 1 2 3 1 2 3 
585 187.5 592. 
SP 
1 
TOTALS 
DIRECT + SPARE 
1707.5 2049 
1980 
1981 
344 364 199 185 185 315 185 424 
273 251 628.5 817 571.5 
513.5 2714.5 
2541 
3257.4 
3049.2 
1982 27 59 2T 233 292 350.4 
1983 2T 458 27 458 549.6 
1984 342.5 
1985 
585 
2P/ 
592.S 236.5 
2P/ 
2T 179.5 1936 2323.2 
1986 458 458 549.6 
1987 3T 
1988 
1989 
1990 
1991 
TOTAL 685 344 364 199 J185 185 315 185 424 1443 246.5 1436 865 1733 751 746.5 10107.0 12129.0 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
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Table 3-48. Annual GSB Expenditures Baseline Traffic Model
 
(Option B-])
 
(1977 $K)
 
OPTION B-i
 
TOTALS
SPACE
COMBINED
YEAR LIFE SCIENCES ASTRONOMY PROCESSING DIRECT + SPARES 
1979 . 693.5 693.5 832.2 
1980 585.0 513.5 1098.5 1318.2 
1981 324.5 1042.5 1367.0 1640.4 
1982 21 233.0 233.0 279.6 
1983 369.0 2T 369.0 442.0 
1984 2P 324.5 650.5 975.0 1170.0 
1985 31 21 
1986
 
1987
 
1988
 
1989 
1990 
1991 
TOTAL 585.0 1711.5 1693.0 746.5 4736.0 5683.2 
Table 3-49. Annual GSE Expenditures Baseline Traffic Model
 
(Option 2-4) 
(1977 $K) 
OPTION B-4
 
TALSCOMBINED SPACE 
YEAR SCIENCE ATL ASTRONOMY PROCESSING DIRECT + SPARES 
1979 658.5 658.5 790.2 
1980 470.5 513.5 984.0 1180.8 
1981 289.5 1009.5 1299.0 1558.8 
1982 2T 233.0 233.0 279.6 
1983 369.0 21 369.0 442.8 
1984 2P/289.5 650.5 940.0 1128.0 
1985 3T 21 
1986 
1987 
1988 
1989 
1990 
1991 
TOTAL 470.5 1606.5 1660.0 746.5 4483.5 5380.2 
LIFE 
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TABLE 3-50, ANNUAL GSE EXPENDnlURES BASELINE TRAFFIC MODEL 
(OPTION C-1) (1977 $K) 
COMBINED KSC GSE SET 
Processing Transportation Total Total 
Year GSE GSE Direct With Spares 
1979 369.0 324.5 693.5 832.0 
1980 76.0 135.5 211.5 254.0 
1981 51.0 369.5 420.5 505.0 
1982 496.0 496.0 596.0 
1983 
1984 496.0 829.5 1325.5 1591.0 
1985 
1986 
1987 
1988 
1989 
1990 
1991 
Total 1488.0 1659.0 3147.0 3778.0 
TABLE 3-51, ANNUAL GSE EXPENDITURES BASELINE TRAFFIC MODEL 
(OPTION C-4) (1977 $K) 
COMBINED KSC GSE SET 
Processing Transportation Total Total 
Year GSE GSE Direct With Spares 
1979 369.0 289.5 658.5 790.0 
1980 76.0 14.5 90.5 190.0 
1981 50.0 401.0 451.0 541.0 
1982 495.0 495.0 594.0 
1983 
1984 495.0 705.0 1200.0 1440.0 
1985 
1986 
1987 
1988 
1989 
1990 
Total 1485.0 1410.0 2895.0 3474.0 
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TABLE 3-52, GSE COST SUMMARY, BASELINE TRAFFIC MODEL 
79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 8 89 90 91 Totl. 
1638 3257 2420 629 - 2313 284 215 10,756 
4 2050 3257 3049 350 550 2323 550 12,129 
832 1318 1640 280 443 1170 5,683 
0 790 1181 1559 280 443 1128 	 5,381 
0'~ 	 ­
-	 5 832 254 505 596 1591 3,778 
790 109 541 596 1440 	 3,474 
< 	 1876 3990 3173 882 - 3715 488 395 14,519 
2347 3990 3997 491 825 3731 - 1011 16,392 
. 953 1615 2150 393 665 1879 - -	 7,655 
a
 
905 1447 2044 393 665 1812 - - 7,266 
T 953 311 662 836 - 2555 " - 5,317 
905 134 709 833 - 2313 -4,894 
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SPACELAB FLIGHT HARDWARE 
Spacelab Flight Hardware Element Evaluated 
The quantities of Spacelab Flight Hardware required to support each of the four design 
reference missions were established by an analysis of the serial ground processing times for 
the element of Spacelab hardware being evaluated and by the proximity of launch dates 
for the payload being evaluated. Table 3-53 lists the major elements of Spacelab flight 
hardware that were evaluated as a part of these programmatics analyses. 
Table 3-53 Spacelab Flight Hardware Items 
COST CO ST 
ELEMENT (1977 $M) ELEMENT (1977 $ M) 
Core Module 35.0 Rack - Single 0. 179 
Igloo 10.0 Rack - Double 0.229 
IPS 1000 EPDB 0.088 
SIPS 1.5 Floor Segment 0.039 
Pallet Segment 3.022 Cold Plate 0.027 
RAU 0.143 •I I I 
The costs for these elements were supplied as a st~dy input by NASA. The quantity 
of each of these items that are required to support a given program are determined by: 
" 	 involvement time in the ground processing flows of each option 
" 	quantities required for a given payload configuration 
" 	 flight rate and launch schedule of the payload configuration for 
any given year of the traffic model. 
The summary of the serial ground processing times for each configuration and ground 
processing options is discussed in the s'ection entitled Traffic Model Analysis of this volume. 
These processing times were utilized throughout this section in the determination of the 
final equipment complements. 
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Table 3-54 illustrates the specific quantities of each of the major hardware end items 
required by each of the reference payloads. 
Table 3-54. Payload Spacelab Flight Hardware Requirements 
PAYLOAD 
HARDWARE . 
ELEMENT S/P C/A L/S ATL 
SPACELAB 
Core Module 1 1
 
Igloo 1 - ­
1 - -
IPS 

- I - -SIPS 
Pallet Segment 1 5 - 2 
RAU 1 9 '4 4 
Rack-Single - 4 2 
Rack-Double - 6 2 
EPDB 1 5 3 3 
Floor Segment - 3 1 
Cold Plates 4 5 - 4 
Some of the Spacelab flight hardware end items evaluated related to only a portion 
of the four design reference payloads (e.g. Core Modules only pertain to the habitable 
module payloads Life Science (LS) and Advanced Technology Laboratory (ATL) and Igloos 
only pertain to the two pallet only payloads - Space Processing(S/P) and Combined Astron­
omy (C/A). There are two items, RAU's and EPSB, that are required by all payload con­
figurations. 
The flight rates of each of these four payloads is shown on Table 3-55. The deriva­
tion of this Baseline Traffic Model from an equivalency analysis of the "560" mission model 
and the studies of the four design reference missions is defined in detail in the section 
entitled "Traffic Model Analysis" of this volume. The launch dates of each of these missions 
is also defined and listed in that section. 
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Table 3-55. Design Reference Mission Flight Rate 
(Baseline Traffic Model) 
PAYLOAD 1980 81 82 83 84 
YEAR 
85 86 87 88 89 90 91 
Space Processing 
Combined 
Astronomy ,,-
- 3 2 
1 
7 
4 
7 
5 
8 
9 
7 
9 
8 
10 
8 
9 
9 
9 
8 
9 
8 
9 
Life Science - 2 2 2 2. 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
ATL 1 3 4 7 10 14 12 15 14 15 15 16 
TOTALS 1 8 9 20 24 33 30 35 33 35 34 35 
Derivation of Flight Hardware Quantities 
As stated earlier, there are three things that determine how r uch flight hardware will 
be needed on a specific payload and/or mission. One of these three - the specific items re­
quired by the configuration - is fixed and a constant. For example, every time a Combined 
Astronomy payload is involved in Level IV integration activities, 5 EPDB's and 5 cold plates 
(see Table 3-54) are required. The influence of the ground processing flows are measured 
by the fength of the processing activities. For example, if during a typical year (260 work­
ing days = 52 weeks/year X 5 days/week), an igloo is involved for 45 working days; then 
that particular piece of equipment would be able to at best support 6 processing cycles per 
year. 
260 available working days/year 
45 working days/cycle 
6 cycles/year 
The next important variable in the determination of the quantities of Spacelab flight 
hardware requirements is the launch schedule and flight rate. Both factors are important 
because as illustrated in Figure 3-10 the flight rate without a lai nch schedule can be mis­
leading. 
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Figure 3"-10. Launch Schedule Impacts 
Illustrated ih the figure are three cases of one flight rate - 3 flights per year. In 
the first case, there are no equipment conflicts because the launch dates are farther apart 
(4 months) than the length of the processing cycle (3 months). However, in the second 
example, the second and third flights are only two months apart. In order to meet this 
launch schedule, two sets of equipment would be required. In the third case (C), there 
is one and a half months between the first and second launch and one month between the 
second and third. In this example, possible three sets of equipment would be required to 
facilitate this launch schedule. Therefore, it can be easily seen from the illustration 
that the launch schedule can be of greater importance that the annual launch rate., With 
this in,mind, the launch dates of each flight of the baseline traffic model were established 
to provide the maximum possible separation in launch dates (equi-centered) of each con­
figuration both within a configuration and also between different types of payloads. 
The determination of the individual launch dates is defined in the "Traffic Model 
Analysis" section of this volume. Ground processing flows were developed (see Volume 
II, Ground Processing Requirements) for each payload and each viable ground processing 
option. A summary of the serial ground processing times for each major activity block of 
each payload option is contained in Table 3-1 of the Traffic Model Analysis section. 
Figure 3-11 illustrates how these ground processing flow times influence the Spacelab 
flight hardware quantities. 
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Figure 3-11. Ground Processing Flow Impact 
In the example above, the Spacelab flight hardware end items are involved during 
either just the activities beginning with Level III or during the entire ground processing 
flow. In the case of the distributed (A-I and A-3) and the centralized options (B-i and 
B-4), there are varying amount of time for the shipment of equipment from the KSC staging 
operations to the level IV integration site. This transportation time varied from 5 serial 
processing days in the distributed and centralized options to 2 days in the KSC options. 
Based on existing NASA decisions and selections arrived at during the evaluation of the 
study system level trades, it has been determined that the first four items (Core Module, 
Igloo, IPS, and SIPS) would remain at KSC and would not be sent to level IV integration 
sites. The other seven hardware end items will be staged at KSC and then sent to the 
level IV integration for installation and subsequent checkout of the experiment equip­
ment with their Spacelab mounting element. 
The Core Module requirements for all options are shown in Table 3-56. These 
module requirements were derived from an analysis of the ground processing (involvement 
times of the Core Module in the KSC flows for the ATL payload and the Life Science pay­
loads. The serial processing time estimates are 41.6 days for ATL and 39.2 days for Life 
Science type payloads 1). Learning curve factors hove been applied to the first four 
launches of the traffic model and evaluated to determine the latest date at which addi­
ticnal Spacelab flight hardware would be required. 
(1) NASA/ESA SPACELAB GROUND OPERATIONS ASSESSMENT AND ANALYSIS 
REPORT, Dated 22 July 1977 (MDC Y0001). 
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Table 3-56. Core Module Requirements for all Options 
(Baseline Traffic Model) 
FLIGHTS TOTAL UN ITS % 
YEAR PROCESSING REQ'D UTIL. 
LS ATL TOTAL DAYS 
1980 - 1 1 71 1 27 
1981 2 3 5 231 - 88.8 
1982 2 4 6 245 - 94.2 
1983 2 7 9 370 2 71.1 
1984 2 10 12 494 - 95.1 
1985 2 14 16 661 3 84.7 
1986 2 12 578 - 74.1 
1987 2 15 1? 702 - .90.1 
1986 2 14 16 661 - 84.7' 
1989 2 15 17 702 - 90.1 
1990 2 15 17 702 - 90.1 
1991 2 16 18 744 - 95.4 
Figure 3-12 illustrates an example of the type of analysis that was conducted to deter­
mine the need dates of additional equipment. The figure, using Option B-1 as an example, 
contains both the Level IV processing times indicated by the bar marked with the payload 
type and the number of that particular mission. It also shows the processing steps at KSC 
following shipment of the integrated pallets and/or racks from the centralized location. 
The KSC involvement times are indicated by the shaded bars. As can be seen from the 
learning curve plotted at the left hand side of the figure, varying learning factors were 
applied to the steady state values for each of the first four missions. These dates were 
then analyzed to determine their impact of Spacelab flight hardware, GSE, and manpower. 
The time difference between the launch dates of the third ATL mission and the first Life 
Science mission is 33 days0 The Life Science involvement time forthe Core Module is 
39.2 days. The shaded circle illustrates the potential conflict that would result from these 
dates and ground processing flow times. As defined, the 80% learning curve and the launch 
rate of 5 habitable module flights on the second year of the program would require two Core 
Modules to support the schedules. An evaluation showed that with either a seven day delay 
in launch date for the LS payload or an advancement of seven days in the ATL flight could 
postpone the requirement for the second Core Module ufitil 1983, the fourth year of the 
traffic module, when there are nine habitable module flights. The third Core Module is 
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required in 1985 when the flight rate reaches 16 flights per year. Table 3-57 illustrates 
the number of flights per year a Core Module can support and the percent utilized for each 
hardware element. 
Table 3-57. Core Module Flight Rate Capability 
PERCENT 
UNITS FLIGHTS UTiL. 
1 6 93.2 
2 12 93.2 
3 19 98.4 
These figures are based on a mix of half LS and half ATL flights. They are also based 
on their being at least 21 days between flights when there are two in the inventory and 14 
days for the case with three Core Modules. 
The Igloo requirements were established using the same methodology. The processing 
times, learning curves; and minimum delta between launch dates were analyzed to establish 
the required flight hardware complements. 
The Igloo requirements for all options of the baseline traffic model are illustrated in 
Table 3-58. As in the Core Module example, this table lists the Igloo's required to sup­
port a program with the indicated launch rate and schedule. It also contains a column 
marked percentage utilization (% Util.). This data quantitizes the percentage of the avail­
are involved in the ground processingable working days in a given year that these Igloos 
flows, from the initiation of Level II1/11 activities at the O&C building through the com­
pletion of the deintegration operations following a mission. The example, Table 3-59 
1987 to support the flight rate of 18 pallet only launches that yearindicates that in 
there would be 3 Igloos required and further each one of them would be utilized an 
average of 78.9 percent of the available working days that year. The remaining 21.1% 
of the time could be available for unspecified activities such as contingencies, schedule 
slips or unplanned or unscheduled maintenance to the subsystems in the Igloo. Also from 
Table 3-58, it can be seen that these three Igloos, with proper scheduling, are capable 
of supporting an additional four pallet only launches. 
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Table 3-58. Igloo Requirements for All Options 
(Baseline Traffic Model) 
YEAR 
CA 
FLIGHTS 
SP TOTAL 
TOTAL 
PROCESSING 
DAYS 
UNITS 
REQ'D 
% 
UTIL. 
1980 
1981 
1982 
1983 
1984 
1985 
1986 
1987 
1988 
1989 
1990 
1991 
-
-
1 
4 
5 
9 
9 
10 
9 
9 
9 
9 
3 
2 
7 
7 
8 
7 
8 
8 
9 
8 
8 
-
3 
3 
11 
12 
17 
16 
18 
17 
18 
17 
17 
143 
105 
376 
410 
581 
547 
616 
581 
616 
581 
581 
-
1 
2 
3 
55.0 
39.6 
72.3 
78.9 
74.5 
70.2 
78.9 
74.5 
78.9 
74.5 
74.5 
Table 3-59. Igloo Flight Rate Capability 
UNITS FLIGHTS 
PERCENTUTIL. 
1 7 92.0 
2 15 98.7 
3 22 96.5 
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These figures are based on a total program launch schedule that allows at least 34 days 
between launches in the case of one Igloo, 17 days minimum delta for 2 Igloos and 11.3 
days in the three-Igloo case. 
The Instrument Pointing System (IPS) and the Small Instrument Pointing System (SIPS) 
flight hardware requirements are contained in Table 3-60. 
Table 3-60. IPS and SIPS Hardware Requirements 
UNITS REQ'D % UTILFLTS TOTAL 

YEAR C/A PROC
DAYS SIPS IPS SIPS IPS 
1980 
1981 ­
1982 1 37 2 1 14.3 7.2 
1983 4 149 2 57.2 28.6 
1984 5 186 2 71.5 35.8 
1985 9 335 3 64.4 32.2
 
1986 9 335 64.4 32.2
 
1987 10 372 71.5 35.8
 
1988 9 335 64.4 32.2
 
1989 9 335 I 64.4 32.2
 
1990 9 335 64.4 32.2
 
1991 9 335 64.4 32.2
 
These quantities were established utilizing the study groundrule that there would be 
an additional SIPS added to the inventory to accommodate those planned missions that 
would be flown with two SIPS pedestals and 4 canisters. 
The IPS quantity was determined by the groundrule that the IPS would be flown an 
every other Combined Astronomy payload. Therefore, under those conditions, one IPS 
can support the entire traffic model. 
Spacelab Flight Hardware Requirements by Option 
In the previous sections, the hardware requirements for Core Modules, Igloos, IPS, 
and SIPS were defined. These programmatic quantity requirements were determined for all 
six options. This was possible because these end items do not leave the KSC area and are 
not shipped to the Level IV integration area. The remaining seven elemeni of Spacelab 
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flight hardware are influenced by the ground processing option being evaluated and their 
quantities vary across the processing options. 
The six options evaluated as a part of the programmatics analysis are discussed in 
detail in the section ertitled "Traffic Model Analysis" of this volume. The selection 
procedure will not be repeated here. The following six sections, however, will contain 
the defined Spacelab flight hardware requirements for each of the six selected options 
(A-1, A-3, B-I, B-4, C-1, C-4). 
Option A-1 Spacelab Flight Hardware Requirements 
The rack and pallet requirements to support the four design reference missions and 
the Baseline traffic model of Option A-1 are contained in Table 3-61. 
Table 3-61. Option A-1 Rack & Pallet Requirements 
ATL LS C/A S/P TOTALS 
R P R P R P R P R P 
1980 2S 2D 2 _ N/A N/A N/A 2S 2D 2 
1981 4S 4D 4 4S 4D 1 8S 8D 5 
1982 5 10
 
1983 6 2 13
 
1984 6S 6D 8 10 10S 12D 20 
1985 8S 8D 10 15 3 12S 14D 28 
1986 
___ 
1987 
1988
 
1989 
1990 ___ __ 
1991 12S 14D 28
 
R= Rack 2S - 2Single 
P = Pallet 2D = 2Double 
N/A = Not Applicable 
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The RAU, cold plate, and floor segment requirements for Option A-1 are listed in 
Table 3-62. 
Table 3-62. Option A-i RAU, Cold Plate and Floor 
Segment Requirements 
YEAR - ATL LS SP . CA . TOTALS 
R CP FLR R FLR R CP R CP R CP FLR 
1980 4 4 1 4 4 1 
1981 	 4 2 1 4 9 8 3
 
1982 8 8 2 	 9 5 22 17 4 
1983 	 2 8 23 21 4 
1984 12 12 3 	 18 10 36 30 5
 
1985 16 16 4 	 3 12 27 15 50 43 6
 
1986 50 43 6 
1987 20 20 5 54 47 7 
1988 54 47 7 
1989 5 474 7
 
1990 54 47 7
 
1991 	 54 47 7
 
R = RAU, CP =Cold Plate, FLR =Floor Segment 
The Experiment Power Distribution Boxes (EPDB's) required to support the traffic model 
are driven by the payload configurations being evaluated. Table 3-63 contains the number 
of EPDB's required by each payload and during each year of the Option A-i program. 
Table 3-63. Option A-I EPDB Requirements 
YEAR 80 81 82 83 84 85 86187 88 89 9o 91 
EPDB'S 3 8 13 16 24 34 34 34 34 34134134 
REQ'D 
* 	 EPDB Requirements per configuration- One/Pallet, one per core segment, two 
per experiment segment 
CS ES P Total 
ATL 1 - 2 3 
LS 1 2 - 3 
CA - - 5 5 
SP - 1 1 
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The rack and pallet requirements for options A-3, B-1, B-4, C-1, and C-4 are 
contained in Tables 3-64 through 3-68. 
Table 3-64, Option A-3 Rack and Pallet Requirements 
ATL LS CA SP TOTALSYEAR R P R I P R P R P R P 
1980 2S 2D 2 N/A N/A N/A 2S 2D 2 
1981 4S4D 4 4S6D 1 8S10D 5 
1982 6 5 1 8F 10D 12 
1983 6S 6D 8 5 2 1OS 12D 15 
1984 10 10 2 10S 12D 22 
11985 )oD12 15 3 14S 16D 30 
1986 
1987 
1988 
1989 
1990 ,__ 
. 1991 14S 16D 30j 

Note 1 R = Rack, P = Pallet, S = Single, D Double, N/A = Not Applicable 
Table 3-65. Option B-1 Rack and Pallet Requirements 
YEAR ATL - _R _P R 
LS 
_ __P R 
CA 
_ 
P 
SP 
_ _ 
R 
_ _ 
P 
_ 
TOTALS 
_ _ _ 
R 
_ 
P 
_ 
1980 2S 2D 2 N/A N/A N/A 2S 2D 2 
1981 4S 4D 4 4S 6D 1 8S 10D 5 
1982 4 5 8S 10D 10 
1983 6 2 8S 10D 13 
1984 6S 6D 8 10 110S 12D 20 
1985 8S 8D 10 15 3 12S 14D 28 
1986 10 e 12S 14D 28 
1987 10D 12 ___ 14S 16D 30 
1988
 
1989
 
1990 -'
 
1991 14S 16D 30
 
Note 1 R =Rack, P = Pallet, S = Single, D = Double, N/A = Not Applicable 
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Table 3-66. Option B-4 Rack and Pallet Requirements 
ATL LS CA S? TOTALS 
_ R P R P R P R P R P 
1980 2S 2D 2 N/A N/A N/A 2S 2D 2 
5 
1982 	 5 '5 10 
1983 6 	 2 13 
1984 6S 6D 8 	 10 IOS 12D 20
 
1985 8S 8D 10 	 15 3 12S 14D 28
 
1986
 
1987 10%D 12 	 20 14S 16D 35
 
1988 	 t
 
198.1 4S 4D 4 4S 6D 	 I 8S 8D 
1989 	 I - ­
1990 	
__ LI
 
1991 	 16D _1435
 
Nate 1 	 R = Rack, P = Pallet, S = Single, D = Double, N/A = Not Applicable 
Table 3-67. Option C-1 Rack and Pallet Requirements 
YEAR ATL R P R 
LS 
P R 
CA 
P 
SP 
R 
__ 
P 
TOTALS 
R P 
1980 2S 2D 2 N/A[ N/A N/A 2 2D - 2 
1981 4S 4D 4 4S 6D' 1 8S 100 5 
1982 5 10 
1983 6 2 13 
1984 6S 6D 8 10 -10S 12D 20 
1985 8S 8D 10 12S 14D 22 
1986 15 27 
1987 34 28 
1988 
1989 ___ 
1990 __ _ _ _--__ __ _ _ _ 
1991-12S 14D 28 
Note I R = Rack, P = Pallet, S =Single, D =Double, N/A = Not Applicable 
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Table 3-68. Option C-4 Rack and Pallet Requirements 
ATL LS CA SP TOTALSYEAR 
R P R P R P R P R P 
1980 2S 2D 2 N/A N/A N/A 2S 2D 2 
1981 4S 4D 4 4S 6D I 8S 10D 5 
1982 5 10 
1983 6 2 13 
1984 6S 6D 8 10 10S 12D 20 
1985 BS 8D 10 15 12S 14D 27 
1986 27 
1987 3 28 
1988 _ 
1989 
1990 __ 
1991 12S 14D 28 
Note 1 R= Rack, P = Pallet, S =Single, D = Double, N/A = Not Applicable 
As can be seen from the tables the options that require the least amount of racks and
 
pallets are the KSC options C-1 and C-4 and the distributed option A-1. The RAU, Cold
 
Plate, and Floor Segment Spacelab Flight hardware requirements for options A-3 through
 
C-4 are contained in tables 3-69through 3-73.
 
Table 3-69. Option A-3 RAU, Cold Plate, and Floor Segment Requirements 
ATL LS SP CA TOTALSYEAR--------- -
R CP FLR R FLR R CP R JCP R CP FLR 
1980 4 4 1 4 4 1 
1981 4 2 1 4 9 8 3 
1982 8 8 2 9 5 22 17 4 
1983 12 12 3 3 12 18 10 37 34 5
 
1984 16 16 4 41 38 6
 
1985 2 0 20 5 27 15 54 47 7
 
1986 ­
1987 i
 
1988
 
1989
 
1990
 
1991 54 47 7 
R= RAU, CP = Cold Plate, FLR Floor Segment 
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Table 3-70. Option B-1 RAU, Cold Plate, and Floor Segment Requirements 
ATL LS SP CA TOTALSYEAR" 
R CP FLR R FLR R CP R CP R CP FLR 
1980 4 4 1 4 4 1 
1981 4 2 1 4 9 8 3 
1982 8 8 2 9 5 22 13 5 
1983 12 12 3 2 8 27 25 6 
19B4 18 10 36 30 
1985 20 20 5 3 12 27 15 54 47 7 
1986 - • 
1987 _ 
1988 7 - ­
1989 i 
1990 _I __f 
1991 54 47 7 
R RAU, CP = Cold Plate, FLR = Floor Segment 
Table 3'71 . Option B-4 RAU, Cold Plate, and Floor Segment Requirements 
ATL LS SID CA TOTALS YEAR ' - R 
R CP FLR R FLR R CP R CF R CP FLR 
1980 4 4 1 4 4 1 
1981 4 2 1 4 9 8 3 
1982 -8 8 2 2 8 9 5 23 21 4 
1983 12 12 3 18 10 36 30 5
 
1984 
1985 20 20 5 3 12 27 15 54 47 7
 
1986 A 
1987 _ 
1988
 
1989 
 I
1990 
54 47 7
1991 

R = RAU, CP = Cold Plate, FLR = Floor Segment 
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Table 3-72. Option C-1, RAU, Cold Plate, and Floor Segment Requirements 
YEAR ATL LS SP CA -- TOTALS 
R cP FLR R FLR R CP R CP R CP FLR 
1980 4 4 1 4 4 1 
1981 4 2 1 4 9 8 3 
1982 8 8 2 9 5 22 17 4 
1983 2 8 23 21 
1984 12 12 3 18 10 36 30 5 
1985 16 16 4 40 34 6 
1986 
1987 27 15 49 39 
1988 .1 
1989 3 12 50 43 
1990 
1991 2 L 20 54 47 7 
R = RAU, CP = Cold Plate, FLR Floor Segment 
Table 3-73 . Option C-4 RAU, Cold Plate, and Floor Segment Requirements 
YEAR J ATL LST SP CA TOTALS 
R CP FLR R FLR R CP R lCP R CP FLR 
1980 4 4 1 4 4 1 
1981 4 2 1 4 9 8 3 
1982 8 8 2 9 5 22 13 4 
1983 2 8 23 21 
1984 12 12 3 18 10 36 30 5 
1985 16 16 4 27 15 49 39 6 
1986 
1987 20 20 5 53 43 7 
1988 j1989 3 12 54 47 
1990f- - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
1990 

54 47 7 
R = RAU, CP = Cold Plate, FLR = Floor Segment 
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Table 3-74 summarizes the EPDB requirements for options A-3, B-i, B-4, C-1, and C-4. 
Table 3-74. Baseline Traffic Model EPDB Requirements 
YEAR
OPTION 
A-3 
B-i 
1980 
3 
3 
1981 
8 
8 
1982 
15 
13 
1983 
19 
16 
1984 
24 
24 
1935 
35 
33 
1936 
Q 
33 
1987(
-
36 
1988 1989 
-
1990 1991 
35 
36 
B-4 3 8 13 16 24 33 33 41 - - 41 
C-I 3 8 13 16 24 27 32 33 -- 33 
C-4 3 8 13 16 24 32 32 33 - * 33 
The number of RAUts, Cold Plates, and Floor Segments required to support each of
 
the options were identical. The only differences between options were the years in which 
these equipment items were required to support the traffic model. Option C-1 does not 
require the last four cold plates and RAU's and the last floor segment until the last year 
(see Table 3-72) of the traffic model when the ATL flight rate reaches its maximum of 
16 missions. Option B-4 requires the equipment the earliest. All end items are required 
by 1985, some six years earlier than option C-1. 
Spacelab Flight Hardware Cost Summaries 
The following six tables 3-75 through 3-80 summarize the Spacelab flight hardware 
costs, including the year incurred, for each of the six program options evaluated. 
Included in each table are the costs of each hardware end time (study input) and the totals 
in 1977dollars and the escalated (at 10% annually) annual totals. The Spacelab flight 
hardware costs for all six options are nearly equal. Three of the options C-1, C-4, and 
A-i have the lowest total program costs (77$) of 252 million dollars with A-3 and B-1 being 
the next closest at approximately 259 million dollars and option B-4 being the most 
expensive option at 274 million dollars. 
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Table 3-75. Spacelab Hardware Costs (1977 $M)(Baseline Traffic Model) 
OPTION COLD
 
A-3 RACKS PALLETS RAU FLOORS PLATES EPDB TOTAL COST
 
YEAR .:__O 3.022 .143 .039 .027 .088 $77 ESCAL. 
.358
 
1979 .458 6.044 .572 .039 .108 .264 7.843 9.490 
1.074 1 
1980 1.832 9.066 .715 .078 .108 .440 13.313 17.720 
1981 21.154 1.59 039 .243 .616 23.911 55 006
 
.3587
1982 J.48 9.066 2.145 039 .459 .352 12.877 20.745
 
1983 15.110 .572 .039 .108 .440 16.269 28.829
 
i 716 
1984 .916 30.220 1.859 .039 .243 .968 34.961 68.139
 
1985
 
1986
 
1987 15.110 15.110 39.190
 
1988
 
1989
 
1990
 
1991 
2.506 1424 .1
 
TOTALS 3.664 90.66 7.722 .234 1.269 3.080 124.284219.119
 
Table 3-76. Spacelab Hardware Costs (1977 $M)(Baseline Traffic Model) 
OPTION COLD 
A-1 RACKS PALLETS RAU FLOORS PLATES EPDB TOTAL COST 
yEAR iiiri 3.022 .143 1 .039 027 .088 $77 1ESCAL. 
1979 .458 6.044 .572 .039 .108 .264 7.843 9.490 
1.074 
.108 .440 2.8B4 17.149
 
1981 15.110 1.859 ,.39 .243 .440 17.6911 25.900
 
1982 9.066 .143 .108 264 9.581 15.435
 
.3588
 
1983 .358 21.154 1.859 .039 .243 .704 24.815 43.972
 
19&4 .358 2.7 .0
 
1980 1.832 9.066 .286 .078 

.358 24.176 2.002 .039 .351 .880 2F.264 55 087
 
1985
 
1986 .572 .039 .108 0 719 l.o95
 
1987
 
1988
 
1989
 
1990 
1991
 
2.148 
TOTALS 3.206 84.616 7.293 273 1.269 2.992 101.797 168.728 
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Table 3-77. Space lab Hardware Costs (1977 $M) 
(Baseline Traffic Model) 
OPIO COLD RACKS PALLETS RAU FLOORS PLATES EPDB TOTAL COST 
3.022 .039 	 I ESCAL.YiAR :4 S .143 .027 .088 57719 	 .358 ORtIGflNAL PAGE 16 
.458 6.4 .572 .039 .108 .24 7.43 . OP POOR QUALITY 
1980 1.832 
 9.066 .715 .078 .10s .440 13.313 17.720
 
1981 15.110 1.859 .039 .135 ,440 17.583 25.741 
1982 9.066 .715 .039 .324 .264 10.408 16.767 
.?58
 
24 0961 42.698
 
1984 .358 24.176 2.574 .078 .459 ,792 28.395 56.316
 
1983 :458 21.154 1.287 .135 .704 

.458 ___ ___ ___ ___ 
1985
 
358 264 7.124 16.798
 
1986 :458 6.044
 
1987
 
1988 	 ____ 
1989
 
1990
 
1991
 
2 506 2
 
TOTALS 3:664 90 66 7.722 .243 1.269 3.68 109.262 185.53 
Table 3-78. Spacelab Hardware Costs (1977 $M) 
(Baseline Traffic Model) 
OPTION ; COLD 
B-4 RACKS PALLETS RAU FLOORS PLATES EPDB TOTAL COST 
YEAR 3.022 .143 039 .027 .088 S77 I ESCAL. 
1979 358 6.044 .572 .039 .108 .264 7.843 9.490 
1.074
 
1980 1.832 9.066 .715 .078 .108 .440 13.313 17.720
 
1981 15.110 2.002 .039 .351 .440 17.942 26.267
 
1982 9.066 1.859 .039 .243 .264 11.471 18.480
 
1983 .458
358 21.154 	 .704 22.674 40.178 
1424.176 2.574 .078 .459 .792 28.895 56.316
 
1985
 
.3581 
4 

1986 :458 21,154 .70 22.674 53.465
 
1987
 
1988
 
1989
 
1990
 
1991 
2.506
 
TOTALS 3:6 105.77 7.722 .273 1.269 3.t08 124.8j2 221.916
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Table 3-79. Spacelab Hardware Costs (1977 $M)(Baseline Traffic Model) 
OPTION COLD 
RACKS PALLETS RAU FLOORS PLATES EPD8 TOTAL COST 
YEAR 29D 3.022 -. 43 039 .027 .088 877 ESCAL. 
1979 .358199 458 6.044 .572 .039 .]08 .264 7.843 9490 
1980 1.0741.832 9.066 .715 .078 .108 .440 
q
13.313 
20 
17.720 
1981 15.110 1.859 .039 .243 .440 17.691 25.900 
1982 9.066 .143 .108 .264 9•5811 15.435 
1983 .358 
.458 21.154 1.859 .039 .243 .704 24.815 43.972 
1984 .358
.458 6.044 .572______ .039 .108 ___ .264 7.843 15.286 
1985 15.110 .440 15.550 33.339 
1986 3.022 1.287 .135 .088 4.532 10.686 
1987
 
1988 .143 .108 0.2511 0.716
 
1989
 
1990 .572 .039 .108 0.719 2.547
 
1991 
2•.148TOTALS 3.206 84.616 7.722 .273 1.269 2.904 102.138 175.091 
Table 3-80. Spacelab Hardware Costs (1977 $M) 
(Baseline Traffic Model) 
OPTION [ COLD 
C-4 RACKS PALLETS RAU FLOORS PLATES EPDB TOTAL COST 
YEAR 2179n 3.022 .143 .039 .027 .088 S77 ESCAL. 
358 
1979 ,458 6.044 572 039 .108 .264 7.843 9.490 
i.074
 
1980 1.832 9.066 .715 .078 .108 .440 13.313 17.720 
1981 15.11C 1.859 .039 .135 .440 17.583 25.741 
1982 9.066 .143 .216 .264 9.6891 15.609 
1983 21.i54 1.859 .039 .243 .704 24.815 43.972 
.198 4 1.859 .039 .243 .704 24.815 48.364 
1985 
1986 .572 .039 .108 .088 3.839 9.052f3.022 
1987
 
1988 .143 .108 251 0.716 
1989
 
1990
 
1991
 
2.148 
TOTALS 3 206 84.616 7.722 .273 1.269 2.904 102.148 170 664 
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TRANSPORTATION COSTS 
ORIGINAL PAGE ISOF POOR ITransportation Factors OF POOR QUALITY 
The costs of shipment of Spacelab flight and GSE hardware to/from Level IV inte­
gration sites other than at KSC were predicated upon the total number of end items and 
the width of the shipment. No costs were included for shipment of experiment equipments. 
It was assumed that these costs would be independent of the processing option because the 
site of manufacture/assembly of the experiment equipment could be at a vendor, contractor, 
laboratory, university, etc., and thus, shipment to the integration site would be required 
in all options. 
Two basic load types were identified: (1) the Standard Carrier and (2) the Outsized 
Carrier. 
The Standard Carrier, Figure 3-13 , sometimes referred to as a van, is a commercial­
type vehicle such as a moving van or it may be a flatbed low-boy as shown. It is of the 
type used daily on the public highway system without the need for special road permits 
for either excess weight or excess width (viz, wider than eight feet). The Outsized Car­
rier, in contrast to the Standard Carrier, is one which exceeds the normally accepted 
road widths of the public highway system. The need for such a vehicle is to accommodate 
the standard dual spacelab pallet train. Typical examples of Oversized Carriers are shown 
in Figures 3-14 and 3-15 
CHARACTERISTICS DIMENSIONS 
STD VAN SELF-CONTAINED DOOR - 9'H X 7.6'W 
ECS (INSIDE) 
I AIR-RIDE OUTSIDE - 13' 6"H X 
48'W X 45'L 
FLATBE D/LO-BOY 
FLATBED OUTSIDE:AIR-RIDE 3'2"H X 8'W X 451L 
LO-BOY OUTSIDE: 
20"H X 8'W X 24'9"L 
Figure 3-13 . Standard Carriers Characteristics 
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ACCESSORIES 
STORAGE 
13 FT 6 IN 
ECS/EPS. 
I 
--
Ir 
.. 
a 17 FT 6 IN 
COVERWE PAE 
Figure 3-14 Outsized Carrier - Single Pallet Configuration 
|IREMOVABLE SPACER 
13FT 2IN 
13 FT 2 IN 
,6~ ~ FT ~ ~1.,G 2IN~~o, 
Figure 3-15 .Outsized Carrier - 2 Train Pallet Configuration 
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A standard single Spacelab pallet is approximately 3M (8.8 Ft.) long by 4.6M (15 Ft) 
wide. When placed inside a Transportation cover and mounted on a Carrier as shown in 
Figure 3-14 , it protrudes 2 feet on either side of the carrier exceeding the standard width 
by 4 feet. Similarly, with a dual pallet configuration the total width becomes 16 ft. with 
4 feet overhang as shown in Figure 3-15 . In both cases, the total transportable widths 
exceed 8 feet and must be considered as outsized loads. The width cannot be reduced by 
alternate mountings of the pallets because of a height limitation of 13 feet 6 inches. 
After the various types of carriers were identified, trip durations were established. 
For standard carriers, a single trip was maximized at two days and for outsized carriers at 
five days for one-way trips while using public highways. When trips were necessary be­
tween facilities at KSC, the maximum allotted time for either carrier is one day. 
A similar analysis was performed to determine cost per trip. Table 3-81 is a summary 
of the types of vehicles used in the study and the cost per trip based on the allotted dura-' 
tion of a single trip. It is noted that for the condition known as DEAD HEADING (an 
empty return trip), no consideration was made for cost and duration. 
Table 3-81 Transportation Factors 
Cost Per i Trip Duration 
Carrier T'ypes Trip ,($) 1 (Days) 
Outsized Carrier 4000 5 
Standard Carrier (Standard 3000 2 
Carrier - Van) 
Outsized Carrier Deadhead Return 1500 2 
Standard Carrier Deadhead Return 0 0 
Standard Carrier Equipment 3000 2 
Container Shipment 
Outsized Carrier-lntra-KSC 1000 I 
Standard Carrier-Intra-KSC , 500 1 
Standard Carrier - Partial Load 2000 2 
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Transportation Requirements 
The costs of shipment of Spacelab flight and GSE hardware to/from Level IV inte­
gration sites other than at KSC were predicated upon the total number of end items and 
the width of the shipment. Shipments requiring an outsized carrier - greater than 8 feet 
in width - required five working days and cost $4000. Standard shipments of 8 foot in 
width were assumed to require two days and cost $3000. 
Shipments within the KSC complex were assumed to require one day and cost $1000. 
Experiment shipment costs were not included based on the assumption that they would 
be independent of the processing option. That is, since the experiment equipment would be 
manufactured or assembled at a vendor, contractor, laboratory, university, or the like, ship­
ment to the integration site would be required in all options. 
In the development of transportation costs partial shipments of equipment were avoided. 
If a complement of end items was estimated to require a complete truck-load, then a ship­
ment was assumed. But piece-meal shipment of end items as a function of specific need 
times was not considered (see the subsequent GSE Requirements section). 
Tables 3-82 thru 3-85 summarize the transportation/shipment requirements ard costs 
for each payload and their applicable processing options. Distributed site options are the 
most costly because of the duplication of out-sized carrier shipments. Lead center option 
costs reflect the feasibility of multiple out-sized elements contained in one shipment. As 
expected KSC shipment costs are minimal. 
Optimum Transportation Costs - Baseline Model 
The following six tables, Table 3-86 through 3-91 , are summaries of the transpor­
tation costs of the six options studied in detail: A-i, A-3, B-1, B-4, C-1 and C-4. Each 
of the tables summarizes the studied options for each year and for the 12 -year duration of 
the study mission model. 
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Table 3-82. Space Processing Transportation Table 3-83 . Combined Astronomy Transportation 
Requirements Requirements 
Payload ProcessingOption Transportaton Equipment(To/Fram Level IV) Unit Cost (SK) Total Cost (SK) Payload - ProcessingOption 
Transportataon Equipment(To/From Level IV) 
Unit Cost 
(SK) 
Total Cast 
(SK) 
Combined A-1 6 Wide Loads 4.0 24.0 
Space 
Processing 
A-2 2 Wide Loads 
1 Standard Loads (Vans) 
2 Partial Std Loads (Vans) 
4.0 
3.0 
2.0 
8 0 
3.0 
4 0 
Astronomy 6 Standard Loads (Vans) 3.0 18.0 
42.0 
15.0 A-2 6 Wide Loads 4.0 24 0 
B-2 2 Wide Loads 4.0 8.0 
6 Standard Loads (Vans)2 Partial Wade Loads (KCSC)
2 Partial Std Loads (Vans) (KSC) 
3.01.01.0 
18.02.01.0 
I Standard Loads (Vans) 3.0 3.0 
2 Partial Std Loads (Vans) 2.0 4.0 45.0 
15.0 B-1 4 Wide Loads 4.0 16.0 
2 Standard Loads (Vans) 3 0 6.0 
3-4 2W.de Loads 4.0 8.0 22 0 
1 Standard Loads (Vans) 3.0 3.0 
C. 2 Partial Std Loads (Vans) 2.0 4.0 B-2 4 Wide Loads 4.0 16.0 
,Y! 15.0 2 Standard Loads (Vans) 3.0 6.0 22 0 
C-2 2 Wide Loads (KSC) 1.0 2.0 B-4 4 Wide Loads 4.0 16 0 
1 Standard Loads (Vans) (KSC) 
2 Partial Std Loads (Vans) (KSC) 
1.0 
5 
1.0 
1.0 
4.04.0 
2 Standard Loads (Vans) 3.0 6.0 
-
22.0 
oC - 2Wide Loads (KSC) 
I Standard Loads (Vans) (KSC) 
1.0 
10 
2.0 
1.0 
C-I 4 Partial Wide Loads (KSC)
2 Partial Std Loads (Vans) (KSC) .5 .5 2.0 1.0 
_.0 
3.0 
f, 2 Partial Std Loads (Vans) (KSC) .5 1.0 C-2 4 Partial Wide Loads (KSC) .5 2 0 
4.0 2 Partial Std Loads (Vans) (KSC) .5 1.0 
S30 " 0 
0 C-4 4 partial Wide Loads fKSC) .5 2.0 
Partial Stil Loads (Vans) (KSC) 5 1.0 P' 
:5 CD 
3.0 
C: 
ET. 
_______ 
Table 3-84 . 
Payload 
Life 
S2ences 
Processing
Option 
A-1 
A-3 
B-1 
C 
00 
0 
8-3 
8-4 
SC-
'4 
8-5 
C 
'.0 C-3 
C-4 
Life Sciences Transportation 	 Table 3-85 
Requirements 
Transportation Equipment(Ta/From Level IV) 
4Wide LoadsScecs1 tnadLas(as 
16 Standard Loads (Vans)2 Partial Std Loads (Vans) 
4Wide Lodds 

16 Standard Loads (Vans) 
2 Partial Std Loads (Vans) 
2Wide Loads 

2 Standard Loads (Vans) 
2Wide Loads 
2 Standard Loads (Vans) 
2Wide Loads 

2 Standard Loads (Vans) 
2Wide Loads 

2 Standard Loads (Vans) 
I Wide Load (KSC) 
1 oaidLoad (KQ3. 
I Wide Load (KSC) 
Unit Cost Total Cost Processing(K) (SK) Payload Option 
5.0 20.080 ATL A-I 
3 0 48.01.0 2.0
 
70.0 

5.0 20.0 	 A-3 
3.0 48.0 

1.0 2.0 

-70.0-1 
5.5 11.0 

3.0 6.0 
70 	 8-3 
5.5 11.0 

3.0 6.0 

17.0
 8-4 

5.5 11.0 

3.0 6.0 

17.0
 
B-5 

5.5 110 

3.0 6.0 

17.0 
_____7.0 	 C-I 
3.0 3 0 
3.0 
C-

0 
3.0 

3.0 3.0 	 C-4 
3.0 
ATL Transportation Requirements 
Transportation Equipment 
(To/From Level IV) 
A Wide Loads 

6 Standard Loads (Vans) 

4 Wide Loads 

6 Standard Loads 0/ans) 

2 Wide Loads 
2 Standard Loads (Vans) 
2Wide Loads 

2 Standard Loads (Vans) 
2Wide Loads 

2 Standard Loads (Vans) 
2 Wide Loads 

2 Standard Loads (Vans) 

2Wide Loads (KSC) 
2 Standard Loads (Vans) (KSC) 
________________________3.0 
2 Wide Loads (KSC) 
2 Standard Loads (Vans) (KSC) 
2 Wide Loads (KSC) 
2 Standard Loads (Vans) (KSC) 
Unit Cost rotal Cost 
(SK) (SK) 
4.01 16.0 
3.0 18.0
 
34.0 
4 0 16.0 
3.0 18.0 
34.0
 
4.0 8.0
 
3.0 6.0 
14.0
 
4.0 8.0
 
3.0 6.0
 
14.0
 
4.0 8.0
 
3.0 6.0
 
14.0
 
4.0 8.0
 
3.0 6.0
 
14.0
 
1 0 2.0 
.5 1.0 
1.0 	 2.0
 
.5 1.0 m 0
 
3.0 1 9 D 
1.0 2.0 
.5 1.0 
3.0
 
0II 
03 
ORIGINAL PAGE 1 Rockwell International 
OF POOR QUAlITS Space Division 
Table 3-86 Summary Baseline Traffic Model Transportation Cost - Option A-] 
OPTION- A-I YEAR TOTA 
PAYLOADS 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 ($K) 
Combined Astronomy - - 42 168 210 378 378 420 378 378 378 378 3108 
Space Processing - 45 30 105 105 120 105 120 120 135 120 120 1125 
Life Science - 140 140 140 140 140 140 140 140 140 140 140 1540 
Advanced Technology 34 102 136 238 340 476 408 510 476 510 510 544 4284 
TOTALS ($) 34 287 348 651 795 1114 1031 1190 1114 1163 1148 1182 10057 
Table 3-87 Summary Baseline Traffic Model Transportation Cost - Option A-3 
OPTION A-3 YEAR 
PAYLOADS 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 
90 91 TOJfL 
Combined Astronomy - - 45 180 225 405 405 405 405 405 405 405 3285 
Space Processing - 45 30 105 105 120 105 120 120 135 120 120 1125 
Life Science - 140 140 140 140 140 140 140 140 140 140 140 1540 
Advarced Technology 34 102 136 238 340 476 408 510 476 510 510 544 4284 
TOTALS ($) 34 287 351 663 810 1141 1058 1175 1141 1190 1175 1209 10234 
Table 3-88 Summary Baseline Traffic Model Transportation Cost - Option B-1 
OPTION B-I YEAR 
PAYLOADS 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 
TOTALTOA 
Combined Astronomy - - 22 88 110 198 198 220 198 198 198 198 1628 
Space Processing - 45 30 105 105 120 105 120 120 135 120 120 1125 
Life Science - 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 374 
Advanced Technology 14 42 56 98 140 196 168 210 196 210 210 224 1764 
TOTALS ($) 14 121 142 325 389 548 505 584 548 577 562 576 4891 
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Table 3-89 Summary Baseline Traffic Model Transportation Cost - Option B-4 
OPTION B-4 YEAR 
--- 82T18O8T I)AL 
84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 
Combined Astronomy - - 22 8B 110 198 198 220 198 198 198 198 1628 
Space Processing - 45 30 105 105 120 105 120 120 135 120 120 1125 
34 34 34 34 34 34 34 374 
PAYLOADS 80 81 82 83 
Life Science - 34 34 34 34 
Advanced Technology 14 42 56 98 140 196 168 210 196 210 210 224 1764 
14 121 142 325 389 548 505 584 548 577 562 576 4891TOTALS (5) 
Table 3-90 Summary Baseline Traffic Model Transportation Cost - Option C-1 
OPTION: C-1 YEAR 
PAYLOADS 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 TOTA 
Combined Astronomy - - 3 12 15 27 27 30 27 27 27 27 222 
Space Processing ­ 12 8 28 28 32 28 32 32 36 32 32 300 
Life Science - 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 66 
Adv nced Technology 3 9 12 21 30 42 36 45 42 45 45 48 378 
TOTALS ($) 3 27 29 67 79 107 97 1t3 1 107 114 110 113 966 
Table 3-91 Summary Baseline Traffic Model Transportation Cost - Option C-4 
OPTION. C-4 YEAR 
PAYLOADS 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 T AL 
Combined Astronomy - - 3 12 15 27 27 30 27 27 27 27 222 
Space Processing - 12 8 28 28 32 28 32 32 36 32 32 300 
Life Science - 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 66 
Advonced Technology 3 9 12 21 30 42 36 45 42 45 45 48 378 
TOTALS ($) 3 27 29 67 79 107 97 113 107 114 110 113 966 
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A summary table has been generated which details the various options studied with 
regard to the Baseline Traffic Model based on the four study payloads, Table 3-92. 
OPTION. The options which were studied in detail are A-l, A-3, B-1, 
B-4, C-i and C-4. There is no option A-3 for Space Processing; however, 
option A-2 was studied in its place. 
YEAR. The mission model time span was a 12-year period scheduled from 
1980 through 1991. 
COST PER FLIGHT-BASELINE. These are the costs in thousands of dollars 
as established in the section entitled "Transportation Requirements". 
NUMBER OF FLIGHTS. For each payload studied, a total number of 
flights are identified based on the Baseline Traffic Model for each year. 
TOTAL TRANSPORTATION COSTS. The dollar amount in this column 
is a result of multiplying the number of flights times the transportation 
costs per flight (i.e., in 1984, there are 10 flights scheduled X 34(000) 
dollars = 340(000) dollars). 
ALL PAYLOADS TOTAL. This is an accumulation of each payload's 
Total Transportation Cost column. 
INFLATION FACTOR. An inflation factor was calculated for each of 
the years in the mission timeline based on an annual 7% compounded rate. 
INFLATED COSTS. These are the final escalated transportation costs 
calculated by multiplying the straight totals by the inflation factor. 
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TRAFFICMODELBASELINE 
PAYLOADS Al. CA L$ SP IOTALS 
OPTION YAR COSTPER 
FLIGHT-
BASEINE 
NUMBER TOTAL COSTSPER NUMBER TOTAL COSTSPER 
OF TRANSPORTFLIGHT- OF TRANSPORTFLIGHT-
FLIGHTS COSTS BASELINE FLIGHTS COSTS BASElINE 
NUMBER TO A 
OF T&N4ISPRT 
FLIGHTS COSTS 
COSTPER NUMBER TOTAL ALL 
FLIGHT- OF TRANSPORT TOTAL 
BASELINE FLIGHTS COSTS 
NFLATION 
FACTOR 
INFLATED 
COST 
($X) ($K) (SK) (I) (SK) (SK) (SK) (SIX) 
1910 
1981 
1 
3 
u4 
102 - 2 
-
43 
u4 
27 
.2Z 
1.311 
41.65 
376*26 
1982 4 136 I 42 2 2 30 348 1.403 488.24 
1983 7 238 4 168 2 7 10 651 1.501 97.15 
1984 
1905 
0 
14 
340 
476a 
5 210 
3 
2 
2 
7 
8 
10 
120 
795 
1114 
1.606 
1.718 
127677 
191385 
A-I 1986 
1987 
34 12 
Is 
408 
510 
42 9 
10 
378 
420 
0 2 
2 
15 7 
8 
1OS 
120 
1031 
1190 
1.838 
1.967 
1894.9" 
2340 3 
1980 
199 
1990 
14 
15 
15 
476 
510 
510 
9 
9 
9 
378 
378 
378 
2 
2 
2 
8 
8 
020 
35 
t20 
1114 
1163 
;148 
2.10 
2.252 
2.410 
24.97 
26190 
2766.68 
1991 16 544 9 378 2 140 8 20 1182 2.579 304838 
1980 
91 
I 
3 
34 
102 
. .. 
2 140 3 45 
3 
287 
1.225 
1.311 
41.65 
376.26 
1982 4 136 i 45 2 2 30 351 1.403 492.45 
A4 
(A2FORSP) 
1983 
19m4 
1985 
198619i7 
198 
u 
7 
to 
4 
12Is 
14 
238 
340 
476 
408
510 
476 
4 
5 
9 
9 
10 
9 
180 
225 
407 
405 
450 
40 
70 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
15 
7 
7 
8 
7 
8 
8 
IO 
105 
220 
1E 
120 
120 
663 
810 
1141 
108 
1220 
1141 
1.501 
1 606 
1 718 
838 
I 967 
2.10 
995.16 
1300.86 
196024 
1944 60 
2399.74 
2401.81 
0 
1989 
990 
1991 
Is 
is 
16 
510 
510 
544 
9 
9 
9 
40 
405 
405 
2 
2 
2 140 
9 
8 
8 
035 
120 
120 
1190 
1175 
1209 
2.252 
2.410 
2 579 
2679.88 
2831 75 
3118.01 
(D 
1980 0 14 - - - 14 1.225 17.15 10 
191 3 42 - 2 34 3 45 121 1.311 T58.63 
B-1 
1982 
193 
1984 
1985 
198 
1987 
198 
14 
4 
7 
10 
14 
12 
i5 
14 
56 
9 
140 
9 
168 
210 
196 
2 
I 
4 
5 
9 
9 
00 
9 
22 
8 
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RESOURCE SUMMARY - BASELINE TRAFFIC MODEL 
The previous six sections have defined the six options that were selected for
 
programmatic evaluation and they have covered the traffic model analysis. 
 Explanations 
are contained for the payload equivalency that defined the study extrapolation from the 
four design reference missions to the entire "560" mission model. The exact launch 
dates of each flight of the traffic model and the impact on the buildup operations of the 
study learning curve are also discussed in previous sections. Four major resource categories 
were defined: Personnel, Level IV Integration GSE, Spacelab Flight Hardware Require­
ments, and Transportation costs. Each of these four major resource categories is defined in 
detail in Sections 3.3 through 3.6 inclusively. 
The summation of the costs of these resource categories and their distribution within 
any given year within the 12 year program are defined in this section and displayed both in 
tabular form and graphically. There are twelve figures (two for each option) that define 
the annual spending and cumulative spending requirements for all options. Figures 3-16 
and 3-17 illustrate the Annual Spending and cumulative spending respectively forOption A-i (Distributed Option -Individual Experiment C/O no pre-level I1/11 combined 
payload C/O). 
40 
ANNUAL Fit Hdr 
EXPENDITURES Peo -nej 
GSE 
$ 3 - Ironsport'n 
(1977
 
DOLLARS)
 
20. 
10 
8ESONNEL 80 82 83 8485 86 87 88 89 90 91 TOTALS 
FLT HDWE 7.84 12 17.69 9.58 24.82 28 26 - 0.72 .. .. .. .. . 101.79 
PERSONNEL 0.2 1.53 1.80 3 73 4. 6.38 5. 6 80 6 38 6.75 6.61 6 83 57 43 
OSE 16 326 2.42 0.63 -- 2.3! 0 28 0.22 -- ­ - - - 10 76 
TRANSPORTN. 
-. 0. 0 29 0 35 0.65 0.80 1.11 1.03 1.19 1.11 1.16 1.15 1.18 10.05 
TOTALS '77$ 9.48 21.9316.40 12.36 29.20 35.97 777 7 76 7.99 7.49 7.91 7.76 8.01 180.03ESCAI ATED $ 11.37 1.46 4 19.33 50.55 7.78 .3 14.6 15.71 780.67 313.64 
Figure 3-16 Option A-1 Resource Summary (Annual Spending)(Baseline Traffic Model) 
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RESOURCE \YR 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 
FLT HDWE 7.84 21.72 38.41 47.99 72 81 101.07 101.07 101 79 101.79 101.79 101.79 101.79 101 79 
PERSONNEL -- 0.23 1 76 3.56 7.29 11 89 18.27 24.06 30.86 37.24 43.99 50.60 57.43 
GSE 1.64 4.90 7.32 7.95 7.95 10.26 10.54 10.76 10.76 10.76 10.76 10.7e 10.76 
TRANSPORT'N. -- 003 0.32 0.67 1.32 2.12 3.23 4.26 5.45 6.56 7.72 8.8; 10.05 
TOTALS '77$ 9.48 25 88 47.81 60.17 89.37 125 34 133.11 140.87 148.86 156 35 164.2 172.02 180.03 
ESCALATED$ 11.36 33.90 68.55 94.40 153 88 235.97 271 73 311.85 356.63 405.26 460.10 520.63 588.28 
Figure 3-17 . Option A-I Resource Summary (Cumulative Spending' 
(Baseline Traffic Model 
Below the bars in Figure 3-16 which define the total spending within any given 
year there are tabulations of the component elements of each bar. For example, in 1984 
Figure 3-16 indicates that $35.97M would be required by the program. Of that total, 
$28.26K would be for Flight Hardware requirements; $4.6 Mfor Level IV hands-on 
personnel; $2.31 M for GSE; and $0.8M for transportation. The figures below the 
annual totals are the escalated annual funding requirements. The escalation factor 
used was 10% for Spacelab Flight hardware and 7/o of the other resource categories. 
Figure 3-17 shows the cumulative spending for Option A-1. It also lists the 
totals both in constant dollars (1977 $) and also the escalat-ed -dollar amounts. 
The majority of the resource requirements for the option are for the spacelab flight 
hardware end items ($101.79 -57% of the ground processing resource total). The 
majority of the spacelab flight hardware is required in the first five years of the program 
when the flight rate grows from one mission in 1980 to eight in 1981; then 20 in 1983 
and 33 in 1985. The rapid growth of the flight rate requires that 70% of the flight hardware 
be purchased by 1983 and that 98% of it be acquired by 1984. The personnel cost require­
ments grow at almost the same rate as the spacelab flight hardware, but are delayed by 
approximately one year in reaching their peak requirements. The spacelab flight hardware 
costs are placed in the year preceding their first use. The manpower costs for the P's, 
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their technicians and the appropriate Host Center support, KSC operations support or the 
TDY costs are factored into the program totals in the year in which the flight occurs. 
GSE costs are allocated in the same manner as the flight hardware - costs are allocated 
in the year preceding first use. Transportation costs are accumulated in the year that the 
shipment occurs. 
The next ten Figures 3-18 through 3-27 illustrate both the annual funding require­
ments and the cumulative spending curves for the other five options evaluated. 
Table 3-93. Total Level IV Ground Processing Resource Summary 
PROGRAM OPTION 
_RESOURCE A-] A-3 B-i B-4 C-1 C-4¢ 
FLT HARDWARE 101.79 124.28 109.26 124.80 102.13 102.15 
PERSONNEL 57.43 67.23 60.67 62.88 69.12 71.67 
GSE 10.76 12.13 5.68 5.38 3.78 3.47 
TRANSPORTATION 10.05 10.28 4.90 4.90 0.97 0.97 
TOTALS 180.03 213.92 180.51 197.96 176.00 178.26 
Table 3-93 contains the total Level IV ground processing resource summary for all 
options evaluated as a part of the analysis of the Baseline Traffic Model. The three 
lowest total cost options are C-1, C-4, and A-i in that order. 
The Spacelab flight hardware costs are almost identical. The KSC options C-1 and 
C-4 have slightly higher flight hardware costs because while the transportation times 
are shorter, the overall ground processing flows are almost identical and the hardware 
involvement times for some end items are longer because while in the distributed site 
approach (A-1) the checkout GSE is duplicated at each site; in the KSC (C-I and C-4) 
and the centralized approach the checkout of the individual experiments is staggered 
to permit use of only one set of checkout GSE. In options A-I, B-1, and C-1 the checkout 
is not accomplished in a payload flight configuration. In options B-4 and C-4 the 
experiment equipment is installed in rack sets and on pallets; and all equipment, including 
cabling and coolant lines, are installed for all experiments prior to interface testing. The 
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assembled configuration is essentially the payload flight configuration. Because of the p6tehfial 
of sharing sets of GSE at the centralized and KSC sites the GSE costs are 50 to 60 percent 
lower than for the distributed options. The transportation costs for the centralized options 
are approximately one half of what they are for the distributed sites. While there are 
only four centralized sites as opposed to 15 distributed sites, the transportation cost savings 
are modified by the larger more expensive trips that are required in the centralized 
options. The personnel costs for the KSC options are higher than For their centralized or 
distributed counterparts because of the additional costs for TDY and Host Center support 
that are not as prevalent in the distributed options. The $16M of savings in GSE and 
transportation costs of the C-1 option over the distributed option A-i are almost balanced 
by the $11.7MA additional personnel costs for C-1. If the annual flight rate of the 
traffic model were to warrant the establishment of a group of KSC support personnel, 
then a major portion of the TDY costs in the KSC options could be saved. 
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Figure 3-18 . Option A-3 Resource Summary (Annual Spending) 
(Baseline Traffic Model) 
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Figure 3-19 Option 	A-3 Resource Summary (Cumulative Spending)(Baseline Traffic Model) 
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Figure 3-20 . Option B-1 Resource Summary (Annual Spending)
(Baseline Traffic Model) 
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Figure 3-21 . Option B-i Resource Summary (Cumulative Spending)(Baseline Traffic Model) 
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Figure 3-22 . Option B-4 Resource Summary (Annual Spending) 
(Baseline Traffic Model) 
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Figure 3-23 . Option B-4 	Resource Summary (Cumulative Spending) 
(Baseline Traffic Model) 
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Figure 3-24 . Option C-1 Resource Summary (Annual Spending) 
(Baseline Traffic Model) 
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Figure 3-25. Option C-1 Resource Summary (Cumulative Spending) (Baseline Traffic Model) 
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Figure 3-2 7. Option C-4 Resource Summary (Cumulative Spending) 
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4.0 	LEVEL IV GROUND PROCESSING REQUIREMENTS ­
2/3 TRAFFIC MODEL 
SCOPE OF PROGRAMMATIC ANALYSIS 
This section describes the programmatic analyses performed during the study based 
on the 2/3 Traffic Model. The same site options were considered for analysis as described 
in section 3.0 of this volume. The same basic guidelines itemized in an earlier section 
were also applied here. 
The 2/3 Traffic Model is a derivation of the "560" traffic model based on the 
study (equivalency) model using the four selected payloads. Buildup analyses based on 
ground processing times were performed and included along with a schedule analyses 
reflecting the development of payload launch dates. 
Spectrum of Options 
A detailed description of the options applicable to the analysis based on a 2/3 
traffic model is found in section 3.0 of this volume. The options considered for the 
2/3 model were: (1) Distributed Site; (2) Lead Center; and (3) KSC. The same six 
buildup options were also used in the Programmatic Evaluation using similar criteria found 
in Section 3, "Options Selected for Programmatic Evaluation." Table 3-3 lists these 
options. 
Programmatic Guidelines 
The concept behind the "Programmatic Guidelines" found in Section 3 of this 
volume is applicable; however, these guidelines were adjusted as required by the 
reduction in the payload quantity to two-thirds of the baseline traffic model. 
TRAFFIC MODEL ANALYSIS 
Payload Equivalencies 
Payload equivalencies were based on the "STS Traffic Manifest, 1980-1991" as 
described in Section 3 of this volume biased by a reduction in missions of a factor 
approximating 2/3. 
Prior to applying the 2/3 factor an equivalency traffic model was produced relating 
the four study payloads to the basic model. The equivalency model is shown in Table 3-5 . 
Table 4- 1 identifies the 2/3 Traffic Model used. 
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Table 4-1. 2/3 Traffic Model for Programmatic Analyses 
LS - 1 I 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 I i 
AT[ 1 3 3 5 7 10 10 o0 10 10 0 10 89 
CA - - I 3 3 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 49 
2/3 
SP - 2 1 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 6 6 50 
Total I 6 6 14 16 22 22 22 22 22 23 23 199 
Buildup Analysis 
The Spacelab Ground Processing times developed for the baseline traffic model 
were applied to the 2/3 traffic model. Similarly to the baseline buildup analysis, the 
NASA provided 80 percent learning curve would be applicable. 
Schedule Analysis 
A schedule analysis similar to that performed on the baseline traffic model was 
performed to derive the 2/3 mission model, the only difference being that the quantity 
of flights was reduced. The same ground rules and guidelines were used in the 2/3 
schedule analysis as were used in the baseline model. A detailed description is found in 
Section 3 entitled, "Schedule Analysis. " Table 4-2 is a detailed scheduling of the 
2/3 mission model. 
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Table 4-2. 2/3 Traffic Model 
PAYLOAD 
YEAR FLIGHT DAY 
LS ATL CA SP 
1980 	 1 130 X
 
1981 	 1 44 X
 
2 87 x
 
3 130 x
 
4 174 x 
5 217 x 
6 260 I 
1 3 
1982 	 1 44 - X 
2 87 x 
3 130 x 
4 174 X 
5 217 x 
6 260 	 x
 
1 	 1 3 1 1 
1983 	 1- 19 IC
 
2 38 x
 
3 56 x
 
4 	 75 x 
5 93 I
 
6 112 X
 
7 130 x
 
8 149 x
 
9 168 x
 
10 --x186 x 
11 205 IC 
1Z 223 x
 
13 242 X
 
14 260 
 x
 
1 5 3 5 
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Table 4-2. 2/3 Traffic Model (Continued) 
PAYLOAD 
YEAR FLIGHT DAY 
LS ATL CA SP 
1984 	 1 17 X
 
z 33 
 X 
3 49 X 
4 65 X 
5 82 X 
6 98 x 
7 114 x 
8 130 x 
9 147 X 
10 163 X 
11 179 X 
12 195 X 
13 212 X 
14 228 x 
15 244 x 
16 260 x 
1 7 3 5 
1985 1 11 x 
1986 2 23 X 
1987 3 35 X 
1988 4 47 X 
1989 5 59 x 
6 71 x 
7 8Z X 
8 94 x 
9 106 x 
10 118 X 
11 130 X 
12 141 X 
13 153 X 
14 165 X 
15 177 X 
16 189 x 
17 201 x 
18 212 X 
19 224 x 
20 236 x 
z2 248 x 
zz 260 IX 
1 1 10 6 5 
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Table 4-2. Z/3 Traffic Model (Continued) 
PAYLOAD 
YEAR FLIGHT DAY 
LS ATL CA SP 
1990 1 11 X 
1991 2 zz X
 
3 34 X 
4 45 X 
5 56 X 
6 68 X 
7 79 X 
8 90 X 
9 lOZ x 
10 113 x 
11 124 X 
1Z 136 X 
13 147 X 
14 158 X 
15 170 X
 
16 181 X 
17 192 x 
18 204 x 
19 215 X 
20 z26 x 
21 238 X 
22 Z49 X 
23 260 XI 
1 10 6 6
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PERSONNEL REQUIREMENTS - 2/3 TRAFFIC MODEL 
The manpower and TDY requirements developed for each payload on a permission 
basis were described in section 3 under Personnel Requirements. These data are applicable 
in this section as well, including Tables 3-13 through 3-18 . 
In applying the 2/3 Traffic Model to this data, the same approach was followed 
as with the Baseline Traffic Model. The total costs per flight for each payload were 
multiplied by the number of flights for that payload in the given year, to give the total 
cost for the year for each payload. These were then totaled for the four payloads to 
yield the annual grand total costs for personnel, both manpower and TDY. Payload totals 
are also shown for reference. This data is presented in Tables 4- 3 through 4- 8 for 
options A-i, A-3, B-i, B-4, C-i, and C-4 respectively. 
Table 4-3. 2/3 Traffic Model 
(1977 K $ - Manpower Costs) 
OPTION A-I 
ATL LIFE SCIENCE COMB. ASTRON. SP PROCESSING 
YEAR FLTS M/P TDY FLTS M/P TDY FLTS M/P TDY FLTSj M/P TDY M'/P TDY 
1980 1 194 31 - - - - - - - - - 194 31 
1981 3 582 93 1 193 22 - - - 2 238 42 1,013 157 
1982 3 582 93 1 193 zz 1 167 20 1 119 z 1,061 156 
1983 5 970 155 1 193 22 3 501 60 5 595 105 2,259 342 
1984 7 1,358 Z17 1 193 22 3 501 60 5 595 105 2,647 404 
1985 10 1,940 310 1 193 22 6 1,002 120 5 595 105 3,730 557 
1986 10 1,940 310 1 193 22 6 1,002 120 5 595 105 3,730 557 
1987 10 1,940 310 1 193 zz 6 1,002 120 5 595 105 3,730 557 
1988 10 1.940 310 1 193 22 6 1,002 120 5 595 105 3,730 557 
1989 10 1,940 310 1 193 2z 6 1,002 120 5 595 105 3,730 557 
1990 10 1,940 310 1 193 22 6 1,002 120 6 714 126 3,849 578 
1991 10 1,940 310 1 193 22 6 1,002 IZ0 6 714 126 3,849 578 
TOTAL 89 17, 266 2, 759 11 2,123 Z4Z 49 8,183 980 50 5,950 1,050 33. 522 5,031 
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Table 4-4. 2/3 Traffic Model 
(1977 K$ - Manpower Costs) 
OPTION A-3 
ATL LIFE SCIENCE COMB. ASTRON. SP PROCESSING 
YEAR FLTS M/P TDY FLTS M/P TOY LTS MI/P TDY FLTS M/PI TDY M/P TDlY 
1980 1 224 41 - - - - - - - - - ZZ4 41 
1981 3 672 123 1 212 31 - - - 2 246 42 1,130 196 
1982 3 672 123 1 212 31 1 207 32 1 123 21 1,214 207 
1983 5 1,1z0 205 1 212 31 3 621 96 5 615 105 2,568 437 
1984 7 1,568 287 1 £12 31 3 621 96 5 615 105 3,016 519 
1985 10 2,240 410 1 212 31 6 1,242 192 5 615 105 4,309 738 
1986 10 2,240 410 1 zz 31 6 1,242 19Z -5 615 105 4,309 738 
1987 10 2,Z40 410 1 212 31 6 1.,24 192 5 615 105 4,309 738 
1988 10 2,240 410 1 212 31 6 1,242 192 5 615 105 4,309 738 
1989 10 2,240 410 1 ZIZ 31 6 1,242 192 5 615 105 4,309 738 
1990 10 2,240 410 I z12 31 6 1,242 192 6 738 126 4,432 759 
1991 10 410 1 212 31 6 12,401,242 192 6 738 126 4,432 759 
TOTAL 89 19, 936 3,1649 1 2,332 341 49 10.143 1.568 50 6.150 1.050 38,561 6,608 
Table 4-5. Z/3 Traffic Model 
(1977 K $ - Manpower Costs) 
OPTION B-I 
ATL LIFE SCIENCE COMB. ASTRON. SP PROCESSI4G 
YEAR FLTS M/P TDY FLTS M/P TDY FLTS MI/P TDY FLTS M/P TDY M/P TDY 
1980 1 200 39 - - - - 200 39 
1981 3 600 117 1 163 34 2 248 56 1,011 207 
1982 3 600 117 1 163 34 1 174 26 1 124 28 1,061 205 
1983 5 1,000 195 1 163 34 3 522 78 5 620 140 2,305 447 
1984 7 1,400 Z73 1 163 34 3 52Z 78 5 620 140 2,705 525 
1985 10 2.000 390 1 163 34 6 1,044 156 5 620 140 3, Z7 720 
1986 10 2,000 390 1 163 34 6 1,044 156 5 620 140 3,827 720 
1987 10 2,000 390 1 163 34 6 1,044 156 5 620 140 3,8Z7 720 
1988 10 2,000 390 1 163 34 6 1,044 156 5 620 140 3,827 720 
1989 10 2,000 390 I 163 34 6 1,044 156 5 620 140 3,827 720 
1990 10 2.000 390 1 163 34 6 1,044 156 6 744 168 3,951 748 
1991 10 2,000 390 1 163 34 6 1,044 156 6 744 168 3,951 748 
TOTAL 189 17. 800 3.471 11 1. 793 374 49 8,526 1. 274 50 6.200 1.400 34,319 6.519 
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Table 4-6. 2/3 Traffic Model 
(1977 K$ - Manpower Costs) 
OPTION B-4 
AT-L UJFE-SCIEI4CE COMB._ASTRON. SP PROCESSING 
YEAR FLTS M/P TDY PETS MIP TDY FLTS M/P TDY FLTS M/P TDY M/PI TDY 
1980 1 202 49 - - - - - - - 0-2 2 49 
1981 3 606 147 1 158 35 z 256 56 1,020 238 
1982 3 606 147 1 158 35 1 170 37 1 128 28 1,062 Z47 
1983 5 1,010 245 1 158 35 3 510 111 5 640 140 2,318 531 
1984 7 1,414 343 1 158 35 3 510 111 5 640 140 Z,722 6Z9 
1985 10 Z,020 490 1 158 35 6 1.020 zzz 5 640 140 3,838 887 
1986 10 2,020 490 1 158 35 6 1,020 222 5 640 140 3,838 887 
1987 10 Z.020 490 1 158 35 6 1,0Z0 222 5 640 140 3,838 887 
1988 10 2,020 490 1 158 35 6 1 020 222 5 640 140 3,838 887 
1989 10 2,OZO 490 1 158 35 6 1,020 222 5 640 140 3,838 887 
1990 10 2,020 490 1 158 35 6 1.020 ZZ2 6 768 168 3,966 915 
1991 10 2,020 490 1 158 35 6 1,020 222 6 768 168 3,966 915 
TOTAL 89 17,978 4,361 11 1,738 385 49 8,330 1.813 50 6,400 1,400 34.446 7,959 
Table 4-7. 2/3 Traffic Model 
(1977 K$ - Manpower Costs) 
OPTION C-I 
ATL LIFE SCIENCE COMB. ASTRON. SP PROCESSING 
YEAR PLTS M/P TDY FLTS M/P TDY FLTS M/P TDY FLTS M/P TDY M/P TDY 
1980 1 206 58 - 206 58 
1981 3 618 174 1 169 53 - 2 260 86 1,047 313 
1982 3 618 174 1 169 53 1 181 62 1 130 43 1,098 332 
1983 5 1,030 z90 1 169 53 3 543 186 5 650 Z15 2,392 744 
1984 7 1,442 406 1 169 53 3 543 186 5 650 215 2,804 860 
1985 10 2,060 580 1 169 53 6 1,086 372 5 650 Z15 3,965 1,220 
1986 10 2,060 580 1 169 53 6 1,086 372 5 650 215 3,965 1,220 
1987 10 z,060 580 1 169 53 6 1,086 372 5 650 Z15 3,965 1,220 
1988 10 2,060 580 1 169 53 6 1,086 37Z 5 650 215 3,965 1,ZZO 
1989 10 2,060 580 1 169 53 b 1,086 372 5 650 215 3,965 1,ZZO 
1990 10 2,060 580 1 169 53 6 1,086 372 6 780 258 4,095 1,263 
1991 10 2,060 580 1 169 53 6 1,086 37Z 6 780 258 4,095 1.263 
TOTAL 89 18, 334 5,162 11 1,859 583 49 8,869 3,038 50 6,500 2,150 35,562 10,933 
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Table 4-8. 2/3 Traffic Model 
(1977 K$ - Manpower Costs) 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
OPTION C-4 
ATL LIFE SCIENCE COMB. ASTRON. SP PROCESSING 
YEAR FLTSI M/p I TDY FLTS M/P TDY FLTS MiP TDY FLTS M/P TDY M/P TDY 
1980 1 ?09 76 - - - 209 76 
1981 3 627 228 1 168 56 2 268 88 1,063 372 
1982 3 627 Z28 1 168 56 1 176 60 1 134 44 1,105 388 
1983 5 1,045 380 1 168 56 3 528 180 5 670 220 2,411 836 
1984 7 1,463 532 1 168 56 3 5z8 180 5 670 220 2,829 988 
1985 10 2,090 760 1 168 56 6 1,056 360 5 670 220 3,984 1,396 
1986 10 2,090 760 1 168 56 6 1,56 360 5 670 220 3.984 1,396 
1987 10 2,090 760 1 168 56 6 1,056 360 5 670 220 3,984 1,396 
1988 10 Z,090 760 1 168 56 6 1.056 360 5 670 220 3,984 1,396 
1989 10 2,090 760 1 168 56 6 1,056 360 5 670 220 3,984 1,396 
1990 10 2,090 760 i 168 56 6 1,056 366 6 804 264 4,118 1,440 
1991 10 Z,096 760 1 168 56 6 1,056 360 6 804 264 4,118 1,440 
TOTAL 89 18, 601 6,764 11 1,848 616 49 8,624 Z,940 50 6,700 2,200 35,773 12,520 
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GSE REQUIREMENTS - 2/3 TRAFFIC MODEL 
In this section, the GSE quantities and costs associated with the reduced flight 
rates of the 2/3 Traffic Model are presented. The GSE sets required for this traffic model 
are presented in the previous section as follows: 
Life Science Payload - Tables 3-19 through 3-31 
Combined Astronomy Payload - Tables 3-32 through 3-37 
Space Processing Payload - Tables 3-38 through 3-39 
Advanced Technology Laboratory Payload - Tables 3-40 through 3-45 
In order to establish the GSE resource spending requirements for the reduced flight 
rate associated with the 2/3 Traffic Model, the methodology described above under Pro­
grammatic GSE Assessment was applied for the new flight rate, and a new set of year-by­
year expenditure charts prepared for each payload and processing option. These are pre­
sented herein as Tables 4-9 through 4-14. As in "GSE Requirements" in section 3, a final 
summary table also escalating the cost figures is then presented as Table 4-15. 
In reviewing the summary data by option, it is evident that GSE costs decrease sig­
nificantly from the minicenter approach to lead center, and further from lead center to 
KSC. This is due to increased sharing and utilization of the GSE. In the distributed con­
cept, there is considerable duplication of GSE between minicenters (15 minicenters for the 
four payloads). This duplication is largely eliminated at the lead centers where a single 
set for the payload being integrated is used - a maximum of 4 sets of GSE with only partial 
duplication for common usage items. In the case of KSC integration, this is reduced even 
further because of sharing one common GSE set between payloads. These cost differentials 
are due not only to a need for more GSE as integration sites are distributed, but also an in­
crease in transportation costs required to ship GSE from and to the KSC depot in the lead 
center and distributed cases. This effort is evident when comparing the total GSE costs 
between A-i, B-1 and C-1, and between B-4 and C-4 options. 
The primary effect and difference between the results of studying this Traffic Model 
and the Baseline model is, of course, lower expenditures for GSE. Since a basic set of 
GSE is still required for each payload, the reduction is not all proportional to the reduc­
tion in flight rates, but is evident that fewer second GSE sets are required, and NO third 
GSE sets are required. 
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OPTION A-I 
YEAR KSC 
1979 
1 2 3 
Table 4-9 . 
LIFE SCIENCE 
4 5 6 
Annual GSE Expenditures - 2/3 Traffic Model 
(1977 $K) 
ATL COMB8.ASTRON. 
7 8 1 2 3 1 2 3 
585 187.5 592.! 
SP 
1 
TOTALS 
DIRECT .- SPARES 
1365 1638 
1980 
1981 
344 364 199 185 185 315 185 424 
628.5 817 571.5 
513 2714.5 
2d17 
3257.4 
2420.4 
1982 
1983 
1984 
273 251 
2T 
524 628.8 
1985 
1986 
1987 
1988 
1989 
1990 
1991 
TOTAI 344 364 199 185 185 315 185 424 858 187.5 843.51628. 817 571.51513.5 6620.5 7944.6 
OPTION A-3 
EAR KSC 
1979 342.5 
1 2 3 
Table 4-10. 
LIFE SCIENCE 
4 5 6 
Annual GSE Expenditures - 2/3 Traffic Model 
(1977 SK) 
ATL COMB.ASTRO. 
7 8 1 2 3 1 2 3 
585 187.5 592. 
SP 
1 
TOTALS 
DIRECT + SPARES 
1355 1638 
1980 344 364 199 185 185 315 185 424 513.5 2714.5 3257.4 
1981 628.5 811 71.5 2017 2420.4 
1982 
1983 
1984 
273 
2T 9 
251 
2T 
524 
59 
628.8 
70.8 
1985 
1986 
2T 236.5 
2T 
458 
2T 
694.5 833.4 
1987 
1988 
1989 
1990 
1991 
TOT. 344 364 199 185 185 315 185 424 858 246.5 843. 865 1275 571.5 513.5 7374 8848.8 
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Table 4-11. Annual GSE Expenditures - 2/3'Traffac Model
 
(1977 $1)
 
OPTION 8-1
 
TOTALS
 
SPACE
ATL-A COMBINEDYEAR LIFESCIENCE ASTRONOMY PROCESSING DIRECT . SPARES
 
1979 693.5 69.35 822.2
 
1980 585 513.5 1098.5 1318.2
 
1981 1042.5 1042.S 1251.0 
1982
 
1983 324.5 324.5 389.4
 
1984 2T
 
1985
 
1986
 
1987
 
1988
 
1989
 
1990
 
1991
 
rOTAL 585 
 1018 1042.5 513.5 3159.0 3790.8 
Table 4-12. Annual GSE Expenditures - 2/3 Traffic M del 
(1977 $K) 
OPTION B-4 
LIFE COMBINED SPACE TOTALS
 YEAR SCIENCE ATL-A ASTRONOMY PROCESSING DIRECT + SPARES
 
1979 658.5 658.5 790.2
 
1980 470.5 513.5 984.0 1180.8
 
1981 2009.5 1009.5 1211.4
 
1982
 
1983 289.5 289.5 347.4
 
1984 2T
 
1985 650.5 650.5 780.6
 
1986 2T
 
1987
 
1988
 
1989 369.0 369.0 442.8
 
4990 2P
 
1991
 
TOTAL 470.5 1317.0 1660.0 513.5 3961.0 4753.2 
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Table 4-13. Annual GSE Expenditures - 2/3 Traffic Model 
(1977 SK)
Combined KSC GSE Set 
OPTION C-I 
YE PROCESSINGGSE TRANSPORTATIONGSF 
TOTAL 
DIRECT 
TOTAL 
WITH SPARES 
1979 369.0 324.5 693.5 832.0 
1980 76.0 135.5 211.5 254.0 
1981 51.0 369.5 420.5 505.0 
1982 496.0 496.0 596.0 
1983 __RIGINAI PAGE IS 
1984 OF POOR QUALITY 
1085 
1986 
1087 
1988 
1989 
1990 
1991 
TOTAL 992.0 829.5 1821.5 2187.0 
Table 4-14. Annual GSE Expenditures - 2/3 Traffic Model 
(1977 S)
Combined KSC GSR Set 
OPTION C-4 
YEAR PROCESSINGGSE TRANSPORTATIONGSE TOTALDIRECT TOTALWITH SPARES 
1979 269.0 289.5 658.5 790.0 
1980 76.0 14.5 90.5 109.0 
1981 50.0 401.0 451.0 541.0 
1982 495.0 495.0 594.0 
1983 
1984 
1985 
1986 
1987 
1988 
1989 
1990 
1991 
TOTAL 990.0 704.5 1694.5 2034.0 
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Toble 4-15. GSE Cost Summary - 2/3 Traffc Model 
79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 TOTALS 
-< 1638 3257 2420 629 7944 
< 	 2049 2977 2420 629 71 833 
832 1318 1251 389 3790 
790 1181 1211 347 781 443 4755 
832 254 505 596 	 2187
 
790 109 541 594 	 2034 
1876 3990 3173 944 9983
 
<2346 3647 3173 944 114 1431 1 1 1 11655
 
S 	 953 1615 1640 584 4792 
905 1447 1588 521 1342 998 6801 
953 311 662 836 2762 
905 134 709 833 	 2581
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SPACELAB FLIGHT HARDWARE REQUIREMENTS (2/3 BASELINE TRAFFIC MODEL) 
Spacelab Flight Hardware Element Evaluated 
The Spacelab flight hardware elements analyzed for the baseline traffic model were 
also utilized to determine the quantities required to support the 2/3 Baseline Traffic model. 
The elements evaluated are contained in Table 4-16. Their costs in millions of 1977 dol­
lars are also listed. These costs were supplied as a study input by NASA. 
Table 4-16. Spacelab Flight Hardware Items 
COST COST 
ELEMENT (1977 $M) ELEMENT (1977 $M) 
Core Module 35.0 Rack -Single 0.179 
Igloo 10.0 - Double 0.229 
IPS 10.0 EPDB 0.088 
SIPS 1.5 Floor Segment 0.039 
Pallet Segment 3.022 Cold Plate 0.027 
RAU 0.143 
The same methodology employed with the Baseline Traffic model analysis was used 
again in this traffic model sensitivity analysis. Principally, the three major factors that 
establish programmatically the quantities required to support each option evaluated are: 
Involvement time of the Spacelab flight hardware in ground 
processing flows of each option 
Quantities required for a given payload configuration 
Flight rate and launch schedule of the Payload configuration for any 
given year of the traffic model. 
The configuration dependent Spacelab Flight Hardware end items are illustrated 
in Table 4-17. 
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Table 4-17. Payload Spacelab Flight Hardware Requirements 
SPACELAB PAYLOAD 
HARDWARE 
ELEMENT SIP C/A L/S ATL 
Core Module - - 1 
Igloo 1 1 -
IPS - 1 
SIPS - 1 -
Pallet Segment 1 5 - 2 
RAU 1 9 4 4 
Racks-Single - - 4 2 
Racks-Double - - 6 2 
EPDB 1 5 3 3 
Floor Segment - - 3 1 
Cold Plates 4 5 - 4 
Of these eleven hardware end items the first four are not as option dependent 
as they are configuration dependent. It has been determined both by previous NASA 
studies (Core Module and Igloo) and by the system level trades (IPS and SIPS - see 
section 2.0 of this volume) that the end items would remain at KSC and would not be 
involved in the Spacelab Level IV integration activities. Therefore, the quantities of 
these hardware end items required to support a given traffic model are equal across the 
options evaluated in this study. 
The annual flight rate of each of the payloads of the 2/3 baseline traffic model 
is shown in Table 4-18. The launch dates of each of these missions are defined in the 
payload equivalency analysis that is defined in the section entitled, "Traffic Model 
Analysis . 
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Table 4-18. 2/3 Baseline Traffic Model 
YEAR 
PAYLOAD-------------------------------­80 81 82 83 84 86 88
85 87 89 90 91
 
Life Science - I 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
ATL 1 3 3 5 7 10 10 10 -10 10 10 10
 
Combined 
Astronomy - - 3 3 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 
Space Processing - 2 1 5 5 5 55 5 6 6 
Totals 1 6 6 14 16 22 22 22 22 22 23 23 
Derivation of Flight Hardware Quantities 
The quantity of Core Modules required to support all options of the 2/3 baseline
 
traffic model is shown on Table 4-19. The Core Modules are required to support the
 
habitable module flights; therefore, only the launch rate and schedule of the ATL and
 
Life Science missions are a driver on the required program totals of Core Modules. As
 
discussed in section 3.0 under "Spacelab Flight Hardware Requirements" at the present
 
KSC assessed serial ground processing times a single Core Module can support up to six
 
flights per year (given the launches are at least 42 days apart). Therefore, from
 
Table 4-19 it can be seen that the second core module is not required until 1984 when 
the combined launch rate (LS + ATL) reaches eight flights. Since the capability of two 
Core Modules is up to 12 flights per year (given a minimum of 21 day intervals between 
flights), the second Core Module can meet the program requirements of 11 missions per year. 
The table also lists the percentage utilization of each of the Core Modules. For example 
in 1983 when there are six habitable module flights scheduled the Core Module is being 
utilized some 95. 1% of its available time, 247.2 days out of a potential 260 working days 
per year. At the eleven flights per year rate each Core Module is utilized an average of 
87.5 percent of the available time. 
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Table 4-19. Core Module Requirements for all Options 
(2/3 Baseline Traffic Model) 
FLIGHTS TOTAL UNITS % 
YEAR PROCESSING REQ'D UTIL. 
LS ATL TOTAL DAYS R 
1980 - 1 1 71 1 27.0 
1981 1 3 4 189.0 72.7 
1982 1 3 4 164.0 63.0 
1983 1 5 6 247.2 95.1 
1984 1 7 8 330.4 2 63.5 
1985 1 10 11 455.2 87.5
 
1986 1 10 11
 
1987 1 10 11
 
1988 1 10 11
 
1989 1 10 11 
1990 1 10 11
 
1991 1 10 11
 
The igloo requirements for all options of the 2/3 baseline traffic model are 
illustrated in Table 4-20. The IPS and SIPS requirements for all options are also shown 
on Table 4-20. The study ground rule used in the determination of the final SIPS and 
IPS program totals is that in the case of SIPS there would be an additional flight unit 
added to accommodate those missions planned to fly with two SIPS. The IPS quantity 
requirements were modified by the ground rule that the IPS would only be used on every 
other Combined Astronomy type mission. 
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Table 4-20. Igloo, 	 IPS, and SIPS Requirements for all Options 
(Baseline Traffic Model) 
FLTS Igloo Total l Total SIPS and IPS 
P TOTA[ Un its Proc. 0 Proc-
YR CA SP ____ Rea'd Days* Util. CA SIPS %UtI IPS %Util 
1980 - - ­
1981 2 2 1 68.4 26.3 14.3 1 7.2 
1982 1 1 2 68.4 26.3 37.2 42.9 21.5 
1983 3 5 8 2 273.6 2 111.6 42.9421.5I 
----- i 
1984 3 5 8 52.6 85.8 42.9 
1985 6 5 11 376.2 72.3 223.2 
1986 6 5 11 
1987 6 5 11 
1988 6 5 11 i 
1989 6 5 11 
__ __ _ I _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ 
1990 i6 6 	 12 - 410.4 78.9 
1991 6 6 	 12 410.4 -I 	 I iI_ _ _ _ _ 	 _ _ I _ _ I_ _ 
Spacelab Flight Hardware Requirements by Option 
The following sections will define those hardware quantities that are option 
dependent. These items are: Racks (double and single), Pallet Segments, RAU's, Cold 
Plates, Floor Segments, and EPDB's. The following six tables 4-21 through 4-26 contain 
the Rack and Pallet requirements for each of the six options evaluated in the study. 
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Table 4-21. Option A-i Rack and Pallet Requirements (2/3 Traffic Model) 
YEAR 
OPTION 80- 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 
* 	 ATL 
RACKS 2S 2D 45 4D 6S 6D 
PALLETS 2 4 6 8 
* 	 LS 
RACKS 4S 6D 
*C/A 
PALLETS 5 10 
o 	 S/P 
PALLETS 	 1 2 
* 	 TOTAL 
RACKS 2S 2D 6S 8D 6S 8D 6S 8D 8S 10 ,2D -c- 1l--,2D 
PALLETS 2 3 8 11 13 20 . - 20 
Table 4-22. Option A-3 Rack and P-'let Requirements (2/3 Traffic Model) 
YEAR 
80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 
* ATL 
RACKS 2S 2D 4S 4D 6S 6D 
PALLETS 2 4 6 8 
* LS 
RACKS 4S 6D 
" 	C/A 
PALLETS 	 5 10
 
" 	 S/P 
PALLETS 1 2 
* 	 TOTAL 
- - 12l)--RACKS 2S 2D 6S 8D 6S 8D 6S 8D 8S 1OD 12D 
PALLETS 2 3 8 16 18 20 . ...... -- 20 
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Table 4-23. Option B-i Rack and Pallet Requirements (2/3 Traffic Model) 
YEAR 
OPTION 
- :: 	
-OTI 80 81 82 83 84 _85 86 87 88 89 90 91 
* 	 ATL 
RACKS 2S 2D 4S 4D 6S 6D
 
PALLETS 2 4 6 8
 
* 	 LS 
RACKS 	 4S 6D 
" 	C/A 
PALLETS 5 10 
* 	S/P 
PALLETS 	 1 2 
" TOTAL 1oS 
RACKS 2S 2D 658D 8S 10010 - 12D 
-	 20PALLETS 2 3 8 11 13 20 
Table 4-24. Option B-4 Rack and Pallet Requirements (2/3 Traffic Model) 
YEAR 
OPTION 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 
* 	ATL 
4S 4D 6S 6DRACKS 2S 2D 

PALLETS 2 4 6 8
 
* 	LS 
RACKS 	 4S 6D 
" 	C/A 
PALLETS 	 5 10 
o 	S/P 
PALLETS 	 1 2 
o 	TOTAL 
RACKS 2S 2D 6S 8D S 10D 12D 12D 
PALLETS 2 3 8 11 13 20 j--t 20 
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Table 4-25. Option C-1 Rack and Pallet Requirements (2/3 Traffic Model)
 
YEAR 
OPTION 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 8989 9090 91 
* ATL 
RACKS 2S 2D 4S 4D 
PALLETS 2 4 6 
• 	 LS 
RACKS 	 4S 6D 
e 	 C/A 
PALLETS 5 10 
.	 S/P 
PALLETS 1 2 
* 	 TOTAL 
-8 _SRACKS 2S2D 6S8D 6S 8D 6S8D BS lOD 	 10C 
PALLETS 2 3 8 11 13 18 	 - 18 
Table 4-26. Option C-4 Rack and Pallet Requirements (2/3 Traffic Model) 
YEAR 
OPTION 80 81 82 83 
 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 
* 	 ATL 
RACKS 2S 2D 5S4D 6S 6D 
PALLETS 2 4 6 8 
e 	LS 
RACKS 	 4S 6D 
" 	C/A 
PALLETS 	 5 10 
-	 S/P 
PALLETS 	 1 2
 
* 	 TOTAL 
RACKS 2S 20 6S 8D 8S 101 -- -- 8S 0C 10120 '0 20 
PALLETS 2 3 8 11 13 18 -- 18 20 20 
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Five of the six options required the same amount of flight hardware - 10 single
racks, 12 double racks, and 20 pallet segments. The years in which these quantities were 
required varied only slightly. Option A-3 required 16 of its 20 pallets in the fourth year
of the program (1983) while the other five options could meet the launch schedules with 
13 pallets until the sixth year of the program. Because of its shorter ground processing
flow times option C-1 had the smallest flight hardware requirements. This option could 
meet the total 2/3 baseline traffic model with 18 racks (8 single, 10 double) instead of 22,
and with 18 pallet segments rather than 20 as required by the other five options.Option C-4 has almost the same hardware requirements as C-I with the exception of 
during the last two years of the program when the flight rate goes from 21 missions peryear to 22. This option requires an additional two single and two double racks plus 
two more pallet segments to its inventory. But for the first ten years of the program both Options C-1 and C-4 have identical Spacelab flight hardware requirements. 
The following six tables 4-27 through 4-32 list the RAU, Cold Plate, and FloorSegment requirements for each of the six options. Option A-3, because of its longer
processing times, required the most RAU's, Cold Plates, and Floor Segments 40, 34, 
and 6 respectively. 
Table 4-27. Option A-I RAU, Cold Plate and Floor Segment Requirements 
(2/3 Traffic Model) 
OPTION YEAR 
80 81 1 82 83 84 1 85 86 i 87 88 89 
ATL. 
RAU-s 4 8 12Cold Plates 4 8 12 
Floor Segment 3 2 3 
RAU- 4 
Floor Segment2 
" CA 
RAU'; 18 
Cold Plates 5 10 
" SP 
RAU's 1 2 
Cold Plates 4 8 
* Total I 
RAU's 4 9 18 23 23 36 36 
Cold Plates 4 8 13 21 21 30 -- - 30 
Floor Segment 1 3 1 3 4 4 1 5 
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Table 4-28. Option A-3 RAU, Cold Plate and Floor Segment Requirements 
(2/3 Traffic Model) 
OPTION 
O0i 81 82 83 [84 YEAR 185 86 1 87 88 89 90 191 
" ATL 
RAU's 
Cold Plates 
Floor Segment 
4 
4 
1 
8 
8 
2 
12 
12 
3 
16 
16 
4 
" LS 
RAU's 
Floor Segment 
4 
2 
* CA 
RAU's 
Cold Plates 
9 
5 
18 
10 
* SP 
RAU's 
Cold Plates 
1 
4 
2 
" Total 
RAU's 
Cold Plates 
Floor egment 
4 
4 
1 
9 
8 
3 
18 
13 
3 
23 
21 
4 
27 
25 
5 
40 
34 
6 
-­, -
L 40 
34 
6 
Table 4-29. Option B-i RAU, Cold Plate and Floor Segment Requirements 
(2/3 Traffic Model) 
OPTION 
" ATL 
80 ! 82 83 84f 
YEARJ85 I 86 I 87 8 89 1 90 919 
RAU's 4 8 12 
Cola Plates 4 8 12 
Floor Segment i 2 3 
" LS 
RAU's 4 
Floor Segment 2 
* CA 
RAU's 9 18 
Cold Plates 5 10 
* SP 
RAU's 2= 
Cold Plates 8 
" Total 
RAU's 4 9 18 23 27 36 36 
Cold Plates 4 8 13 21 25 30 -- 30 
Floor Segment 1 3 3 4 5 " 5 
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Table 4-30. Option B-4 RAU, Cold Plate and Floor Segment Requirements 
(2/3 TraFfic Model) 
YEAR 
OPTION 8oi 82 1 3 184 86 I 87 88 89 90 191158 
* 	ATL 
RAU's 4 8 12 
Cold Plates 4 8 12 
Floor Segment 1 2 3 
* 	 LS I 
RAU's 4I -
Floor Segment 2I 
* 	CA 
RAU's 918 
Cold Plates 10 
* 	 SP 
RAU's 1 2 
Cold Plates 4 8 
* 	Total 
RAU's 4 9 18 23 27 36 36 
Cold Plates 4 8 13 21 25 30 30 
Floor Segment 1 3 3 4 5 5 
Table 4-31. Option C-1 RAU, Cold Plate and Floor Segment Requirements
(2/3 Traffic Model) 
YEAR 
OPTION 80 I 81 I 82 1 8 3 84 85 86 1 87 8 6 89 90 91 
" ATL 
RAU's 4 8 12 
Cold Plates 4 8 12 
Floor Segment 1 2 3 
" LS 
RAU's 4 
Floor Segment 2 
" CA 
RAU's 9 18 
Cold Plates 5 10 
* SP 
RAU's 1 2 
Cold Plates
" Total 8 
RAU's 4 9 18 23 23 36 "- -=, 36 
Cold Plates 4 8 13 21 21 30 - [- - 30 
Floor Segment 1 3 3 4 4 5 r-- 5 
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Table 4-32. Option C-4 RAU, Cold Plate and Floor Segment Requirements 
(2/3 Traffic Model) 
YEAR 
OPTION so 8! 82 83 84 85 86 187 88 89 90 191 
" 	ATL
 
RAU's 4 8 12
 
Cold Plates 4 8 12
 
Floor Segment 1 2 3
 
" 	LS 
RAU's 4
 
Floor Segment 2
 
* 	 CA
 
RAU's 9 18
 
Cold Plates 5 10
 
* 	 SP 
RAU's 2
 
Cold Plates 4 8
 
* 	Totol 
RAU.s 4 9 Is 23 23 36 - 36 
ColdPlates 4 8 13 21 21 30 30 
Floor Segment I 3 3 4 4 5 5 
The Electrical Power Distribution Boxes required to support the 2/3 Baseline 
Traffic model are driven both by the configuration requirements of each payload as well as 
by the option being evaluated. Table 4-33 contains the number of EPDB's required by 
each option. 
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ORIGINAL PAGE IS Table 4-33. EPDB Requirements for all Options OF POOR QUALITY 
(2/3 Baselne Traffic Model) 
YEAR
 
OPTION 1980 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91
 
IA-i 3 6 11 1 14 17 25 25 
A-3 3 6 11 19 122 25 __ . . .. 25  
B-i 3 6 11 14 17 25 ... 25 
B-4 3 61 11 14 117 25 ! 25 
_ __ _ 
-- H-- ---2 
_-22C-1 3 6 11 14 17 22 I ­
-2516 17C-4 3 1._14 22 125 
* EPDB Requirements per configuration: One/Pallet, One per Core Segment, Two per Experiment Segment 
CS ES P Total 
ATL I - 2 3
 
LS 1 2 - '3
 
CA - - 5 5 
SP - 1 1 
Option C-I requires the least amount (25) of EPDB's to support the 2/3 Baseline 
traffic model. All other options require 25 to meet the 199 missions of the traffic model. 
Option C-4, however, does not need the last three EPDB's until the eleventh year of the 
program. Therefore, in this category for the first ten years of the program both Options 
C-I and C-4 require the fewest number of EPDB's to support the traffic model. 
Spacelab Flight Hardware Cost Summaries 
The following six Tables 4-34 through 4-39 summarize the Spacelab Flight 
hardware costs, including the year those costs were incurred, for each of the six program 
options evaluated. The costs of each hardware end item (study input) were allocated in 
the year preceding their first usage; that is, if a pallet segment were required in an 
option in 1984 the costs for that pallet were added to the total in 1983 in anticipation of 
first usage. Included in each table are the costs of each end item in 1977 dollars and also 
the escalated annual totals. The escalation utilized for Spacelab flight hardware is a 10% 
annual factor. 
Option C-I has the lowest total cost for Spacelab flight hardware with a cost of 
$166.207M (1977 dollars). The highest option is the distributed option A-3 with the 
combined P/L C/O (prior to Level Ill/l operations). The A-3 costs are $74.050M. 
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Table 4-34. Spacelab Hardware Costs (1977 $M)
(2/3 Traffic Model)
 
OPTION R COLD 
A-1 RACKS PALLETS RAU FLOORS PLATES EPDB TOTAL COST 
YtAR 3.022 .143 .039 027 .088 $77 [ESCAL. 
199 .358 	 W9 C/1979 .458 6.044 .572 .039 .108 .264 7.8431 9.490
 
1980 .716 3.022 .715 .078 .108 .264 6.277 8 355
 
1981 15.110 1.287 .135 .440 16.972, 24.847
 
1982 9.066 .715 .039 .216 .264 10.300 16.593
 
.358 
.264 7.124 12.624
 
1984 194 358 21.154 1.859 .039 .243 24.815 48.364
 
1983 	 .458 6.044 

4 	 .704 
1985
 
1986
 
1987
 
1988
 
1989
 
1990
 
1991 I1.790 	 -60 _ _ 
TOTALS 	 2 748 60.44 5.148 195 810 2.200 73.331 120.273 
Table 4-35. Spacelab Hardware Costs (1977 $M)
 
(2/3 Traffic Model)
 
OPTION F COLD 
A-3 RACKS PALLETS RAU FLOORS PLATES EPDB TOTAL COST 
YEAR 3.022 .143 .039 .027 .088 $77 IESCAL. 
.358
1979 	 .458 o.044 .572 .039 .108 .264 7.843 9.490 
1980 	 1.374.716 3.022 .715 .078 108 .264 627 8.5 
1981 15.110 1.287 .135 .440 16.972 24.847 
1982 24. 176 .715 .039 .216 .704 25.850 41.644
 
358
 
1983 	 :458 6.044 .572 .039 .108 .264 7.843 13.897
 
.358
19.4 :458 6.044 1.859 .039 .243 .264 9.265 18.057
 
1985
 
1986
 
1987
 
1988
 
1989
 
1990
 
1991
 
TOTALS 	 2.7481. 90 60.44 5.720 .234 .918 2.200 74.050 116.291 
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Table 4-36. Spacelab Hardware Costs (1977 $M)(2/3 Traffic Model) 
OPTION COLD 
B-1 RACKS PALLETS RAU FLOORS jPLATES EPDB TOTAL COST 
Z IYEAR 3.022 .143 .039 .027 .088 S77 ESCAL.
.3581979 .458 6.044 .572 
.108.039 .264 7.843 9.490 
.716 
1980 1.374 3.022 .715 .078 .108 .264 6.277 8.355
 
1981 15.110 1.287 .135 .440 16.972 24.847
 
1982 9.066 .715 .039 .216 .264 10.300 16.593
 
.358
 
1983 :458 6.044 .572 .039 .108 264 7.843 13.898
 
1984 358 21.154 1.287 .135 .704 24.096 46.963
 
1985
 
1986
 
1987
 
1988
 
1989
 
1990
 
1991
 
TOTALS 2.748 60.44 5.148 .195 .810 2.200[ 73.331 120.146
 
Table 4-37. Spacelab Hardware Costs (1977 $M)
 
(2/3 Traffic Model)
 
OPTION COLD I 
B-4 RACKS PALLETS RAU FLOORS PLATES EPDB TOTAL COST 
EAR : 3.022 .143 .039 .027 .088 ESCAL. 
19 .358 II 
1979 .458 6.044 .572 .039 .108 .264 7.843 9.490 
.7161980 1:374 3.022 .715 .078 .108 .264 6.277 8.355 
1981 15.110 1.287 .135 .440 16.972 24.847
 
1982 9.066 .715 .039 .216 .264 10.300 16.593
 
.358
 
6 044 .0391983 58 .572 .108 .264 7.843 13.898 
358
1984 :458 21.154 1.287 .135 .704 24.096 46 963
 
1985
 
1986
 
1987
 
1988 
1989
 
1990
 
1991
 
1 790
TOTALS 2:748 60.440 51.48 .195 .810 2.200 73.331 120.146 
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Table 4-38. Spacelab Hardware Costs (1977 $M) 
(2/3 Traffic Model) 
OPTION I COLD 
C-i RACKS PALLETS RAU jFLOORS PLATES EPOB TOTAL COST 
YEAR ff 1 3.022- .143 1 .039 1 .027 .088 577 ESCAL. 
19 35857 
6.044 .039 .108 .264 7.843 9.490 
1980 1.374 3.022 .715 .078 .108 .264 6.277 8.355 
1981 15.110 1.287 .135 .440 16 972 24.847 
1982 9.066 .715 .039 .216 .264 10.300 16.593 
.358 
1983 .458 6.044 .264 7.124 12.624 
194J 15.110 1.859 .039 .243 .440 17.691 34.480 
1985 
1986 
1987 
1988 
1989 
1990 
1991 
TOTALS 1.4322.290 54.396 5.j48 .195 .810 1.93o o6.207 106 389 
Table 4-39. Spacelab Hardware Costs (1977 $M) 
(2/3 Traffic Model) 
OPTION PALESCOLDC-4 RACKS PALLETS RAU FLOORS PLATES EPDB TOTAL COST 
YEAR i .022 I .143 .039 .027 S7T.088j ESCAL. 
358
1979 :458 6.044 .572 .039 .108 .264 7843 9.490 
.716
 
1980 1:374 3.022 .715 .078 .108 .264 6.277 8.355
 
1981 15.110 1.287 .135 .440 16 972 24.847
 
1982 9.066 .715 .039 .216 .264 Wo.300 16.593
 
.358
 
1983 .458 6.044 . .264 7 124 12.624 
1984 15.110 1.859 .039 243 .440 17.691 34.480 
1985 
1986
 
1987
 
1988
 
1989
 
1990
 
1991 .358 6.044 .264 7.124 27.050
 
6.0 4_26
1991 458 

S78 60440 5.48 .95 .810 2.200 77.331 133.438 
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TRANSPORTATION COSTS 
Transportation Factors 
The transportation factors are identical to those discussed in Section 3 "Transportation 
Factors" of this volume. The same type vehicle requirements exist, the same costing factors 
and the same transportation times; however, these factors are balanced against the 2/3 
traffic model. 
For details as to these factors, refer to the appropriate discussions in Section 3.0 
Transportation Requirements 
Similarly as with the "Transportation Factors" discussed above, transportation require­
ments remain the same for the 2/3 traffic model. The cost of shipment of Spacelab flight 
and GSE hardware to/from Level IV integration sites other than at KSC were predicated upon 
the total number of end items and the width of the shipment. Shipments requiring an out­
sized carrier - greater than 8 feet in width - required five working days and cost $4000. 
Standard shipments of 8 foot in width were assumed to require two days and cost $3000. 
Shipments within the KSC complex were assumed to require one day and cost $1000. 
In Section 3.0, Tables 3-82thru 3-85 summarize the transportation/shipment require­
ments and costs for each payload and their applicable processing options. Distributed site 
options are the most costly because of the duplication of out-sized carrier shipments. Lead 
center option costs reflect the feasibility of multiple out-sized elements contained in one 
shipment. As expected, KSC shipment costs are minimal. 
Optimum Transportation Costs - 2/3 Traffic Model 
The following six tables, Table 4-40 through 4-45, are summaries of the transportation 
costs of the six options studied in detail: A-i, A-3, B-i, B-4, C-i and C-4. Each of the 
tables summarize the studied options for each year and for the twelve year duration of the 
2/3 mission model. 
Table 4-40. 2/3 Traffic Model 
OPTION- A-1 YEAR 
PAYLOADS 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 TOTAL 
Combined Astroomy 42 126 126 252 252 252 252 252 252 252 "'2058 
Space Processing 30 15 75 75 75 75 75 75 75 90 90 750 
Ltfe Science -- 70 70 70 70 70 70 70 70 70 70 70 770 
Advanced Technology 34 102 102 170 238 340 340 340 340 340 340 340 3026 
TOTALS ($) 34 172 214 366 434 662 6666262 662 662 662 662 6604 
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Table 4-41. 2/3 Traffic Model 
OPTION. A-3 
PAYLOADS 
Combined Astronomy 
Space Processing 
Life Science 
Advcjnced Technology 
TOTALS ($) 
80 
--
. 
--
34 
34 
81 
-
30 
70 
102 
202 
82 
45 
15 
70 
102 
232 
83 
135 
75 
70 
170 
450 
84 
135 
75 
70 
238 
518 
YEAR 
85 86 
270 270 
75 75 
70 70 
340 340 
755 755 
87 
270 
75 
70 
340 
755 
88 
270 
75 
70 
340 
755 
89 
270 
75 
70 
340 
755 
90 
270 
90 
70 
340 
770 
91 
270 
90 
70 
340 
770 
TOTAL 
2205 
750 
770 
3026 
6751 
Table 4-42. 2/3 Traffic Model 
OPTION 6-1 
PAYLOADS 
Combined Astronomy 
Space Processing 
LifeScience 
Advanced Technology 
80 
--
--
14 
-... 
81 
30 
17 
42 
82 
22 
15 
17 
42 
83 
66 
75 
17 
70 
84 
66 
75 
17 
98 
YEAR 
85 86 
132 132 
75 75 
17 17 
140 140 
87 
132 
75 
17 
140 
88 
132 
75 
17 
140 
89 
132 
75 
17 
140 
90 
132 
90 
17 
140 
91 
132 
90 
17 
140 
TOTAL 
1078 
750 
187 
1246 
TOTALS ($) 14 85 96 228 256 289 289 289 289 289 289 289 3261 
Table 4-43. 2/3 Traffic Model 
OPTION. B-4 
PAYLOADS 
Combined Astronomy 
Space Processing 
Life Science 
Advonced Technology 
TOTALS ($) 
80 
-
-
-
14 
14 
81 
-
30 
17 
42 
89 
82 
22 
15 
17 
42 
.96 
83 
66 
75 
17 
70 
228 
84 
66 
75 
17 
98 
256 
YEAR 
85 86 
132 132 
75 75 
17 17 
140 140 
364 364 
87 
132 
75 
17 
140 
364 
88 
132 
75 
17 
140 
364 
89 
132 
75 
17 
140 
364 
90 
132 
90 
17 
140 
379 
91 
132 
90 
17 
140 
379 
TOTAL 
1078 
750 
187 
1246 
3261 
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Table 4-44. 2/3 Traffic Model 
OPTION. c-i 
PAYLOADS 
Combined Astronomy 
Space Processing 
Life Science 
Advanced Technology 
80 
-
-
--
3 
81 
-
8 
3 
9 
82 
3 
4 
3 
9 
83 
9 
20 
3 
15 
84 
9 
20 
3 
21 
YEAR 
85 86 
18 18 
20 20 
3 3 
30 30 
87 
18 
20 
3 
30 
88 
18 
20 
3 
30 
89 
18 
20 
3 
30 
90 
18 
24 
3 
30 
91 
18 
24 
3 
30 
TOTAL 
147 
200 
33 
267 
TOTALS($) 3 20 19 47 53 71 71 71 7! 71 75 75 647 
Table 4-45. 2/3 Traffic Model 
OPTION. C-4 
PAYLOADS 
Combined Astronomy 
Space Processing 
Life Science 
Advanced Technology 
80 
--
-. 
3 
81 
-
-
3 
9 
82 
-
8 
3 
9 
83 
3 
4 
3 
15 
84 
9 
20 
3 
21 
YEAR 
85 86 
9 18 
20 20 
3 3 
30 30 
87 
18 
20 
3 
30 
88 
18 
20 
3 
30 
89 
18 
20 
3 
30 
90 
18 
24 
3 
30 
91 
18 
24 
3 
30 
TOTAL 
129 
180 
33 
267 
TOTALS 3 12 20 25 53 62 71 71 71 71 75 75 609 
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A summary table has been generated which details the various options studied with 
regard to the 2/3 Traffic Model based on the four study payloads, Table 4-46. 
OPTION. The options which were studied in detail are A-1, 
A-3, B-1, B-4, C-1 and C-4. There is no option A-3 for Space 
Processing; however, option A-2 was studied in its place. 
YEAR. The model time span was a 12-year period scheduled 
from 1980 through 1991. 
COST PER FLIGHT-BASELINE. These are the costs in thousands 
of dollars as established in the section entitled "Transportation 
Requirements". 
NUMBER OF FLIGHTS. For each payload studied, a total 
number of flights are identified based on the 2/3 Traffic Model 
for each year. 
TOTAL TRANSPORTATION COSTS. The dollar amount in this 
column is a result of multiplying the number of flights times the 
transportation costs per fl ight (i.e., in 1984 there are 10 flights 
scheduled X 34(000) dollars = 340(000) dollars). 
ALL PAYLOADS TOTAL. This is an accumulation of each 
payloads' Total Transportation Cost column. 
INFLATION FACTOR. An inflation factor was calculated for 
each of the years in the mission timeline based on an annual 79 
compounded rate. 
INFLATED COSTS. These are the final escalated transportation 
costs calculated by multiplying the straight totals by the inflation 
factor.
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2/3 TRAFFICMODEL 
PALOAD - AT CA LS SP TOTALS 
OPTION WAR 
COSTPER NUMBER TOTAL COSTPER 
FLIGHT Of TRANSPORTFLIGHT 
BASELINE FLIGHTS COSTS TASELINE 
(5<) $K)(S  )(SW) 
NUMBER TOTAL COSTPER NUMBR 
OF TRANSPORTFLIGHT Of 
FLIGHTS COSTS BASELINE FLIGHTS 
( 11)(SK) 
TOTAL COSTPER NUMBER TOTAL 
TRANSPORT FLIGHT OF TRANSPORT 
COSTS BASELINE FLIGHTS COSTS 
(SK)) 1 (FK) 
ALL 
TOTAL 
INFLATION 
FACTOR 
INFLATED 
COST 
ING119811982 
13 u0102 - -7D0 $ 225202 311229 I 403 
41.052M.02321.29 
A-I 
I93 
19M4 
195 
1996 
1987 
5 
7 
10 
10 
10 
170 
238 
340 
340 
340 
3 
3 
6 
6 
6 
126 
126 
252 
252 
22 
70 15 
5 
5 
5 
5 
75 
75 
75 
75 
75 
m4 1 
SOP 
737 
737 
737 
501 
1 06 
1.718 
1.80 
t.067 
661 94 
017.45 
12U.17 
12 61 
149 6 
199 
1989 
199 
1991 
to 
0 
10 
10 
340 
340 
N 
340 
6 
6 
6 
6 
252 
252 
252 
252 I 70 
3 
6 
6 
75 
90 
9 
77 
737 
752 
752 
2.105 
2.252 
2.410 
2.579 
1531.39 
1659.72 
1812.32 
1939.41 
A-3 
(A2 FOR$p) 
1901 
1982 
I190 
97 
1995 
19961987 
34 
3NDI 
3 
3 
5 
10 
1010 
32 
102 
102 
230 
340 
340340 42 
-
I 
3 
3 
6 
66 
45 
135 
0IDS 
270 
270270 7 
70 
I 
1 
-
2 
1 
S7 
5 
5 
-
30 
15 
75 
75 
7575 
3 
202 
Z2 
450 
10 
755 
75575 
1.225 
1.311 
1.403 
1 501 
606 
1718 
'938
I -67 
4165 
264.82 
325 50 
6754S 
01.91 
1297.09 
1387.69 
1495.9 
-I 
1988 
1999 
'990 
1991 
10 
l0 
10 
80 
340 
340 
340 
340 
6 
6 
6 
6 
270 
270 
270 
270 1 70 
5 
5 
6 
6 
75 
75 
90 
90 
755 
755 
740 
70 
2.105 
2.252 
2.410 
2 579 
1509.28 
1700.26 
1855.70 
19983 , 
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RESOURCE COST SUMMARY (2/3 BASELINE TRAFFIC MODEL) 
This section summarizes the resource costs for all six options evaluated with the 2/3 
Baseline Traffic Model. The previous six subsections defined the options that were eval­
uated (A-I, A-3, B-i, B-4, C-1 and C-4) and they defined the traffic model (199 Space­
lab flights) including the derivation and listings of the launch dates for all options. 
The summary of the annual spending profile for option A-i is demonstrated on Figure 
4-1 with the cumulative spending curve being displayed as Figure 4-2 . The total fund­
ing requirement for this option is $229.46M (1977$) with the peak funding year occurring 
in 1984, the year in which the second Core Module is required to support the increase in 
the traffic model. In 1984, the number of habitable module flights increases from six 
(1-LS and 5-ATL) to eight (1-LS and 7-ATL). At the current assessed KSC ground pro­
cessing flow times a Core Module can only support 6 launches per year (if they are spaced 
at least 42 days apart). This increase in ATL type missions also increased the need for 
pallet segments and racks in the Spacelab Flight hardware program inventory. This equip­
ment and some additional EPDB's have required an additional $42.84M in the 1983 fund ing 
requirements (costs allocated in the year preceding first use of the equipment) for all 
options of the 2/3 Baseline Traffic model. 
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Figure 4- 1 Option A-i Resource Summary (Annual Spending)(2/3 Traffic Model) 
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Figure 4-2 Option A-1 Cum Spending (2/3 Traffic Model) 
The next ten figures are the annual spending charts and the cumulative spending 
curves for the other five options of the 2/3 Baseline Traffic Model. 
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Table 4-47 contains a summary of the total resource requirements for all six options 
evaluated for the 2/3 Baseline Traffic Model. Option C-1 has the lowest total program 
costs at $218.56M (1977 $). Option C-I has the lowest total ground processing Level 
IV integration costs because in three of the four categories it had the lowest costs of the 
six options evaluated, In the area of Spacelab flight hardware costs, this option and 
C-4 required the least amount of Spacelab flight hardware ($7F0 less than the second 
closest option). Option C-1 and B-I also required the least amount of GSE ($2. 19MA) 
and it had the lowest transportation costs (also the same amount for C-4). The lower cost 
requirements in these three areas offset the fact that options C-1 and C-4 had the highest 
personnel costs of all six options. 
Table 4-47 Summary of Option Costs (1977 $ M) ­
2/3 Baseline Traffic Model 
RESOURCE 
FLIGH 
FLIGHT 
A-3 B-I B-4 C-1 C-4 
HARDWARE 73.33 74.05 73.33 73.33 66.20 73.33 
PERSONNEL 38.57 45.19 40.87 42.45 46.52 48.31 
GSE 7.95 8.98 3.79 4.75 2.19 2.03 
TRANSPORTATION 6.61 6.77 3.25 3.25 0.65 0.65 
TOTALS 126.46 134.99 121.24 123.78 115.56 124.32 
The differences in total costs between all six options are shown below: 
Delta $ M % Delta 
C-1 115.56 0 0 
B-1 121.24 5.68 4.9 
B-4 123.78 8.22 6.2 
C-4 124.32 8.76 7.6 
A-I 126.46 10.90 9.4 
A-3 134.99 19.43 16.8
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5.0 LEVEL IV GROUND PROCESSING REQUIREMENTS 
1/3 TRAFFIC MODEL 
SCOPE OF PROGRAMMATIC ANALYSIS 
This section describes the programmatic analyses performed during the study based on the 
1/3 Traffic Model. The same site options were considered for analyses as described 
in section 3.0 of this volume. The same basic guidelines itemized in an earlier section 
were also applied here. 
The 1/3 Traffic Model is a derivative of the "560" traffic model based on the study 
(equivalency) model using the four selected payloads. Buildup analyses based on ground 
processing times were performed and included along with a schedule analyses reflecting 
the development of payload launch dates. 
Spectrum of Options 
A detailed description of the options applicable to the analyses based on a 1/3 traffic 
model is found in section 3.0 of this volume. The options considered for the 1/3 model 
were: (1) Distributed Site, (2) Lead Center, and (3) KSC. The same 6 buildup 
options were also used in the Programmatic Evaluation using similar criteria found in 
section 3.0 "Options Selected for Programmatic Evaluation". Table 3-3 lists these 
options. 
Programmatic Guidelines 
The concept behind the "Programmatic Guidelines" found in section 3.0 of this volume 
is applicable; however, these guidelines were adjusted as required by the reduction in 
the payload quantity to 1/3 of the baseline traffic model. 
TRAFFIC MODEL ANALYSIS 
Payload Equivalencies 
Payload equivalencies were based on the "STS Traffic Model, 1980-1991 " as described 
in Section 3.0 of this volume biased by a reduction in missions of a factor approximating 
1/3. 
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Prior to applying the 1/3 factor an equi-alencie traffic model was produced relating 
the four study payloads to the basic model. The equivalencie model is shown in Table 3-5. 
Table 5-1 identifies the 1/3 traffic model used. 
Table 5-1. Traffic Model for Programmatic Analyses 
Year ,80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 Totals 
LS - 1 - I - I - I I 1 6 
ATL I I 1 3 4 4 5 4 5 5 5 5 43 
CA - - I 1 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 25 
SP - 1 I 2 2 3 3 3 3 2 3 2 25 
Total I 3 3 7 8 11I 11 11 11 11 1I 11 99 
Buildup Analysis 
The Spacelab Ground Processing times developed for the baseline traffic model were 
applied to the 1/3 traffic model. Similarly to the baseline buildup analysis, the NASA 
provided 80 percent learning curve would be applicable. 
The study groundrule used in the buildup analysis was that the learning curve would 
be used for either the first five flights or two years of operations, whichever comes first. 
For example, in the 1/3 Traffic Model in the distributed and lead center options, those 
centers associated with the Life Science payloads do not become "operational" (achieve
steady-state processing times) until 1983 (third year of operations), the ATL centers are 
operational in 1981 (second year of operations), the Combined Astronomy and Space 
Processing centers in 1983 (also second year of operations). In the case of the KSC op­
tions, this Level IV processing site would be a steady-state level in the 1981-82 time 
frame because the launch site, at that time, would be in its second year of operations 
and be processing its fifth flight. 
Schedule Analysis 
A schedule analysis similar to that performed on the baseline traffic model was per­
formed to derive the 1/3 mission model. The only difference being that the quantity of 
flights were reduced. The same groundrules and guidelines were used in the 1/3 schedule 
analysis as were used in the baseline model. A detailed description is found in Section 
3.0 entitled "Schedule Analysis". 
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Table 5-2. 1/3 Traffic Model 	 Table 5-2. 1/3 Traffic Model 
PA tOAD 	 PAYtOAD 
YAR FLIGHT DAYPWAR FLIGHT DAY 
LS ATLI CA SI LS ATjCA j SP 
1980 1 130 x 1990 3 71 x 
4 95 x
1981 1 87 x 5 119 x 
2 173 x 6 142 x 
3- 260 x 7 166 x 
1982 1 8 189 x 1982 1 87 9 213 x 
2 173 x10 26 x 
3 260 x 11 260 x 
I I 1 5 3 3 
1983 	 1 37 x 1989 1 24 x 
2 74 x 1991 2 48 x 
3 111 x 3 71 
4 149 x 	 4 95 x 
5 186 x 5 119 x
 
6 223 x 6 142 x
 
7 260 x 7 166 x
 
1 3 1 a 189 
1984 1 33 x 9 213 x 
2 65 x 10 236 x 
3 98 x 11 260 x 
4 130 x I 5 3 2 
5 163 x 
6 195 x 
7 228 
8 260 
1985 	 1 24 x 
1987 	 2 48 x 
3 71 x 
4 95 x
 
5 119 x
 
6 142 x
 
8 189 x 	 0 
9 213 	 x 
10 236
 
1 260 	 0__m 
C1986 	 14 

1988 	 48
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PERSONNEL REQUIREMENTS - 1/3 TRAFFIC MODEL 
The manpower and TDY requirements developed for each payload on a per mission 
basis were described in the "Manpower Baseline" and "Personnel Cost Analyses Tables" 
in section 3.0 of this volume. These data are applicable in this section as well, including 
Tables 3-9 through 3-12. 
In applying the 1/3 Traffic Model to this data, the same approach was followed 
as with the Baseline and 2/3 Traffic Models. The total pre-flight costs for each payload 
were multiplied by the number of flights for that payload in the given year, to give the 
total, cost for the year for each payload. These were then totaled for the four payloads 
to yield the annual grand total costs for personnel, both manpower and TDY. Payload 
totals are also shown for reference. This data is presented in Tables 5-3 through 5-8 
for Options A-I, A-3, B-1, B-4, C-1, and C-4 respectively. 
As with the 2/3 Traffic Model data, the annual spending largely stabilizes after 
the first four or five years, due to the nearly constant flight rate of the payloads. Annual 
personnel costs are strictly a-function of the flight rate. This trend is more evident in the 
annual and cumulative cost charts in the section entitled, "Resource Cost Summary 
(1/3 Baseline Traffic Model)." 
In order to compare the "Hands-on" Level IV integration manpower costs, it is nec­
essary to first compare the costs between like options (Option A-i to B-i to C-1). The sec­
ond part will be an evaluation among cases of the same option group (A-i to A-3, B-1 to 
B-4, C-i to C-4). In general, the total payload manpower costs will increase from the 
distributed options (A-I, 19.14 M $) to the Lead Center options (B-i, 20.53 M$)and the 
highest being the KSC options (C-1, 23.08 M$). This difference is attributable to two 
factors: TDY and Host-Center Support. Of the four major elements of the Level IV per­
sonnel costs: 
Level IV Integration "Hands-On" personnel 
KSC Operations Support 
TDY Costs 
Host-Center Support 
the first two elements remain almost constant from one option to another. The technicians 
and engineers required to physically install and checkout the Drop Dynamics experiment in 
its double rack will be the same if this effort is done by the Principal Investigator (PI) and 
his staff at the Jet Propulsion Lab (JPL) in Pasadena (an example of a Distributed Center), 
or at MSFC (Lead Center), or at KSC. Also, the KSC Operations Support category which 
is the PI's and one or two key personnel that they may require on site at KSC during the 
STS Operations (functional blocks 10 thru 15 of this study) will be the same for all options 
since the KSC Operations Support requirements are independent of the Level IV integration 
site. Therefore, the factors that would vary between options are the TDY and Host Center 
Support requirements. These two elements vary according to the Level IV Integration site 
being considered and also according to the payload being evaluated. At the distributed 
sites there was a smaller amount of TDY required because of the nature of selecting the 
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the distributed sites. They were chosen by the logic groupings of the flight hardware' In 
the L/S example, 8 mini-centers were selected. This payload had 20 different experiments 
and, therefore, at most 12 P1's would be traveling. In the actual analysis, there were less 
than the 12 Pi's who were required to travel to a mini-center. In the centralized options, 
there were more required to more because there was only one LS centralized site. But it 
was assumed that site selected as Lead Center would be done so because they were spon­
soring some significant portion of the effort on that particular payload. The average worked 
out that approximately one-half of the Pi's for a given payload would be resident at the 
Lead Center. In the KSC case, it was assumed that all P1's and their staff would be on TDY 
status during the level IV integration activities at KSC. The Host Center support estimates 
were made utilizing the same rationale. Namely, that progressively at each site, from 
Distributed to Lead Center to KSC, there would be increasing requirements for the Host 
site to provide some effort in support of the P1's and their staffs that were traveling to that 
site, and as such were relatively unfamiliar with the procedures and the location. The 
comparison between options will show that the -3 and -4 options always have higher per­
sonnel costs than their corresponding -1 options: A-3 (22.4 M$) compared to A-I (19.1 M$), 
B-4 (21.0 M$) and B-1 (20.5M$), and C-4 (23.9M$) to C-i (23.1 M$). This results 
from the additional integration activities associated with the combined payload checkout 
(functional blocks 7, 8, 9). 
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OPTION A-I TABLE 5-3. 1/3 TRAFFIC MODEL 
(1977 K$ - MANPOWER COSTS) 
ATL LIFE SCIENCE COMB ASTRON. SPACE PROC. 
YEAR FLTS M/P TDY ILTS M/p TDY FiTS M TDY FLTS MP TDY M/P TDY 
1980 1 194 31 - 194 31 
81 1 194 31 1 193 22 - - - 1 119 21 506 74 
82 1 194 31 - 1 167 20 1 119 21 480 72 
83 3 582 93 1 193 22 1 167 20 2 238 42 1,180 177 
84 4 776 124 - - - 2 334 40 2 238 42 1,34B 206 
85 4 776 124 1 193 22 3 501 60 3 357, 63 1,827 269 
86 5 970 155 - - 3 501 60 3 357 63 1,828 278 
87 4 776 124 1 193 22 3 501 60 3 357 63 1,827 269 
88 5 970 155 - - - 3 501 60 3 357 63 1,828 278 
89 5 970 155 1 193 22 3 501 60 2 238 42 1,902 279 
90 5 970 155 - - - 3 501 60 3 357 63 1,828 278 
91 5 970 155 1 193 22 3 501 60 2 238 42 1,902 279 
TOTALS 43 -8342 1,33 6 1,158 - 132 25 Z4,175 500 25 2,975 525 16.650 2.490 
OPTION A-3 TABLE 5-4. 1/3 TRAFFIC MODEL 
(1977 0S - MANPOWER COSTS) 
ATL IF IErlNC" rQMB AqTRQ'NI qPA," Ppnr 
YEAR LTS M/P TDY FLTS 4/P TDY FLTS M/P TDY FTS M/P TDY -A - -WT -­
1980 1 224 41 - - - - - - - -aj 
81 1 224 41 1 212 31 1 123& 1 550 - q 
82 1 224 41 - - - 1 207 32 I 123 21 .54 94 
83 3 672 123 1 212 31 1 207 32 2 246 42 1L.37 29 
84 4 896 164 - - - 2 414 64 2 246 42 1,556 270 
85 4 896 164 1 212 31 3 621 96 3 369 63 2,098 354 
86 5 1,120 205 - - - 3 621 96 3 369 63 2,110 364 
87 4 896 164 1 212 31 3 621 96 3 369 63 2,098 354 
88 5 1,120 205 - - - 3 621 96 3 369 63 2,110 364 
89 5 1,120 205 1 212 31 3 621 96 2 246 42 2,199 374 
90 5 1,120 205 - - - 3 621 96 3 369 63 2,110 364 
91 5 1,120 205 1 212 31 3 621 96 2 246 42 2,199 374 
TOTALS 43 9,632 1,763 6 1,272 186 25 5,175 800 25 3,075 525 19,154 3,274 
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OPTION B-I TABLE 5-5. 1/3 TRAFFIC MODEL ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
(1977 KS - MANPOWER COSTS) OF POOR QUAIT 
ATL LIFE SCIENCE COMB ASTRON. SPACE PROC. 
YEAR FLTS M/P ITOY 'LT M/P TDY FLTS J MLP TY 1FTS M/P TDY M/P TDY 
1980 1 200 39 - - - - - 200 39 
81 1 200 39 1 163 34 - - - 1 124 28 487 101 
82 1 200 39 - - - 1 174 26 1 124 28 498 93 
83 3 600 117 1 163 34 1 174 26 2 248 56 1,185 233 
84 4 800 156 - - - 2 348 52 2 248 56 1,396 264 
85 4 800 156 1 163 34 3 522 78 3 372 84 1,857 352 
86 5 1,0 0 195 - - - 3 522 78 3 372 84 1,894 357 
87 4 800 156 1 163 34 3 522 78 3 372 84 1,857 352 
88 5 1,000 195 - - - 3 522 78 3 372 84 1,894 357 
89 5 1,000 195 1 163 34 3 522 78 2 248 56 1,933 363 
90 5 1,000 195 - - - 3 522 78 3 372 84 1,894 357 
q I Ma I 1-wW4f 5 il& 92, 43 -?3-
TOTA - . 1.677 6 978 204 2 25 3100 700 17-028 3,231 
OPTION B-4 TABLE 5-6. 1/3 TRAFFIC MODEL 
(1977 KS - MANPOWER COSTS) 
ATL LIFE SCIENCE COMB ASTRON. SPACE PROC. 
YEAR FLS M/P TDY FLTS M TDY FLTS M/P TDY FLTS Mt TDY M/P TDY 
1980 1 202 49 - - - - - - - - 202 49 
81 1 202 49 1 158 35 - - 1 128 28 488 112 
82 1 202 49 - - - 1 170 37 1 128 28 500 114 
83 3 606 147 1 158 35 1 170 37 2 256 56 1,190 275 
84 4 808 196 - - - 2 340 74 2 256 56 1,404 326 
85 4 808 196 1 158 35 3 510 111 3 384 84 1,860 426 
86 5 1,010 245 - - - 3 510 111 3 384 84 1,904 440 
87 4 808 196 1 158 35 3 510 111 3 384 84 1,860 426 
88 5 1,010 245 - - - 3 510 Il 3 384 84 1,904 440 
89 5 1,010 245 1 158 35 3 510 111 2 256 56 1,934 447 
90 5 1,010 245 - - 3 510 111 3 384 84 1,904 440 
91 5 1,010 245 1 158 35 3 510 Ill 2 256 56 1,934 447 
TOTALS 43 8,686 2.10d 6 948 210 25 4,250 925 25 3,200 700 17 084 3r942 
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OPTION C-1 TABLE 5-7. (1977 
1/3 TRAFFIC MODEL 
KS - MANPOWER COSTS) 
_AT LI SCIENCE COMt . SPCEpR C _TRN 
ELTS M/P TDY FLTS M/P TDY FLTS M/P TDY :LTS M/P TDY M/P TDY 
1980 1 206 58 - - - - - -206 58 
81 1 206 58 1 169 53 - - 130 43 505 154 
82 1 206 58 - 1 181 62 1 130 43 517 163 
83 3 618 174 1 169 53 1 181 62 2 260 86 1,228 375 
84 4 824 232 - - - 2 362 124 2 260 86 1,446 442 
85 4 824 232 1 169 53 3 543 186 3 390 129 1,926 600 
86 5 1,030 290 - - - 3 543 186 3 390 129 1,963 605 
87 4 824 232 1 169 53 3 543 186 3 390 129 1,926 600 
88 5 1,030 290 - - - 3 543 186 3 390 129 1,963 605 
89 5 1,030 290 1 169 53 3 543 186 2 260 86 2,002 615 
90 5 1,030 290 - - - 3 543 186 3 390 129 1,963 605 
91 5 1,030 290 1 169 53 3 543 186 2 260 86 2,002 615 
TOTALS 43 8,858 2,494 6 1,014 318 25 4,525 1,550 25 3,250 1,075 17,647 5,437 
OPTION C-4 TABLE 5-8. (1977 
1/3 TRAFFIC MODEL 
K$ - MANPOWER COSTS) 
ATL LIFE SCIENCE COMB ASTRON. SPACE PROC. 
VFAQ :LTS M/P TDY LTS MP TDY LTS MP TDY FLTS M/P TDY 
l2gn 1 2 76 - - - - 9 7 
Al 1 ?9 76 168 56 - - -q4 44 51 176 
82 J 209 76 m - 1 176 60 1 134 44 519 180 
83 3 627 228 1 168 56 1 176 60 2 268 88 1,239 432 
84 4 836 304 - - - 2 352 120 2 268 88 1,456 512 
85 4 836 304 1 168 56 3 528 180 3 402 132 1,934 672 
86 5 1,045 380 - - - 3 528 180 3 402 132 1,975 692 
87 4 836 304 1 168 56 3 528 180 3 402 132 1,934 672 
'88 5 1,045 380 -- 3 528 180 3 402 132 1,975 692 
89 5 1,045 380 1 168 56 3 528 180 2 268 88 2,009 704 
90 5 1,045 380 - - - 3 528 180 3 402 132 1,975 692 
91 5 1,045 380 1 168 56 3 528 180 2 268 88 2,009 704 
TOTALS 43 8,987 3,268 6 1,008 336 25 4,400 1,500 25 3,350 1,100 17,745 6,204 
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GSE REQUIREMENTS - 1/3 TRAFFIC MODEL PR POOR QUALIT= 
In this section, the GSE quantities and costs associated with the reduced flight rates 
of the 1/3 traffic model are presented. The composition and per-set cost of the GSE sets 
associated with each payload and processing option are not changed as a result of the re­
duced flight rates, because the sets themselves represent the minimum equipment required 
to process a payload, even if only flown once. Therefore, the GSE sets required for this 
traffic model were presented in Section "GSE Requirements", as follows: 
Life Science Payload - Tables 3-19 through 3-31 
Combined Astronomy Payload - Tables 3-32 through 3-37 
Space Processing Payload - Tables 3-38 and 3-39 
Advanced Technology Laboratory Payload - Tables 3-40 through 3-45 
In order to establish the GSE resource spending requirements for the reduced flight 
rate associated with the 1/3 Traffic Model, the methodology described above under Pro­
grammatic GSE Assessmentwas applied for the new flight rate, and a new set of year-by­
year expenditure charts prepared for each payload and processing option. These are pre­
sented herein as Tables 5-9 through 5-14. As in section entitled GSE Requirements, a 
final summary table also escalating the cost figures for inflaticn is presented in Table 5-15. 
In reviewing this summary data by option, it is evident that GSE costs decrease sig­
nificantly from the minicenter approach to lead center, and further from lead center to 
KSCo This is due to increased sharing and utilization of the GSE. In the distributed con­
cept, there is considerdole duplication of GSE between minicenters (15 minicenters for the 
four payloads). This duplication is largely eliminated at the lead centers where a single ­
set for the payload being integrated is used - a maximum of 4 sets of GSE with only partial 
duplication for common usage items. In the case of KSC integration, this is reduced even 
further because of sharing one common GSE set between payloads. These cost differentials 
are due not only to a need for more GSE as integration sites are distributed, but also an in­
crease in transportation costs required to ship GSE from and to the KSC depot in the lead 
center and distributed cases. This effort is evident when comparing the total GSE costs 
between A-1, B-1, and C-1, and between B-4 andC-4 options. 
- - The difference between the results of this study with minimum flight rates and the 
Baseline Traffic Model is again lower expenditures for GSE. Again, the reduction is not 
proportional to the reduction in flight rate because of the minimum number of sets required. 
In fact, in this traffic model, only one basic complement of GSE sets was required, and no 
second sets were required for the entire program period. 
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TABLE 5-9. ANNUAL GSE EXPENDITURES 
OPTION A-1 (1977 $K) 1/3 TRAFFIC MODEL 
Life Science ATL Comb. Astr. SP Totals 
Year KSC I 2 3 4 5 6 7 6 1 -2 3 1 2 - 3 1 Dirct + Soare 
1979 585 187.5 92.5 1365 1638 
1980 344 364 199 185 185 315 185 424 513.5 2714.5 3257.4 
1981 628.5 817 571.5 2017 2420.4 
1982 ­
1983 
1984 
1985 
1986 
1987 
1988 
1989 
1990 
1991 
364 199 185 185 315 185 424 585 187.5 592.5 628.5 817 571.5 513.5 6096.6 7315.8Total 344 
TABLE 5-10. ANNUAL GSE EXPENDITURES 1/3 TRAPIC MODEL(1977 $K)OPTION A-3 
TotalsATL Comb. Asr. SP' UifoScience 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 1 2 3 1 2 3 Diroct +Saresyear KSC 1 
585 187.5 592. 1707.5 20491979 342.5 
13 2 . 5199 185 185 315 185 424 
19128.5 817 571. 2017 2420.4_ 
1980 344 364 
1981 
1982 
1983 
1984 
1985 
1986 
1987 
1988 
1989 
1990 
1991 
817 571.5 513.5 6439 7726.8 15 185 315 185 424 585 189.51 592.5 628.5364 199Totals 342.5 244 
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TABLE 5-li. ANNUAL GSE EXPENDITURES 
OPTION B-I (1977 $K) 1/3 TRAFFIC MODEL 
Life Combined Space Totals
 
Year Science ATL Astronomy Processing Direct +Spares
 
1979 693.5 693.5 832.2
 
1980 585 513.5 1098.5 1318.2
 
1981 1042.5 1042.5 1251
 
1982
 
1983
 
1984 
1985
 
1986
 
1987
 
1988
 
1989
 
1990
 
1991
 
Totals 585 693.5 1042.5 513.5 2834.5 3401.4
 
TABLE 5-12. ANNUAL GSE EXPENDITURES
 
OPTI ON B-4 (1977 $K) 1/3 TRAFFIC MODEL
 
Lo Combined Space Totals
 
Year Science ATL Astronomy Processing Direct, + Spores
 
1979 658.5 658.5 790.2 
1980 470.5 513.5 984 1180.8
 
1981 1009.5 1009.5 1211.4
 
1982
 
1983
 
1984
 
!985
 
1986
 
1987
 
1988
 
1989
 
1990 
1991
 
Totals 470.5 
 658.5 1009.5 513.5 2652 3182.4
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TABLE 5-13. ANNUAL GSE EXPENDITURES
 
(1977 SK)

OPTION C-1 COMBINED KSC-GSE SET 1/3 TRAFFIC MODEL
 
Yew Procesing Transportation Total Total
GSE GSE Direct With Spares
 
1979 369.0 324.5 693.5 '832.0
 
1980 76.0 135.5 211.5 254.0
 
1981 51.0 369.5 420.5 505.0
 
r ­
1982
 
1983
 
1984 
1985
 
1986
 
1987 
1988 
1989 
1990
 
1991
 
Total 496.0 829.5 1325.5 1591.0 
TABLE 5-14. ANNUAL GSE EXPENDITURES 
(1977 SK) 
OPTION C-4 COMBINED KSC GSE SET 1/3 TRAFFIC MODEL 
Processing Transportation Total Total 
Year GSE GSE Direct With Spares 
1979 369.0 289.5 658.5 790.0 
1980 76.0 14.5- 90.5 109.0 
1981 50.0 401.0 451.0 541.0 
1982 
1983 
1984 
1985 
1986 
1987 
1988 
1989 
1990 
1991 
Total 495.0 705.0 1200.0 1440;0 
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TABLE 5-15. GSE COST SUMMARY, 1/3 TRAFFIC MODEL 
Space Division 
ORIGINAL PAGE Is, 
OF"POOR QUAU'JTY 
79 
1638 
2049 
80 
3258 
3258 
81 
2420 
2420 
82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 Totals 
7316 
7727 
-2 832 1318 1251 3401 
790 1181 1211 3182 
832 254 505 1591 
31 790 109 541 1440 
1876'C" 3991 3173 90L40 
< 2346 3991 3173 9510 
o 
953 
905 
1615 
1447 
1640 
1588 
4208 
394 
3940 
U 953 311 662 1926 
".!905 134 709 1748 
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SPACELAB FLIGHT HARDWARE REQUIREMENTS (1/3 BASELINE TRAFFIC MODEL) 
Spacelab Flight Hardware Elements Evaluated 
In the analyses and evaluations conducted for the 1/3 Baseline traffic model, the 
same Spacelab Flight hardware end items were reviewed as in the baseline and 2/3 base­
line traffic models. The end items and their costs in millions of 1977dollars are shown 
in Table 5- 16. 
Table 5-16 . Spacelab Flight Hardware Items 
COST COST 
ELEMENT (1977 $M) ELEMENT (1977 $M) 
Core Module 35.0 Rack - Single 0.179 
Igloo 10.0 - Double 0.229 
IPS 10.0 EPDB 0.088 
SIPS 1.5 Floor Segment 0.039 
RAU 0.143 
As in the analysis of the other two traffic models, the determination of the Spacelab 
flight hardware requirements is governed principally by three major factors: 
involvement time of the Spacelab flight hardware in the ground 
processing flows of each option 
quantities required for a given payload configuration 
flight rate and launch schedule of the payload configuration 
for any given year of the traffic model 
The configuration dependent Spacelab Flight hardware end items are illustrated in 
Table 5-17 . The first two payloads Space Processing and Combined Astronomy are pallet 
only payloads and do not require habitable modules (Core Segment and Experiment Seg­
ment) nor do they require experiment racks. The last two payloads, the Life Science and 
the ATL, are habitable module payloads that would not require an Igloo. 
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Table 5- 17. Payload Spacelab Flight Hardware Requirements OF POOR QUALITY 
Spacelab Payload 
Hardware 
Element S/P C/A L/S ATL 
Core Module ... 1 
Igloo 1 1 --
IPS -- 1 --
Pallet Segment 1 5 -- 2 
RAU 1 9 4 4 
Racks - Single -- 4 2 
- Double .... 6 2 
EPDB 1 5 3 3 
Floor Segment .... 3 1 
Cold Plates 4 5 4 
The Life Science and ATL payloads do not utilize the SIPS nor the IPS as a part of 
their Spacelab flight hardware complement. The first four of these hardware end items 
(Core Module, Igloo, IPS and Pallet) are not as option -dependent as they are configura­
tion-dependent. It has been established that these four end items would remain at KSC 
and not be shipped to an integration site for Level IV integration. These four end items 
become involved in the Spacelab ground processing flows at the appropriate time in the 
Level IIl/11 integration operations in the O&C building. The variations in the total ground 
processing flows, at KSC, for each of these groups of payloads are so minor (2 pallet 
only CA and SP, 2 habitable module LS and ATL) that the quantities of these hardware 
end items required to support the 1/3 baseline traffic model are equal across all options 
evaluated in this study. Therefore, to establish the programmatic totals of Spacelab 
flight hardware the annual flight rate and launch schedules of the 1/3 baseline traffic 
model (shown in Table 5-18) must be the determining factors. 
Table 5-18 1/3 Baseline Traffic Model 
PAYLOAD 
YEAR 
1980 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 
LIFE SCIENCE - - - 1 - 1 - 1 - 1 - I 
ATL 1 1 1 3 4 4 5 4 5 5 5 5 
COMBINED 33 3 3 3 3ASTRONOMY " 1 1 2 3 
PACE 
- 1 1 2 2 3 3 3 3 2PROCESSING	 2 3 
TOTALS 1 3 3 7 8 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 
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It should be noted that while each of the last seven years of this traffic model have 
11 flights, the distribution of these flights between the four payloads varies. 
Derivation of Flight Hardware Quantities 
The quantity of Core Modules required to support all options of the 1/3 Baseline 
traffic model is shown in Table 5-19 . As previously discussed in the section entitled 
"Spacelab Flight Hardware Requirements", at the Iresent KSC assessed serial ground 
processing times a single Core Module can support up to six habitable module flights per 
year (given that the launches are at least 42 days apart. Therefore, from an inspection 
of the traffic model (Table 5- 1 ) and the launch dates (see section entitled "Personnel 
Requirements" of this volume), it can be seen that one Core Module would support all 
options. The utilization of that single Core Module would, however, be quite high av­
eraging between 80 and 95% over the last seven years of the program. 
Table 5-19 . Core Module Requirements for all Options 
(1/3 Baseline Traffic Model) 
FLIGHTS TOTAL UNITS % 
YEAR PROCESSING REQ'D UTIL. 
LS ATL TOTAL DAYS 
1980 - 1 1 71 1 27.0 
1981 1 1 2 106 40.8 
1982 - 1 1 45 17.3 
1983 1 3 4 164.0 63.0 
1984 4 4 166.4 64.0 
1-985 1 4 5 205.6 79.1 
1986 5 5 208.0 80.0 
1987 1 4 .5 205.6 79.1 
1988 5 5 208.0 80.0 
1989 1 5 6 247.2 95.1 
1990 5 5 208.0 80.0 
1991 1 5 6 247.2 	 95.1 
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The Igloo, SIPS and IPS requirements for all options of the 1/3 baseline traffic model 
are contained in Table 5-20. The study ground rule used in the establishment of the final 
SIPS and IPS program totals is, in the case of SIPS there would be an additional flight unit 
added to accommodate those missions planned to fly with two SIPS units. The IPS quantity 
requirements were modified by the ground rule that the IPS would only be used on every 
other Combined Astronomy type mission. 
Table 5-20 . Igloo, IPS, and SIPS Requirements for All Options 
(Baseline Traffic Models) 
Fits IIgloo Total 'Total SIP & IPSY iA Total Units Prog % Prog I I 
YrRed s__ Uti CA SIPS_ % _Utl IPS %Uti 
19811- 1 1 1 34.2 13.21 
1982 1 1 1 2 68.4 26.3 37.2 1+1 14.3 1 7.2
 
1983 1 1 2 3 102.6 39.5 37.2 14.3 7.2
 
1984 2 2 4 136.8 52.6 74.4 28.6 14.3 
1985 13 3 6 205.2 78.9 111.6 42.9 21.5 
1986 3 3 6 205.2 78.91 
I I 
1987 3 3 6 205.2 78.9 1 I 
1988 3 3 6 205.2 78.9 --- F­
-1989 3 2 5 171.0 65.8 i1 
I ,I * ' 
1990 3 3- 6 A_ 205.2 78.9 
1991 3 5 _ _21.5__171.0 111.6_ 42.9 21.5_ I 2 1 65.8 _ 1+1 1I 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
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Spacelab Flight Hardware Requirements by Option 
The following sections will define those hardware quantities for end items that are 
option dependent. These items are Racks, Pallet Segments, RAU's 7 Cold Plates, Floor 
Segments, and EPDB's. The Table 5-21 contains the Rack and Pallet requirement for 
each of the six options evaluated. 
Table 5-21 . Rack and Pallet Requirements for All Options 
(1/3 Baseline Traffic Model) 
op-
tion 
Equipment 
1980 81 82 83 84 
Year 
85 86 87 88 89 90 91 
A-1 
A-3 
B-1 
B- A 
C 1 
C-4 
RackPallet 
RackPallet 
Rack
Pallet 
-4Rack 
Pallet 
Rack 
Pallet 
RackPallet 
2S 2D 4S 6D 
2 3 
2S 2D 4S 6D 2 3 
2S 2D 45 6D 
2 3 
2S 2D 4b 6D8 
2 3 
2S22D 4S 6D 
2 3 
2S 2D 4S 6D2 3 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
6S 8D 
10 
6S=6 
10 
10 
6S 8D 
10 
6S 8D 
10 
6S 8D 
10 
.. 
Because of the relatively low flight rates of the model, the same amount of Spacelab 
flight hardware is required to support all six options the only differences between options 
are the actual year in which the equipment is required. In options A-i, C-1 and C-4, the 
final four racks (2 double and 2 single) and ATL flight rates climbs above 3 per year. 
Table 5-22 
the six options. 
lists the RAU, Cold Prate, and Floor Segment requirements for each of 
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Table 5-22 RAU, Cold Plate, and Floor Segment Requirements 
for all 	Options (1/3 Baseline Traffic Model) 
Op- __YEAROp-	 Eqipment 
Equipment 10on, 83 85 87 89 911980-81 82 84 86 88 90 
RAU 4 19 I= 18 22 
A-] 	 Cold Plate 4 8 13 17I
 
Floor 1 3 4
 
RAU 4 9 18 22
 
A-3 Cold Plate 4$ 8 13 1 17
 
Floor 1 3 4
 
Cold Plate 4 8 13 17
 
RAU 4 9 18 22
B Floor 1 3 	 4 
RAU 4 9 18 22 
1B4 Cold Plate 4 8 13 17 
Floor 1 3 4 
RAU 4 9 18 22
 
C1 Cold Plate 4 8 I13 17
 Floor 1 13 I41 
RU419 18 22~
 
C-4 j Cold Plate 4 8 13 17
 
Floor 113 4
I 
DRIGINAJ PAGE V9 
OF Pr 
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The quantities required to support all options are identical. The year in which the 
resources are required are also identical. At the flight rates of the 1/3 baseline traffic 
model there are no differences in the requirements for these three Spacelab hardware end 
items. 
The EPDB's quantities for each option are illustrated in Table 5- 23. 
Table 5-23 . EPDB Requirements for All Options 
(1/3 Baseline Traffic Model) 
80 81 82 83 84 
YEAR 
85 86 87 8 89 91 
A-1 
A-3 
3 
3 
6 
6 
11 
11 14 
14 t 
T : 
B-1 3 6 11 14 
B-4 3 6 11 14 
C-i 3 6 11 14 _ 
C-4 3 6 11 14 
While all options require the same amount of EPDB's, three options A-i, C-1, and 
C-4 do not need their last 3 EPDB's until 1984 when the ATL launch rate increases and 
an additional 3 EPDB's are required to support this increased flight rate. Because of the 
shorter total ground processing time lines, the increase in flight rate is not felt in those 
three options until a later date. 
Spacelab Flight Hardware Cost Summaries 
The following six tables (Tables 5-24 thru 5-29 ) summarize the Spacelab Flight 
Hardware costs, including the year these costs were incurred, for each of the six program 
options. The costs of each hardware end item (study input) were allocated in the year 
preceding their first usage. Included in each table are the costs of each end item in 1977 
dollars and also the escalated annual totals. The hardware end item costs were escalated 
using a 10% annual factor. The cost of each option in constant dollars (1977 $) are equal 
at 96.1 million. The launch rate and schedule of the 1/3 Baseline traffic model are not 
sufficiently high enough to provide a discriminator with respect to the quantities of flight 
hardware required. While it is true that the ground processing times of the KSC options 
(C-I and C-4) are lower than that of other options, the flight rates evaluated in this model 
did not fully utilize the equipment to such an extent that differences between options would 
surface. 
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Table 5-24. Spacelab Hardware Costs 
OPTION (1/3 Traffic Model)COLD
A-i RACKS PALLETS RAU FLOORS PLATES EPDB TOTAL COST
 
YEAR 3.022 .143 .039 .027 .088
 
.3588 7 I
1979 .458 6.044 .572 .039 .108 .264 7.8431 9.490 
•___358 
___ ___ 
1980 .358 3.022 .715 .078 .108 .204 5.461 7.269
 
1981 15.110 1.287 .135 .440 16.972 24.847
 
1982
 
•358
 
1983 458 6.044 .572 .039 .108 .264 7.84 13.89 ORIGINAL PAGn 191984 
194 OF POOR QUALRY 
1985
 
1986 
1987
 
1988
 
1989
 
1990 
1991
 
TOTALS 1.832 30.220 3.146 .156 .459 1.232 38.119 55.504 
Table 5-25. Spacelob Hardware Costs
 
(1/3 Traffic Model)
 
OPTION COLD 
A-3 RACKS PALLETS RAU FLOORS PLATES EPDB TOTAL COST
 
YEAR 3.022 .143 .039 .027 .088 577 JESCAL.
 
.358
 
1979 .458 6.044 .572 .039 .108 .264 7.843 9.490
 
358
 
1980 :916 3.022 .715 078 108 .264 5.461 7.269
 
1981 15.110 1.227 .135 .440 16.972 24.847
 
358
 
1982 :458 6.044 .264 7.124 11 477
 
1983 .572 .039 .108 0.719 1.274
 
1984
 
1985
 
1986 
1987
 
1988
 
1989
 
1990
 
1991
 
TOTALS_i 074 
.156 .459 1.232 38.119 54.357
TOTALS 1:832 30.220 3.146 
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Table 5-26. Space lab Hardware Costs (1/3 Traffic Model) 
OPTION 
B-i RACKS 
OPIN~ 
PALLETSI RAU CL FLOORS PLATES PLTE.OTAL COLD EPDBE TOTAL COST 
YEAR . 29D 3.022 J .039 .027 .088 $77 ESCAL. 
.979:458 6.044 .572 .039 .108 .264 7.843 9.490 
-­358 
1980 .916 3.022 .715 .078 .108 .264 5.461 7.269 
1981 15.110 1.287 .135 .440 16.972 24.847 
1982 .358 6.044 .264 7.124 11.477 
458 ________ 
1983 .572 .039 .108 0.719 1.274 
1984 
1985 
1986 
1987 
1988 
1989 
1990 
1991 
TOTALS 1.832 30.220 3.146 .156 .459 1.232 38.119 54.357 
Table 5-27. Sfacelab Hardware Costs 
(1/3 Traffic Model) 
OPTION COLD 
8-4 RACKS PALLETS RAU FLOORS pLATES EPDB TOTAL COST 
YEAR 3.022 .143 .039 .027 .088 S77 I ESCAL. 
1979 .458 6.044 .572 .039 .108 .264 7.843 9.490 
358
 
1980 :916 3.022 .715 .C78 .108 .264 5.461 7.269 
1981 15.110 1.287 .135 .440 16.9721 24.847 
1982 .358 
.458 6.044 .264 7.124 11.477 
1983 .572 .039 .108 .719 1.274 
1984 
1985
 
1986
 
1987
 
1988
 
1989
 
1990
 
1991
 
1.074TOTALS 1.832 30.220 3.146 .156 .459 1.232 38.119 54.357 
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Table 5-28. Spacelab Hardware Costs 
(1/3 Traffic Model) 
OPTION COLD 
C-1 RACKS PALLETS RAU FLOORS PLATES EPDB TOTAL COST 
YEAR - 3.022 .143 .039 .027 .0E8 $77 ESCAL. 
199 .358 
1979 .458 6.044 .572 .039 .108 .264 7.843 9.490 
1980 .358 .916 3.022 .715 .078 .108 .264 5.461 7.269 
1981 15.110 1.287 .135 .440 16.972 24.847 
1982 
.358 
1983 .458 6.044 .572 .039 .108 .264 7.843 13.898 
1984 
1986
 
1987 ORIGiNAL PAGE ] 
1988 OF POOR QUAnT 
1989 
1990 
1991 I1.0°74 i 
TOTALS 1.832 30.220 3. 146 .156 .459 1.232 38.119 55.504 
Table 5-29. Spacelab Hardware Costs 
(1/3 Traffic Model) 
OPTION COLD 
, RACKS PALLETS RAU FLOORS PLATES EPDB TOTAL COST 
YEAR 3.022 .143 .039 1 .027 .088 $77 j ESCAL. 
.358i 
1979 .458 6.044 .572 .039 .108 .264 7.843 9.490 
.358
 
1980 .916 3.022 .715 .078 .108 .264 5.461 7.269
 
1981 15.110 1.287 .135 .440 16.972 24.847
 
1982
 
358
 
1983 458 6.044 .572 .039 .108 .264 7.843 13.898 
1984
 
1985
 
1986
 
1987
 
1988
 
1989
 
1990
 
1991
 
1.074TOTALS 1.832 30.220 3.146 .156 .459 1.232 38.119 55.504 
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TRANSPORTATION COSTS 
Transportation Factors 
The transportation factors are identical to those discussed in the section "Transporta­
tion Factor" of this volume. The same type vehicle requirements exist, the same costing 
factors, and the same transportation times; however, these factors are balanced against 
the 1/3 traffic mode!. 
For details as to these factors, refer to the appropriate discussioni in Section 3.0 and4.0. 
Transportation Requirements 
Similarly, as with the "Transportation Factors" discussed above, transportation re­
quirements remain the same for the 1/3 traffic model. The cost of shipment of Spacelab 
flight and GSE hardware to/from Level IV integration sites other than at KSC were pre­
dicated upon the total number of end items and the width of the shipment. Shipments 
requiring an outsized carrier - greater than 8 feet in width - required five working days 
and cost $4000. Standard shipments of 8 foot in width were assumed to require two days 
and cost $3000. Shipments within the KSC complex were assumed to require one day 
and cost $1000. 
In Section 3.0, Tables 3- 82 through 3-85 summarize the transportation/shipment 
requirements and costs for each payload and their applicable processing options. Distrib­
uted site options are the most costly because of the duplication of out-sized carrier ship­
ments. Lead center option costs reflect the feasibility of multiple out-sized elements 
contained in one shipment. As expected, KSC shipment costs are minimal. 
Optimum Transportation Costs - 1/3 Traffic Model 
The following six tables, Table 5-30 through 5-35 , are summaries of the trans­
portation costs of the six options studied in detail: A-i, A-3, B-1, B-4, C-I and C-4. 
Each of the tables summarize the studied options for each year and for the twelve year 
duration of the 1/3 mission model. 
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Table 5-30. 1/3 Traffic Model 
OPTION A-I YEAR 
PAYLOADS 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 1 0 91 TOTAL 
Combined Astronomy 42 42 84 126 126 126 126 12 " \ 126 1050 
Spac Processing - 15 15 30 30 45 45 45 45 30 5) 375 
Life Science - 70 - 70 - 70 - 70 - 70 420 
Advnced Technology 34 34 34 102 136 136 170 136 170 170 170 170 \6 
TOTALS ($) 24 119 91 244 250 377 341 377 341 396 341 396 330\\k, 
Table 5-31. 1/3 Traffic Model 
OPTION: A-3 YEAR 
PAYLOADS 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 TOTAL 
Combined Astronomy - 45 45 90 135 135 135 135 135 135 135 1125 
Space Processing - 15 15 30 30 45 45 45 45 30 45 30 375 
Life Science - 70 - 70 - 70 - 70 - 70 - 70 420 
Advcziced Technology 34 34 34 102 136 136 170 136 170 170 170 170 1462 
TOTALS ($) 34 119 94 247 26 386 350 386 350 405 350 405 382 
Table 5-32. 1/3 Traffic Model 
OPTION. B- 1 YEAR 
PAYLOADS 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 TOTAL 
Combined Astronomy - - 22 z 44 66 66 66 66 66 66 66 550 
Space Prceisig - 15 15 30 30 45 45 45 45 30 45 30 375 
Life Science - 17 - 17 - 17 - 17 - 17 - 17 102 
Advanced Technology 14 14 14 42 56 56 70 56 70 70 70 70 602 
TOTALS 4$) 14 46 51 111 130 184 181 184 181 183 191 183 1629 
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OPTION: 1-4 
PAYLQADS 
Combined Astronomy 
Space Processing 
Life Science 
Advanced Technology 
TOTALS ($) 
80 
-
-
-
14 
14 
81 
-
15 
17 
14 
46 
Table 5-33. 
82 83 84 
22 22 44 
15 30 30 
- 17 -
14 42 56 
51 111 130 
1/3 Traffic Model 
YEAR 
85 86 87 
66 66 66 
45 45 45 
17 - 17 
56 70 56 
184 181 184 
88 
66 
45 
-
70 
181 
89 
66 
30 
17 
70 
183 
90 
66 
45 
-
70 
181 
91 
66 
30 
17 
70 
183 
TOTAL 
550 
375 
102 
602 
1629 
Table 5-34. 1/3 Traffic Model 
OPTION: C-1 
PAYLOADS 
Combined Astronomy 
Spce Procestnu 
Life Science 
Advanced Technology 
TOTALS ($) 
80 
-
-
-
3 
3 
81 
-
4 
3 
3 
10 
82 
3 
4 
3 
10 
83 
3 
8 
-
9 
23 
84 
6 
8 
1z 
26 
YEAR 
85 86 
9 9 
12 12 
3- 3 
12 15 
36 36 
87 
9 
12 
3 
12 
36 
88 
9 
12 
15 
36 
89 
9 
8 
3 
15 
35 
90 
9 
12 
15 
36 
91 
9 
8 
3 
15 
35 
TOTAL 
75 
100 
18 
129 
322 
Table 5-35. 1/3 Traffic Model 
OPTION C-4 
PAYLOADS 
Combined Astronomy 
Space Processing 
Life Science 
Advanced Technology 
TOTALS ($) 
80 
-
-
-
3 
3 
81 
-
4 
3 
3 
10 
82 
3 
4 
-
3 
10 
83 
3 
8 
9 
23 
84 
6 
8 
-
12 
26 
YEAR 
85 86 
9 9 
12 12 
-
12 15 
36 36 
87 
9 
12 
3 
12 
36 
88 
9 
la 
15 
36 
89 
9 
8 
3 
15 
35 
90 
9 
12 
15 
36 
91 
9 
8 
3 
15 
35 
TOTAL 
75 
100 
18 
129 
322 
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A summary ,table has been generated which details the various options studied with 
regard to the 1/3 Traffic Model based on the four study payloads, Table 5-36. 
OPTION. The options which were studied in detail are A-I, A-3,
 
B-I, B-4, C-1 and C-4. There is no option A-3 for Space Processing;,
 
however, option A-2 was studied in its place.
 
YEAR. The model time span was a 12-year period scheduled from
 
1980 through 1991.
 
COST PER FLIGHT-BASELINE. These are the costs in thousands
 
of dollars as established in the section entitled "Transportation Requirements".
 
NUMBER OF FLIGHTS. For each payload studied, a total number
 
of flights are identified based on the 1/3 Traffic Model for each year.
 
TOTAL TRANSPORTATION COSTS. The dollar amount in this
 
column is a result of multiplying the number of flights times the trans­
portation costs per flight (i.e., in 1984 there are 10 flights scheduled
 
X 34(000) dollars = 340(000) dollars). 
ALL PAYLOADS TOTAL. This is an accumulation of each payload's 
Total Transportation Cost column. 
INFLATION FACTOR. An inflation factor was calculated for each 
of the years in the mission timeline based on an annual 7% compounded 
rate. 
INFLATED COSTS. These are the final escalated transportation costs 
calculated by multiplying the straight totals by the inflation factor. 
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N 
I/3 TRAFFICMODEL 
TOTALSPAYLOADS AIL CA LS SP 
OPTION WAR 
COSTPER NUMBER TOTAL COSTPER NUBER TOTAL COSTPER NUMBER TOTAL COST PER NUMBER 
T 25Ts 
FLIGHT OF TRANSPORTFLIGHT OF TRANSPORT FLIGHT OF TRANSPORT FLIGHT 
OF 
BASELINE FLIGHTS COSTS BASELINE COSTS BASELINE FLIGHTS COSTS BASELINE COSTS (1K) (SK%K ($1) FLIGHTS (K) (SP$K($) ($K) FLIG S (SK) 
ALL 
TOTAL 
(SK) 
INFLATIONINFLATED 
FACTOR COST 
(SK) 
198019111 I1 243 - - I 
8 
70 IS 
. 34 
119 
1225 
I 311 
41.65 
156.01 
A-I 
1983 
1 
1985:986 
1906 
1987 
1988 
1989 
0990 
1991 
m 
3 
4 
4 
4 
5 
5 
5 
5 
102 
136 
1 6ISE 
120 
126 
120 
170 
170 
70 
464 
1 
23 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
4-
42 
84 
1412 
126 
T26 
126 
126 
126 
126 
015 
I 
I 
I 
0 
70 
-
A 
70 
70 
2 
2 
3 
345 
3 
3 
2 
3 
2 
15 
30 
30 
45 
45 
45 
3 
45 
30 
91 
244 
250 
377 
341 
377 
341 
396 
341 
396 
1403 
1501 
1 606 
1718 
I 838 
1.967 
2 HIS 
2 252 
2.410 
2 579 
127.67 
366.'2 
401.50 
647.69 
626.76 
741.56 
717.81 
891.79 
821.81 
102128 
1980 I 34 - - - 34 I 225 41.65 
A-
1981 
1982 
1983 
0940985 34 
I 
I 
3 
44 
34 
34 
102 
136836 42 
-
I 
1 
2
3 
-
45 
4 
90 
133 70 
I 
-
70 
-
20 
7i 5 
I 
2 
2 
3 
15 
15 
30 
30 
45 
119 
94 
247 
256 
386 
1 311 
I 403 
1 501 
1 606 
1 718 
156.01 
131.8 
370 75 
411.14 
663 15 0 
(A2FORSP) 19861987 54 870 33 1351365 I 70 33 AS45 350386 10381967 6433075926 
S988 
99 
99 
991] 
5 
5 
5 
5 
170 
mO 
12 
170 
3 
3 
3 
3 
135 
135 
135 
13$ 
-
1 
1 
20 
-
70 
3 
2 
3 
2 
45 
30 
45 
30 
3 
405 
350 
40 
2105 
2 252 
2.410 
2579 
736 75 
91206 
43.50 
104449 
(1 
I 
CA) 
19801981
1993 
1982198 
01 
I 
33 
1414 
14 
1442 
" 
I 
lI 
. 
2 
2222 
-I 
1 
-
7 
17 
-
2 
-
15 
30 
1 
46 
51 
111 
1.225 
1.311 
1.40 
1 501 
17.15 
60.31 
71.55 
1666T 
14 4 56 2 4420578 .23m 
Is 
1985 
14 4 
5 
56 u 
3 
4a 
66 
1 
-
Is 
1 3 
45 
45 
I84 
8 
1.718 
083B 
31611 
332.68 
. 
11989 
CO199 
(-1 1987 
1988 
1989 
1 
45 
5 
5 
7 
70 
m 
3 
333 
3 
66 
666666 
66 
1 
-
17 
107 
-
7 
3 
3 
232 
45 
45 
304530 
184 
1 
18308083 
0967 
2103 
2 25224102579 
36193 
3101 
412 12436.20471.96 
t3 
884-- 14 1.225 17 85 
1919"1 I1 1414 - 1;7 I 05 46 1311 60.31 
1982 1 14 I 22 - I I1 51 1.403 71.55 
0993 
1984 
3 
4 
42 
56 
I 
2 
22 
44 
1 17 2 
2 
30 
20 
II1 
030 
1501 
606 
166.61 
206.78 0 0 
5-4 19851986 
1987 
0989 
1989 
04 45 
4 
5 
5 
5670 
56 
m0 
0 
22 33 
3 
3 
3 
6666 
66 
66 
66 
117 
I 
-
-
17 
-
07 
15 3 
3 
3 
230 
45 
45 
45 
45 
;84
181 
084 
H08 
03 
1.718 
0038 
1 967 
20 
222 
316.11 
332.68 
361.93 
388.01 
412.12 
(L
(D 
.7 
. 
0990m 
1991 
5 
5 
7m 
70 
3 
3 
66 
66 
- -
7 
3 
2 
4 
30 
181 
083 
2 400 
2 579 
436.21 
471 9 1 
9D 3 - -- 3 1.225 3.68 
O 
0 
a 
C-I 
1982 
1983 
098 
0985 
0 
;997 
0988 
1913 
1 
3 
4 
s 
4 
5 
3 
9 
02 
12 
I 
12 
15 
3 
-
1 
I 
2 
3 
3 
3 
3 
-
3 
3 
6 
9 
9 
9 
9 
-
I 
-2 
-
I 
2 
-
4 
3 
1 
2 
3 
3 
3 
4 
4 
8 
8 
12 
2 
12 
02 
10 
00 
23 
26 
36 
36 
36 
m 
1311 
140 
1.501 
0606 
1.708 
1 838 
1.967 
2.0 
13.01 
14.03 
34.52 
41.76 
61.85 
66.17 
70.81 
75.78 
0 b.m 
0 
( 
' 
199 
099 
1991 
5 
5 
5 
I5 
15 
15 
3 
3 
3 
9 
9 
9 
3 
-3 
3 
2 
2 
8 
12 
8 
35 
36 
3 
2.252 
2 410 
2579 
78 82 
8676 
90.27 
0980 
1981 
1982 
0983 
1 
1 
I 
3 
3 
3 
3 
9 
-
I 
-I 
3-
3 I 
3 
3 
0 
1 
2 
4 
4 
8 
3 
00 
10 
23 
1.225 
1.301 
1.40 
0.500 
3.68 
03.00 
14.0 
34.52 
l .. 
3 
) 
0 
C-4 
0904 
195 
0986 3 
4 
4 
5 
12 
12 
5 3 
2 
3 
3 
6 
9 
9 3 
0 
-
-
3 
4 
2 
3 
3 
8 
12 
12 
26 
36 
36 
606 
718 
838 
41.76 
61.85 
66.17 
0 
E 
1997 
19889 
4 
55 
12 
Ii5 
3 
33 
9 
99 
1 
-3I 
3 
3 
3 
2 
12 
12 
S 
36 
36 
Id 
1.967 
2.105 
2 252 
70.81 
75.70 
7.82 
1990 5 15 3 9 - 3 12 36 2 410 86.76 
0990 5 15 3 9 I 3 2 I 35 2.579 90.27 
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RESOURCE COST SUMMARY (1/3 BASELINE TRAFFIC MODEL) 
This section summarizes the resource costs for all six options evaluated with the 1/3 
Baseline traffic model. This section summarizes the costs developed for the four major 
resources areas: Spacelab Flight Hardware, Level IV "hands-on" personnel costs, Level 
IV Spacelab GSE, and Transportation costs. The launch schedule of the 1/3 Baseline 
Traffic Model builds up to a rate of 7 flights/year by the fourth year of the program (1987). 
The maximum flight rate is 11 flights/year. To support the launch schedule of this program, 
in all options, 91.8% of all the Spacelab flight hardware must be purchased by the third 
year of the program. This is illustrated on Figures 5- 11 thru 5-12 , These are the annual 
spending figures and the cumulative program resource requirements for each of the six op­
tions evaluated. 
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Fit Hdwr 
PerswonelANNUAL 
EXPENDITURES GSE 
$s 10 Tronsportn S 
(1977 
DOLLARS) 
5-
I -IIUMflfl 
REORE\R79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 18 919 1 TOTALS 
FLT HOWE 7.84 5.46 1697 -- 7.84 .. .. .. .. .. .. . -- 38.11 
PERSONNEL -- 0.23 0.58 0.55 1.36 1.55 2. 0 2.11 2.10 2.11 2.1 2.11 2.18 19.16 
GSE 1.64 3.26 2.42 -- -- -- 7.32 
TRANSPORT'N. -- 0.03 0.12 0.09 0.24 0 25 0.38 0.34 0.38 0.34 0.4 0 34 0,40 3.31 
TOTALS '77 $ 9.48 8.98 20.09 0.64 9.44 1.80 2.48 2.45 82 2.58 2.45 2.58 67.90 
ESCALATED $ 1.35 11.24 28.93 0.90 17.21 2.90 4.25 4 5.15 5. 90 654 109.53 
Figure 5-1. Option A-i Resource Summary (Annual Spending) 
(1/3 Traffic Model) 
75­
50-
CUMULATIVE 

EXPENDITURES . .. FL H D 
$MILLION 4VFIGHTHARDWARE 
(1977 DOLLARS) 4i 
25-- ORIGINAL, PAGE IS; OF POOR QUALITY 
.................................. sOS .....
 
. 
..
..
..
.
 
........

.
.
. .............. 
.. GSE
.. ..................

::.....::... . .......... .... A..NSPRTATION
f1981RESOURCE \YR 1979 1980 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 
FLT HDWE 7.84 13.30 30.27 30.27 38.11 38.11 
PERSONNEL -- 0.23 0.81 1.36 2.72 4.27 6.37 8.48 10.58 12.69 14.87 16.98 19,16 
GSE 1.64 4.90 7.32 7.32 
TRANSPORT'N. -- 0.03 0.15 0.24 0.48 0.73 1.11 1.45 1.83 2.17 2.57 2.91 3.31 
TOTALS '77 $ 9.48 18.46 38.55 29.19 48.63 50.43 52.91 55.36 57.84 60.29 62.87 65.32 ] 67.90 
Figure 5-2 Option A-i Resource Summary (Cumulative Spending) 
(1/3 Traffic Model) 
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ANNUAL FIt IHZdhI 
EXPENDITURES 15" Personnel 
GSE 
$Tronspor 
'a 
(1977 ID 
DOLLARS) 
5 
RESOURCE 79 80 1 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 TOTALS 
FLT HDWE 7.84 5.46 16.97 7.12 0.72 -- -- -- - 38.11
 
PERSONNEL -- 0.27 0.65 0 65 1.57 1.83 2.45 2.47 2.45 2.47 2.57 2.47 2 57 22.42
 
GSE 2.05 3.26 2.42 -- -- -- -- -- - 7.73
 
TRANSPORT'N. -- 0.03 0.12 0.09 0.25 0.26 0.39 0.35 0.39 0.35 0.41 0 35 0 41 3.40
 
TOTALS '77$ 9.89 9.02 20.16 7.86 2.54 2.09 2.84 2.82 2.84 2.82 2.98 2.82 2 98 71.66
 
ESCALATED $ 11.84 11.29 29.02 12.52 3.99 3.34 
 4.87 5.19 5 58 5.95 6.70 6.80 7.68 114.77 
Figure 5-3. Option A-3 Resource Summary (Annual Spending) 
(1/3 Traffic Model) 
75 
50
CUMULATIVE 

EXPENDITURES 
MILLION # .0" FLIGHT HARDWARE 
(1977 DOLLARS) 
...........
?asow 
GSE 
.. =...=............. . ............... '; g5"i f
=..  . .... .. .... .. ....  

- .- -. ................ .................. yz v ii6
 
RESO - YR 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 
FLTIHDWE 7.84 1.30 30.27 37.39 38.11 38.11 38.11 38.11 38.11 38.11 38.11 38.11 38.11 
PERSONNEL -- 0.27 0.92 1.57 3.14 4.97 7.42 9.89 12.34 14.81 17.38 19.85 22.42 
GSE 2.05 5.03 7.45 7.45 7.45 7.45 7.45 7.45 7.45 7.45 7.45 7.45 7.73 
TRANSPORT'N. -- 0.03 0.15 0.24 0.49 0.75 1.14 1.49 1.88 2.23 2.64 2.99 3.40 
TOTALS '773 9.89 18.91 39.07 46.93 49.47 51.56 54.40 57.22 60.06 62.88 65.86 68.68 71.66 
Figure-5- 4 . Option A-3 Resource Summary (Cumulative Spending 
(1/3 Traffic Model) 
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ANNUAL 
EXPENDITURES 15" 
FII-Hdwr$ 
Persmnel 
GSE(1977 "00 

Trasport'nDOLLARS) 
S 
REORE R 79 80__ 81__ 82__ 83__ 84 g5 8 87 88 89 9 9 TOTALS 
FLITHDWE 7.8 5.4 .9 .12 0.72 .. .. .. .. .. .. 38.11 
PERSONNEL -- 2.21 2.25 2.21 2.25 2.30 225 2.30 20.27 
GSE 0.8 .3 1. 3 40 
TRANSPORT'N. -- 0.01 0 0.0 0.11 0.13 0.18 0.18 0.18 0.18 0.18 . l. L 3.61 
TOTALS '77 $ 8-67Z 7, 316 .76 2.25 1.79 2.39 2.43 2.39 2.43 2.48 243 2.48 63.39 
ESCALATED S 10i44 9.19 7.32 12.31 3.57 2.88 4.12 4.47 4.71 5.12 5.58 586 639 102.03 
Figure 5-5. Option B-I Resource Summary (Annual Spending) 
(1/3 Traffic Model) 
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CUMULATIVE 50 
EXPENDITURES 
HARDWARE$MILLION #F °$ MILFLIGHT 
(1977 DOLLARS) "* ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
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...............
 
/.......... 

Z .~ ooo............... S
 
u , -- .. ::::::: :2:: A E9 AEI 9 ..........................................................
 
RESOURCE \YR 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 
FLTHDWE 7.84 3.30 30.27 37.39 38.11 38.11 38.11 38.11 38.11 38.11 38.11 38.11 38.11 
PERSONNEL -- 0.24 0.83 1.42 2.84 4.50 6.71 8.96 11.17 13.42 15.72 17.97 20.27 
GSE 0.83 2.15 3.40 3.40 3.40 3.40 3.40 3.40 3.40 3.40 3.40 3.40 3.40 
TRANSPORT'N. -- 0.01 0.06 0.11 0.22 0.35 0.53 0.77 0.89 1.07 1.25 1.43 1.61 
TOTALS '77$ 8.67 15.70 34.56 42.32 44.57 46.39 48.77 51.18 53.57 56.00 58.48 60.91 63.39 
Figure 5-6 Option B-1 Resource Summary (Cumulative Spending) 
(1/3 Traffic Model) 
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ANNUAL 
$ IV ANNUAL 	 OF pOR QUALITY
Fit Hdr
EXPENDITURES I5 ORGN L A Ei 
(1977 10-	 GSE 
DOLLARS) 	 Tr.sort'. 
RESOURCE YR 79 80 82 83 84 85 6 87, 88 189 9 91 TOTALS 
FLT HDWE 7.84 5.46 1697 7.12 0.72 
--
-. 
PERSONNEL 
GSE 
TRAN SPORT'N 
TOTALS '77$ 
--
0.79 
8.63 
0.25 
1.18 
0 .0 1 
6.90 
0.60 
1.21 
0.05 
18.3 
0.61 
--
0 .0 5 
7.78 
1.47 
0 . 11 
2.30 
1.73 
0 . 13 
1.86 
2.29 
0. 18 
L47 
2.34 
0 .18 
252 
2 29 
0 18 
2.47 
2.34 
0 1 8 
2.52 
2.38 
0 18 
2.56 
2.34 
0 18 
2.52 
2.38 
,1.. 
256 
2102 
3.18 
62.92 
ESCALATED $ 10.39 9.03 27.28 12.41 3.64 2.99 4.25 4.64 4.816 5.31 5.77 6.09 6.61 103.27 
Figure 5-7. Option B-4 Resource Summary (Annual Spending) 
(1/3 Traffic Model) 
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HARDWARE$MILLION 
(1977 DOLLARS) 
25 
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................................
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RESOURCE YR 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 2984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 
FLT HDWE 
PERSONNEL 
GSE 
TRANSPORT'N. 
7.84 
-
0.79 
-
13.30 
0.25 
1.97 
0.01 
30.27 
0.85 
3.18 
0.06 
37.39 
1.46 
3.18 
0.11 
38.11 
2.93 
3.18 
0.22 
38.11 
4.66 
3.18 
0.35 
38.11 
6.95 
3.18 
0.53 
38.11 
9.29 
3.18 
0.71 
38.11 
1.58 
3.18 
0.89 
38.11 
13.92 
3.18 
1.07 
38.11 
16.30 
3.18 
1.25 
38.11 
18.64 
3.18 
1.43 
38.11 
21.02 
3,18 
1.61 
TOTALS '77$ 8.63 15.53 34.36 42.14 44.44 46.30 48.77 51.29 53.76 56 28 5:8.84 6136 63 92 
Figure 5-8 Option 	B-4 Resource Summary (Cumulative Spending) 
(Traffic Model) 
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ANNUAL 
15EXPENDITURES 
Fit Ildwr izi~i 
$ Persconol 
GSE(1977 10 ransport'n
 
DOLLARS) 
SM 
RESOURCE YR 79 80 81 2 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 TOTALS 
FLT HDWE 7,84 5.46 16.97 -- 7.84 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 38.11 
PERSONNEL -- 0.26 0.66 0.68 1.60 1.89 2.53 2.57 2.53 2.57 2.62 2.57 2 62 23.10 
GSE 0.83 0.25 0.51 - -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- I59 
TRANSPORT'N -- -- 0.01 0.01 002 0.03 0.04 0.04 0 04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0 35 
TOTALS '77$ 
ESCALATED $ 8.67 10.44 5,977.89 18.15 26.39 0.69 0.96 9.46 1634 1.92 3.07 2.57 4.40 2.61 4.79 2.57 5.04 2.61 5.49 2.66 5.97 2.616.28 2.66 6.84 63.15 103.90 
Figure 5-9o Option C-1 Resource Summary (Annual Spending) 
(1/3 Traffic Model) 
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"S MILLION FLIGHT HARDWARE 
(1977 DOLLARS) 
........
..........
. . 
. ............ GSE
 
I. . .. ",................... .....................
............................... 

RESOURCE \YR 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 
 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991
 
FLT HDWE 7.84 13.30 30.27 30.27 3 8.113811 38.11 38.11 38.11 38.11 38.11 38.11 38.11 
PERSONNEL -- 0.260.921.603.20 5.09 7.62 10.19 12.72 15.29 17.91 20.48 23.10 
GSE 0.83 1.08 1.59 1.59 1.59 1.59 1.59 1.59 1.59 1.59 
TRANSPORT'N. -0.01 0.02 0.04 0.07 0.11 0.15 0.19 0.23 0.27 0 31 0.35 
TOTALS f77 8.67 44.86 . 47.43 -0.05 52 61 552 57.88 60.49 63.15$ 14.64. 
Figure 5-10 Option C-1 Resource Summary (Cumulative Spending) 
(1/3 Traffic Model) 
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REORE\R 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 TOTALS 
FLT HOWE 7.84 5.46 16.97 -- 7.84 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 38.11 
PERSONNEL -- 0.29 0.69 0.70 .67 1.97 2.61 2.67 2.61 2.67 2.71 2.67 2 71 23.97 
GSE 0.79 0.13 0.54 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 1.44 
TRANSPORTN. -- -- 0.01 0.01 0.02 9 03 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0 04 0.04 0.04 0 35 
TOTALS '77$ 8.63 5, 18.21 0.71 9.53 2.00 2.65 2.71 2.65 2.71 2.75 2.71 2.75 63.87 
ESCALATED $ 10.39 7.76 26.47 0.99 16.44 3.20 4.54 4.97 5.20 5.69 6.19 6.52 7 09 105.45 
Figure 5-11. Option C-4 Resource Summary (Annual Spending) 
(1/3 Traffic Model) 
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(1977 DOLLARS) 
25 ..............
 
SETRANSPORTATION
.....-­................. 
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RESOURCE \YR 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991
 
FLTHDWE 7.84 13.30 30.27 30.27 38.11 38.31 38.11 38.11 38.11 38.11 38.11 38.31 38.11 
PERSONNEL -- 0.25 0.98 3.68 3.35 5.32 7.93 10.60 13.21 15.88 18.59 21.26 23.97 
GSE 0.79 0.90 1.44 1.44 1.44 1.44 1.44 1.44 1.44 1.44 1.44 1.44 1.44 
TRANSPORT'N. -- -- 0.01 0.02 0.04 0.07 0.11 0.15 0.19 0.23 0.27 0.31 0.35 
TOTALS '77$ 8.63 14.49 32.70 33.41 42.94 44.94 47.59 50.30 52.95 55.66 58.41 61.12 63.87 
Figure 5- 12. Option C-4 Resource Summary (Cumulative Spending) 
(1/3 Traffic Model) 
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Table 5-37 contains the totals of the four resource categories for the six options 
evaluated. In this 1/3 Baseline Traffic Model, the lowest total option costs are for 
C-1 the KSC option with dependent experiment checkout and no combined payload 
checkout prior to Level Il/1l integration at the O&C building. Despite the high per­
sonnel costs, the transportation GSE and flight hardware costs for this program are the 
lowest of any of the six options and the resultant total is also the lowest. Since these 
options all require the same amount of Spacelab flight hardware, the total dollar (1977$) 
differences for the other three resource categories are: 
Option Total Delta % 
C-1 25.14 - ­
B-1 25.41 .27 1.1 
C-4 25.76 .62 2.5 
B-4 25.81 .67 2.7 
A-i 29.51 4.37 17.4 
A-3 33.27 8.13 32.3 
* for personnel, GSE, and Transportation only 
Table 5-37. Summary of Option Costs (1977 $M) 
(1/3 Baseline Traffic Model) 
OPTION 
RESOURCE A-] A-3 B-1 B-4 C-1 C-4 
FLIGHT HARDWARE 96.11 96.11 96.11 96.11 96.11 96.11 
PERSONNEL 19.16 22.42 20.21 21.02 23.10 23.97 
GSE 7.04 7.45 3.40 3.18 1.60 1.40 
TRANSPORTATION 3.31 3.40 1.74 1.61 0.35 0.35 
TOTALS 125.62 129.38 121.52 121.92 121.16 121.83 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
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While the first four options are almost equal in cost, there does exist a 4 million 
dollar difference between these four and the distributed option A-i, and an 8 million 
dollar difference between A-3 and the four lowest. 
At the lower flight rates of the 1/3 Baseline traffic model, the resouce requirements 
for the ground processing categories of "hands-on" Level IV personnel, the Level IV inte­
gration GSE and the Transportation cost totals are all relatively equal for the Centralized 
and the KSC options. These two sets of options are,however, less expensive than the dis­
tributed site options. Because of their lower total ground processing serial flow times, the 
KSC options would offer the additional advantage of utilizing less of the available total 
work days on the Spacelab flight hardware. The Combined Astronomy serial ground pro­
cessing flow times for option C-1 are 53.9 working days. In option B-i, these same pro­
cessing activities take 61.9 days, an 8 day difference. At the peak flight rate of the 
1/3 Traffic Model (11 flights per year), tl' re are 3 Combined Astronomy missions. The 
requirements of each option can be satisfied with one set of 5 pallet segments in either 
case. Therefore, for these missions, the Spacelab flight hardware costs for pallet seg­
ments would be identical. The processing times, however, would be 161.7 days total 
for option C-1 and 185.7 days for option B-I. This 24 day difference is not significant in 
that at 3 flights per year it does not add flight hardware equipment costs but it does re­
duce the ability of option B-1 to accommodate schedule slippages and contingencies. Also, 
option C-1 is capable of supporting a fourth C/A mission without any additional flight 
equipment (215.6 days processing time) and with some margin in its capacity. Option 
B-1 on the other hand will require 247.6 days out of the 250 available working days (99%) 
Thus, while the equipment requirements (at the launch rate of the 1/3 Baseline traffic 
model) are the same Option C-1 would have the advantage because of shorter ground pro­
cessing flows, of tieing up the equipment and facilities less than any other option. 
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ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS LIST 
AAM 
AC 
ACCEL 
AFD 
AMP 
ANAL 
ARC 
ASSY 
ATL 
ATT 
AVG 
BL 
BLKHD 
BRKT 
BSHF 
BUP 
C 
CA 
CACB 
CB 

CCTV 

C/D 
CDMS 
c9 

CITE 
CM 
CMD 
C/o 
CNTR 
COAX 
CONN 

CORE 
CPU 
CRT 

CRYO 

CS 
CTRL 

C&W 
Dbl 
DC 

DDU 

DED 
DEMOD 
DEP 

DFP 
DIA 

DIFFER 

DIST 
DWG 
DYN 
E 
ECG 
ECS 
EDP 
EGRET 
El 
EKG 
EL 
EMI 
EOG 
EPDB 
EPSP 
ES 
EXP 
EXPMT 
Angstrom 
Ambient Air Monitor 
Alternate Current 
Acceleration 
Aft Flight Deck 
Amplifier 
Analysis 
Ames Research Center -
Assembly 
Advanced Technology Laboratory 
Attitude 
Average 
Baseline 
Bulkhead 
Bracket 
Bio Science Holding Facility 
Buildup 
Centigrade 
Combined Astronomy 
Center Aisle Connector Bracket 
Canister Bracket 
Closcd Circuit Tlovisio 
Controls/Displays 
Command and Data Management System
Center of Gravity 
Cargo Interface Test Equipment 
Centimeter 
Command 
Checkout 
Control 
Coaxial 
Connector 

Common Operational Research Equipment 
Control Processing Unit 
Cathode Ray Tube 
Cryogenics 
Commad/Control System 
Control 
Caution and Warning 
Double 

Direct Current
 
Data Display Unit 

Dedicated 

Demodulator
 
Dependent 

Dedicatea Freon Pump 

Diameter 

Differential
 
Distribution 

Drawing 

Dynamics 

Engineer 
Electra.rdiogram 
Environment Control System 
Experiment Definition Package 
Explore Gamma Ray Experiment Telescope 
End Item 
Electracardiagram 
Electrolite 
Electromagnetic Interference 
Oculographic 
Experiment Power Distribution Box 
Experiment Power Switching Panel 
Electrical/Environment System 
Experiment 
Experiment 
FACL 
FILT 
FLT 
FOV 
FSS 
FSS 
FT 
FUNCT 
FURN 
FWD 
FZR 
g 
GE 
GN2 
GPR 
GSE 
GSR 
HDWE 
HDRM 
HE 
He 
HF 
Hr 
HV 
Hz 
ICRS 
IMU 
In 
IND 
INT 
INVERT 
INSTAL 
INV/V 
IR 
IRU 
I/O 
IPS 

I/S 
IVT 
Jc 
JSC 
K 
Kg 
KSC 

LBNP 
LG 
LGHE 
I-He 
LN2 
L/S 
m 
MEAS 
MECH 
MEGRD 
MET 
Mev 
MIC 
MI1C 
A-]
 
Facility 
Filter 
Flight 
Field of View 
Flight Support System 
Forward Support Structure 
Foot, Feet 
Function 
Furnish 
Forward 
Freezer 
Gravity 
General Electric 
Gaseous Nitrogen 
Ground Processing Requirements 
Ground Support Equipment
 
Ground Support Requirements
 
Hardware 
Hgh Dt. Rate Multplexer 
Heat Exchanger 
Helium 
Holding Facility 
Hour 
High Voltage
Hertz 
Intercomm Remote Station
 
Inertial Measurement Unit
 
Inch
 
Independent
 
Integrated
 
Inverter
Installation 
Involvement 
InFrared
 
Inertial Reference Unit
 
Input/Output 
Instrument Pointing System
 
Interconnect Station
 
Introventricular
 
Jettison Cable
 
Johnson Spaceflight Center
 
Kelvin 
Kilogram 
Kennedy Spaceflight Center 
Lower Body Negative Pressure
 
Large
 
LiquidGas Heat Exchanger
 
Liquid Helium
 
Liquid Nitrogen
 
Life Science
 
Meter 
Measure 
Mechanisri, Mechanical 
Medium Energy Gamma Ray Detector 
Metered
 
Million Electron Volts
 
Multiple Instrument Compartment
 
Miscellaneous
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mm Milimeter SC Signal Cable 
MOD Module SCINT Scintilalor 
M/P, MP Manpower SEG Segment 
MPF 
MS 
Multipurpose Furnace 
Mass Spectrometer 
SHe 
SIG 
Super Critical Helium 
Signal 
MSS Mission Specialist Station SIPS Small Instrument Pointing System 
MTRS Meters SIRTF Shuttle Infrared Telescope Facility 
OAF 
O&C 
Orbiter Aft Flight 
Operations and Checkout 
SA 
SP 
Spacelob 
Space Processing 
OEM 
OFLA 
ONLA 
Orbital Environment Monitor 
Off-line Assembly 
On-line Assembly 
SPAR 
SPECT 
SSUS 
Space Processing Application Rocket 
Spectrometer 
Solid Spinning Upper Stage 
OPF Orbiter Processing Facility STBD Starboard 
OPS Operations STS Space Transportation System 
OSC Osciloscope SUB Substitute 
OSCILL Oscilloscope SURV Survey 
PC Power Cable T Technician 
PDB Power Distribution Box TDY Temporary Duty 
PI Principal Investigator TELE Telescope 
P/ Payload TLM Telemetry 
PMT Photomultiplier Tube TRANS Transportation 
PNL Panel 
P0S Position UV Ultraviolet 
PSS Payload Special Station 
PWR Power VERIF Verify, Verification 
RAD Radius 
VAC 
VDC 
Voltage Alternating Current 
Voltage Direct Current 
RAU Remote Acquisition Unit 
RBC Red Blood Cell XMTR Transmitter 
RCS Reaction Control System XPORT Transport 
RCVR Receiver 
REC Recorder 
Red Reduction 
RESPIR Respiration 
r f. Radio.Frequency 
R.O. Read Out 
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